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Copyrights, Thanks & License 
Guide developed by: Martin Hebel, Will Devenport & John Gavlik 

MakerPlot Software and Guide, Copyright 2012-2019 by SelmaWare Solutions, LLC.  
All rights reserved. Distributed by LearnOnLine, Inc. 
Developed by Martin Hebel 

Windows®, NotePad®, Excel® and Word® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Arduino© is a Registered trademark of Arduino LLC 
All other microcontrollers mentioned in this document are registered trademarks of their respective companies. 

The developer and authors thank the users who have been instrumental in the continued 
development of this software and the beta testers for this release.  

We thank Jim Gavlik and Kristopher Boomer for the development of new images and sound 
files used in this release. 

MakerPlot End-User License Agreement (EULA) 

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MAKERPLOT SOFTWARE 

THE SOFTWARE IS OWNED BY SELMAWARE SOLUTIONS, LCC, AN ILLINOIS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
(“SELMAWARE”). 

THE MAKERPLOT END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT ("EULA") IS A LEGAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU 
(EITHER AN INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION) AND SELMAWARE FOR THE MAKERPLOT SOFTWARE 
IDENTIFIED ABOVE WHICH MAY INCLUDE ASSOCIATED SOFTWARE COMPONENTS, VISUAL AND AUDIO 
MEDIA, PRINTED AND/OR ONLINE DOCUMENTATION ("SOFTWARE").  

THE SOFTWARE IS EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY LEARNONLINE, INC. (“LEARNONLINE”)  A CALIFORNIA 
CORPORATION AND SEPARATE BUSINESS ENTITY OPERATING UNDER THE WEBSITE URL 
WWW.MAKERPLOT.COM.  LEARNONLINE MAY ENLIST OTHER AUTHORIZED RESELLERS FOR EXPANDED 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOFTWARE.  

MAKERPLOT IS SOFTWARE THAT IS “CUSTOMIZABLE” BY THE END USER AND, AS SUCH, ITS 
OPERATIONS AND FUNCTIONS MAY NOT “WORK” IN EVERY CASE DUE TO INAPPROPRIATE, 
INCOMPLETE OR INCORRECT ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE END USER IN SUCH CUSTOMIZING EFFORTS. 
BECAUSE OF THESE CONDITIONS WE CANNOT WARRANTEE THE SOFTWARE’S FUNCTIONALITY OR ITS 
USE FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 

 THE SOFTWARE IS NOT WARRANTED FOR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE.   USERS OF THE SOFTWARE 
ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ITS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE USE. 
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IMPORTANT - READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE 
PURCHASE OR CONTINUING WITH A PROGRAM INSTALL OR OPERATION:  

By installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the terms of this 
EULA. This license agreement represents the entire agreement concerning the program between you 
and SelmaWare, (referred to as "licenser"), and it supersedes any prior proposal, representation, or 
understanding between the parties. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not install or use 
the SOFTWARE.    

The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other 
intellectual property laws and treaties.  

The SOFTWARE is licensed, not sold.  

License Terms 

1. GRANT OF LICENSE.  
The SOFTWARE is licensed as follows:  

(a) Installation and Use. 
SelmaWare grants you the right to install and use copies of the SOFTWARE on your computer running a 
validly licensed copy of the operating system for which the SOFTWARE was designed [e.g., Windows XP, 
Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8]. 

(b) Backup Copies. 
You may also make copies of the SOFTWARE as may be necessary for backup and archival purposes. 

(c) Licenses. 

(c1)  Single User License. 

The MakerPlot Single User License allows a single copy of the SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CODE to be 
installed on and used with only one computer.  The SAME SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CODE cannot be 
installed on multiple computers under any circumstances.  When multiple copies are necessary, each 
computer must have a separate MakerPlot Single User License SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CODE 
installed.  

(c2)   Lab Pack License. 

The MakerPlot Lab Pack License allows multiple copies of the SOFTWARE REGISTRATION CODE to be 
installed on and used with as many computers, as necessary, in an individual classroom, computer lab or 
office.  You are not permitted to install the SAME MakerPlot Lab Pack License REGISTRATION CODE on 
computers in multiple classrooms, computer labs or offices within the same building or remote branches 
of the same school, company or business.  A separate MakerPlot Lab Pack License REGISTRATION CODE 
is required for multiple computers in each separate classroom, computer lab or office.  
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2. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS. 
(a) Maintenance of Copyright Notices. 
You MUST NOT remove or alter any copyright notices on any and all copies of the SOFTWARE. 

(b) Software Distribution. 
You MUST NOT distribute registered copies of the SOFTWARE to third parties. Evaluation versions, 
available for download from MakerPlot’s website, may be freely distributed. 

(c) Licenses and Registration Codes.  
You MUST NOT distribute or make public any license or registration codes issued to you, either through 
purchase or other means. Single user licenses may be used on a single computer of individual or shared 
use. Lab licenses may be used on any number of computers in a single physical location, such as a single 
classroom of school laboratory computers. Use of the application from a network server is not allowed 
nor recommended. 

(d) Derivative Works - Macro Distribution 
Derivative works created with the SOFTWARE known as MACROS may be freely distributed.  

(e) Prohibition on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. 
You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE, except and only to the extent 
that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law notwithstanding this limitation.  

(f) Rental. 
You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE. 

(g) Support Services. 
SelmaWare may provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE ("Support Services"). Any 
supplemental software code provided to you as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of 
the SOFTWARE and subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA.  

(h) Compliance with Applicable Laws. 
You must comply with all applicable laws regarding use of the SOFTWARE. 

3. TERMINATION  
Without prejudice to any other rights, SelmaWare may terminate this EULA if you fail to comply with the 
terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE in your 
possession. 

4. COPYRIGHT 
All title, including but not limited to copyrights, in and to the SOFTWARE and any copies thereof is 
owned by SelmaWare. All title and intellectual property rights in and to the content which may be 
accessed through use of the SOFTWARE is the property of the respective content owner and may be 
protected by applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties. This EULA grants you 
no rights to use such content. All rights not expressly granted are reserved by SelmaWare.  
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5. NO WARRANTIES 
SelmaWare expressly disclaims any warranty for the SOFTWARE. The SOFTWARE is provided 'As Is' 
without any express or implied warranty of any kind, including but not limited to any warranties of 
merchantability, no infringement, or fitness of a particular purpose. SelmaWare does not warrant or 
assume responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other 
items contained within the SOFTWARE. SelmaWare makes no warranties respecting any harm that may 
be caused by the transmission of a computer virus, worm, time bomb, logic bomb, or other such 
computer program. SelmaWare further expressly disclaims any warranty or representation to 
Authorized Users or to any third party. 

6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
In no event shall SelmaWare, LearnOnLine, or any authorized MakerPlot software reseller, be liable for 
any damages (including, without limitation, lost profits, business interruption, or lost information) rising 
out of 'Authorized Users' use of or inability to use the SOFTWARE, even if SelmaWare, LearnOnLine or 
software reseller(s) have been advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will SelmaWare, 
LearnOnLine or software reseller(s) be liable for loss of data or for indirect, special, incidental, 
consequential (including lost profit), or other damages based in contract, tort or otherwise. SelmaWare, 
LearnOnLine or software reseller(s) shall have no liability with respect to the content of the SOFTWARE 
or any part thereof, including but not limited to errors or omissions contained therein, libel, 
infringements of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights, business interruption, personal injury, loss 
of privacy, moral rights or the disclosure of confidential information. 
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Guide Conventions and Use 
 

In the writing of this guide, certain conventions were followed, including: 

• The use of red/maroon text to indicate MakerPlot instructions, values and ‘code’. 

• The use of violet to indicate Arduino sketch code. 

• The use of italicized, bold blue text for hyperlinks within the document. 

The MakerPlot code itself is not case sensitive, though we attempted to maintain certain conventions in 
the code illustrations contained in this guide.  

• Control names and properties are mixed-case, such as myControl.AlarmMax.  

• Instructions are written in upper-case, !RSET. 

• MakerPlot values are generally shown in upper-case when not referencing a control, (AIN0). 

• Math operations are shown in upper-case, [(AIN0) SIN FORMAT 0.00]. 

This guide was written during the development of the software. Inconsequential changes to the 
software may have occurred subsequent to the screen image captures for this guide. 

MAKERPLOT IS SOFTWARE THAT IS “CUSTOMIZABLE” BY THE END USER AND, AS SUCH, ITS’ OPERATIONS 
AND FUNCTIONS MAY NOT “WORK” IN EVERY CASE DUE TO INAPPROPRIATE, INCOMPLETE OR 
INCORRECT ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE END USER IN SUCH CUSTOMIZING EFFORTS. BECAUSE OF THESE 
CONDITIONS WE CANNOT WARENTEE THE SOFTWARE’S FUNCTIONALITY OR ITS USE FOR ANY PURPOSE 
WHATSOEVER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 

THE SOFTWARE IS NOT WARRANTED FOR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE.   USERS OF THE SOFTWARE 
ASSUME ALL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ITS SAFE AND EFFECTIVE USE. 

USERS ASSUME ALL RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF THIS GUIDE AND SOFTWARE IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF SYSTEMS AND OTHER USES. 
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MakerPlot Updates & Fixes 
 

 

A. V1.8.0 Additions and Updates 
• January 2019 

FASTER LOADING!  
Load speed has been significantly increased, especially on laptops, by allowing the user to limit 
the number of COMM PORT number that are searched to find available ports. 
 
In first run, this screen will be presented to the user: 

 

This allows the user to select the maximum port numbers to search. As it mentions, if you are a 
typical users where you may only have a couple devices, 15 is usually more than enough. The 
maximum is 255. 
 
This setting may be changed at any time through the Configuration Port tab. 

 
The instruction, !PMAX value, max also be used. 
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• Data Builder for Serial Data Formatting 
The Data Builder allows capture of incoming serial data and parsing of string and fields for use in 
MakerPlot processing. It may be opened from the View menu or using the Blue hammer on the 
toolbar. 

 

• The Settings define operation of the Data Builder. 

o Enable Data Builder enables capture and processing of the data. It also selects and 
option under “Configuration””Data” to use the Builder. 

o Halt will stop current processing, but not return string processing back to MakerPlot’s 
normal processing. 

o Process Code with MakerPlot allows passing the final code at the bottom to MakerPlot 
for normal data processing. 

o Save Config to Macro enables saving the configuration when MakerPlot macro is built. 
Exiting MakerPlot ALWAYS saves the current configuration to Windows registry for 
loading next run. 
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• Incoming Data can show the contents of the Queue for processing. The current numbers of 
characters is displayed along with a way to clear it. Should the queue exceed 10,000, it will 
automatically clear. 

• Define Data String will allow the user to define how a string is structured either with a beginning 
character and the length or be defining the end character or the delimiter between strings. 
Values may be strings, decimal ASCII characters or HEX ASCII characters. 
 
The resultant string is shown based on the parameters. 
 
The replacement fields allow replacement of characters or string in the data to strip out or 
replace unwanted characters. NOTE: All ASCII characters < decimal 31 are removed 
automatically. 
 
The resultant string is shown. 

• Parse Fields allows parsing of the data in the string. The parse character or string may be 
entered and resultant data for fields %f0 to %f33 are shown. In the Final Data MakerPlot 
Processing area shows 3 text fields.  The first is the code template where the data fields may be 
used in MakerPlot instructions and data formats for processing. %f0 to %f33 are replaced at the 
time of processing with the data from the fields listed above it. 
 
Analog, digital, message string may be defined using data, all instructions and macro values, 
such as (RTIME) for real time, may be used. The following is the contents of the example text 
block which may be used a simple guide. 
 
%f0 to %f33 in the template will be replaced with the values for those fields. Processed code will 
be shown. Check box at top to have it processed by MakerPlot. 
 
Examples: 
To plot channels of analog data, separated by commas - must start with a value.  
%f5,%f7,%f19 
 
Digital, start with %, no commas: 
%%f2%f3 
 
For messages, write text, cannot start with a number. 
The value is %f10 
 
Advanced MakerPlot features may be used such as: 
Showing a value in status bar at top: 
!STAT The value is %f6 at (PTIME) 
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If a field contains a value, do operation. Additional operations can be separated by (CR) 
!IFTH %f0,==,$GPR,%f1,%f2(CR)!STAT Time is (RTIME) 
 
 
Manually plotting a channel: 
!ACHN 0,%f2,(RED) 
 
Performing math (note spaces): 
!ACHN 1,[[%f2 + %f3] / 2],(GREEN) 
 
Manually logging data with time: 
!LOGD (PTIME),%f11, %f20 
 
Drawing shapes with data: 
!FREC %f0,%f1,%f2,%f4,(RED) 
 
And most any other MakerPlot instruction or feature! 
 
Note: The operations of the Configuration--> Color  
& Scales tab are also available for analog data  
plotted here as well as any macro processing. 
 

B. V1.6.0 Additions and updates since 1.5.0 - Internet Controls 
• August 2014 

Increased Internet communications abilities through the addition of new controls which may be 
easily added to existing interfaces: 

o Internet TCP Server Control 

o Internet TCP Client Control 

o Internet UDP Control 

 

• Added a new section on Internet use including network principles, new controls and examples 
for the Ethernet and WiFi Shields:  Essential Internet Network Principles. 
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• Two new interfaces for exploring, monitoring and control. Exploring Internet Control 
Communications and Control 

       

• New Arduino code for WiFi Shield and Ethernet Shield. 
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Adds a new  to allow multiple timers – operates in one-shot or repeats for 
continuous timing. Sets a flag that may be read as well. 

• Modified logging/ macros/plotting with logs to be more consistent file 
format for end of line characters. 

• Added the macro value of objxxx to read control objects by their index numbers, such as: 
!DBUG object 5 is (obj5) and has a value of ((obj5)) 
!FORP 1,50,!DBUG object & is (obj&) and has a value of ((obj&)) 

 

V1.5.95 – 6/2/2014 

• Corrected bug on plotting binary data. 

V1.5.9 – 4/29/2014 

• Corrected bug where a modal window warning will crash the program for non-registered users 
when the 3-minute connection limit and 15-minute registration annoyance are displayed at 
once (or attempted by MakerPlot). 

• In Logging Menu, modified the Plot from Data Log routine so that if the file is not in MakerPlot 
format (data time, etc), the file will be processed as raw data. This allows plotting data from a 
text file or processing control or other instructions. MakerPlot syntax rules apply, such as ending 
with ASCII 13 or 10, and binary values having % in front.  

• Guide version 1.5.1 - In Creating and Configuring Controls on the Interface, corrected 
meter2_obj to mp_meter_obj for meter creation. The meter2 control was an old version left in 
for backwards compatibility but not totally compatible with the current software. 

 

V1.5.8 – 4/27/2014 

• Corrected occasional bug that crashes with modal warning. 

• Corrected problem where !PORT in initialization was not setting port (needs to be after !NEWP) 

 

V1.5.5 – 3/23/2014 

• Corrected serial routines causing stalling, mostly noted using the Arduino Uno R3 boards. 
 

V1.5.3 – 2/22/2014 

• Corrected a problem where using log scale and values < 1 plotted erroneously. 
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• Corrected code to close aux serial ports when loading plot/interface select screens. 
 

V1.5.2 – 2/16/2014 

• Correctly configured installer so as not to have multiple copies showing on add/remove 
programs. Effective for version1.5.0 and up. 

• Corrected a few BAUD select bugs in various interfaces. 

• Corrected a bug when selecting colors for the controls 2 image button, image0 property. 

C. Fix in manual Version 1.5.1 
• In Creating and Configuring Controls on the Interface, corrected meter2_obj to 

mp_meter_obj for meter creation. The meter2 control was an old version left in for 
backwards compatibility but not totally compatible with the current software. 

• In Logging Menu, modified the “Plot from Data Log” routine so that if the file is not in 
MakerPlot format (data time, etc), the file will be processed as raw data. This allows 
plotting data from a text file or processing control or other instructions. MakerPlot syntax 
rules apply, such as ending with ASCII 13 or 10, and binary values having % in front. 

D. Bug Fixes/Manual Changes for Version 1.5 

Momentary Image Button pops back up when changed with code. 
When activating a Controls 2 image button set up for momentary control, it will pop back up as if 
clicked manually. 
‘ button will show pressed then released. 
!POBJ myBut=1 

Bug Fix on opening text box object for editing 
Text boxes and text scroll boxes now open properly in the Object Editor when Shift-Right-Clicked.  
Drop boxes, due to development software limitations, probably will never support this action. 

Updated the documentation’s instructions and values for the following: 
 

!MOFF ON/OFF Disables the Message Window from opening 
automatically. 

Added the following MakerPlot Values missed: 
(DATE) –  month/day/year 
(M0)- Month 
(DD)- Day of month 
(YY)- Year 
 
(HH)- Hours 
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(MM)- Minutes 
(SS)- Seconds 

Added the following to the program and documentation: 
Day of the week values 
(wDAY) - Day of the week, such as “Saturday” 
(awDAY) - Abbreviated week day, such as “Sat” 
(nwDAY) - Number for the week day, such as “7” for Saturday 

See MakerPlot Values Listing, Date & Time 

 

oImage$ to prevent resizing 
To prevent the resizing of images, such as logo’s, that may lose resolution when resized, use $ in the 
name of the image object (oImage objects only), such as img_logo$. A command to prevent resizing 
elements globally on the interface is under consideration. 

GREG for registry entries has a default value 
Missing in the documentation was the default value to use when reading a registry entry. 
‘ Get the registry entry for the myPlot_myText key, use Hello if no value exists. 
!POBJ mytext=(GREG.myPlot_mytext,Hello) 
 
GREG is used to read values set by !SREG. 
‘ Store the current value of myText in the registry using the key myText 
!SREG myText,(MyPlot_myText) 
 
Note that !SSET mySaveName and !GSET mySaveName are used to save/recall the entire interface 
at once to/from the registry. 

• Fixed a bug in Macro Builder that was adding unwanted characters when opening files. 

• When building a macro, the oTimers have been moved to the end of the Object Code so that 
objects they access will have been created. 
 

E. V1.5.0 Additions/Enhancements 

Increased use of wildcard for controls. 
Use of wildcards has been implemented for the Active-X Controls 2, such as using  
!POBJ Met*.Alarm=0 to turn off alarming for all meters controls beginning with Met. 

Ability to use nulls in analog data list for specific channels. 
Plotting select channels using by leaving nulls (nothing) in comma-separated values (CSVs). Analog 
CSVs may now start with a comma (null for 1st value or AIN0 value). This allows only specific 
channels to be plotted based on a value’s location in the comma-list. MakerPlot values and data are 
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updated and accessible. The CSV string may start with a null value as well.  
 
Examples: 

,,10,,,, Would plot 10 for the 3rd channel of analog data (channel 2 or AIN2). No 
other channels will be plotted. The Values Window values for channel 2 
and the MakerPlot values of (AIN2), (AINMAX2), etc will be updated and 
accessible. 

1,,20,,, Would plot channels 0 and 2, again updating values. 

,,30,,,,,,,,,50 30 would be plotted and used as channel 2. In this list, 50 is considered at 
channel 11. As only channels 0-9 are plotted automatically it will not be 
plotted but the value/min/max/avg of channel 11 will be accessible in the 
Values Window and as (AIN11), (AINMIN11), etc. 

 
See Section 5 on Analog Data 

Use of !ACHN for non-plotting channels. 
!ACHN is used to manually plot/store data on a specific channel in a specific color. This instruction 
has been extended to allow channel values up to 99 so that data may be stored and accessed in the 
Values Window or as MakerPlot values, such as (AINAVE50). The color is still required though 
channels above 9 are not plotted. 
!ACHN channel,value,color 
!ACHN 50,100,0 

(DATA) and (DATAxx) to Return Incoming Analog/Message Strings and Values 
When analog data (single or multiple comma separated values) or text messages are received, the 
raw data (of any type) may be accessed as a (DATA) for the entire string or (DATA0), (DATA1), etc, 
for individual values based on comma separation or the parse character delimiter defined in Options 
or using !PCHR instruction. Unused values return nulls. 
10,20,30,40 
? (DATA) 
Would return “10,20,30,40” 
? (DATA2) 
Would return “30” 
 
‘ Set parse character to space instead of comma 
!PCHR   
Hello world! My data is 1 2 3 4 5 
? (DATA) 
Would return entire string 
? (DATA2) 
Would return “My” 
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See Section 5 on Analog Data and Messages. 

Debug/Immediate Window Changes 

• Use of ? in the Debug/Immediate Window for !DBUG 
When manually entering text in the Debug/Immediate Window, ? may be used in place of 
!DBUG to show information in window. 
? the value of channel 0 is (AIN0) 
? (RTIME) 

• Added a filter text box on the Debug/Immediate 
If this text box is not empty (indicated by being green), only data containing the filter string will 
be displayed. Error messages are not filtered; data from the device in Terminal Mode is filtered. 

 

See Section 8, Logs (Debug/Immediate) Window 

Add Your Error Message Using !ERRR 
Add your own error message to the main window’s bottom status bar and the DEBUG Window. 
!ERRR Value exceeded!(CR)!BELL 
 

Alphanumeric Text lists for oDrop & oList Controls 
The oDrop controls now accepts text as well as values for populating from a list: 
!POBJ drpCOMMs.LIST=OFF,1,2,3,4 
 
For clarification on using list and drop boxes: 
!POBJ lst_1=1,2,3,4  Will set the control to the 1st value (add it if necessary first) 
!POBJ lst_1.Add=1,2,3,4 Will set the control to the entire string including commas 
!POBJ lst_1.LIST=1,2,3,4 Add each comma-separated value as individual list entries 
 
Having comma separated values can be beneficial at times.  For instance, different data could be 
pulled out of the user selected entry, such as if a list called drp_Speed contains  
“Speed slow               ,50”. If the user only sees and selects “Slow Speed”, the other value (50) can be 
pulled using: 
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‘ Manually parse the values 
!SPLT (drp_speed) 
‘ Send the 2nd value to the controller (0 based list) 
!SEND (PARSE1) 
 
See Section 11, Dropbox Control - oDrop 
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New File/folder handling 
The following have been implemented to make logging and other actions more versatile: 

!MDIR folderName Creates a folder in the MakerPlot 
Documents root directory. No 
other location can be used. 
Creating a folder that already 
exists does not cause issues. 

(FILE.fileName)  
(FILE.folderName)  
(FILE.folderName\FileName) 
‘ place headers in file on first create 
!IFTH (FILE.(DPATH)test.txt),==,0,!LOGF (DPATH)test.txt,TIME, VALUE 

Return 1 if either the file exists 
or, for a folder, the folder exists 
and has at least one file in it. If no 
file or populated folder, 0 is 
returned. 

!LOGF Path\Filename,Data,Data 
!LOGF myData.txt,(RTIME),(AIN0),(AIN1) 
!LOGF (DOCPATH)myData2.csv,1,2,3 

 

 

Creates and appends to the 
named file in the defined path, 
such as (DPATH) for data 
directory. This instruction creates 
(if needed), opens, writes and 
closes the named file. 
 
This operation does not 
automatically use time data as 
first value. Also, as the file is 
opened/closed each use, it is 
slower then logging normally 
using !NAMD and automatic 
logging or using !LOGD for 
manual logging to the standard 
data file. 

Use is restricted to the MakerPlot 
documents folder. 

!DELF Path\Filename 
!DELF (DPATH)Test.txt 

Deletes the named file. Use is 
restricted to the MakerPlot 
documents folders. 

See Working with Folders and Other Means of Manually Writing to Files and File Paths and 
Logging Control 
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Hiding background during interface construction & showing again. 
The !HIDE and !SHOW instructions will hide and show the background of the interface. This allows 
the user to not see the control-by-control placement. Hiding times out after 30 seconds in the event 
of a problem. 
 
The Macro Builder has a new check box to add this automatically to a build. If added manually, add 
after !NEWP. 
 
See Section 7, Macro Development, Initialize Section (Init:) 

Added an On-Line Release Notes Entry to Help Menu 
This Menu choice will open the on-line, up-to-date release 
note information for MakerPlot to check on bug fixes or new 
releases more easily. 
 
 
 

Auxiliary Serial Port Objects 
Three auxiliary Serial Port Objects allow collecting data from 
multiple sources at once. Each port has its own event code for 
when data arrives or if the port has an error. Use standard 
MakerPlot instructions to define what occurs. The arriving data 
may be accessed with (DATA) for the entire string or (DATA0) to 
(DATA99) for each comma-separated value (may use other 
delimiters as well). Once placed in the queue, such as analog data, 
processing is performed normally based on data structure. 
 
Indicators have been added to Aux Receive (AR) and Aux Transmit 
(AT). These will be gray=none connected, green=at least 1 
connected, red = receiving data, Yellow = Error. 
 
 On 
errors, customized error events may be written. Use (ERR) to access the 
error event name. Each port acts independently.   

 
See Auxiliary Serial Port Objects for more information. 
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Added a 2nd page for Interface Selection with a multi-Serial Port Standard Interface and future 
pre-made interfaces. 

 

 
 

F. Regional & Language Issues 
MakerPlot uses the comma (,) extensively as a delimiter for data and parameters.  For regions that use 
the comma as a decimal point, the user should change their computers settings to use the period 
instead (.) 
Control PanelRegion and LanguageAdditional SettingsDecimal Point 

. 
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G. Version Release Notes to Date 

Version 1.5.0 – January 11, 2014 

• See Fix in manual Version 1.5.1 

• In Creating and Configuring Controls on the Interface, corrected meter2_obj to 
mp_meter_obj for meter creation. The meter2 control was an old version left in for 
backwards compatibility but not totally compatible with the current software. 

• In Logging Menu, modified the “Plot from Data Log” routine so that if the file is not in 
MakerPlot format (data time, etc), the file will be processed as raw data. This allows 
plotting data from a text file or processing control or other instructions. MakerPlot syntax 
rules apply, such as ending with ASCII 13 or 10, and binary values having % in front. 

• Bug Fixes/Manual Changes for Version 1.5 

Version 1.3.4 – February 2, 2014 

• Corrected a problem with “hangs” and “glitches” using interactive control. 

Version 1.3.3 – January 11, 2014 

• Corrected a bug that was causing a controller reset every few seconds with low 
data rates and DTR enabled. 

Version 1.3.2 – December 30, 2013 

• Corrected issues with binary data. 
• Improved speed when manually logging data (!LOGD). 

Version 1.3.1 – December 23, 2013 

• Corrected small serial issue most apparent when doing interactive control. 

Version 1.3.0 – December 20, 2013 

• Replaces the Serial Communications (MSCOMM32) control with a much better control. 
o COM port values up to 255. 
o Much more stable communications. 
o Should lift limitation on available USB drivers for 64-bit machines (Prolific and others). 

Version 1.2.5 update – July 31st, 2013 

• MakerPlot installer released with Verisign © Certification. 
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Version 1.2.2 update – July 21st, 2013 

• Corrected bugs which in which image button controls were not updating color properly nor being 
able to change the label through the popup menu for Controls. 

Version 1.2.0 update – June 1st, 2013 

• Corrected a bug which was not allowing drag-drop placement of Controls 2 meters. 

Version 1.1.5 update – May 22nd, 2013 

• Modified the updating of objects using Auto Update features, such as image buttons and meters. 
A large number of these controls updating were causing the program to “hang” with each trying to 
update every 100mS. An algorithm has been applied for the update interval for each to be: 
50mS + (number of controls auto-updating x 10mS). 

Version 1.1.2 update – April 18th, 2013 

• Corrected a bug that was causing a timeout after 3 minutes even when registered. 
 

Version 1.1 updates – March 10th, 2013 

• Correct problems of control sizing, macro loading and crashed on non-U.S. systems. 
• Added detection of the system’s use of commas (i.e: 5,25) as a decimal point and provides 

recommendation to change to a period (i.e: 5.25) for proper operation. 
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1. MakerPlot Quick Start with the Arduino® 

 

MakerPlot is a Windows® supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) application for monitoring and control 
of devices through a serial data connection.  Typically the device is a microcontroller, such as the Arduino®, BASIC 
Stamp®, or virtually any other microcontroller that can send and receive serial data. Other means of connections 
are available as well, such as over a network connection using TCP/IP, or using other connections that that map to 
a virtual COM port. 

 

Within this document the PC software (the  screen) is referred to as the “Interface” and any 
microcontroller, be it Arduino ®, Basic Stamp ® or others, is referred to as the “Controller”.  In addition, 
“Controls” can mean buttons, meters and sliders as well as text commands.  

 

The software has been called Graphical Data Acquisition and Control for your Microcontroller and Imagination due 
to the powerful interactions available between the controller and the PC based software.  The end-user has 
virtually full control of the interface and how information may be represented between MakerPlot interface 
design and microcontroller programming.  The controller also has the ability to read information directly from the 
interfaces for interactive measurement, plotting and control. 
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The ability to design a customized GUI interface for monitoring, combined with the ability to program your 
microcontroller to interface directly and simply with the GUI, is a powerful combination for a developer.  The 
software has been named MakerPlot for those “Makers” desiring to create simple yet powerful interfaces for 
their projects and products, either for monitoring analog or digital data and/or to control devices connected to 
the controller.  

You may recognize MakerPlot as a derivative of a program called StampPlot Pro by SelmaWare Solutions.  While 
MakerPlot is compatible with most prior StampPlot documentation and code, certain changes have been made in 
the release of MakerPlot.  It is not recommended using this document to develop interfaces using StampPlot Pro. 

Features of MakerPlot include: 

• Accepting ASCII data from nearly all microcontrollers and many other devices. 

• Plotting up to 10 channels of analog data. 

• Plotting up to 32 channels of digital data. 

• Automatic logging of data to a file. 

• Monitoring of data with controls, such as meters, gauges, text boxes, etc.  

• Interactive interfacing through controls, such as sliders, text boxes, etc. 

• Ability to perform mathematical operations and act as a math coprocessor. 

• Full control of the interface through control instructions. 

• Graphics and drawing instructions. 

• Ability to use personalized graphics and sound files. 

• Ability to automatically build files of custom interfaces (macros). 

MakerPlot is a line-processing application that accepts data for plotting and other operations.  That is, it accepts 
lines of data or instructions to define the operations to be performed.  The information is most commonly sent as 
ASCII code (strings of text), though there is the ability to accept data in binary form as well.  If this confuses you, 
don’t worry, elsewhere in the document we’ll dig deeper!   For now, understand that properly formatted text 
strings are processed and used by MakerPlot to carry out operations.  

In this section we explore simple plotting of analog and digital values using the pre-defined interfaces, configuring 
the plot area and monitoring data.  Section II provides an overview of the many features of MakerPlot you may 
use.  Designing and developing your own interfaces is explored in Section III. 

A. Analog & Digital Plotting with the Arduino 
MakerPlot can accept data for easy plotting and monitoring of analog and digital values.  Analog values are 
considered continuously changing values, such as the temperature in an environment.  It can be 75 degrees, 76 
degrees, or even 75.25 degrees depending on how accurately you can measure it and the capability of your 
controller. 

MakerPlot accepts one or more analog values for plotting of up to 10 channels of data, but can store and 
manipulate up to 100 values. When MakerPlot receives a string that starts with a value, it considers it to be analog 
data and plots it accordingly.  Multiple analog values may be received and plotted at once by separating them 
with a comma.  All strings to be processed by MakerPlot MUST end with a carriage return (CR, a ‘new line’ or an 
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ASCII 13).  All strings are in ASCII.  That is, a value such as 75 is represented as a string with the ASCII character ‘7’ 
and the ASCII character ‘5’.  And again, the string must end with a CR. 

As an example, if MakerPlot receives an ASCII string of: 
75 (ending with a carriage return) 
MakerPlot will plot a single channel of data and use the data as specified in other ways. 

In Arduino code, a single value stored in a variable such as ‘Temperature’ could be sent serially with the 
Serial.println() instruction which adds a CR to the end of the string: 
Serial.println(Temperature); 

Multiple analog values are simply separated by commas.  If MakerPlot receives a string of: 
75,100 (ending with a carriage return) 
MakerPlot would plot 2 channels of analog data. 

In Arduino code, if multiple values are stored as variables, they could be easily transmitted as analog data to 
MakerPlot using the Serial.print and Serial.println commands.  Assume an Arduino program includes variables of 
‘Temperature’ and ‘Pressure’.  To send them to MakerPlot as two analog data values, simply send the variable 
values separated by a comma and ending with a carriage return.  The code would look like this: 
Serial.print(Temperature); 
Serial.print(“,”); 
Serial.println(Pressure); 

Note that the last line uses .println to place a CR at the end of the data to be sent.   

Assuming at the time of the transmission, Temperature was 75 and pressure was 100, the serial string sent to 
MakerPlot would be 75,100 (CR).  MakerPlot will plot the 75 as an analog Channel 0 data and the 100 as an analog 
Channel 1 data.   

For digital values the data is sent in binary containing one or more bits of data represented as 1 or 0, the string is 
preceded by a % followed by 1’s and 0’s, and ending with a CR.  For example, to plot 4 channels of digital data, the 
following string structure is used: 
%1010 (and ending with a carriage return) 

In Arduino code, the “%” is sent, followed by data with values of 1 or 0.  For example, to send 2 channels of digital 
data with bit values for ‘HeaterState’ and ‘FanState’, the following can be used: 
Serial.print(“%”); 
Serial.print(HeaterState); 
Serial.println(FanState); 

Note that the last line uses .println to place a CR at the end of the data to be sent. 

NOTE: Digital data must always be sent with the same number of 1’s and 0’s or traces will not plot properly.  
When plotting digital traces, the top-most trace is the Least Significant Bit (LSB), or right-most, and the bottom 
trace is the Most Significant Bit (MSB), or left -most bit. 
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The Arduino can send a value in binary using the BIN modifier, such as: 
Serial.println(value,BIN); 
But leading 0’s are not sent, such that 00100 would be sent as 100 where as 10100 would be sent as 10100 
causing a change in the number of bits sent and causing issues in plotting. 

MakerPlot’s ADC (Analog to Digital) math operator can reinsert the lost 0’s by defining its output to be a constant 
bit width.  For example: 
Serial.print(“%[“);     // Digital & open bracket 
Serial.print(value”);   // value to convert 
Serial.println(“ ADC 5]”);  // operation and number of bits, close bracket. Note space before ADC 
would send a string of (assuming value holds 15): %[15 ADC 5] which would cause MakerPlot to resolve the value 
to 5 bits of digital data before plotting: %01111 

MakerPlot Math is covered in greater detail in Section II, MakerPlot Math Operations, and in the Math & Values 
Summary. 

OK, so that’s the basics of plotting! Now it’s time to test out some Arduino code and hardware. 

For our testing, the following circuit 
will be used to provide an analog 
input and digital I/O. 

It consists of: 

• A 10K potentiometer on A0 
• Active-Low switches on D2 

and D3 (Internal pull-up will 
be used) so the pressed state 
is 0 and un-pressed is a 1. 

• An LED on D9. 
 

 
 
The following pictorial represents the hardware connections to an Arduino Uno.  The Arduino communicates with 
MakerPlot via its serial output and the computer’s USB input.    
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The test code, MP_SimpleAnalogDigital, performs the following: 

• Reads the analog value of the potentiometer. 
• Uses a setpoint value, such that if the analog value exceeds the setpoint, the LED will light. 
• Uses the switches to raise and lower the setpoint. 
• Sends the values of the potentiometer and setpoint for plotting as analog values. 
• Sends the state of the switches and the LED for plotting as digital data. 

 
// MP_SimpleAnalogDigital 
 
const int analogInPin = A0; // Analog input pin that the potentiometer is attached to 
const int LEDpin = 9;          // Analog output pin that the LED is attached to 
const int SW1pin = 2;          // Pushbutton switch, raise setpoint 
const int SW2pin = 3;          // Pushbutton switch, lower setpoint 
 
int sensorValue = 0;          // value read from the pot 
int setPoint = 500;           // Initial value of setPoint 
int SW1state = 0;             // Store state of SW1 
int SW2state = 0;             // Store state of SW2 
int LEDstate = 0;             // Store state of LED 
 
void setup() { 
  // configure hardware 
  pinMode(SW1pin, INPUT_PULLUP);   // Enable pull-ups on switches 
  pinMode(SW2pin, INPUT_PULLUP);   
  pinMode(LEDpin, OUTPUT);         // set LED to be an output pin 
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  // initialize serial communications at 9600 bps: 
  Serial.begin(9600);  
} 
 
void loop() { 
  // read the analog in value 
  sensorValue = analogRead(analogInPin);             
   
  // Check pot value against setpoint, if above light LED 
  if (sensorValue > setPoint) 
    LEDstate = 1; 
  else 
    LEDstate = 0; 
  digitalWrite(LEDpin,LEDstate); 
 
  // Check states of pushbuttons, if pressed change setpoint up or down by 10    
  SW1state = digitalRead(SW1pin); 
  if (SW1state == 0)  
    setPoint+=10; 
  SW2state = digitalRead(SW2pin);   
  if (SW2state == 0)  
    setPoint-=10;   
 
  // print the analog values formatted for MakerPlot 
  Serial.print(sensorValue);   // send 1st value       
  Serial.print(",");            // send comma delimiter 
  Serial.println(setPoint);     // send 2nd value with carriage return 
   
  // print the digital values formatted for MakerPlot 
  Serial.print("%");           // send binary indicator 
  Serial.print(SW1state);     // send 1/0 for SW1 
  Serial.print(SW2state);     // send 1/0 for SW2 
  Serial.println(LEDstate);   // send 1/0 for LED with carriage return  
 
  // wait 100 milliseconds before the next loop 
  delay(100); 
}                      

} 
 Enter the code in the Arduino Editor and save your 

Sketch, or open the distributed sketches. 
 Open the Arduino “Serial Monitor” window to view the 

transmitted data from the Arduino. 
 View the data and confirm that the correct formatting is 

used for analog data (values separated by commas with a 
new line). Verify the digital binary data correctly 
formatted (the form of % and 1’s and 0’s ending with a 
new line. 

 Adjust your potentiometer and verify the LED lights when 
above the setpoint. 

 Press your buttons and ensure the setpoint value 
changes up and down. 
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Are the Arduino code and hardware working ok? Let’s plot values and monitor the system! 
 Note the COM port being used by the Arduino. 
 Close the Arduino “Serial Monitor” to free up the COM port for use by MakerPlot. 
 

NOTE: Only one application can have access to a COM port at any one time.  You must close or disconnect 
monitoring in one application to open the connection in another. 

 
 Open MakerPlot. 
 Click on the first interface option – Alarming Meters Interface, and allow it time to fully load. 
 Ensure the COM port selected matches the one used by the Arduino and the BAUD rate is 9600. 
 Click the red “On” switch – The connection process will cause the Arduino to reset.  The “Reload Ports” 

button may be used to refresh the list of available COM ports. 

 
 After a few seconds, analog and digital data should be plotting and the meters should be updating. 
 Adjust your potentiometer, verify one channel of analog data changes and the top meter changes.  When 

above the setpoint value, the top-most digital trace should change to high. 
 Use the buttons to adjust the setpoint, the setpoint analog channel should change and the 2 bottom 

digital traces should change respective to the button pressed. 
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B. Interfaces Selections & Features 
The MakerPlot Interface Selection screen is simply a collection of ready-to-go interfaces that provides the user a 
variety of methods of plotting and monitoring.  They also include virtual switches and other controls for ready 
access to common needs of the end-user.   Section 2 will explore some other features and instructions of 
MakerPlot and Section 3 will demonstrate how to build your own interfaces.  The pre-built interfaces have 
common features applicable to the use of the interfaces.  

This section will provide a quick run-through of the interfaces and their features.  Most do not require any 
additional coding of the Arduino for demonstration purposes; those that do will be discussed in another section. A 
plot is opened by clicking on it. You may also open a standard interface, blank plot, Arduino code samples or this 
guide!  

 

NOTE: While testing things out, if you lose track of the interface selection, you can use the menu option 
MacrosRun installed interface Macro. This will load the macro which holds the configuration information for 
the interface selection. The interfaces have a Plot Select button to return you to this screen 
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Common Interface Controls 
Many of the interfaces share common controls for connection, plot control, and logging. 

 

All controls have a “Tool Tip” allowing a brief tip on use when your mouse pointer is over it. 

Control Section 
This section allow selection of the COM port, baud rate, connecting to the 
controller, resetting (clearing) the plot, and resetting the axis. The Data Point 
Storage defines how much data to store when plotting for use in redrawing 
during shifts. The greater the number of points, the more data held in memory, 
but the longer the redrawing will be. By default, the oldest 25% of data is flushed 
from storage when the maximum capacity value is reached. 

Y-Axis 
This section controls aspects of the Y-Axis of the plot. You may enter values for the Y-
Axis minimum or maximum and label your axis as well. Always hit your Enter key after 
entering values. The control buttons allow for shifting the plot up, down, halving or 
doubling the scale, or auto scaling the axis to the data received. 

 

X-Axis 
The X-Axis section allows setting the maximum value of the axis, which is based on the 
time scale selected. The time scale may be changed, or  use the Real Time button to 
allow viewing date & time on the axis. The Shift% defines how much of the plot will 
shift to the left when Shift Max is enabled. If Shift Max is not enabled, the plot will 
restart when the maximum time is reached. By enabling Stop Max, the plot will stop 
when the maximum time is reached. The button may be cycled to restart plotting. The 

time span may also be doubled or halved with buttons. 

Logging 
MakerPlot has multiple logging options. This section provides quick access to a few. 
Log to File allows logging of analog and digital data to a text (.txt) or text comma-
separated-values (.csv) file. It also allows logging messages received to be logged to 
a file.  The names may be changed at any time and opened through the interface. 
Files are saved to the Documents Folder, MakerPlot Data folder by default. You 

may use the Open Folder button for snapshots and go up one level to see the data folder for quick access.  
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A Snapshot is an image of the interface which is stored as a JPG image.  The image may be opened or the folder 
containing all the images may be opened. Images use the title of the plot and have the date & time appended by 
default to make them unique when saving. For more on logging, please see Section 8, Logging Reference. 

Interface 
This section allows saving the settings of your interface to the Windows registry. This allows you to 
modify scales and control settings such as meter values, text box names, etc, and Save Settings. 
Upon re-opening the interface, the Load Settings button will reload most changes to the plot and 
controls. The Plot Select button will return you to the interface selection screen. 

 

Overview of Interfaces 
This provides a brief overview of the installed interfaces. For some additional information on their operation, 
please see Interface Tips & Tricks 

Alarming Meters Interface 

This interface allows plotting of multiple 
channels of analog and digital data. It provides 
meters for 2 channels of analog data. The 
toggle switches allow enabling meter alarms. 
When enabled, the label on the meter will turn 
Green when not alarming and red when 
alarming. 

A button allows setting the 
meter scales to your plot 
scales, but right-clicking a 
meter allows you more 
configuration options, 
including setting the alarm 
setpoints. 

A text box allows you to enter text, and double-clicking the plot will place your text at that 
location for annotating your plot. 
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Channel Monitoring Interface 

The Channel Monitoring Interface allows 
plotting of multiple analog and digital 
channels, and allows enabling/disabling analog 
channel plotting, color selection, and whether 
to view the current analog values for each 
channel, the maximum, the minimum or the 
average for a channel. A button allows 
selecting whether the minimum, maximum & 
average will clear when the plot resets. 

 

 

 

 

Four Gauges Interface 

This interface features 4 vertical gauges, 
monitoring of 4 channels for maximum, 
minimum and average, and a button to enable 
gauge alarms. The alarm setpoints for gauges 
may be set by right-clicking on them. 

The gauge scales may be set to match your 
plotting area with a click of a button, and the 
clearing of max/min/avg may be disabled with 
an interface button. 
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Bars Interface 

The Bars Interface plots the 10 channels of 
analog data as a bar graph. Bar colors may be 
changed as desired. The numeric values of each 
channel are shown above the plotting area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Interface 

The Digital Interface allows monitoring 8 
channels of digital data through traces and 
virtual LEDs on the interface. The traces are 
labeled, and the labels may be changed by 
entering text for each and clicking the Update 
Traces button. This interface also uses an image 
control for displaying analog values as bar 
graphs. The maximum values of the bar graphs 
may be set. 
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XY Plotting Interface 

This interface allows plotting up to 3 sets of 
analog data as X-Y coordinates on a plot. The 
first set is plotted as analog channels 0 (x) and 1 
(y), the second is analog channels 2 (x) and 3 
(y), the third is analog channels 4 (x) and 5 (y). 
Such that sending a string of:  
10,20,30,40,50,60 
would plot 10,20 and 30,40 and 50,60 

Colors of the plotted lines may be changed and 
a choice whether to connect points or not can 
be made. 

 

 

Dual Plot Interface 

The Dual Plot Interface allows plotting on 2 plots. 
Features and use of this interface include: 

• Independent axis scale selections. 

• Channel selection of 2 channels per plot 
(0 to 99). 

• Color selection of channels selected. 

• Both plots will reset when top plot 
reaches maximum time AND Shift Max is 
not enabled. 

• Both plots will reset when the bottom 
plot reaches the maximum time. 
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Interactive Interface 

The Interactive Interface was developed for 2-
way communications with the microcontroller, 
so that your controller may read switches and 
sliders or update controls directly. Please see 
Section 4, Interactive Control for a full 
discussion on the use of this interface. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3-Serial Interface with Monitoring 

This interface allows plotting and monitoring of 
up to 3 analog values only arriving on 3 different 
serial ports. Digital, control, messages, etc, are 
not supported. Data is stored to 3 different files 
based on the port it is collected on. 

Note that the action of the port controls allows 
“hot switching” of the assigned ports. One the 
“power switch” is on, the channels of each serial 
port may be changed while active. 

Please see Auxiliary Serial Port Objects for more 
information on using multiple serial ports in 
addition to Interface Tips & Tricks 
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3-Serial Interactive 

Allows 3-different controllers to be monitors AND 
controlled from a single interface using supervisory 
monitoring of distributed control processes.  

Advanced techniques allow the same code to be 
used on all controllers. For the Arduino, use sketch 
MP_3Ser_ExtInteractiveControl downloaded to each 
controller. 

Please see Auxiliary Serial Port Objects for more 
information on using multiple serial ports in addition 
to Interface Tips & Tricks 
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Data and Plot Control/Configuration 
Now that you are plotting, this section will delve a little deeper into some mechanics of MakerPlot data and some 
configurations of note that may not be readily available through the normal interfaces.  A more complete 
discussion of the MakerPlot toolbars, menus and windows can be found in the applicable sections. 

Data and the Queue 
An important aspect to understand is how MakerPlot stores data.  When a plot shifts or is otherwise refreshed it 
must redraw the digital and analog values on the plot.  When data is accepted by MakerPlot, each analog value 
plotted, digital trace plotted and possibly other information (such as drawings discussed in Section II) is stored as 
a Data Point. The number of samples to store is configurable and discussed later in this section. If too small, older 
parts of your traces will have been deleted and be missing on the plot.  If too large, when the plot shifts or is 
redrawn, it will take excessive time to redraw and may cause glitches as newer data is plotted. 

The bottom-left corner of the window contains significant indicators concerning data and connection information. 

 

The 3 indicators, CRT, represent the state of Connection (green is connected), data is being Received by MakerPlot 
(red when receiving) and data is being Transmitted from MakerPlot (red when transmitting).  

The bottom indicator bar is called the Queue.  When data or other information arrives, it must be processed by 
MakerPlot.  The queue shows how much data is waiting to be processed.  Normally it should be nearly empty (no 
bars).  When data arrives too quickly, or when MakerPlot is busy with other tasks such as redrawing, the queue 
may begin to fill.  If the queue fills excessively, MakerPlot will disconnect. 

NOTE: Although MakerPlot plots data in real time, there is a limit to how fast data can be processed. Process delay 
depends on the complexity of the operations MakerPlot is doing and the speed of your PC.  While simply plotting 
a data point may only take 5mS, a complex math operation may require 50mS.   

The top indicator bar represents the amount of data points used by the 
current plot as compared to the total amount configured.  By default 
MakerPlot will store 5000 points of data.  After this, several events could 
take place:  The plot could stop, the plot could reset, or MakerPlot could 
flush the oldest data to make room for new data.  The menu choice, Plot, 
deals with these configurations. 

The plot can be setup to base actions on the maximum time of the plot or 
the number of data points.  It can be set to stop at the defined maximum, to 
shift at the maximum time or to flush old data for continuous plotting.  You 
may also access some of these through the choices on the designed 
interface. 
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The Configuration Window can be used to configure your 
connection, plot area and other features of MakerPlot.  Open the 
Configuration Window using the menu ViewConfiguration, or the 

toolbar button:  

The initial tab, Port, sets the connection for serial data or data via 
TCP (discussed in Section 9, Port Tab).  Standard options are 
available including the COM port number, baud, etc.  The size of the 
data queue may also be set.  Note that this may be a very large 
number. When a macro (interface configuration file) is opened, it 
must be placed in the queue while being processed. 

A couple options of note for this section are “DTR Enabled” and 
“Micro Echoes Data”.  DTR enabled causes many controllers 
(including many Arduino boards) to reset when MakerPlot connects. 
This can be beneficial in that initialization code could be sent from 
the controller to configure MakerPlot on connection.  Or, it could be 
frustrating if you have code running and MakerPlot resets it. 

Micro Echoes Data is available for controllers that echo or repeat 
back data sent to them, such as the BASIC Stamp®.  When sending 
data from MakerPlot to the controller, if the controller echoes the 
data back, MakerPlot will think the echo is incoming data.  To 
prevent errors, a character string of |Q| is appended to data sent to 
the controller.  If MakerPlot receives a string with those characters, 
it is ignored. 

The Data tab allows the number of data points to be set and can be 
used to change how data is formatted for MakerPlot.  Other options 
of this tab are summarized in Section 9, Data Tab) 

Plotting Configuration 
Several of the tabs in the Configuration Window are used for plot 
configuration as well, though many can be done in other places of 
the interface.  The Axis tab is used to set the Y (analog value) and X 
(time) axis, logarithmic scale may be set for the Y-axis and the time 
scale may be changed to show seconds, minutes or hours, or to use 
the real time (date & time). 

The grid may be adjusted as well for the number of grid lines (digital 
traces align to grid lines) and to label the axis. 
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The Colors + Scale tab is used to set colors of the plotting area and 
to scale incoming data.  By clicking the color boxes, the colors of the 
grid, the plot background, and the scale labels may be set.  Also, the 
color of the analog traces may be changed.  When comma-separated 
values are received, each value is plotted as a different trace.  These 
are analog channels.  The first value is channel 0, the second 
comma-separated value is channel 1, and so on.  

At the bottom, ‘Image’ allows setting a background plot image.  The 
media subdirectory ‘Backs’ has a collection of background images, or 
you may make your own JPG or GIF to use. 

In the lower section of the tab, each analog channel may be turned 
off to hide that channel from being plotted.  The color of each 
channel may be adjusted. 

For scaling, the value of the incoming data for each analog channel may be scaled and offset.  Say for example for 
CH0, the ‘x’ column is set to 5 and the ‘+’ column is set to -5.  When data arrives it will be multiplied by 5 and have 
-5 added to it.  If the analog value received is 10, the analog value plotted would be 45 (10 x 5 – 5).  This allows 
calculations using floating point math to be performed by MakerPlot in those instances where math and values 
may be limited on the controller side, such as integers or byte values only.  More sophisticated math may be 
applied using MakerPlot math operations which are discussed in Section III,MakerPlot Math Operations, and 
Section 13 Math & Values Summary, starting with General Use. 
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C. Monitoring Incoming Data 
MakerPlot helps track incoming data in a couple ways that may be useful.  The Values 

Window can be opened from the menu, ViewValues or with the toolbar button .  For 
the 10 channels of data, you may view the current values, minimum, the maximum and the 
channel average.  The values may be cleared manually or each time the plot resets.  
Actually, if you send up to 100 values separated by commas, you may view all using 0 to 99 
for the channel numbers. 

The Data tab allows direct or coded storing of data in up to 100 data values. Use of these is 
shown in Section 5, Data Values . 

The Pointer tab allows using the mouse to move over the plot and view the coordinates of 
it.  Relative position is based on the axis scales.  Absolute Position is used in drawing and is 
discussed in Section II, Absolute Coordinates, along with Background Coordinates. 

 

The Logs (Debug\Immediate) Window is also useful in monitoring incoming data.  Open the window using the 

menu ViewLogs (Debug\Immediate) or use the toolbar button .  You can view incoming analog and digital 
values by clicking the ‘Anlg’ and ‘Dig’ checkboxes respectively.  By selecting ‘Terminal Mode’, MakerPlot no longer 
accepts the data currently being received, but you may view (and send) data directly between the controller and 
MakerPlot.  

We will rely on the Logs window heavily in MakerPlot Features Overview & Testing to interact with MakerPlot. 

Working with analog and digital data is just the start with MakerPlot.  We will explore many of its features in the 
next section and build and ‘program’ an interface in Section III. 
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2. MakerPlot Features Overview & Testing 
 

This section provides an overview of the many types of operations that can be performed by MakerPlot and the 
text instructions used to perform them.  The text to perform these operations can come from a microcontroller 
through a serial/USB connection, a text file (called a macro file), though a TCP/IP connection, or manually entered 
using the Log (Debug/Immediate) Window in MakerPlot.  Text is not the only way to carry out many of these 
operations – Interface buttons, menu choices, configuration windows and other options can be used as well.  
Using text demonstrates how these operations can be carried out manually in MakerPlot code and gives insight 
how these same text strings may be sent from your controller. 

The Log (Debug/Immediate) Window is a great way to test strings and features and acts as a Command-Line 
Interface (CLI) to quickly make changes to the interface.  In using a microcontroller for these operations, the 
controller simply needs to format strings to match what we will be manually entering.   In the controller code, 
variables can be used in place of the literal text values we will be entering. 

This section is simply an overview of many features of MakerPlot.  More detailed information on these and other 
features can be found in upcoming sections of this guide.  

A. Opening the Log (Debug/Immediate) Window for Testing 
If you’d like to try out some of the features discussed using text, open an interface and the Log 
(Debug/Immediate) Window, which we will refer to as the Log Window: 

 Run MakerPlot, select an interface, such as the first one – Alarming Meters. 

 

 Click the  button on the toolbar to open the Log Window. 
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 To ensure MakerPlot is ready to plot data, enter !PLOT ON in the textbox and hit your enter key.  

 Notice that the toolbar button  shows the “down” state. This enables plotting of data. 

All data and instructions sent to MakerPlot must end in a Carriage Return, either using the Enter Key on your 
keyboard or as an ASCII CR code value of 13. In Arduino code this is done using the Serial.println instruction if 
you wish to test a few things out in code. 

 

 
 

 There, you sent your first instruction to MakerPlot to control it! This text could have come from the 
controller or from a MakerPlot text file, or as code written for a button on the interface instead. 

B. Plotting Analog Data 
MakerPlot accepts text data which can be used for plotting analog data (for example, continuously changing data 
such as temperature).  

Plotting a Single Channel 
A single value can be used to plot one channel of data.  

 Using the Log Window, check the “Anlg” checkbox to monitor in the window the values being accepted 
for processing. 

 Enter values such as 10 (hit enter), 20 (hit enter), 100 (hit Enter), etc. Notice that the data is plotted based 
on the time it was received. Currently, when data reaches the end of the plot, the plot will restart from 
time 0 unless other options are selected. 

Unless connected to a device, certain plot shifts and won’t work as expected.  So, we will manually reset often 
when testing. 
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 Notice that the “Channel 0” meter is updated with the value you entered. You may click “Alarm On” under 
the meter to test the high and low alarm setpoints. These are shown on the meter as red needles. You 
may right-click the meter to adjust the alarm min & max setpoints. 

 Multiple sets of data or instructions may be sent using the Log Window by holding down the shift key 
while pressing ‘Enter’ to insert a carriage return, (CR), between values or instructions. 
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Plotting Multiple Channels 
Multiple channels of analog data may be sent by separating values with commas. The first value is Channel 0, the 
second is Channel 1, and so on. Up to 10 channels (0 - 9) of data can be plotted. MakerPlot can actually accept up 
to 100 comma-separated values (0 – 99) that can be used for purposes other than plotting. 

 Increase the time on the plot by entering !TMAX 120 (120 seconds) in the Log Window.  This will allow a 
little more time before hitting the end of the plot. 

 Reset (clear) the plot by entering the instruction !RSET in the Log window.  This clears all data and resets 
the plot to time 0. 

 Enter multiple analog values separated by commas, such as 100,200,300 and hit Enter on the keyboard. 

 

 
 
Notice that the “Channel 1” meter updates as well using the second value in the string. 

 You can test shifting around the plot by using the buttons on the toolbar, , or the 
labeled buttons on the interface itself (or the instructions !SFTU, !SFTD, !SFTL, !SFTR for shift up, down, 
left, right). 

 To switch to real time (Hrs:Min:Sec) on the plot, you can use the Real Time button on the interface or 
enter !RTIM ON instruction.  !RTIM OFF will switch back to seconds. 
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In cases where ON/OFF is an option, you may use 1 and 0 for ON and OFF instead to make it more digital 
compatible. 

Using Comma separated values to Define Specific Channels 
 

Scaling Analog Data & Colors 
MakerPlot provides a means to automatically scale incoming data and to change the color the plot will use.  
Scaling data can be performed using the !AMTH instruction: 
!AMTH channel,multiplier,offset 

This instruction will cause the incoming channel value to be multiplied by the multiplier and then the offset 
added.  For example, !AMTH 0,2.5,50 will multiply the incoming Channel 0 value by 2.5 and then add 50 to the 
result before plotting or logging the data. 

 Reset the plot ,!RSET 
 Enter !AMTH 0,2.5,10 
 Enter one or more values for analog data and note the data is scaled and offset. 
 Set the multiplier to 1 and offset to 0 to return to normal values. 

!AMTH 0,1,0 

In MakerPlot, the basic colors are numbered 0 to 15, which correspond to black, dark blue, dark green, etc, shown 
below from one of MakerPlot’s configuration windows.  In its default configuration, channel 0 will use color 0 
,black, channel 1 will use color 1,dark blue, etc.  A full list of colors and their numeric equivalents and names are in 
Section 13, Math & Value Summary, Colors. 

               

The colors used for analog channels 0 to 9 can be modified using !ACLR and specifying the channel and color to 
use.  For color, the values 0 to 15 may be used, the MakerPlot values (discussed later) corresponding to the colors 
may be used, or a hexadecimal value for RGB colors may be used. 
!ACLR Channel, color 

For example, to change channel 0 color: 

 Reset the plot ,!RSET 
 Enter !ACLR 0,12 
 Enter analog values for plotting.  The channel color used should be red. 
 Enter !ACLR 0,(GREEN) to plot in green & enter some analog values. 

Colors may use the values 0-15, the color name (MakerPlot Values), or a RGB value. The RGB (Red Green 
Blue) colors in hexadecimal, takes the form of &HBBGGRR where B, G and R (in that order) can be values 
of 00 to FF hexadecimal defining the amount of blue, green and red used in the 24-bit color value. 

 Enter !ACLR 0,&H3080FF for a small amount of blue, medium green, and deepest red.  
 Enter some analog values.  This should result in an orange-ish color being used. 
 Feel free to test using other quantities of blue, green and red. 
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Note that as colors change while plotted, when redrawn they will keep the change in color (refresh or redraw the 
plot by using !REFR, hitting F5 key, or shifting the plot around).  This may be beneficial to indicate a change in 
conditions while plotting, such as an abnormal condition such as when an alarm value is exceeded. 

Manually Plotting Channels and Colors 
The Analog Channel, !ACHN, instruction may be used to define the plotting channel to use and the color to use 
without relying on sending comma-separated values to be automatically plotted. 
!ACHN Channel,Value,Color 

To plot using channel 2 the value 25 in blue, the following can be used: 
!ACHN 2,25,(BLUE) 

C. Plotting Digital Data 
We could test digital data with the current interface, but since there are some other features we want to explore, 
let’s change to another interface. 

 Use the “Plot Select” button on the interface in the lower right. 
 Select “Yes” when asked. 
 Choose the “Digital Monitoring Interface” plot choice. 
 Once loaded, using the Log Window to enable plotting,!PLOT ON, and increase the time,!TMAX 120. 

To send data for digital plotting, a string begins with % and is followed by a series of 1’s and 0’s representing each 
bit to be plotted. 

Ensure a constant number of bits are sent in the strings being sent; otherwise the plotting issues will occur.  
Plotting is done from MSB (left most value) for the bottom trace to the LSB value (right most value) for the top 
trace.   For example, if you plan on plotting 8 bits of data, make sure to configure your string as %xxxxxxxx even if 
the MSB (left-most) data are zeros at the moment.  Otherwise, the MSB data will appear on the plot only when 
they reach the logical 1 state.  

 Check the ”Dig” checkbox in the Log Window. 
 Reset the plot,!RSET. 
 Enter binary values such as %1011, %1111, %0001, etc, in the Log Window keeping a constant number of bits 

and hitting the Enter key after each value. 
 Notice that the digital traces follow the grid lines. These help give a reference for a 1 or 0 value. The number 

of grid lines may be changed using the !GRID X,Y instruction, such as !GRID 10,5. 
 Notice that on the interface, the virtual LEDs light based on the value of the bits. 
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D. Displaying Messages 
MakerPlot has several ways in which the user may post text strings for messages or text information. These 
include using the “User Status” text box, the Messages Window,  the Log Window, or  an interface control button 
to post text messages. 

Updating the User Status Box 
The “User Status” text box above the plot area may be updated using the !STAT instruction. 

 Using the Log Window, enter !STAT Hello World! 
 Note that the User Status updates with the text. 

 

Using the Message Window 
Text data may be displayed in the Message window as well by entering text that does not start with a numeric 
value (i.e., analog values), or other special indicators such as % and !.  

 In the Log Window enter The heater is on. 
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 You will notice that the Message Window opens showing your message preceded by a date and time 
stamp (Hh:Mm:Ss and time into the plot). 

 
 Additional messages sent will be added to the window. 

 The Window may be manually opened using the toolbar button . 
 To prevent the Message Window from popping open every time a message is received, you may minimize 

it to your task bar. 

Later we will explore how received messages may be logged to a file.  

Using the Debug/Immediate Window 
Data may be sent to the Log window as well using the !DBUG instruction. 

 In the Log Window, enter !DBUG This is a test. 

Soon we explore how we can access data stored in MakerPlot which can be used to aid in debugging, testing and 
control operation using the Log Window. 

Titling your Plot Window 
Text data may also used to re-title your plot (changing the caption of the MakerPlot window) using the !TITL 
instruction. 

 Using the Log window, enter !TITL Process Running 
 Note the title of your window has changed. 

Using Interface Controls 
While we will dig deeper into object controls shortly, this is a good place to demonstrate how data may be used to 
change the contents of an interface control which uses text. For this example we will change the labels associated 
with the digital traces to match their meaning for our test program. 

The names of text boxes shown are txtDig0 to txtDig7 which currently read Bit 0 
to Bit 7. 

We will modify these using instructions in the Log Window (POBJ mean Plot 
Objecs): 

 Enter !POBJ txtDig0=Alarm 
 !POBJ txtDig1=Lower 
 !POBJ txtDig2=Raise 
 Notice that the text values have updated. 
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 We can use the “Update Traces” on the interface to update the plotted labels for the traces for these bits 
based on the values in the text boxes, or run that button through code with: 
!POBJ butLabelDig.Run 

Try it! Add message information to be sent from your controller in the code from Section I, such as updating the 
User Status box with a status. 
Serial.println(“!STAT The Setpoint has been exceeded!”); 
Or sending text for the Message window, or labeling the digital traces in void setup() 

E. MakerPlot Values 
There is a wide variety of data that may be tapped for a variety of uses through instructions and use of MakerPlot 
values.  MakerPlot values are information stored by MakerPlot and include received analog and digital data, 
messages, control values and many other values.  Values are used in instruction text by enclosing the name of the 
value in parenthesis.  When the code is processed, the value names are replaced with their values before being 
used. 

Accessing Incoming Data 
Incoming analog and digital data may be accessed as MakerPlot values. 

 Using the Log window, ensure plotting is enabled,!PLOT ON, and reset the plot, !RSET. 
 Enter 3 analog values, such as 10,20,40 & Enter. 
 Enter a digital value such as %1010 & Enter. 
 View the data as values in the User Status box by entering the following in the Log Window: 

!STAT Analog 0 is equal to (AIN0) 
!STAT Analog 1 is equal to (AIN1) 
!STAT Digital value is (DIN) 
!STAT bit 0 is (BIT0) 
!STAT bit 1 is (BIT1) 

 You may send data to the Log window using the !DBUG instruction as well: 
!DBUG Analog 0 is equal to (AIN0) 

 Or send it to the message window: 
Analog 0 is equal to (AIN0) 

Other values integrated in MakerPlot may be accessed as well, such as the real time (RTIME) or the number of 
seconds into the plot (PTIME). 

 !DBUG At (RTIME) the value of analog 0 is (AIN0) 
 !DBUG At (PTIME) seconds, the value of analog 0 is (AIN0) 

 

Accessing Control Values 
Interface controls may also be read by enclosing its name in parenthesis.  For instance  the text for digital value 
names may be read: 
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 !DBUG The control says (txtDig0) 
 Or the state of a switch, such as the red control switch:  

!DBUG The control switch state is (objComm) 
 The state of one of the LEDs on the interface, such as the top LED:  

!DBUG The LED state is (LED0) 

Other properties or settings of object controls may be read as well using dotted-notation, such as the digital 
channel to which a control is set to update from.  For example, the LEDs update using digital bits, or channels, 0 to 
7.  To show the channel, or bit, which updates the LED labeled IN2 we can enter: 
!DBUG IN2 is updated using digital bit (LED2.Channel)   

A full list of accessible values is available here: MakerPlot Value Listing 

Interactive Operations 
While values are nice for displaying information, the values, of course, may also be access through code written 
for MakerPlot or in code sent from the controller to manipulate or read data.  The ability to read the controls and 
values from the controller is an extremely powerful feature and one that we will explore in further detail in the 
section on Interactive Control.  

Consider the use of the following instruction: !READ (Slider).  This instruction, sent from the controller, requests 
MakerPlot to send the value of the slider to the controller allowing interactive operations between the controller 
and the interface.  We will explore other interactive features including reading the coordinates of where the user 
clicks on the plot area, or the background (the area where controls are placed) in Section4, Interactive Control. 

F. Logging Features 
MakerPlot has the ability to log and record data including automatically logging analog and digital data, logging 
messages, saving plot files, and printing an image of the interface. 

Data and Message Logs 
To save analog and digital data to a file, we can instruct MakerPlot as to what filename to use, enable logging and 
send data for storage.  Once stored, the data file can be opened, analyzed, replayed, or imported by another 
application. 

 Name the file to store data to: !NAMD myData.txt 
 Enable logging of data: !SAVD ON (or !SAVD 1) 
 Reset the plot, !RSET, and send some analog and digital values, such as: 

25,50,100 
%1100 
10,50,200 
%1001 
1,100,50 

 Open the file: !OPND 
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 You should see a Notepad file similar to the following: 

 
 

The data is stored in the following format:  Date Time,Seconds-into-plot, digital value, analog value(s) 
Note that the first entry shows no digital value.  Data is only stored on arrival of analog values. In our example 
data, there was no digital data when the 1st analog data was stored. 

Since the date, time and other data are comma separated, this data may be imported into spreadsheet programs, 
such a Excel® for further analysis.  By naming the file ending with .cvs (comma separated value), the file may be 
directly opened into Excel in many cases. 

Files are stored in your “My Documents\MakerPlot” folder, with data files stored in the “Data” sub-folder.  You 
may open the folder by using the “Folder” button on your interface or issuing the !APPA instruction.  !APPA 
actually means to open the named file with its associated program (such as a text file using notepad).   If you 
saved data named mydata.csv, !APPA data\mydata.csv will open the file in Excel (if installed). To open a folder, 
use the !FLDR path instruction, such as !FLDR (DPATH) for the data folder. 

Manually Logging Data 
Data may be manually sent to the data log using the !LOGD instruction: 
!LOGD The heater is on at a temperature of (AIN0). 

The current data log may be deleted using !DELD. 

Logging Messages to File 
Messages displayed in the message window may be stored as well with date and time stamps by naming, enabling 
and opening the file. 

 !NAMM myMessages.txt 
 !SAVM ON 
 Hello? 
 Does this work? 
 !OPNM 
 The file may be deleted using !DELM. 

Image Snapshots 
Snapshots, graphic images of the plot, may be saved in the MakerPlot snapshots folder using the !SNAP 
instruction.  Note that the data & time of the snapshot is appended to the file name when it is created. Appending 
date/time may be disabled using !APDT OFF so that an image file is replaced each time; i.e., the old snapshot will 
be replaced by the new one.  If a name is not given for the !SNAP instruction, the caption (title) of the interface 
will be used. 
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 !SNAP myplot 
 To view the plot in Windows, use !APPA (SNAP) 

Note that when a snapshot is taken, MakerPlot actually takes an image of the desktop (the entire screen) using 
the boundaries of the interface window.  Therefore anything “on top” of the interface will be captured, as well.  A 
minimized interface cannot be “snapped”. The entire interface may be snapped when !FORM ON is used, or only 
the plot area of the interface if !FORM OFF is used (which CAN be done when minimized and will not capture 
images on top of the interface). 

Other features include manually or automatically printing the plot,!PRNT, and a means of saving the plot and data 
to be opened as a file in MakerPlot. These and other logging features are explored more in Section 8, Logging 
Reference. 

MakerPlot Data Player 
One other feature is the Player, which can be used to “re-play” plotted data.  

 Reset the plot, !RSET, ensure plotting is enabled, !PLOT ON. 
 Enter a good number of analog and digital values. 

 Open the Player . 
 Use the “Play” button to replay your data, the “Loop” checkbox to 

repeat, and the “Delay” slider to adjust how fast it replays. 

 

G. MakerPlot Math Operations 
MakerPlot provides math operations for manipulating data, performing equalities and Boolean operations.  This 
section will provide a look at a variety of math operations.  As always keep in mind that operations can be 
performed in MakerPlot interface development to be done automatically or sent from your controller as a 
properly formatted string using your controller’s data in the operation. 

Some rules on performing math operations with MakerPlot: 

• Brackets, [ ], are used to notify MakerPlot that math operations are to be performed. 

• MakerPlot values may be used in math operations, such as (PI) or (AIN0). 

• All values and operators MUST have spaces separating them. 

• Separating operations and values using commas is also supported, and may be required in some 
circumstances, such as if data contains spaces. 

• Data itself CANNOT contain commas; i.e. 1,234 should be 1234 without a comma. 

• Math is performed from left-to-right, though inner brackets may be used for precedence. 

Let’s test a variety of operations. A full list of available math operations may be found in the Section 13.  We will 
use the Log (Debug/Immediate) Window to manually enter some operations. 
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Basic Math Operations and Using Values 
 Ensure plotting is enabled, !PLOT ON, set the maximum time to 3 minutes ,!TMAX 180, and reset the plot 

,!RSET. 
 Enter a simple math operation to display the results in the Log Window: 

!DBUG [5 + 2 * 3] 
The value of 21 should be shown.  The processing is performed from left to right.  

 Note that enabling “Cntl” in the Log Window will display the math operations as they are resolved. 
 Using nested brackets will provide precedence in operations. 

!DBUG [5 + [2 * 3]] 
The value of 11 should be displayed. 

 Macro values may be used in the operations, such as using received analog data. 
Enter three analog values, such as 10,13,15 & Enter. 
Display the average in the User Status text box above the plot by finding the average for the three analog 
values: 
!STAT The average of the data is [(AIN0) + (AIN1) + (AIN2) / 3] 
Note that the result shown is 12.66666666667. 

Formatting and Converting Data 
 Formatting may be applied to set the number of decimal points: 

!STAT The average of the data is [(AIN0) + (AIN1) + (AIN2) / 3 FORMAT 0.00] 
To display the value of 12.67. 

 MakerPlot can also perform operations, such as log (any base), trigonometry functions and other 
operations, such as analog to digital conversion: 
!STAT The binary value of analog AIN0 is [(AIN0) ADC] 
Which shows a binary value of 00001010, or 
!STAT The binary value of analog AIN0 is [(AIN0) ADC 4] 
to show only the right 4 bits. 

 Note that since operations are left-to-right, the operations to format data and convert to binary are right-
most. 

MakerPlot as a Math Coprocessor 
One interesting use is to use MakerPlot as a math-coprocessor.  Your controller first sends code of a math 
operation to be performed and MakerPlot performs the advanced operation and returns the data to the 
controller.  A good example where this may be handy would be in finding the log of a value.   When connected to 
a controller and properly programmed, MakerPlot will perform the operation and send the results back to it; for 
example: 
!SEND [1200 Log FORMAT 0.0] 

Interactive actions such as this are covered In Section5, Interactive Control. 

String Operations 
MakerPlot can also perform operations on strings which can be beneficial in a situation such as manually parsing 
(breaking down) a string which cannot be modified on the sending side.  Say for example a digital voltmeter with a 
serial connection sends a string of: Voltage is 4.92 (and ending with a carriage return). 
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This string would actually be processed as a message, but using math operations the voltage value can be parsed 
and separated out from the message string.  

 In the Log Window enter 
Voltage is 4.92 (CR) 

 Now use an operation to extract the voltage data and display: 
!DBUG [(Message),MID,12 ,4] 
Note that since the message itself contained spaces, the operation string requires the use of commas to 
identify the operations and data.  

 The operation took the middle of the string, starting at position 12 for 4 characters. 
 The operation could be used to directly plot the data as well – this math will result in a single value which 

will be used as analog data: 
[(Message),MID,12 ,4] 

Using Equalities 
If-Then Equalities can be used to test values, and if the result is true, perform some operation.  Equalities do 
require the use of commas, and the general format is: 
!IFTH value1,equality,value2,code_if_true 

For example, to test a value and ding the computer’s bell if a value exceeds a limit: 

 Reset the plot,!RSET 
 Enter 10 for an analog value 
 Test with code: 

!IFTH (AIN0),>,50,!BELL 
No bell should be heard. 

 Enter 60 and test again 
!IFTHN (AIN0),>,50,!BELL 
You should hear the computer’s bell sound since 60 is greater than 50. 

Note that when using the Log Window you may use the up/down arrows on the keyboard to scroll through 
recent entries. 

Multiple operations may be performed in the conditional by separating code operation with a (CR). 
!IFTH (AIN0),>,50,!BELL(CR)!STAT Exceeding setpoint at (AIN0)! 

H. Using Graphics & Media 
MakerPlot supports a wide variety of graphics instructions to allow the user to develop specialized means of 
representing data or information.  The instructions allow the drawing of graphics and text on the plots or the 
background around the plot (interface background), and the use of image files and .wav sound files. When using 
graphics, there are different means of using graphics, such as if we want them persistent (constant), using the 
scales of the plot or absolute coordinates, and other aspects.  Keep in mind that while we are entering literal 
values here, data from your controller can be incorporated to create graphics specific to your operating 
conditions. 
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Drawing Graphics on the Plot using Relative Coordinates. 
When working with graphics using relative coordinates, the plot acts as an X-Y Cartesian plane whose coordinates 
are relative to the X and Y scale’s values.  Graphics whose coordinates fall outside of the shown plot ranges will 
not be plotted in these examples using plotted drawings.  Let’s test some instructions. 

 Reset your plot,!RSET 
 Scale the X-axis for 0 to 200 (200 seconds), !TMAX 200 
 Span the Y-axis for 0 to 250, !SPAN 0,250 
 Draw a line (!LINE X1,Y1,X2,Y2,Color) from 40,25 to 160,200 in blue: 

!LINE 40,25,160,200,(BLUE) 
 Change the width of the line: 

!DWTH 10 
 Draw a line to cross the first: 

!LINE 40,200,160,25,(RED) 
 Using the toolbar arrow keys shift the plot around.  Notice the lines are confined to the plotting area.  

They are limited by the Y-axis and not drawn if outside the X-axis range. Effectively, the coordinates are 
treated as analog data. 

 Draw a green rectangle in the middle of the plot area: 
!RECT 80,75,120,150,(GREEN) 

 Your image should look like the following: 

 

Note that if the time it takes to enter the instructions exceeds the time of the plot (200 seconds in this case), 
the plot may reset while working through the example. 

Plotting using Timed Coordinates 
The graphics instructions also allow what are called timed coordinates for the X-axis so that you can draw graphics 
based on the time the data arrived. T0 to T9 are the times of the current data, and L0 to L9 are the times of the 
last time data arrived respectively to those timed channels. 

For example, to plot rectangles based on the time of plotting: 

 Reset the plot, !RSET 
 Assuming the current data value is 75, plot a filled rectangle in red: 

!FREC L1,0,T1,75,(RED) 
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 Wait a few seconds, and repeat for a value of 150: 
!FREC L1,0,T1,150,(RED) 

 Repeat as desired to achieve a plot that looks similar to ours. 

 
 Try a few more examples using filled circles instead (!FCIR X,Y,Radius,Color) changing the value of Y (75 in 

this example). 
!CIRC T2,75,2,(BLUE) 

Note that the software was developed for a  4:3 aspect ratio and that other ratios will cause elliptical shapes.  
Changes are planned for ratio adjustments for a future release. 

Plotted, Stored, Constant and Temporary Drawings 
Using the exclamation point (!) with drawing instructions we see that drawings are treated as plotted data, 
constrained to the plotting area and redrawn when the plot refreshes.  They are deleted when the plot is reset.  
There exists 4 different ways drawings are saved based on the prefix used: 

• ! indicates drawings are treated as plotted data. Drawing is constrained to the grid. Plotting must be 
enabled. 

• ^ indicates drawings are not treated as plotted data, but still saved for refreshing and erased on reset.  
Drawings are not constrained. Plotting must be enabled. 

• ~ indicates drawings are performed, but are not redrawn on a refresh and are not constrained. 

• @ indicates drawings are constant and survive a reset of the plot and are not constrained. 

Let’s test out these various plotting modes: 

 Reset the plot, !RSET 
 Draw a plotted line in blue: 

!LINE 40,25,160,200,(BLUE) 
 Draw a saved line in red: 

^LINE 40,200,160,25,(RED) 
 Draw a temporary rectangle in green: 

~RECT 80,75,120,150,(GREEN) 
 Place constant text in black (!TEXT X,Y,size,color,text message) 

@TEXT 80,255,2,(Black),My Plot! 
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 Using the toolbar arrow keys shift the plot up a couple of clicks then back down.  Notice the blue, plotted, 
line stops at the grid boundaries where as the red, saved, line extends past the grid.  The rectangle, 
temporary, should disappear with the shift. 

 Reset the plot.  All graphics except the text should be gone.  The text is considered to be constant and 
survives resets. 

 The constant drawings will survive until a new plot is started or the clear constants instruction is issued, 
!CLRC.  The LAST constant drawing in the constant queue may be deleted using the Delete Last 
instruction, !DELL. 

Absolute Coordinates 
To this point, coordinates have been based on the grid’s X and Y axis values.  Graphics instructions also support 
the use of absolute coordinates regardless of the axis values.  With absolute coordinates, the area of the 
coordinates of the plot are always 0,0 and 100,100. Absolute coordinates are annotated by appending an A (upper 
or lower-case) to the coordinate value.  Values can exceed 0 and 100 ( such as -5 or 105) to plot around the 
border of the grid. 

An example would have been the text of “My Plot” in the prior section – we really didn’t want that text to move 
when we shifted the plot. Repeating that test with absolute coordinates: 

 Clear all constant drawings, !CLRC 
 Reset the plot, !RSET 
 Draw the text using absolute coordinates: 

@TEXT 40A,105A,2,(BLACK),My Plot! 
 Shifting the plot should have no effect on its position. 

You can mix times, relative and absolute coordinates as you see fit. 

Using Images and Sounds 
While MakerPlot allows the use of graphic images to be used as drawings or with certain controls, it also allows 
WAV sound files to be played when, for example, a button is clicked or a meter alarm is exceeded.  

Placing images on the plot can be performed using any of the plotting modes discussed using the IMGP (image 
plot) instruction.  MakerPlot has a media folder which is the root directory for media, though complete paths may 
be used as well.  In section 3, Designing & Building Interfaces, we will explore how to package media files of your 
own in a folder for distribution. 

The format of the Image Plot, IMGP, instruction is: 
IMGP X1, Y1, X2, Y2,Image_path\name 

 Reset the plot, !RSET 
 Place a red lamp (LED) on the plot using absolute coordinates as a temporary drawing type: 

~IMGP 90A,100A,100A,110A,comp\led_red_1.jpg 
 The use of MakerPlot values can be combined with images to allow images to reflect data values. 

o Enter a binary value for plotting: %0 
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o Use the value in determining the image: 
~IMGP 90A,100A,100A,110A,comp\led_red_(BIT0).jpg 

o Enter a binary value of %1 
o Repeat the image instruction: 

~IMGP 90A,100A,100A,110A,comp\led_red_(BIT0).jpg 
The value of BIT0 is replaced with the ON or OFF LED image. 

 Images can also be applied to the earlier example of using data to create a bar graph. 
^IMGP L1,0,T1,75,buttons\blue_up.jpg 

 Wait a few seconds and use the instruction replacing 75 with another value. 
 

 

Sounds files of the WAV variety may be played.  Though they follow the rules of graphics drawings in that they can 
be saved and played back, etc, it’s probably best to stick to temporary types.  There are 2 ways to initiate a sound 
file: play the sound file but do not interrupt current sounds (PWAV) and play while interrupting another WAV file 
being played(IWAV).  The files are located in the MakerPlot media directory under “sounds” and is the default 
directory for sound files. 

Try this fairly quick succession: 

 ~PWAV balarm 
 ~PWAV nralarm 

Remember that you can use the UP arrow in the Log Window for last instructions. 

With interrupting: 

 ^IWAV balarm 
 ^IWAV nralarm 

Of course you can use test data using the !IFTH instruction to see if you need to sound an alarm based on current 
values, such as if the current analog channel 0 value exceeds the slider value: 
!IFTH (AIN0),>,60,^IWAV nralarm 
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Using the Interface Background for Images 
The interface background, the area under and around the plot area, may be used for graphics as well. The 
background is a Cartesian plane with coordinates of 0,0 (lower left) to 100,100 (upper right).  We will test a few 
examples starting with a clean interface. 

 Start a new plot (erases all data and returns to a default plot configuration) by entering !NEWP 
 Delete all current controls and objects by entering !POBJ Clear 
 Resize the plot to 30% for X and 30% for Y of the interface background: !PPER 30,30 
 Change the drawing width: ^DWTH 10 
 Draw lines on the background: 

^POBJ oback.draw=LINE 0,0,100,100,(RED) 
^POBJ oback.draw=LINE 0,100,100,0,(BLUE) 

 Place an image on the background: 
^POBJ oBack.Draw=IMGP 40,40,60,60,comp\led_red_1.jpg 

 

Notice that the instructions are very similar to the drawing commands, but we specify we will be using the plot 
object of the background (oBack) and issuing a drawing command, followed by the drawing command.  Again, the 
prefixes before POBJ can be !,^, ~ and @ depending on how persistent you want them. 

The background can have a color applied to it: 
!POBJ oBack=(BLACK) 

The background can also have a persistent (wallpaper) image applied as well that will cover it: 
!POBJ oBack=backs\background.jpg 
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Through the use of a persistent background and temporary images based on actual data, some interesting 
animated effects can be achieved with a little effort.  The next section on interface controls can also provide some 
interesting effects of moving images around. 

I. Placing and Using Interface Controls/Objects 
Interface object controls are those virtual instruments (VIs) that the user can view for monitoring or interacting 
with an operation.  The interface controls include meters, gauges, buttons, sliders and many other types.  While 
creating an interface is far easier using the Object Editor to drag-and-drop controls, and the Macro Builder to 
generate the code for us, this section will demonstrate using the Log Window with commands to create and use 
an interface.  Remember, these same principles may be used to construct an interface “on the fly” by having your 
controller send the strings – Jack in your device, connect, and see the interface it wants you to! 

Creating and Updating Controls 
We will construct an interface using instructions to place, configure, write event code and set update values of 
controls. 

The first step is to start with a blank slate using the Log Window. 

 Start a new plot to return to a default configuration for settings: !NEWP 
 Clear all plot objects: !POBJ Clear 
 Resize the plot percentage to allow access to the interface background: !PPER 70,100 
 Create an instance of MP_Meter_Obj, name it meter0, place the upper left corner at coordinate 75,95, set 

the width to 20 and the height to 30: 
!POBJ Meter2_obj.meter0=75,95,20,30 

 Change the maximum value of the meter to be 300: 
!POBJ meter0.max=300 

 Set the upper alarm setpoint to be 200: 
!POBJ meter0.amax=200 

 Enable the alarm on the meter: 
!POBJ meter0.alarm=1 

 At this point, we could use code to simply update the meter: 
!POBJ meter0=250 

 Or, we can define which analog channel it will be updated from: 
!POBJ meter0.Channel=0 

 Enable auto updating: 
!POBJ meter0.auto=1 

 Now, enable plotting, !PLOT ON, and enter a few analog values. Your meter should be updating. 

Note that the meter is right-clickable and many options can be set through that as well. 

Adding Event Code for Controls 
Now that we’ve done that, let’s add a button to control the alarming status of the meter that will run code when 
clicked. 
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 Create an instance of an image button named btnAlarm and labeled as “Alarm”. 
!POBJ imgbutton2_obj.btnAlarm=85,60,10,5,Alarm 

 Set the type of button to be On-Off instead of momentary: 
!POBJ btnAlarm.Type=On-Off 

 Buttons, meters and most all objects can have event code written for them (.Code or .C). This is code that 
is executed when an event takes place with that object.  For example, a button being clicked is an event.  
A meter alarm being triggered is an event.  Let’s try some simple code for the button first: 
!POBJ btnAlarm.C=!STAT The time is (RTIME) 

 Click the button down – the string should appear in the User Status box above the plot. 
 Click the button up – the string and new time should update.  For an On-Off button, both clicking to the 

down and up states count as events and the code is run. 
 To control the alarm status of the meter, we will use the button’s state to enable or disable the alarm: 

!POBJ btnAlarm.C=!POBJ meter0.Alarm=(btnAlarm) 
 Clicking the button up and down toggles its state On and Off.  The state of the button is used to update 

the alarm property value of the meter.  Another way this could have been written more generically is: 
!POBJ btnAlarm.C=!POBJ meter0.Alarm=((ME)) 
When used in an objects event code, (ME) returns the name of the object.  ((ME)) returns the current 
value of the object.  This is generic in that the name of the object does not matter but the object that runs 
that code does. 

 

Changing Controls for Visual Information 
The Image Button used for the Alarm actually uses two different images, one for the up-state (.image0) and one 
for the down-state (.image1).  The images used can be any graphic from the media folder or one that you create 
for a special purpose.  The images may be changed at any time for effects. 
!POBJ btnAlarm.image0=comp\led_red_1.jpg 

Controls may be used for other graphical effects too, such as setting the visibility of the control: 
!POBJ btnAlarm.V=0 
!POBJ btnAlarm.V=1 

Or they may be moved for effects.  An interesting idea is to have a background image on top of which you have 
control images that move to represent your data (what comes to mind are the displays of the medical bay tables 
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in Star Trek® which have vertical bar indicators moving up and down).  To move or resize an object, use the .Move 
(or .M) property to redefine the position and size for the values of Top, Left, Width and Height (values you don’t 
want to change may be left blank). 

!POBJ bntAlarm.M=80 
!POBJ btnAlarm.M=64 

We can read the position of an object, and using math, change it relative to its current position, such as getting 
the value of its top and subtracting 2 for the new position: 
!POBJ btnAlarm.M=[(btnAlarm.T) – 2] 

There are many different control objects for MakerPlot with different functions and features.  Beyond the controls 
that the user interacts with there are objects with specialized purposes that the user does not interact directly 
with: 

• oTimer0 and oTimer1 which can be used to run code at set intervals. 

• oAnalog which can run code when analog data arrives. 

• oDigital which can run code when digital data arrives. 

• oMessage which can run code when messages arrive. 

• oBack which can be used to draw on the background or return the coordinates of where the user clicked 
the background. 

• oReset which can be used to run code when the plot resets. 

• oDblClick which can be used to run code if the plot is double-clicked. 

We will explore objects in greater detail and how to construct interfaces in various sections of this guide. 
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3. Designing & Building Interfaces 

A. Overview 
MakerPlot allows you to develop a user-friendly, intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) that is unique to 
your circuits and process applications.  This section explores creating your own customized interfaces.  
You can be both creative and practical in the design of how your interface looks and interacts with the 
user.   

The pre-defined MakerPlot interfaces you have used in Sections I and II were developed with the tools 
covered in this section.  Customizing the plotting area of your interface simply requires configuring 
MakerPlot features such as plotting colors, grid, scales, etc.  Pretty much all the settings for the plot area 
can be made through the menu and configuration windows.  In addition, a wide variety of controls may 
be placed on your interface and configured using the Object Editor.  These include switches, text boxes, 
gauges, LEDs, sliders, etc.  (Again, refer to the pre-made interfaces in MakerPlot to get an idea of the 
variety of individual controls included in its library.)  Many times code is written for the controls, such as 
what occurs when a button is pressed.  It is this simple “event code” that customizes how a control is 
used in your interface.    

Once the interface has been configured and designed, the Macro Builder is used to package and save 
your interface to a file.  This is as simple as pressing a button!  

A macro is a text scripting file that holds all the instructions to reconstruct your interface.  It uses the 
same type of instructions discussed in Section II.  When the macro is ran, the file is placed in the queue 
and MakerPlot processes the instructions to generate your interface. 

While many of the operations simply require mouse-clicks and a few button presses, there will be times 
that coding is required.  Section II provided an overview of many of the features of MakerPlot and how 
to use the features using text and instructions.  Coding for your interface is done in the same fashion to 
perform functions including: 

• Using controls to change MakerPlot configurations. 

• Setting control properties based on data. 

• Reading control and MakerPlot values for use in operations. 

• Performing drawing, using images and data with them. 
 
The major steps in creating an interface: 

• Consider the concept for the interface you want to meet your needs. 

• Configure the size of the plot area on the interface if you wish to place controls, like switches 
and meters, on the interface.  Plan the area needed and the location where these controls will 
be placed.    

• Configure the options of MakerPlot, such as scales, colors and data                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
options using the menus or windows. 
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• Use the Object Editor to drag and drop controls on the interface. 

• Name and adjust the size of any controls desired. 

• Change the Properties (settings) of the controls – how they look and other options, possibly 
what data they will use. 

• Optionally, add a Tip that the user will see when they mouse-over the control, such as “Clears 
the current plot”. 

• If necessary, write event code using MakerPlot instructions to respond when the control is 
activated, such as clicking a button, moving a slider or a meter exceeding an alarm setpoint. 

• If necessary, set an Update Value.  An update value is used to update the control’s properties 
when the instruction !POBJ Update is issued.  For example, update the control value every time 
new analog data arrives. 

• Of course, test and ensure your interface looks and works as you desire. 

• Use the Macro Builder to make a text file of your interface, called a Macro. 

• Open the new interface macro and ensure everything loads and works as planned. 
 
Unlike most development environments where you develop and then “run” it to make it active, 
MakerPlot is always in run and development modes.  You can actually add or modify as you plot, though 
it’s not recommended to be actively plotting data as you add new controls and such as it may cause slow 
response. 

B. Object Editor 
The Object Editor is used to place and configure controls on the interface and to configure other 

MakerPlot objects as well. The Object Editor is opened with the toolbar button, .  You may also open 
the interface by holding the shift-key and right-clicking on a control.  This will load the control in the 
editor.  You may also shift-right-click the interface background – the area around the plot dedicated to 
switches, meters, etc.  You will quickly notice that in many cases the Object Configuration Editor allows a 
simple button click to generate a command for your interface.  Text boxes in some configuration 
commands allow you to simply enter the data values to be used in this configuration aspect of your 
interface.       

NOTE: Drop-down boxes and text boxes have issues opening and showing the window when shift-right-
clicked.  It’s a known bug that hasn’t been overcome. 
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Config Tab 
On the left is a tabbed box, with the first tab called Config.  With this 
tab, you may (equivalent codes provided): 

• Clear all plot objects,!POBJ Clear  – Resets the interface to the 
default plot configuration. 

• Set the Plot Percent ,!PPER x,y  – Defines how much of the 
interface will be covered by the plot as a percentage. 

• Build Macro –Opens the Macro Builder to create a file defining 
your interface. 

                                                               

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

 

Controls 1 Tab 
These are controls that are built into MakerPlot (intrinsic controls).  You 
may drag-and-drop the controls onto the interface background in an 
unused area.  Controls include standard GUI controls such as text 
boxes, labels, buttons, checkboxes, etc.  They also include: 

• Plot control which creates additional plots on the interface. 

• Image Box controls which can be assigned a single image. 

• Image Button controls which can be assigned 2 images, a 0-
state and a 1-state.  A selection of pre-defined image buttons 
for virtual switches and LED’s have been developed for ready 
use.  You may assign different images from the media library 
(many more to choose from!)  or use your own images.  GIF 
images may be used with transparent areas, but JPG, BMP and 
WMF files may be used as well. 

 
We will be introducing and using some of the controls in this section to 
give you a feel for building a custom interface.  A more complete 
description of the controls may be found in Section 9. 
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 Controls 2 Tab  
Controls 2 are objects which use a separate file to create them as an Active-X (OCX) file.  In many cases 
these are more fully featured than the intrinsic controls (Controls 1).  Most of these controls can be 
configured by right-clicking on them once on the interface.  Also, their listed properties can be both set 
and read directly in code.  These controls take longer to load than the intrinsic controls. 

These controls include: 

• Meters and gauges, with alarm min and max values, play alarm 
sounds and automatically update using assigned values. 

• A Channel Monitoring control to quickly monitor a channel of 
data and alarm features. 

• Joystick/Game Pad control to allow MakerPlot to interact with 
those devices.  (This was developed as a favor to a school 
monitoring and controlling submersible crafts that students 
build!) 

• Image Buttons (formally called Image Buttons 2) – Like their 
counter parts, they are assigned 2 images, but they can have 
labels and sounds assigned to them, and can be set to be 
momentary, on/off or static.  They can be assigned an Update 
value to use automatically.  You may assign different images 
from the media library (many more to choose from!)  or use 
your own images They CANNOT use GIF images with 
transparent areas. 

• More controls are under development.  New OCX control files will be added to the MakerPlot 
directory as part of future software updates or as separate downloads.  Creation of new OCX 
files requires specific code developed by SelmaWare Solutions.  Non-MakerPlot specific OCX 
files should not be used. 

 

objComm and drpComm – Special Names  
It is obvious that being able to connect and disconnect communication with the appropriate serial comm 
port is fundamental to any MakerPlot interface.  Two special names are available to help the developer 
simplify these tasks.  A control given one of these names will be treated uniquely.  First, a control named 
objComm is intended to be used with an object that carries values of 1 or zero such as a toggle 
pushbutton or rocker switch or a checkbox.  The name carries with it code required to connect or 
disconnect a serial communication port.  You will notice a red rocker was used to “connect” the 
controller to each of the pre-installed interfaces.  If you use the Object Editor to examine this switch, 
you will notice its name is objComm.   

The pre-installed interfaces also have a dropdown box listbox that reports the available communication 
ports and allows a single mouse click to select one from the list.  This dropbox is named drpComm.  
Although you are unable to open a dropbox control while holding down the Shift button and right-click, 
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you can find it in the list control on the Object Editor menu.  It has been named drpComm-ODROP.   You 
can also open the Macro Editor and see the code automatically inserted by MakerPlot when this control 
was assigned the drpComm name.    

You will get first-hand experience in creating these types of controls later in this section.  A switch 
control for connecting to MakerPlot and dropdown box listing of comm ports will be parts of the custom 
interface you will develop.   

As one final note, the available COM ports can be manually populate with the object instructions of:   
!POBJ drpComm.Clear 
!POBJ drpComm.List=(PORTS)  

Media/Color  Tab 
The Media/Color  tab allows access to the MakerPlot 
Media folder to view image files or listen to WAV files for 
sounds.  From this window a file may be selected and 
dragged to the control configuration area and assigned.    
Quick access to a standard and a custom color palette is 
also available on this tab.  Colors may be selected and 
dragged to appropriate control configuration settings. 
Custom colors are saved locally so that when you re-open 
MakerPlot they will remain. They may also be added to an 
interface macro for distribution. 

The standard colors can be accessed in code using their 
name, (BLACK) to (WHITE), or the values 0 to 15. Custom 
Colors may be accessed in code using value names of 
(CCLR0) to (CCLR15). Custom colors may be set in code 
using !CCLR number, color. Color values may be 0 to 15, or 
RGB colors of &H000000 to &HFFFFFF (formatted as 
&HBBGGRR). 
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Object/Control Selection 
The Object/Control drop-down selector is used to select which object or control on the interface is 
currently being edited.  The first objects in the list, such as oTimer, oAnalog and such are not controls 
that can be seen on the interface but perform some other action based on actions, such as timers timing 
out or analog data arriving.  Some have a few configuration settings. We will show some example uses, 
but a full discussion is found in Section 11, Non-Control Objects. 
 

 
 
As you scroll down the list, you see a listing of the control objects on the interface.  This list shows the 
user-provided name of the object and the type of control.  The bottom one listed on the picture above is 
the control named drpComm that that was discussed earlier.  This name was assigned to the drop-box 
object (oDrop).  
 
Control Objects may be selected by using the list or by holding the Shift-Key while Right-Clicking the 
control on the interface.  Remember, the right-click trick works for most controls but it doesn’t open 
some.  

Name, Position, Size, Properties/Functions/Values  
The Object Editor picture to the right contains values of the 
“Alarm Enable” toggle switch control used for the top-right 
meter in the Alarming Meters interface.    
 
This area of the editor allows: 

• Setting the name of the object. 

• Positioning the control and sizing it via the four text 
box values.  You may manually enter values or simply 
select the appropriate text box and use the arrow keys 
to move or size.  Holding down the shift key while 
using the arrow will allow smaller increments. 

• Accessing the properties (characteristics of the 
control), functions (actions on the control) and values 
of the control that can be read as a MakerPlot value.  
In general, we will refer to all of these as simply the 
control’s “properties”. 
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• As a property is selected, the area below the list will update for the type of property and its current 
value. Some properties are read only. You may adjust the value for the property by typing in a new 
setting, selecting a choice or dragging and dropping an image or color from the appropriate editor 
tabs, or using the color or image selector button located to the left of the text.  When typing a new 
value, use the Enter key on your keyboard to lock in the value. 

• Control properties may be adjusted in code using the same property names, such as: 
!POBJ objComm.Label=Connect 
The values of the properties may be read as a value in code using the control_name.property as 
well: 
!STAT (objComm.Label) 

 

• Below the configuration area is a help summary describing the use of the selected property. 
 

NOTE: When setting the name or control properties, be sure to hit the Enter key after each entry to lock 
in the setting. In most cases, you may use up/down arrows to scroll through the listing. 

 

Duplicate, Visible, Delete and Update Value 
When a control is selected, the following applies: 
 
 Duplicate: Creates a duplicate control.  All values are the same.  MakerPlot adds a unique 

number to the duplicate control’s name.  MakerPlot keeps track of the total number of controls 
in the interface.  This number is simply added to the name of the duplicated control.   A few 
simple edits could make the duplicate of the Alarm Enable toggle switch above ready to do its 
same function for the Channel 1 meter in the interface.   

 Visible & Delete: For all controls there is also a choice to control its visibility or to delete it. 
 Text Tip: ‘Text Tip’ is used to set a tip to the interface user when they place the mouse over the 

control. 
 Update Value: ‘Update value’ can be used to set what value will be used to automatically 

update the control when the !POBJ Update instruction is issued.  A common place to issue this 
command is in the oAnalog Event code such that the controls are updated when analog data 
arrives. By setting an update value to (AIN0), whenever !POBJ Update is issued, the control will 
update with the current value of (AIN0). 
 

By default this value sets the default property value of the control, such as the text of a textbox, the 
value of a meter object (meter objects have another way of being updated, as well), the position of a 
slider, the selected state of an image button or checkbox (0/1), etc.  
 
The update value may also update non-default properties, such as the back color of a label box by 
defining the dotted-property to update, such as changing the back color based on the analog value (in 
this example, only values of 0 to 15 will do anything: 
Update value:  .Back Color=(AIN0) 
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Update values may be text and values, such as text for a label: The value is (AIN0) 
 
When !POBJ Update is issued, the code to update the control is placed in the front of the queue. You 
may monitor the updating code using the Log window and checking “Cntl”. 
 

Event Code 
Event Code is code that runs when an event occurs for the object, such as a button being clicked.  Some 
examples of controls and their events: 

Control Event 

Labels, image buttons, 
background (oBack), buttons 

They are clicked with the mouse. 

Text box Text is changed and the control loses focus (tab off) or 
by hitting Enter. 

 
Meters and gauges They exceed an upper or lower setpoint value. 

Sliders, drop-down boxes, list 
boxes 

They are changed. 
 

oAnalog Analog data arrives. 

oDigital Digital data arrives. 

oTimer A defined amount of time has elapsed (0 to 60 seconds) 
 

oMessage A message arrives (data this is not digital, analog, 
control, etc) 

 
oReset The plot has reset 

oDblClick The plot has been double clicked. 

oBack The background has been clicked. 

 
Event code is any MakerPlot instructions you want issued when the event occurs.  Control Event code 
can use the special values of (ME) and ((ME)). 
(ME) returns the name of the control for the code to use. 
((ME)) returns the default property value of the control. 
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These allow generic coding for a control.  An example would be: when you adjust a slider, you want its 
value to change the alarm maximum of a meter.  The slider’s event code would be: 
!POBJ meter.Amax=((ME)) 

Note:  Once code is entered, the code box must lose-focus before the code is locked in, such as tabbing 
off it or clicking another control or the plot window. 

 

Macro Menu – Building an Interface File 
Once an interface is configured the way you wish, you may build an 
interface file called a Macro which contains all the MakerPlot instructions 
to reconstruct your interface. 

A separate window, called the Macro Builder, allows specialized control 
and testing of the macro code. The Macro Builder is discussed in detail in 
Section 7, Macro Development Reference.  For this section, we will use 
menu options in the Object Editor to quickly create macros. 

Using the Macro Menu, use ‘Save Macro As’ to save your interface. These 
.spm files are saved to the Documents Folder, MakerPlot, Macros. 

Once saved, they may be opened using the main screen’s Macro Menu, ‘Run 
Macro’. Locate the Documents folder, MakerPlot, Macros and find your file 
to run. The saved interface should rebuild. 

 

 

 

C. Example of Creating an Interface 
Now that you have been introduced to MakerPlot’s tools for building, configuring, testing and saving an 
interface it may be helpful to go through the process of actually creating one together.  For this example 
we will continue to use the same hardware circuitry connected to your Arduino from Section I.  The 
potentiometer will provide an analog input.  The two pushbuttons and the on-board LED provides three 
digital data to monitor.  The Arduino sketch, MP_SimpleAnalogDigital compares an analog input to a 
setpoint variable value.  The setpoint variable is incremented and decremented by the two pushbutton 
switches.  The LED is turned on when the Analog input of the potentiometer is greater than the setpoint.  
Serial output from the Arduino includes the Analog input and setpoint values and a digital string 
indicating the status of the switches and LED digital states.     

The first step is to plan your interface – what is its purpose? What actions and interface controls will it 
need?  Considering the users, what look and feel should it have?  For this example let’s assume that we 
need a Plot area dedicated to plotting the changing digital and analog data over time.  In addition, a 
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Controls area will be dedicated and designed so the operator can easily connect to the controller and 
clearly see the process status via meters, textboxes and indicator lamps.   

We will start with considerations of our Plot Area. 

Plot Area Design Concept 
In considering the plot itself, let’s test some configurations to make a plot that isn’t so basic: 

o A background image with complementary colors for plot information. 
o More grid lines on the Y-axis to keep the digital data at the top. 
o A name at the top of the plot and on the interface window, let’s call it “My Arduino Interface”. 
o A decent amount of time, say 2 minutes, shown in real time (HH:MM:SS). 
o The plot will shift when it reaches the end, and we will reduce the amount it shifts so that it 

scrolls more.  Flushing will be used so that it never runs out of storage data points – but will 
delete the oldest. 

o In considering the number of data points we need, we are sending 2 analog channels of data 
and a set of digital data every 100mS. To keep 2 minutes worth of data on the display: 
120 seconds x 3 pieces of data x 10 samples/second = 3600 points will be needed at least, so 
we’ll go with 4000. 

o Let’s scale the data so that it is not 0 to 1023, but represents the rotation of the potentiometer, 
roughly 330 degrees. 

o And let’s label the Y-Axis as ‘Degrees’, and set it for a maximum of 400. 
Before continuing with the interface, let’s get the plot configured the way we 
want it. 

Configuring the Plot 
 Step one is to start a new plot. From the File menu on the main 

window, select New Plot. When asked, respond Yes to the Start new 
Plot and Delete Objects questions. 

 Let’s go ahead and size the plot now.  We’ll leave room on the right for 

the Controls Area.  Open the Object Editor, , and use Clear all Plot 
Objects to ensure everything is clear.   

 Set the Plot Percent to 75 x 100 and set it. 
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 Open the Configuration Window, , and select the Axis tab and set as shown below to meet 

the needs of our design. 

  Color + Scale tab: 

o For the Plot Image, click the … button ( ) at the bottom, open the “backs” 
folder and find a background of your liking. We used lt_blue_textile.jpg. 

o Set the grid, scales and traces to contrast well with the background. 

o For the scalars, we want both the current value and the setpoint to be from 0 to 330 for 
degrees of rotation. To find the scalar, divide the desired new value maximum by the 
actual maximum: 330/1023 = 0.323.  Set the y-axis multiplier (x)  for channels 0 and 1 to 
.323 and leave the y-axis offset  (+) value at its default value of 0.   
 
Note:  If both the incoming data and the desired scaled output values were not 0 based 
we would have to determine the offset value.   In our example, full range movement of 
the potentiometer is 330 degrees.  There is a 30-degree arc that cannot be measured.  If 
we wish to assign 0-degrees to the center of the 30 degree dead spot, the offset would 
be set to +15.   Given these values in the standard y = mx + b formula, the full range 
sweep of the potentiometer would result in a 15 to 345 degree scaled output response.   
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 Data &Control 

o Under the Data tab, set Max Data Points for 4000 and check Flush old Data.. 

 

o To have the plot shift when it reaches the end, ensure the Shift button is down on 

the toolbar.   

o To set how far the plot shifts, use menu Plot Shift Plot Amount and set for 10%. 
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o To place text on the plot, we will have to enter the drawing commands ourselves.  Open 
the Log Window and enter a line of instruction to place the name of the interface  on 
the plot, above the grid, using absolute coordinates.  The code would be :    
@TEXT 35A,105A,1.5,(BLUE),My Arduino Interface 
 
If you don’t like your first try, enter !DELL(CR)!REFR to delete the last constant drawing 
and refresh to redraw the plot without the last drawing.  Also recall that you could open 
the Values Window  and Pointer Tab and use your mouse to determine the proper 
coordinates for placing this text.  If the text appearing in BLUE does not look good, 
replace (BLUE) with a color of your choice and reenter the instruction.    
 

 OK! At this point you should be ready to see if the data plots correctly.  To do so, ensure the 
COM port and Baud are correct, and click the Connect and Plot toolbar buttons!  
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Reset your plot as well using the pencil eraser button. 

 

 Test all features, ensure when it reaches the end, it shifts 10% or one major grid. 

Building the Macro of current work 

Ok, we’ve gotten this far! Let’s build a macro now in case we mess things up! 

 Close the plotting connection. 
 Use the Object Editor and use the Macro menu to save your file. 
 Re-open the Macro by using the Macros menu on main plot, and select ‘Run Macro’, locate the 

file you saved in the Documents\MakerPlot\Macros directory. 
 Try plotting again and ensure everything is back to what you expected. 
 Now, if we mess things up we can run the file again. 

Control Area Interface Design Concept 
Now we have to consider what features the operator of the interface would like for this to be a useful 
but simple interface based on what we are currently doing with the controller.  Some things we may 
want are readily available on the toolbar, but it may be good to have them on the interface itself.  Other 
things may not be so obvious, so we can bring them out on the interface.  How we want to represent 
data and information for the user is important.  The Control Area should give the operator quick visual 
indication of the application status.  It can give your interface a very intuitive feel for monitoring and 
controlling the application.  MakerPlot allows for a lot of creativity when you design an interface.  There 
may be a fine line between what is “nice to have” and what is “needed to have” in this area.   Keep in 
mind that this is a training exercise, so we may go a little overboard.   Let’s assume we require the 
following features to be included in our Controls Design:  
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o Communications:  The ability to select the COM port from an auto-loaded list of ports; be able 
to update that list, and to open/close the communications link.  We’ll assume baud rate will 
always be 9600 bps. 

o Analog Data Values:   A couple of controls that show the current analog data values.  They 
should be big and bold and clearly labeled.  (This will also help us test the updating of controls).  
These data will be labeled as “Degrees”  and “Setpoint” 

o Of course a meter would be nice to view the analog data as well.  
o We receive the setpoint data, and the meter has a maximum setpoint feature… could 

we develop a means to set the meter’s setpoint to the setpoint the controller is 
sending?  

o While we are working with setpoints, let’s add a slider to allow the user to adjust a 
minimum setpoint value and prompt the operator with an audible alarm if we drop 
below this point. 

o And, let’s plot the minimum setpoint value on the Plot as well. 
o Digital Data:  We have digital data of the switches and the LED.  Let’s toss on some visual 

indicators of what the data is doing. 

Developing the Control Interface 
Let’s start developing our interface a piece at a time until it is all functional. 

Communications 

 Open the Object Editor and place it so you can access it and the plot interface if possible. 

 We need a drop box to hold the available COM ports.  Click on the dropbox control and drag 
it onto the interface.  Using the editor’s Name box, name it drpComm.  

 Click on the text for the ’Left’ box below the control name and use your arrow keys (left, 
right, up, down) to position the box.  Tab over to Width and use the arrow key to size 
appropriately.  Hold the shift key while using arrows for smaller changes. 
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NOTE: Recall that drpComm is a special name for an object.  The macro will automatically 
populate it with the port list. 
 
It is common practice to prefix the name of the control with 3 letters representing what type of 
control it is, such as txtName, drpWidth, btnReset.  It provides a name that is descriptive of the 
type of control and the purpose. 

 Add a button to the interface. 

 Size and position it. 
 Click Text in the green properties list and enter ‘Load’ for the text below the green 

list. Press Enter to lock in the change. 
 For the text tip, enter:  “Click to load COM port.” 
 For the Event Code, enter: 

‘ Clear the COM list 
!O drpComm.Clear 
‘ Populate with ports 
!O drpComm.List=(PORTS) 
 
NOTE: !O (capital o, not zero) is short hand for !POBJ           

 
 Click the button and test! – drpComm should be populated with a list of available 

COM ports. 
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 Time for the connection button. 

o Add the toggle-switch image button to the interface. 
o Name it objComm (Recall that is a special name that will be activated when plot 

connects or disconnects, but we still need to write code for what to do when 
clicked). 

o Size it appropriately. 
o For a text tip, enter: “Click to connect/disconnect.” 
o For event code enter: 

‘ Play a sound when clicked: 
!PWAV stapler 
‘ Set the selected port 
!PORT (drpComm) 
‘ enable plotting based on control value 
!PLOT ((ME)) 
‘ Connection based on control value 
!CONN ((ME)) 

o Ensure the correct COM port is selected in your list box, and click the switch. The 
interface should connect and plot! 

 
In the code !PORT (drpComm), the value returned by (drpComm) is the currently selected value of the 
drop box. So, !PORT value sets the current COM port to be used.   In both !PLOT and !CONN, ((ME)) is 
used. To control plotting, !PLOT 1 or !PLOT 0 can be used for PLOT ON and PLOT OFF respectively (and 
the same for all on/off instructions).  Using ((ME)) returns that value of control that is running the code. 
When the switch is down, the value is 0, when up the value is 1 allowing its state to control the 
interface. 
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NOTE:  If you need to re-open the setting for a control, hold down the Shift-key and right-click on the 
control.  Text boxes and dropdown boxes have issues with this shortcut. 

 Before we go much further, let’s change the background from the ugly gray to something 
better. 

o From the object list, select oBack 
o Click on the Media tab and open the ‘Backs’ folder under Media. 
o Drag ‘black-red-leather.jpg’ file name to the Back Color or Image box below. 
o Better! 
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 Labeling the section. 

o It’s always nice to label things for users, so use a label control (oLabel), and drag it 
below the connection controls. 

o Name it lblComm. 
o Change the Text Color to yellow and increase the font size. 

NOTE: A back color of 7 makes the label background transparent. 

o Change the text to ‘Connection Control’, press enter to lock it in. 
o Size and position the control properly (turning the border on helps show its real 

size). 
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Monitoring Data 

Now we will add controls to monitor and meter the data.  We will use labels to update and display the 
current values of Degrees and Setpoint.  A dial meter will be used to display the current degree of 
rotation of the potentiometer.  Since the boxes holding the values will look identical, it will be a good 
time to use the “Duplicate” feature in the Object Editor.    

 First, add a label below the connection control area, name it lblDegrees.  
o Give it a yellow background, maroon text reading 0, increase the font and turn the 

border on.   Position and size it.   
o Add a text tip to remind you that this box will contain the Channel 0 data and it will 

represent “Degrees”.  
o For the Update Value, enter (AIN0), this is the 1st analog data Value sent from the 

controller.  
 

o Next, we want to create an identical Label control to hold the Setpoint value.  To do 
so, click the “Duplicate” button.  Notice that MakerPlot has created another Label 
control on your interface and the Object Editor shows that all of the parameters and 
values are exactly the same – except for its name.  The name is the same but a 
number has been appended to it.  This is MakerPlot’s way of distinguishing the 
duplicate from its original.  The number is simply a running total of how many 
controls are on this interface.  There are only three values in this duplicate that 
need to be edited.  Rename it as lblSetpoint.  Change its update value to (AN1) (the 
second analog date sent from the controller).  Modify the text tip to indicate this is 
channel 1 and represents the “Setpoint”.   Finally, position these two label boxes on 
your interface.    
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 Add labels below the boxes to indicate their 
function, “Degrees” and “Setpoint”.  Color the text 
yellow with no border.  Since these are simply 
labels not usually accessed, the name is not 
important.   

 Your interface should look similar to what is shown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Since we have controls with Update values, we 

must tell them when to update with the !POBJ 
Update instruction.  A good place to do this is 
in the analog arrival object code, oAnalog. 
When analog data arrives, this event is 
triggered. 

o Use the drop-down list and select 
oAnalog. 

o In the event code, enter: 
‘Update configured controls 
!POBJ Update 

 
 
 
 
 

NOTE: “Use analog data for macro only” will disable plotting of your data, but will process it and invoke 
this event. This is useful if you need to use the data in some fashion without plotting it directly. 

 We’ve finished a section, so save your macro and test. 

o Using the Menu menu option in the Object Editor, save the macro again.  You may want 
to use a slightly different name, such as my_interface2.spm in the event you want to go 
back before the changes.) 
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o Test operation by ‘turning on’ your 

connection.  The Degrees and Setpoint labels 
should be updating. 

o Because of the math performed, you may 
have many more decimal points than desired. 
We can use MakerPlot math to format the 
data for better looking data. 

o Hold down the Shift-Key and Right-Click on 
the label box showing the degrees values 
(you can continue plotting!) 

o Modify the Update value to: 
[(AIN0) FORMAT 0.0] 

o Repeat to format the Setpoint value using 
(AIN1) as the value. 

 

Monitoring Digital Values 
 
 Since we have two input buttons and the output of the LED to monitor, 
we will represent the switches as small blue virtual LEDs and the actual 
red LED as a larger red virtual LED. 
 Disconnect plotting. 
 Drag a blue LED to the interface, name it ledSW1, size 

accordingly and set its Update value to (BIT2), the MSB value.  
Give it a text tip of “Increasing setpoint”. 

 Drag another blue LED to the interface, name it ledSW2, size 
accordingly and set its Update value to (BIT1), the middle bit 
value.  Give it a text tip of “Decreasing Setpoint”. 

 Drag a red LED to the interface, name it ledAlarm, size 
accordingly and set its update value to (BIT0), the LSB value. 

 Reconnect plotting and test – they should be updating as you 
operate your circuit!  But wait, the blue LEDs are dim when you operate the switch and lit when 
not.  This is counter intuitive.  We could modify the virtual LEDs and change the images using the 
Image0 and Image1 properties or again use MakerPlot math to change the bit states. 

o For ledSW1, for the update value use: 
[(BIT2)’] 
The ‘ operator is a prime or NOT that inverts a 0 to a 1 and a 1 to a 0.  We are 
performing a Boolean operation on the bit value.  Notice that there are NO spaces when 
using Boolean operators. 

o Repeat for ledSW2. 
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NOTE: We are still using oAnalog to issue the !POBJ Update instruction to update the controls since we 
are receiving both analog and digital data at nearly the same time.  Issuing the update under oDigital is 
another choice, but all controls would be updating twice as much slowing things down. 

Another option, instead of using update values, would be to write code in oDigital to manually update 
the controls when digital data arrives, such as: 
!POBJ ledSW1=[(BIT2)’] 
!POBJ ledSW2=[(BIT1)’] 

 Save your file and test. 

NOTE: When you build a macro, the current state of all controls is used.  To ensure a ‘clean’ load, 
without virtual switches activated or LEDs lit, etc, ensure devices are in the condition desired when the 
interface opens and value boxes show 0 before doing a build.  Also, reset your plot prior to building it to 
ensure the proper maximum time,!TMAX value, is saved properly. A simple way of setting values to 0 is 
to disconnect plotting, and use the Log Window to manually enter default data, such as 0,0 and %000. 

 

Adding a Meter for Monitoring and Using interactive Alarm Settings 

Now it’s time to add a meter for monitoring our potentiometer position, 
and we will configure MakerPlot such that a low setpoint will be set by a 
slider and a high setpoint from the received data. 

 Using the Object Editor tab Controls 2, drag and drop a dial 
meter on the interface. 

 Set the following: 
o Name: metDegrees 
o Position and size appropriately 

 Using the green properties: 
o Max: 330 
o Alarm: Enabled (to allow the meter to sound with a WAV 

file when a maximum or minimum setpoint is exceeded) 
o Color: White 
o Label: Degrees 
o Channel: 0 

A channel can be an analog channel, 0 to 99, or a 
MakerPlot value such as AIN0 or lblDegrees. Parenthesis 
are not used, Math cannot be used. 

o Auto: Enabled (allows automatic updating). 
 OK! Your meter should be operational!  Test your interface. 
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Notes:   With most Control 2 objects, you may also right-click the control for a pop-up menu to configure 
them. The Controls 2 Image Buttons also have automatic updating using digital channels, or a specified 
MakerPlot value. 

Let’s add a slider to allow the user to set a low-level alarm (minimum alarm – AMIN for meter). 

 From Controls 1, drag a slider below the meter. 

o Name: sldAMIN 
o Position and size appropriately 
o MAX: 330 
o Text Tip: Sets Alarm minimum 
o Event Code: 

‘ Set alarm minimum for the meter to slider value 
!POBJ metDegrees.AMIN=((ME)) 

o Test by adjusting the slider!  You should see a short red 
needle being changed. As your value goes below the 
setpoint, the label on the meter label should turn red and 
you should hear a Beep file played. 

 
Now let’s add code to adjust the meter’s maximum alarm based on incoming data of the value (AIN1): 
 Modify the event code in oAnalog for the following: 

' Update configured controls 
!POBJ Update 
' Update metDegrees max setpoint from received data 
!POBJ metDegrees.AMAX=(AIN1) 

 Now as you change the setpoint using the buttons, your large needle should change. 
 
Manually Plotting a Channel of Data 
It would be nice to see that alarm minimum value on the plot as well.  We can do this by manually 
plotting a channel of data. 
 
 Under oAnalog, add the following at the end of the Event Code: 

!ACHN 2,(sldAMIN),(BLUE) 
This will plot the value of the slider in blue on channel 2 (0 and 1 are used by the incoming data) 
every time analog data arrives. 
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NOTE:  Event code, when invoked, is dumped into the front of the queue for processing.  This code takes 
time to process and may slow down how quickly you can send new data.  Monitor the queue indicator 
under operating conditions, especially when a plot shift causes a delay in processing as the plot redraws. 

 

Set your controls to the conditions you desire, build, save and do your final test! 

In this section, we explored the Object Editor to create a file of your interface. Through a tutorial, this 
section demonstrated placing, configuring, reading and updating controls using a variety of methods.  
You are more than welcome to explore the pre-made interfaces and check out the code and settings 
used in making those controls operational. 

Note:  If you use graphics or other media of your own (not distributed with MakerPlot), to allow your 
interface to be easily portable/distributable:  Place all media files in a directory, build your interface 
using your media, and save your macro to the same directory. This is discussed further in Section 7, 
Note: List boxes and drop-down boxes may also be used for simple cross-reference of user selections. 
Please see Section 15, Tip – Using List Box to Cross-Reference a Value. 
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Making a Distributable Macro with Unique Media. 
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4. Interactive Control 
 

Full interactive control implies bi-directional communication between the Microcontroller and 
MakerPlot.  This means data and commands may be sent from either device to the other.  Thus far we 
have explored interactive operations in which the microcontroller sends information to MakerPlot.  The 
information flow is one direction or unidirectional.  Our Arduino programs used the Serial.print 
command to send digital and analog data to MakerPlot in a format that it could recognize.  With an 
understanding of the origin of this data, you saw how MakerPlot could plot, evaluate, store and/or 
display this information.  Expanding on this concept, instructions and code can be sent from the 
microcontroller to totally configure MakerPlot, including interface creation and changes to control 
properties.  We will explore some of these possibilities below in Part A.  The Microcontroller’s power 
over the operation of MakerPlot is expanded in Part B where you will be able to send instructions that 
control the properties and event code of controls within the interface.   

The controller may also read data from MakerPlot and thus give you the power of a fully interactive 
interface.  Part C, explores how to bring data from MakerPlot to the controller.  This data may then be 
evaluated and used within the controller’s program.   

Although this section explores these features using the Arduino controller, full interactive control with 
MakerPlot can be achieved with most microcontrollers. 

 

A. Basic Configuration and Control 
This section continues to reinforce the topics and present example code using the Arduino and simple 
circuitry used throughout this manual.  The next figure represents the MakerPlot interface and the two 
switches (SW1, SW2) and LED (LED1) connected to an Arduino UNO.   

The arrow indicates the unidirectional flow of the analog and setpoint values along with 3-bit binary 
status of SW1, SW2 and LED1.  These data are sent in a proper order and format for MakerPlot to 
recognize process and display on our custom interfaces.  Now let’s explore the possibilities of sending 
MakerPlot configuration and control commands from the Arduino as well. 
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Just as instructions are sent from the Log Window or from control Event Code, these instructions can be 
sent from the controller.  Initialization data may be sent when the controller code starts in the setup() 
function or instructions may be sent based on controller decisions in the loop() code.   

For example, in the setup() function the following may be done: 

void setup() { 
  // configure hardware 
  pinMode(SW1pin, INPUT_PULLUP);  // Enable pull-ups on switches 
  pinMode(SW2pin, INPUT_PULLUP);  
  pinMode(LEDpin, OUTPUT);        // set LED to be an output pin 
  // initialize serial communications at 9600 bps: 
  Serial.begin(9600);  
  delay(2000);    // allow comms to stabilize  
  Serial.println();   // send a CR  in case data in queue 
  Serial.println(“!RSET”);   // send instruction to reset plot 
  Serial.println(“!SPAN 0,1000”);    // Y axis spans 0 to 1000 
  Serial.println(“!TMAX 180”);  // Max time is 180 seconds 
  Serial.println(“!PLOT ON”);  // Enable plotting 
} 

NOTE:  A delay after beginning serial communications allows time for stabilization after connection. 
Sending a simple carriage return first helps separate your instructions from any other data or garbage in 
the queue. 
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Each line uses the println function to send a carriage return, CR, after each instruction. Multiple 
instructions could be sent at once by using the MakerPlot CR value of (CR), such as: 
Serial.println(“(CR)!RSET(CR)!SPAN 0,1000(CR)!TMAX 180(CR)!PLOT ON”);  // configure plot 

NOTE:  In order to ensure the setup() function runs when you connect in MakerPlot, ensure DTR 
Enabled is checked under your MakerPlot Configuration window, Port tab.  It will cause the Arduino to 
reset on most boards.  This is checked by default, but it may become unchecked with your editing.  

Instructions may also be sent within the loop() function code.  For instance, the computer’s bell could be 
sounded when the setpoint is exceeded. 

  if (sensorValue > setPoint) 
  { 
    LEDstate = 1; 
    Serial.println("!BELL");     // Sound PC Bell 
  } 
  else 
    LEDstate = 0;       
} 
 digitalWrite(LEDpin,LEDstate); 
 
Arduino Sketch, MP_BasicConfigControl, incorporates these ideas into our original 
MP_PlotSimpleAnalogDigital program used in Section I.   The code now contains a function in the 
Setup() routine that will set a variety of MakerPlot Configuration commands.  In addition, a command to 
update and continually display the current setPoint value in MakerPlot’s User Status box has been 
included within the program loop.   

Download MP_BasicConfigControl to your Arduino. 

 Open the Arduino Serial Monitor and verify there is a pause then data flows correctly 
formatted. Close the Serial Monitor to free the port for connecting to MakerPlot. 

 With MakerPlot, open the Interactive interface from the interface selection screen. 
 Connect on the interface.  

o Note that after 2 seconds the plot should reconfigure to the settings sent by the code. 
o Pressing the buttons on your board will display the updated setpoint value in the User 

Status text box above the plot. 
o Exceeding the setpoint will cause your computer to beep. WARNING! The loop is 

running fast and the incessant beeping can be annoying! 
 
Take a look at the Arduino code.  Notice Config_MP() is a function ran during Setup().  Do you recognize 
the MakerPlot configuration commands that we manually tested in Section II?  The Setup() routine and 
consequently Config_MP function runs only once.  If you open MakerPlot’s Log window and Reset the 
Plot (or reset Arduino) you may catch a glimpse of the MakerPlot configuration commands after the 2-
second delay if ‘Cntl’ is checked in the Log Window. 
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Code containing the other MakerPlot commands are within functions nested in the main loop() function.  
Notice a MakerPlot !STAT command  has been added to the buttonControl() function.  This code is 
telling MakerPlot to display the setPoint value in the User Status box.  To add clarity to what is being 
displayed the setPoint value is preceded by printing the text string of “Setpoint increased to:” or 
“Setpoint decreased to:”.   To tag a value at the end of a text string requires two Serial.print commands: 
 
 Serial.print("!STAT Setpoint increased to: ");  //tells MP to print the text string in the status box. (no CR) 
 Serial.println(setPoint);                                       //tells MP to print the setPoint value. (with CR) 
 
Referring to the screen shot below, when these lines were ran one after the other, MakerPlot was 
receiving the properly formatted string of: !STAT Setpoint decreased to: (220) CR. 
  

 
You will also find Serial.println(“!BELL”) added to the control() function.  If the sensorValue>setpoint, 
LED1 remains On (1) and the computer Bell will sound.   As long as this condition remains true, the !Bell 
(CR) command is transmitted by the controller and processed by MakerPlot with every loop().  (Did we 
mention it was annoying!?)   
 
You have now seen how to program and execute MakerPlot Control instructions from your controller.    
To help reinforce what we have just discussed, open up MakerPlot’s Log window and Reset Plot.  Clear 
Log  check Anlg, Dig, and Cntl.  Watch the data transfer as you vary the potentiometer and the 
switches.   
 
MakerPlot will process and respond to Control Instructions regardless of the interface being used.  This 
is great for configuration and common functions (i.e. Plot configuration, comms setup, Status Box, BELL).  
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In the next section, we will look at controlling the contents and execution of the Event Code for specific 
controls on an interface.  This takes you to another level of MakerPlot capability and will be fun!!   
    

NOTE: The Y and X axis values, and other parameters in the MakerPlot do not update to reflect changes. 
Those controls configure MakerPlot, MakerPlot does not automatically configure those… but we will 
soon! 

 

B. Controlling the Interface from the Controller 
When the controller is going to be used with a known interface, it can send instructions to adjust control 
properties and run event code of specific controls directly.  This means that your controller’s program 
can contain commands that turn on and off virtual switches, buttons or LEDs.  You can load values into 
text boxes or Min/Max values of meters, sliders etc.  Virtually any parameter for a control that you have 
set using the Object Editor or any interface functionality you can do with your mouse and keyboard can 
be programmed in and executed by your controller.  Feel the power?  

A reminder at the beginning, changing a specific control’s parameters and/or event code relies heavily 
on the !POBJ instruction.  We practiced with several of these back in Section 2-I,Placing and Using 
Interface Controls/Objects.  !POBJ instructions were manually entered using the Logs Debug/Immediate 
window.  As you might expect, our objective now will be to properly construct and embed !POBJ 
instructions in the controller’s program.  Because of how often we use !POBJ, MakerPlot allows an 
abbreviated version of !O (capital O not zero) to be used.   

To demonstrate this ability and perhaps give you ideas for future applications we will look at two 
examples of controlling Objects within an interface from the microcontroller.   

The first example involves changing the maximum time value of the X-axis on our current interface to 
2.00 minutes.  If you were to ask to do this manually, the functionality of the interface would allow you 
to simply take the mouse to the X-Axis section and first click on “MIN” because you want the X-axis to be 
in “Minutes” and then click on the “Max” text box, enter 2, and hit return to make it stick.  It’s easy – Try 
it.  Click on the  MIN button, click on the Max textbox, type in a 2 and hit Enter.  If you do try it, please 
return it to its previous settings of “SEC” and 60 or our demonstration will not be as impressive.  

Now refer to the code below and see how we can program this same activity with the Arduino by 
modifying the config_MP function in the current code.    

void config_MP() 
{ 
  delay(2000);                              // allow connection to stabilize 
  Serial.println();                         // send in case garbage in queue 
  Serial.println("!RSET");                 // Reset the plot 
  Serial.println("!O butMin=1");           // Set butMin object to 1, ON 
  Serial.println("!O butMin.Run");        // Run event code button to configure minutes, turn other 2 off 
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  Serial.println("!O txtXMax=2");          // Set text box for maximum time to 2 minutes 
  Serial.println("!O txtXMax.Run");        // Run text box event code to update time 
  // clear constant drawings and place constant text on plot 
  Serial.println("!CLRC(CR)@TEXT 30A,105A,1.5A,(Blue),Controlled from Arduino!"); 
} 

Note:  We have taken advantage of the abbreviation !O (Oh, not zero) for !POBJ. 

In the second example, let’s say we want to automatically activate the Snapshot control each time the 
sensorValue exceeds the setPoint variable value (but take only one snapshot at each crossing).   

To get a feel for the steps in the process, try doing this manually.  With the interface connected, bring 
the analog input down below the setpoint value.  Next, hover your mouse over the Snapshot button so 
you will be ready to click when the analog value exceeds the setpoint.  Let the plot run a while as if 
everything is operating fine.  Begin to turn the potentiometer to raise the analog value and as soon as it 
crosses the setpoint, click the Snapshot button.   Bring the analog value down and back up across the 
setpoint a few times – click Snapshot once each time it goes over.  You got it!  Click “View Snap” and see 
how good your reflexes were.  We can do this same thing automatically by adding the proper MakerPlot 
commands to the control() function of the Arduino program.  Refer to the code below and see how the 
Snapshot button’s event code can be triggered when the analog value exceeds the setpoint.  

void control() 
{ 
   // Check pot value against setpoint, if above light LED, take snapshot 
  if (sensorValue > setPoint) 
  { 
    if (LEDstate == 0)   // take snapshot if above setpoint,  
                                    // just once each crossing (if LEDstate was off) 
    {   
      Serial.println("!O butSnap=1");    // Turn on Snapshot button 
      Serial.println("!O butSnap.Run");  // Run snapshot event code 
      Serial.println("!O butSnap=0");    // Turn off snapshot button 
    } 
    LEDstate = 1;         
 
  } 
  else 
    LEDstate = 0;     
  digitalWrite(LEDpin,LEDstate); 
} 
 Disconnect on MakerPlot 
 Download MP_InterfaceControl to the Arduino.  It contains these modifications.  
 Connect and wait a few second. 
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 Plot title, time setting and value should change to 2.00 minutes. 
 Each time the value crosses the setpoint, the snapshot button should be activated. 
 

NOTE:  A simple !SNAP or !SNAP filename could have been used to take a snapshot, but in this example 
we are activating a button on the interface. 

Of course, it was very important to know the names of those controls to properly interact with them.  

Any property of a control can be changed.  For instance, the back color of the X-Axis Max textbox could 
be changed.  Here’s how: 
Serial.println(“!O txtXMax.Back color=(GREEN)”); For extra fun, an entire interface can be opened from 
the controller.  If it is in the installed macros, it can be run with code such as: 
Serial.println(“!MACR interfaces\\mp_interactive.spm”); 

If in your MakerPlot documents, you may use: 
Serial.println(“!MACR (MACPATH)myInteraface.spm”); 

Locations outside of MakerPlot folders must use the entire path, such as C:\myfolder\my test.spm 

The ability to control specific objects on an interface truly adds another dimension of functionality 
between MakerPlot and your controller.   Our data transfer is still only flowing in one direction.  Your 
microcontroller is sending data and instructions to MakerPlot.  In the next section, we will discuss how 
data from MakerPlot can be transferred to the controller.  This allows for full interactive control!  The 
MakerPlot interface truly becomes an operator interface – giving you the ability of controlling the 
controller through MakerPlot!    Get ready!! 

NOTE: In C, a slash followed by a character has special meaning, such as \r is a carriage return. When 
using paths with slashes to be sent from the Arduino, use \\ for a single slash. 
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C. Interactive Interface Discussion 
Displaying data and controlling the interface is great, but for full interactive interface control, we can 
have the controller read and process MakerPlot interface values and use those values to affect the 
controller’s operation!  In the next figure the arrow pointing from MakerPlot to the controller depicts 
the ability to transmit data information to the controller.  Values of text boxes, switches, checkboxes, 
and any other numeric properties of an object can be easily read by the controller.  MakerPlot Values, 
such as (PTIME), the number of seconds into the plot, may be read as well.  The capability of bi-
directional communication can give your interface designs the full functionality of a Data Acquisition and 
Control System.    

 

Before getting into interactive control, let’s discuss some basic use and operations of the Interactive 
Interface.  It is important to understand that the individual controls in this interface use no data 
automatically, such as incoming analog or digital values. 
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Also, knowing control names is important to be able to interact with the controls.  To make using the 
MP_Interactive Interface a little easier, the interactive controls have had their text tips set to the name 
of the control.  When you mouse-over the control, the name appears as a pop-up tip, such as BarLED 
below. 

 

Interactive Interface Overview 
Let’s get started understanding what is on the interface beginning with the controls in the upper right 
corner.   

LED Bar Section 

 
  
The value text box and bar at the top takes an analog value, entered in valBarLED, and displays it in the 
LED bar image from no bars to 10 bars.  A text box box, valBarMax, sets the maximum value of the bar.  
The bar itself, BarLED, is an image box.  In code, such as !O BarLED=bar_2.gif (simplified from our actual 
interface), will display that image. By having a series of images, such as bar_0.gif, bar_1.gif … bar_10.gif, 
we can write code to determine which bar image is to be displayed.  What this requires is to scale the 
data to 0 to 10 based on the maximum it is currently set to, then rounding and setting to an integer 
value, and ensuring the resulting value does not exceed 10 or is less than 0. This event code for 
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valBarLED does that task using MakerPlot math: 
!POBJ BarLED=dev\bars\bar_hor_grn_[(ValBarLED) / (ValBarMax) * 10 + .5 INT MAX 10 MIN 0].gif 

The section in brackets, [], does the math to scale it, round up, take the integer, set min and max values, 
and insert that resulting value in the image name, for an image named bar_hor_grn_0.gif to 
bar_hor_grn_10.gif. These images are in the MakerPlot program files media directory in the path 
shown, dev\bars\. 

 Enter a new value and new maximum value and test out the bar action. 

We can set the value of valBarLED and run its code to do the work for us, such as using the Log Window 
(and later controller code) for setting and running the event code:  
!POBJ valBarLED=600 
!POBJ valBarLED.Run 

The labels (yellow boxes) may be changed by clicking and entering text manually or by using 
instructions: 
!POBJ txtBarLED=ADC Val 
!POBJ txtBarMAX=1023 

Digital LED Section 

 

In this section there are 4 LEDs with labels.  The on/off status of LED0 through LED3 can be changed by 
clicking on them.  Their text boxes may be changed as well for naming purposes: 
 
!POBJ LED1=1 
!POBJ LED1=0 
!POBJ txtLED0=Alarm 

In code we can adjust an LED’s on/off status or labels and run the respective code to update.  You can 
use the Log window to test out these operations, or simply change the name and status manually. 

Switch Section 

 

It would be great to read virtual switches from the interface, named SW0 to SW3.  The state of switches 
can be controlled in code (such as ensuring they are all off to begin with). 

!POBJ SW0=0 
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Note: MakerPlot allows the use of wildcards allowing multiple instructions to be operated at once, such 
as: !POBJ SW*=0 
This will set all controls starting with SW  to 0. 

Labels of course can be set manually or in code for the boxes below each switch: 
!POBJ txtSW0=LED 

Of course, the true power is being able to read these controls in code.  They are treated as MakerPlot 
values, such as using the Log Window, you can read the value (0 or 1) of a switch: 
!DBUG (SW0) 

When reading from the controller, each switch can be read individually, or we can use MakerPlot math 
to covert the binary value of all switches to decimal. Using the Log Window: 
!DBUG [(SW3)(SW2)(SW1)(SW0) DAC] 
This will take a series of 0/1 values and convert them to decimal.  With one !Read, we could read the 
entire set of values as a 4-bit binary value, convert it to a decimal value (0 to 15) and use that value in 
the controller code for decisions. 

Slider and Progress Bar 

 

This area has two text boxes, txtBar and txtSlider, for naming the bar and slider.  For the user, Text can 
be entered directly or updated in code: 
!POBJ txtSlider=Setpnt 

The bar, Bar, simply takes a value to change it. The maximum value may be changed with:  
!POBJ Bar.MAX=100 
And the value of the bar can be changed with: 
!POBJ Bar=50 

The slider, slider, changes its value as you adjust it and the maximum may be changed as well as was 
done with the bar. The values to the left display the current values by accessing their values, and we will 
do the same to set or read: 
!POBJ Slider.Max=500  
!DBUG (Slider) 
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Joystick/Gamepad Control 

 

This control allows reading data from 1 of 2 joysticks or gamepads that are connected to the computer. 
The number of the joystick may be selected (1 or 2), a button trigger may be defined to run the event 
code, and whether the event will retrigger, Rpt, if the button is held. The buttons and controls of the 
device may be read. The best way to get a feel for the data is to connect a gamepad or joystick, and then 
open the Interactive Interface.  The indicator will turn from red to green if the joystick/gamepad is 
detected. 

As you change control states you can monitor them in the control box.  During actual use, this control is 
often hidden and working behind the scenes.  Of course the values may be accessed in code or using the 
Log Window for testing: 
To read stick and position controls: 
!DBUG (gamepad.curPOV) 
!DBUG(gamepad.curX) , (gamepad.curY) 
!DBUG(gamepad.curX2) , (gamepad.curY2) 

Note:  On a gamepad, the POV control is the left joystick, which reports a value of 0 to 315 degrees in 45 
degree increments.  Use may vary; connect a gamepad or joystick and test reading the interface control. 
Connect prior to opening MakerPlot. 

The buttons may be accessed individually to get a 1 or 0, or as a 16-bit decimal value using Buttons: 
!DBUG (gamepad.Btn1) 
!DBUG (gamepad.Buttons) 

D. Coding for Interactive Control 
In coding the Arduino for interactive control, we can use a simple line of code to set a value, combine 
actual data with text sent to MakerPlot for updating controls based on values, or read data from 
MakerPlot to be used by the controller. 
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Setting Controls with Literal Values 
The simplest form of interactive control is to set a control to some literal (hardcoded, unchanging) value.  
We have discussed turning virtual LEDs and switches on and off and changing values in text boxes using 
the Debug Immediate window.  These same commands can be sent to MakerPlot from the Arduino 
using the Serial.println command.  

Common examples include: 
Serial.println(“!O LED2=1”);     // Turn ON LED 2 on the interface 
Serial.println(“!O LED2=0”);  // Turn OFF LED 2 on the interface 
Serial.println(“!O SW*=0”);  // Turn off ALL switch on the interface 
Serial.println(“!O Bar.Max=1000”); // Set bar maximum to 1000 

This code could be run as part of initialization in setup(), or conditionally in the loop(). 

Setting Control with Current Values 
Updating a MakerPlot control with a variable value held in the controller can be very useful.  To create a 
properly formatted MakerPlot command the text string must be combined with the variable value.  This 
is similar to what we discussed earlier when we manipulated what was displayed in the Status Box.  
Recall that to do this with Arduino requires two Serial.print operations.  Also keep in mind that 
MakerPlot looks for a carriage return (CR) to signify the end of an instruction.  A couple of examples will 
be helpful.  First let’s set the virtual LED1 on our MakerPlot interface to the LEDstate variable in our 
Arduino program.  The proper MakerPlot code would be: !POBJ LED1=LEDstate CR.   

To do this in Arduino code:  
Serial.print(“!POBJ LED1=”);  // Instruction to set control LED1, with no CR 
Serial.println(LEDstate);   // send decimal value of LEDstate to control LED, with CR 

For another example, let’s update the MakerPlot Progress Bar control with the “sensorValue” variable. 
Serial.print(“!POBJ Bar=”);  // Instruction to set progress bar value, with no CR 
Serial.println(sensorValue);  // send decimal value of sensor value to update bar, with CR 

Reading Values from MakerPlot to be used by Controller 
True power with the interface can be obtained by reading values from MakerPlot to be used by the 
controller. While the Arduino has a variety of functions for accepting serial data, for our purposes the 
Serial.parseInt() function is the most beneficial, though Serial.parseFloat() may be used if you are 
working with decimal points.  The 3 major steps in reading from MakerPlot are: 

• Ensure the Arduino serial buffer is empty 

• Request MakerPlot to send a value to the controller using the !READ instruction (there is a 
!SEND instruction that accomplishes the same, it just depends on your preference and 
perspective   (Are you READing from MakerPlot or telling MakerPlot to SEND?) 

• Accept the returning data using the Serial.parseInt(); function. 
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For clearing the buffer, testing has shown the Arduino’s Serial.flush() function does not always empty 
the buffer well, so we developed a function  to  ensure it is empty.   
 
This function does a Serial.flush and then reads from the buffer as long as any data bytes may remain: 
void flushBuffer() 
{  
  Serial.flush();                       // flush serial buffer (may not always flush?) 
  while (Serial.available())   // manually empty as well, read as long as bytes are in there 
  Serial.read(); 
} 
So before a read, we issue: 
flushBuffer(); 
 
In requesting data, the !READ instruction and value(s) are requested, such as: 
Serial.println(“!READ (slider)”);   // Request MakerPlot to return value of slider 

In accepting a value, we simply read the returning integer value. Note that parseInt() does have a 
timeout (about 1 second), which prevents our code from locking up if there is a glitch in the return: 
setPoint = parseInt(); 

And there!  We have read a new setPoint value from MakerPlot’s Slider! 

Note: If there is a glitch that causes a timeout, setPoint will be assigned a 0. This could cause an error in 
operation if it used as the actual setPoint. Additional code could be used to help verify it is a meaningful 
value, though we don’t have an example worked up for it yet. 

Beyond control values, many other MakerPlot values may be read, such as the time in seconds into the 
plot (PTIME), the hour (HH), minutes (MM) and seconds (SS) of the current time, the maximum time of 
the plot (TMAX) and many other MakerPlot values listed in that section of this guide.  

Additionally, MakerPlot math could be used to convert a value to be read from the interface before 
being sent to the controller: 
Serial.println(“!READ [(Slider) * 1023 / 5]”);  //Use math convert 0 to 5 to 0 to 1023 before sending 

Basic Example of Interactive Communications 
In this example, we use the Interactive Interface to interact with the Arduino using 
MP_BasicInteractiveControl code for the following: 

• Configuring various controls on the interface. 

• Reading the setpoint from the slider of the interface. 

• Energizing virtual LED0 if the alarm is set (actual > setpoint). 

• Using the hardware buttons to adjust the setpoint AND to update the slider’s position and value. 
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Let’s look at some of the code sections from MP_BasicInteractiveControl. 

Configuring MakerPlot: 

void config_MP() 
{ 
  delay(2000);                               // allow connection to stabilize 
  Serial.println();                          // send in case garbage in queue 
  Serial.println("!RSET");                  // Reset the plot 
  Serial.println("!O txtSW*= ");           // Clear all switch text boxes  
  Serial.println("!O txtLED*= ");           // Clear all LED text boxes  
  Serial.println("!O txtSlider=SetPnt");   // Label slider 
  Serial.println("!O Slider.Max=1000");    // Set slider max to 1000 
  Serial.println("!O txtLED0=Alarm");      // Label LED0 for alarm 
  Serial.println("!O LED*=0");              // Turn all LEDs off 
    // clear constant drawings and place constant text on plot 
  Serial.println("!CLRC(CR)@TEXT 30A,105A,1.5A,(Blue),Basic Interaction with Arduino!"); 
} 
 
Reading the Slider on the Interface: 
void read_MPSlider() 
{ 
  flushBuffer();                                   // Ensure buffer empty 
  Serial.println("!READ (Slider)");   // Request the slider's value 
  setPoint = Serial.parseInt();         // Accept returned data 
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} 
 
Updating LED0 based on the alarm state: 
void control() 
{ 
   // Check pot value against setpoint, if above light LED, take snapshot 
  if (sensorValue > setPoint) 
     LEDstate = 1; 
  else 
    LEDstate = 0; 
    
  digitalWrite(LEDpin,LEDstate); 
  Serial.print("!O LED0=");              // set up to control virtual LED0 
  Serial.println(LEDstate);              // send value with CR 
} 
 

Controlling the Slider when setpoint is changed with buttons: 
void buttonControl() 
{  // Check states of pushbuttons, if pressed change setpoint up or down     
  SW1state = digitalRead(SW1pin); 
  if (SW1state == 0)  
  { 
    setPoint+=10;                // add 10 to setPoint 
    Serial.print("!O Slider= "); // Update slider with new setpoint 
    Serial.println(setPoint); 
  } 
  SW2state = digitalRead(SW2pin);   
  if (SW2state == 0)  
  { 
    setPoint-=10;                // subtract 10 from setPoint 
    Serial.print("!O Slider= "); // Update slider with new setpoint 
    Serial.println(setPoint);        
  }  
} 
 

 Download MP_BasicInterActiveControl to the Arduino. 
 Open the Interactive Interface in MakerPlot. 
 Connect and wait a few seconds as it configures. 
 Move the slider to control the setpoint. Note when the Alarm LED on the interface lights. 
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 Use hardware buttons to control the setpoint, note that the slider moves and updates. 
 

Extended Example of Interactive Control 
The code, MP_ExtendedInteractiveControl, used with the Interactive Interface, has the following 
features: 

• Labels the digital traces. 

• Uses the interface slider to update the setpoint. 

• Updates the interface LED bar and progress bar with the current analog value. 

• Uses hardware SW1 to take a snapshot of the plot. 

• Uses hardware SW2 to auto-scale the plot. 

• Use virtual SW1 to light the LED on the board. 

• If the actual analog  value exceeds the setpoint, a WAV file is played by the interface and virtual 
LED3 lights. 

• Virtual SW3 is read and used by the Arduino to silence the alarm. 
 

You can look through the code to determine how all this was accomplished, but of course: 

• Download MP_ExtendedInteractiveControl to your Arduino and test! 
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Reading the Gamepad with Code 
The gamepad, once connected, is easily read with code like other controls and values.  For example, to 
read the right joystick’s X and Y positions from the gamepad: 
  long x,y; 
  flushBuffer(); 
  Serial.println("!READ (gamepad.curX2)");  // read 0 to 65535 for joystick X position, 32767 center 
  x = Serial.parseInt(); 
  flushBuffer(); 
  Serial.println("!READ (gamepad.curY2)");    
  y = Serial.parseInt(); 
 

To read each button on the gamepad, we could do something similar: 
  flushBuffer(); 
  Serial.println("!READ (gamepad.btn1)"); 
  i = Serial.parseInt(); 
   
This method would require a !READ for each of the buttons, spending considerable time.  Instead, we 
can read the buttons as a whole decimal value and in code determine the bit states of each button. One 
read, multiple button determinations can be obtained: 
  flushBuffer(); 
  Serial.println("!READ (gamepad.buttons)");     
  i = Serial.parseInt(); 
 
In code, logical operations can be used to test any bit in the value to determine the state, 0 or 1.  For 
example: 
if ((i >> 2) & 1 > 0)     // is bit 2 (button 3) high? 

This will shift the bits to the right by 2 positions (so bit 2 will be all the way right), logically ANDing the 
value, &, with a binary 1.  If the rightmost bit was 1, the result is 1. If not, it is 0.  This test can be 
repeated to test the state of any desired bit. 

The Arduino test code, MP_GamePadControl, performs the following with Interactive Interface with 
MakerPlot: 

• Resizes the plot to leave more background. 

• Creates a new LED control object on the screen. 

• Uses the gamepad POV to increase or decrease the setpoint. 

• Right-joystick controls the position of the LED control placed on the interface. 

• Button 1 changes the green virtual LED to red. 

• Button 2 resets the plot. 

• Button 3 takes a snapshot of the interface by activating the Snapshot interface button. 

• Button 4 plays a WAV file. 
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To test: 
 Download MP_GamePadControl to your Arduino. 
 Connect a PC gamepad to your computer, allow it to be recognized. 
 Open MakerPlot and the Interactive Interface.  Note that the control indicator should be green. 
 Test your gamepad by pressing buttons, moving joysticks, etc. and monitor the interface control 

for changes. 
 Connect and allow to configure. 
 Use the buttons and controls on your gamepad to test. 
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Creating an Interface from the Arduino 
One really interesting aspect of MakerPlot is that all instructions can come from a variety of sources for 
total control.  This allows a controller to totally configure MakerPlot once connected – Jack in and have 
the controller set up the interface for its programmed needs!  Have it size the plot, and add meters and 
other controls for monitoring or interactive control. 

The easiest way to do this is to design the interface with the Macro Builder to build the interface (See 
Section 7-F, Using the Macro Builder to create Interface ), then create code from the initializations and 
object code.  Be sure to replace any \ with \\.  
 

void config_MP() 
{ 
Serial.println("!NEWP");   // Start a new plot 
Serial.println("!SPAN 0,1000");  // Span Y axis 
Serial.println("!POBJ Clear");  // Clear any objects 
Serial.println("!PPER 75,100");  // Size plot 
 
// Create meters called ‘met1’ and ‘met2’ scaled 0 – 1000, auto update on channels 0 and 1. 
Serial.println("!POBJ MP_METER_OBJ.met1=78.,93.,20.,28.,0, 1000,Meter,Blue-Gray,0,1"); 
Serial.println("!POBJ MP_METER_OBJ.met2=78.,60.,20.,28.,0, 1000,Meter,Blue-Gray,1,1"); 
 
// Create a toggle switch called ‘toggle’. Add event code 
Serial.println("!POBJ oImgBut.toggle=85.,29.,6.5,14.,dev\\toggle-sw\\gs_toggle_v_0.gif,0,dev\\toggle-
sw\\gs_toggle_v_1.gif,0"); 
Serial.println("!POBJ toggle.C='Play click sound(;)"); 
Serial.println("~IWAV sw_toggle2.wav"); 
Serial.println("");  // Extra CR to signal end of event code. 
} 

Once you connect, the data from the controller creates the interface and it is ready to meter 2 channels 
of analog data and allow the switch (Toggle) 
to be read by your controller. 

As you can see, MakerPlot is extremely 
versatile in its ability to share data with a 
controller.  Now all you need is an 
imagination and a little time to create your 
own interactive interfaces! 
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5. Internet Communications with MakerPlot 
 

Version 1.6.0 MakerPlot is released with expanded Internet communications capabilities. Earlier 
versions of MakerPlot had the ability to act as a TCP client built in (Configuration  Port).  But new 
controls have been added for: 

• TCP Server Control 

• TCP Client Control 

• UDP Control 

These new controls extend the capabilities so that multiple instances of each may be used, and all may 
be used simultaneously for communicating with multiple nodes at once. 

This section covers the following areas: 

1. Essential Internet Network Principles 
2. An overview of Internet Controls 
3. Using the Arduino WiFi and Ethernet Shields  
4. Simple analog and digital plotting via Internet 
5. Interactive Control via Internet 

 
NOTE: This section may help you understand and troubleshoot connectivity problems – please DO NOT 
contact us for network connect issues. Test in the simplest way then go more complex once you are sure 
communications work. There are too many variables for us to assist. If you are sure there’s a bug in our 
code though, we’d be happy to know. 

A.  Essential Internet Network Principles. 

IP Address, Subnet Mask, Gateway Address & DNS 
A node on the internet requires essential pieces of information to be able to communicate on the 
network: 

a. IP address - This is the address that defines both the network to which the node belongs and the 
node identifier itself on that network. A typical IP address may be 131.15.12.1 or 192.168.0.50 
(we will deal with version 4 only, not IPv6). When assigning an IP address, be sure it is valid for 
your network – you can’t use 192.168.0.10 on a 172.16.0.0 network for example. 
 

b. Subnet Mask. The mask helps a node know which addresses are part of its immediate network 
and which lay outside of it. If the node it wishes to talk to is part of its network, it will attempt to 
communicate directly to it. If not, it will pass the packet to the Gateway router to start its 
journey across the Internet. Where there is a 255 in the mask, the value must be the same for all 
computers on your network. For example, if your computer has an IP address of 192.168.1.10 
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and a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0, you cannot have a computer on the network with 
192.168.0.50 – the 3rd octet must be the same. This procedure is really best looked at in binary, 
but beyond the scope of this guide. 
 

c. Gateway Address. Should data need to be sent outside its network, this is the address to which 
it goes to first for eventual routing to the destination. 
 

d. DNS.  DNS is typically needed to resolve a name, such www.makerplot.com to an IP address. 
But usually for hardware connections such as here, we will deal with IP addresses directly. 
 

Static & Dynamic Configuration 
The previous information is needed by a node. It can get the information 1 of 2 ways: 

a. Dynamic Addressing.  With dynamic addressing, when connecting to the network, a DHCP server 
(one function of a home router) provides the information needed to the node joining the 
network. Therefore, the nodes assigned IP address may change each time it connects to the 
network.  On a WiFi network, security information for a secured network, such as using WPA, 
needs to be provided before being allowed to join and provided network information. The WiFi 
Shield’s begin() function is used to attempt to join the network and, if used alone, will request 
DHCP to provide essential network information. 
WiFi.begin();  
WiFi.begin(ssid);  
WiFi.begin(ssid, pass);  
WiFi.begin(ssid, keyIndex, key); 
 

b. Static Addressing. With static addressing, the address of the node is provided by the user though 
network configuration. Having an unchanging static addressis important if a node is to act as a 
server on our network. Knowing the server’s IP address would not be changed by DHCP is critical 
when other nodes need access to it.  
The WiFi Shield library has a function to assign the information we want to be static- config(). 
WiFi.config(ip);  
WiFi.config(ip, dns);  
WiFi.config(ip, dns, gateway);  
WiFi.config(ip, dns, gateway, subnet); 
Once static values are provided, the begin() function, with security information, allows joining 
the network and obtaining information that wasn’t assigned. 
 
Home routers typically assign addresses from number 1 and increasing. To prevent the 
possibility that your DHCP will try to assign the same value as the static address, pick a fairly 
high address, such as 50 or 100 (192.168.0.100 for example).  Your router’s configuration can be 
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configured as well to limit the range of assigned addresses. 
 

Servers & Clients & Ports 
The server and client are important distinctions. A server listens on a designated Port for incoming 
connection requests from clients, allows the connection, and ‘serves’ out information – though once the 
link is made data can flow both directions. 

The client connects TO the server by initiating the connection. To make the connection, the Client needs 
to know two things: Server IP address and Port. The Port number is where the server is listening. Think 
of the port number like an office number in a building. The address of building is the IP address. Once in 
the building, each office has a different job, and to talk to the right people for a task we need to go to 
the right office (or Port).  

Servers with different functions listen on different ports for their use (if they don’t want to be found so 
easily, non-standard port numbers may be assigned). For example, a web server listens on Port 80, FTP 
server uses port 21, Telnet port 23, POP mail uses port 119 and so on. A web browser will attempt to 
contact the desired server on Port 80 to ‘talk to the right office’. A POP Email client will contact the 
server on port 119 and so on. 

We simply need a port number we can allow the server to listen on, and tell the client to what IP and 
Port number to attempt a connection. 

Often times, port number above 9000 are used for non-standard uses, but some firewalls and routers 
will block access to these port numbers. 

Public & Private Networks 
Public IP addresses: A public IP address is one which can be reached anywhere on the Internet. A web 
server, such as the one for makerplot.com, needs to be on a public network so that anyone can reach it. 
It is assigned a public address. There are a limited number of public addresses available in version 4 of 
the internet. Due to this, private networks have grown in use to meet the demands of the number of 
client nodes on the internet. 

Private Addresses: Private addresses are those that are NOT routable. A private address can only be 
contacted from within its own network and routers will not route the packets being sent to a private 
address. Certain IP addresses have been designated for private networks: 192.168.x.x, 10.x.x.x and 
172.16.x.x.  

In the illustration that follows it is shown how your ISP provides you a single Public address for your use. 
A home router creates a private network behind the public allowing multiple nodes to share that public 
address for sending and receiving data with the Internet. All data sent to your home is sent the Public 
address. The router then forwards it to the correct private address – the computer that requested the 
web page for example. 
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While it is simple to connect to devices within your private network, it is more difficult to connect from 
the outside and reach private address nodes, such as a computer or Arduino WiFi Shield operating on 
the private network. Because only the Public address can be reached from the outside, it is not possible 
to directly reach that node at 192.168.0.20 for example. This is great for security but can be an issue if 
we need to connect to it. 

One way to accomplish reaching that private address from the outside is using “Port Forwarding”. This 
can be configured on many home routers.  Using the above example, Port Forwarding could be 
configured such that a packet trying to connect to the IP address of 205.200.10.5 on port 9001 is 
forwarded to the private side to connect to a node at the IP address of 192.168.0.20 port 9001, allowing 
a communications link to be established. Please review your home router’s configuration for this 
capability, it may be called Forwarding or creating a DMZ (demilitarize zone). 

TCP vs UDP 
In our everyday lives there are 2 major forms of communications – we can talk back and forth in a 
conversation (such as phone calls), or we can leave or send messages (texts) to each other. With phone 
calls one person calls, the other answers, the caller begins to speak and a conversation ensues. 
Verification and reliability is high to ensure data gets across – “ What did you say?”, “ Meet at 8:00?” 
When the call is complete, there is a formal closing of the connection – “Bye!” – to let each side know 
the conversation is over. This is known as being connection-oriented. A connection is made and 
established for the duration of the exchange. 

A text message is sent without opening a formal connection – it is sent and assumed the recipient gets 
it…. Sometimes with issues that may not be corrected immediately (typos or auto-correct mistakes!). 
The other side, when ready, responds. On our level, this is connectionless – no formal connection or 
data reliability if performed. 

In IP networking, TCP (Transport Control Protocol) is a connection-oriented protocol – A connection is 
made between Client and Server before any data may be sent with the client asking to connect, the 
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server giving an OK and client OKing back – a 3-way handshake. All data in both directions is error 
checked and internally acknowledged it was delivered. When closing the connection, internally, a closing 
sequence is done. 

UDP (Unigram Datagram Protocol) on the other hand is connectionless – data is sent between IP address 
and Ports (the combination being a socket) of ‘peer’ nodes without establishing a connection. It is 
assumed to make it to its destination, and the data is typically not critical data. It is known as being an 
unreliable connection, but generally data gets through fine and is much less a strain on small device 
resources. UDP is used all the time in LANs to send out messages – such as trying to resolve an IP 
address to a MAC (Ethernet/WiFi) address – UDP to all node listening on the correct port – “Who owns 
192.168.0.50?”, the node with the address sees the message and replies back using UDP with the 
correct MAC address for actual data delivery (this process is called ARP by the way). UDP requires very 
little bandwidth or processing as compared to the robust and complex TCP protocol. 

UDP may also send data to all other UDP nodes in the same LAN by using the broadcast address – this is 
a little deeper then we will go, but if your subnet is 255.255.255.0, and on a 192.168.0.0 network, the 
broadcast address is 192.168.0.255. 

Other Connection Issues 
There are many things that can cause issues with the connection, especially going between networks. 
Routers can use firewalls to block traffic that is initiated from the outside, from certain IP addresses or 
block traffic sent to certain port addresses. There are many reasons why a connection cannot be made 
and hopefully this discussion has helped in understanding and potentially resolving issues. 
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B. MakerPlot Internet Controls 
Version 1.6.0 of MakerPlot adds 3 new controls for Internet communications – TCP Server, TCP Client 
and UDP Control. Multiple instances of each may be used and all simultaneously. 

These controls support ASCII comma delimited data only, not binary. 

 

• The TCP Server Control listens at the computer’s IP address on the port specified for an 
incoming connection from a remote client. See Internet TCP Server Control for more specifics on 
this control. 

• The TCP Client Controls is used to make a connection to a remote server by specifying the IP 
address and Port the server is listening on. See Internet TCP Client Control for more specifics on 
this control. 

• The UDP control accepts data sent to its port number and sends data to the IP and Port number 
specified. See Internet UDP Control for more specifics on this control. UDP is nice in that a 
connection is NOT made and multiple nodes may ‘shoot’ data to each other quickly and simply. 
For a MakerPlot interface, maybe a single control can be receiving data from a variety of nodes 
updating difference controls or plotting different data. 

NOTE: When changing the IP address or Port number of the controls directly, press ENTER to lock in 
the new value. 

There may be multiple instances of any one control, and multiple controls (and built in serial) may be 
used simultaneously for data. The Interactive Control Examples are written to use Server, Client and 
UDP all at the same time. 

Use and Demo 

Using the controls can be quite simple – simply place them on a new or current interface, configure 
them on the screen for addressing, and enable them with the switch (or it may be done via instruction 
code). Then, make a connection between MakerPlot and a remote device where MakerPlot data is sent 
to the interface. 

Just to test things out, let’s try out the new  client and server controls. This may be done between 
controls on the same PC or between two different PC’s with client/server control on a MakerPlot 
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interface. Use the directions below as you see fit. This assumes you are familiar with using the Object 
Editor to design MakerPlot interfaces. 

1) Start a blank MakerPlot . 
2) Using the Object Editor, configure the plot to 100 and 50 for size. 
3) Drag and drop and TCP Server control from Controls 2. 
4) Name the control tcpS. 
5) Set the port of the control to 9500. 
6) For the Event code, leaving it blank will process  data, but we want to do a bit more – Enter the 

following code for the Event Code: 
(DATA) 
!STAT Server Received: (DATA) 
This will add the received data to the processing queue and will display the received data in the User 
Status box above the plot. 

7) Enable it to listen by turning it ‘ON’ – The indicators should turn yellow. 
 

8) Drag and drop and TCP Client control from Controls 2. 
9) Name the control tcpC. 
10) Set the Server IP to that of the address shown in the Server Control for Local IP. 
11) Set the Server Port to 9500, the same as in the Server’s Local Port. 
12) For the Event code, leaving it blank will process  data, but we want to do a bit more – Enter the 

following code for the Event Code: 
(DATA) 
!STAT Client Received: (DATA) 
This will add the received data to the processing queue and will display the received data in the User 
Status box above the plot. 

13) Enable it to connect by turning it ‘ON’ – The indicators should turn yellow then green to indicate 
connected, and you may see the R on the Server blink as it receives a Carriage Return (being the 
same PC, the connection may be very fast). 

14) Open the Immediate/Debug Window, and let’s send try some things. 
a) Check “Cntl” so control instructions sent are listed and POBJ so plot object instructions are 

listed. 
b) For the server, in the Debug window enter: 

? (tcpS) 
The value in the Debug window should list 7. This is the server status – connected. 

c) Turn off the client and try again with ?(tcpS). 2 should be listed – listening. 
d) You may test the client status using ? (tcpC). 
e) Connect the client if it isn’t ( or use !O tcpC.Enable=1 , !O is OH not Zer0, short for plot Object) 
f) Send data to the server from the client: 

!O tcpC=Hello Server! 
This default use means to send data to the other node, or we could use: 
!O tcpC.Send=Hello Server! 
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g) Send data to the client from the Server: 
!O tcpS=Why, hello client! 

h) Ring bell of Server’s PC and change the Y-scale: 
!O tcpC=!BELL 
!O tcpC=!SPAN -500,500 

i) Get the time of the clients clock by sending: 
!O tcpS=!READ (RTIME) 
This will have the client return the time back the Server. In the Debug window you may 
see:!POBJ tcpC.Send=13:08:16 or similar – the !READ was turned into a SEND for the client 
control. 
 
The status box shows the server received the time back. 

j) You can find out the IP of the connected client: 
? (tcpS.RemoteIP) 

 

While sending between MakerPlot control instances is nice, the same principles can be applied with 
other devices acting as clients and servers. 

15)  Perform a similar test with the UDP controls.   

•  Place two UDP controls on your interface and name them UDP1 and UDP2.  In this test, 
ensure the Local IP address and Local Port number of each match the Remote IP address 
and Remote port number of the other. For the Event Code, use the following: 
!O (ME).Return 
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(DATA) 
!STAT (ME) Received (DATA) 
(ME) will be replaced with control’s name (all controls do this). 
.Return property set the remote IP to the IP of the data’s source, and the same for port – 
this makes it easier to return data to the right node since a connection is not made. 

• Use as many UDP controls as you like to send data between various computers or control 
instances. 

• Try a broadcast address, such as 192.168.0.255 to send to all nodes open on that port on 
your LAN subnet. 
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C. Exploring Internet Control Communications and Control 
The Internet Control Exploration Interface allows users on different PC’s of a network to send data 
between one another for text data or interface control. It has duplicate inputs for TCP Server, TCP Client 
and 2 UDP controls. This allows connections to be made in multiple ways to test out communications as 
well as learning a little about MakerPlot. 

The interface also has: 

• 4 Lamps that can be controlled remotely. 

• A meter to be set remotely. 

• An image whose vertical position can be controlled remotely.  
 

 

The controls for each are: 

• A list box to show incoming messages and instructions. 

• A Clear button to clear the list box. 

• 4-switches to control the remote LEDs. 

• A horizontal slider to change the value of the remote meter. 

• A vertical slider to change the position of the red image. 

• The UDP controls have a button for “Set Return Address” – this sets the remote address to the 
source address of the last message received. 
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For each control, such as UDP2, when text is sent by hitting enter, the code shown demonstrates 
sending the text in the box out the internet control: 
!POBJ UDP2=((ME))  

When a switch is clicked, code of !POBJ UDP2=!O LED_Red=((ME)) to set the value of the remote red 
Lamp. In the screen shot shown, a single PC was used and data between 2 UDP ports was used. Note 
that you may use multiple instances of MakerPlot on the same PC as well. 

For each control, on reception, the (DATA) is listed in the text box (with source address for UDP), and 
the data is added to the queue for processing. 

Explore the connections and controls possible. Observe the information listed in the boxes for different 
action. Shift-Right-Click controls to see the code for controls. Beyond the interface controls provided, 
nearly anything can be sent, such as entering text to sound an alarm on the remote machine- !PWAV 
nralarm 

Explore creating new objects on remote interfaces such as:  !O obanner.mytext=83,20 to create a 
scrolling banner box, then change the text: !O mytext=Hi there!........................... 

Making a message on the remote PC: !MRYN Do you love MakerPlot?,!PWAV clap 

Or do evil things such as sending !POBJ clear to the remote interface!! 

Get a round robin going with UDP and pass messages around the group. Or use the broadcast address, 
such as 192.168.0.255 to send data to ALL UDP nodes in your network (must all be using same port). 

Have fun! 
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D. Arduino WiFi and Ethernet Shield Examples 
This section illustrates examples using the Arduino Shield and MakerPlot in all 3 configurations – Server, 
Shield and UDP, with a simple plotting and interactive interfaces. 

Arduino Network Addressing 
In all examples, the Arduino with the WiFi or Ethernet Shields need to have a place on the network. This 
can be done through static addressing, dynamic addressing using DHCP, or a combination of the two. 

Ensuring a good network configuration is important. In the code you have a choice of assigning the static 
network settings of IP, Gateway and Subnet, or allowing the board to get them from DCHP. With the 
server especially it’s a good idea to make the IP address static, and the rest can be obtained from DHCP. 
In the sketch you can define what addresses you wish to supply. 

// ****** If desired, pick a static address, comment out if not desired 
IPAddress ip(192,168,0,50); 
// change addresses and uncomment if DHCP not available 
// IPAddress gateway(192, 168, 1, 1); 
// IPAddress subnet(255, 255, 0, 0); 

And further down you can specify which should be static (supplied) or obtained from DHCP (not 
supplied): 

// ****** If desired, set a static address, comment out if not desired 
 //   Ethernet.begin(mac);               // for IP and always from DHCP 
    Ethernet.begin(mac, ip);            // for static IP address and rest from DHCP 
//    Ethernet.begin(mac, ip,  gateway, subnet);       // if no DHCP 

All examples will display IP addresses and ports as needed via the Serial monitor for the Arduino, such as 
shown: 

 

You must configure the network SSID and password to connect to your wireless network with the WiFi 
versions. 
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char ssid[] = "Network";           //  your network SSID (name)  
char pass[] = "pass";                 // your network password (use for WPA, or use as key for WEP) 
int keyIndex = 0;               // your network key Index number (needed only for WEP) 
int status = WL_IDLE_STATUS;
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MakerPlot Interface for Internet Plot Testing 
The Interactive Interface was redesigned with the controls for Internet connections (on Interface Page 2)  
– Client, Server and UDP. The buttons for each expanded the controls for configuring addresses. This 
interface is used for both the simple plotting and interactive examples since it has the controls. Adding 
the controls to other interfaces for simple plotting is just a drag, drop and set operation. 

Neither the Client nor server has any Event Code – the received data is simply sent to the processing 
queue upon reception. 

 

The UDP control uses Event Code of: 
!POBJ udp.Return 
(DATA) 

The .Return method is used to make the UDP Control’s 
Remote IP and Port to the same Local IP and Port values of 
the sending node’s. (DATA) is used to place the data in the 
queue for processing. This This is required or code to 
process data in other ways is needed if the Event Code is 
not blank. For UDP there are 3 buttons which will send 
control characters to the remote node. 
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Simple Analog & Digital Plotting With Configuration via Internet Examples 
In these examples, the remote Arduino sends configuration information specific to the example, then 
sends analog and digital data to be plotted. The hardware includes: 

• An LED on PIN 9 

• Pushbutton Switches on Pins 2 and 3 (SW1 and SW2) 

• Potentiometer on A0 
 
The switches raise and lower the setpoint. When the analog value of the potentiometer is above the 
setpoint, the LED lights. The analog values of the potentiometer and setpoint are sent to MakerPlot for 
plotting as is 3 bits of digital data of the states of the switches and the status of the alarm LED. 
 

 

 MakerPlot Client Version  
When MakerPlot will be a client, the Arduino needs to be acting as server running the sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_TCP_Server_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 
or 
MP_WiFi_TCP_Server_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 
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A server is the most complex role to have and the code reflects that. It needs to sense when a client 
connects, is still connected and when it disconnects. There are routines in the code to handle those 
tracks and to monitor how long the server has been in an idle state. 

Since the Server will listen on a port, that address may be changed and used when starting the server: 
unsigned int port = 9000;        // create server and select port to listen on 
EthernetServer server(port);         

When a client first connects, the MakerPlot configuration information is sent by calling MP_config(). If 
already connected, the plot() function is called. 

  // when the client connects, send MakerPlot configuration information 
  if (client.connected()) { 
    if (!alreadyConnected) { 
      client.flush();                  // clear out the input buffer: 
      Serial.println("Client Connected"); 
      client.println("");          // Send a byte back (carriage return) 
      MP_config();                 // Call to send configuration information 
      alreadyConnected = true;     // flag connection 
      minutes = 0;                           // reset time counter 
     }  
      plot();                    // while connected, plot     
  } 
   control();                   // always control system   
 
Analog data of the potentiometer and setpoint are sent as comma-separated values, Status of the two 
switches and LED is sent as a 3-bit digital MakerPlot value prefaced by %. 
void plot() { 
  // print the analog values formatted for MakerPlot, for a string such as 10,40 (CR) 
  client.print(sensorValue);  // send 1st value       
  client.print(",");                  // send comma delimiter 
  client.println(setPoint);   // send 2nd value with carriage return 
   
  // print the digital values formatted for MakerPlot 
  client.print("%");               // send binary indicator, for a string such as %101 (CR) 
  client.print(SW1state);     // send 1/0 for SW1 
  client.print(SW2state);     // send 1/0 for SW2 
  client.println(LEDstate);   // send 1/0 for LED with carriage return  
  // wait 100 milliseconds before the next data sent 
  delay(100);                     
} 
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Testing: 
 Open the Interactive Internet Interface on MakerPlot. 
 Modify network information of the appropriate TCP_Server Sketch. 
 Download the Sketch to your Arduino. 
 Use the Serial monitor to view the IP and Port number. 
 Click the TCP Client button on the interface to show the settings for the client. 
 Change the Server IP address and Port number. 
 Click its switch ‘ON’. 
 The Client control should attempt to connect (yellow), connect (green) and commence 

accepting data from the Arduino via the network. 
 Use the pushbuttons to change the setpoints and adjust the pot setting. 

 

 MakerPlot Server Version 
With MakerPlot acting as a Server, the Arduino needs to be a client connecting to the IP address and 
port of the MakerPlot Server. Use the Sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_TCP_Client_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 
or 
MP_wifi_TCP_Client_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 

You will need to find the following lines of code in this sketch and edit them to match the  Local IP and 
Port of the MP TCP server: 
 
IPAddress server(192,168,0,12);   // Set IP address of MakerPlot server 
unsigned int port = 9100;              // set port to connect to on server  
 
When the sketch runs, it configures the network information and automatically attempts to connect, 
and if successful, calls MP_config to configure the plot. 

  if (client.connect(server, port)) { 
    Serial.println("connected, configuring"); 
    // send config info 
    MP_config(); 
  } 
  else { 
    // if you didn't get a connection to the server: 
    Serial.println("connection failed"); 
} 

Other operations are similar in code, if not exact, to the Server version. 
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Testing: 

 Open the Interactive Internet Interface on MakerPlot. 
 Click the button to view the MakerPlot Server control 

fully. 
 Change to Local Port for the Server to what you desire. 
 Click the controls switch ‘ON’ to enable listening on the 

server (indicates yellow). 
 Open the appropriate TCP_Client sketch. 
 Modify the node’s network information as needed. 
 Modify the Server IP and Port in the sketch to match MakerPlot’s Local Server Control 

information. 
 Download the appropriate sketch to your Arduino. 
 Use the Serial monitor to view information. 
 The Arduino should connect and begin sending data. The TCP Server lights will change to 

green/red and display the client’s IP. 
 Use the pushbuttons to change the setpoints and adjust the pot setting. 

 
 

 MakerPlot UDP Version 
This version sends and receives UDP messages. Use sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_UDP_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 
or 
MP_WiFi_UDP_SimpleAnalogDigitalConfig 

The UDP version of the Sketch is a little different in that a connection is not established, but packets are 
sent to other UDP peers at their IP address and Port. Since a connection is not opened or closed, some 
means is needed to control the communications flow. In our example, a character is sent from 
MakerPlot by using the buttons next to the UDP control, which the sketch uses to control actions.   

• Config sends C for requesting the Arduino send 
configuration data.  

• Begin sends B for the Arduino to start sending data to 
plot 

• End sends E to stop sending data. 
 

// read the packet into packetBufffer 
    Udp.read(packetBuffer, UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE); 
    Serial.println("Contents:"); 
    Serial.println(packetBuffer); 
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    // if C, send config info for MakerPlot 
    if (packetBuffer[0] == 'C') 
    { 
      Serial.print("\rSending Configuration Data..."); 
      MP_config(); 
    } 
 
    // if B, begin data interfacing 
    if (packetBuffer[0] == 'B') 
    { 
      Serial.print("\rBeginning communications..."); 
       sendOn = 1; 
    } 
 
    // if E, end data interfacing 
    if (packetBuffer[0] == 'E') 
    { 
      Serial.print("\rEnding communicatons"); 
      sendOn = 0;      
    }   
  } 

 

In sending data from the Arduino via UDP, a packet is built and sent to the defined IP and Port. 

void plot() { 
  // print the analog values formatted for MakerPlot, for a string such as 10,40 (CR) 
  Udp.beginPacket(Udp.remoteIP(), Udp.remotePort()); 
  Udp.print(sensorValue);          // send 1st value       
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  Udp.print(",");                           // send comma delimiter 
  Udp.println(setPoint);            // send 2nd value with carriage return 
   
  // print the digital values formatted for MakerPlot 
  Udp.print("%");              // send binary indicator, for a string such as %101 (CR) 
  Udp.print(SW1state);      // send 1/0 for SW1 
  Udp.print(SW2state);      // send 1/0 for SW2 
  Udp.println(LEDstate);    // send 1/0 for LED with carriage return  
  Udp.endPacket(); 
  // wait 100 milliseconds before the next data sent 
  delay(100);                     
} 

Note that initially, the Arduino sketch does not know where to send data to. By having MakerPlot 
initiate communications by sending the control codes, the Arduino uses the received packet’s source 
address and source port (called remote) to identify where to send data. 

Testing: 

 Open the Interactive Internet Interface on MakerPlot. 
 Click the UDP button to view the MakerPlot’s UDP control fully.  
 Change to Local Port for UDP to what you desire. 
 Click the controls switch ‘ON’ to enable and open the port for data (indicators green). 
 Open the appropriate TCP_UDP sketch. 
 Modify the node’s network information as needed.  (Enter an IP address for your shield and 

match the Local Port that you enter for MakerPlot’s UDP)   
 Download the sketch to your Arduino. 
 Use the Serial monitor to view information. 
 Set the Remote IP and Remote Port on MakerPlot’s UDP control. 
 Click the Config button – The Arduino should send back configuration info. 
 Click the Begin button – The Arduino should start sending data for plotting. 
 Use the pushbuttons to change the setpoints and adjust the pot setting. 
 Click the End button – The Arduino should stop sending data. 
 To reestablish communications, Click the Begin button.   
 Note, if communication is interrupted by loss of powering off or reseting the Arduino, 

Configuration is already established so simply Click the Begin button to start plotting again.   
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Extended Interactive Control via Internet Examples 
In these examples we used the same interface (Interactive Internet Interface), but added the following 
abilities to the sketches: 

• Ability of the Arduino to read virtual controls on the interface. 

• Updating virtual controls on the interface. 

• Each connection type example – Server, Client, UDP – accesses different virtual controls and 
plots data on different channels so all 3 may be used at once. 

 MakerPlot Server – Interactive Control 
Use Sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_TCP_Server_ExtendedInteractive 
or 
MP_WiFi_TCP_Server_ExtendedInteractive 

For the server example, the following interactions take place: 

• Potentiometer on A0 plotted as channel 0. 

• Setpoint plotted as channel 1. 

• 4 bits plotted – Arduino switch values on D2 and D3. Arduino LED value on D9 and Alarm State 

• Virtual SW0 read by Arduino to control LED. 

• Virtual SW1 read by Arduino to control alarm silence. 

• Slider 1 read by Arduino to control setpoint. 

• LED 0 updated by Arduino. 

• Alarm LED updated by Arduino. 

• Arduino sends name of WAV file to play for alarm sound (if not silenced). 

• Bar 1 updated with potentiometer ADC value. 

• Text for switches, LEDs, slider and bar are updated with server text and colored yellow to 
indicate server controlled. 

• Physical SW1 on D2 activates virtual SW0 and physical SW2 activates virtual SW1 
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.  
We will focus on the interactive aspects of the sketch. 

In controlling virtual controls, such as LEDs or Switches, the Arduino simply sends text instructions to 
control the state of the objects. 

void MP_control_digital() 
{ 
  client.print("!O LED0=");            // Update virual LEDs with states 
  client.println(LEDstate); 
  
  if (SW1state == 1)                  // if SW1 pressed, activate SW0 on interface 
  {  client.println("!O SW0=1"); 
     client.println("~PWAV stapler"); 
  } 
  
  if (SW2state == 1)                  // if SW2 pressed, activate SW1 on interface 
  {  client.println("!O SW1=1"); 
     client.println("~PWAV stapler"); 
  }    
} 
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In reading controls, the Arduino sends a MakerPlot !READ instruction to have MakerPlot return the 
requested value which is then accepted and used. For this operation: 

• The TCP Server buffer on the Arduino is flushed to ensure next data should be requested data. 

• The !READ instruction is used, such as !READ (sld1) to have MakerPlot return the value of 
control sld1. Usually a !READ sends data out the serial port. In order to ensure it is sent from 
the correct Internet control, the !READ (sld1) data is replaced with !O tcpC.Send=(sld1), so that 
the control sends the value back to the remote IP. 

• To accept the data, rxInt is called in the sketch. If the function returns -9999 it means data timed 
out and was not received. If it is not -9999, the returned value is assigned to the proper 
variable. 

void MP_read_sld_control_setpoint() 
{                                      // Read interface slider for setpoint 
  client.flush(); 
  client.println("!READ (sld1)");    // request sld1 control values from MakerPlot 
  rxValue = rxInt();                  // accept returning data as int 
  if (rxValue != -9999) setPoint = rxValue;      // if good data (not -9999), use it 
  
  client.print("!O Bar1=");             // update bar by slider with actual value 
  client.println(sensorValue);        
} 
 
In rxInt, the code waits for 3 seconds or until data is available. If data, it is parsed as an integer and 
returned. If no data, -9999 is returned. This helps ensure communications glitches won’t assign 
improper value – or at least reduce the likelihood.  

int rxInt() {       // receives incoming data 
   unsigned long rtime = millis(); 
   // wait until data arrives or 3 seconds 
   while (client.available() == 0 && millis() < (rtime + 3000))   
   ; 
    
   // if available, integer parse it and return 
   if (client.available()) 
   { timeOut = 0; 
     return client.parseInt(); 
   } 
   else 
     return -9999;      // return -9999 if no data arrived 
} 
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Testing: 
 Open the Interactive Internet Interface on MakerPlot. 
 Modify network information of the appropriate TCP_Server Sketch. (Choose Server IP and Port) 
 Download the Sketch to your Arduino. 
 Use the Serial monitor to view the IP and Port number. 
 Click the TCP Client button on the interface to show the settings for the client. 
 Change the Server IP address and Port number to match those entered in the Arduino sketch. 
 Click TCP Client switch ‘ON’. 
 The Client control should attempt to connect (yellow), connect (green) and commence 

accepting data (red) from the Arduino via the network. 
 Control SW0 (Server LED Control) on the interface. 
 Control the Slider (Server SetPnt) to control the setpoint. 
 Use SW1 (Server Alarm Silence) to quiet the alarm when above the setpoint. 
 Use the pushbuttons to change the setpoints and adjust the pot setting. 
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 MakerPlot Client – Interactive Control 
Use Sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_TCP_Client_ExtendedInteractive 
or 
MP_WiFi_TCP_Client_ExtendedInteractive 

 

 

The operation of this sketch and its interaction is very similar to the Server sketch with these 
differences: 

• Only one virtual LED and Switch are used (colored Aqua by code). 

• No digital data is plotted as it would interfere with the Server’s code if both ran. 

• Ensure the Server control is listening before running Arduino code. 

• Set the Server IP and Port in the code – Upon executing the client attempts to connect to the 
server. (Reset Arduino for another connection attempt) 
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• Analog Data is plotted on channels 2 and 3 by sending comma-separated values with first 2 
analog positions blank: 

void plotData() 
{ 

 // print the analog values  
 client.print(",,");        // use plot analog plot postitions 2 and 3 
client.print(sensorValue);  // send 1st value       
client.print(",");          // send comma delimiter 
client.println(setPoint);   // send 2nd value with carriage return 

} 

• To change the colors of the plotted data, use the MakerPlot Configuration Window, Colors and 
Scales  tab. 
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 MakerPlot UDP – Interactive Control 
Use Sketch: 
MP_Ethernet_UDP_ExtendedInteractive 
or 
MP_WiFi_UDP_ExtendedInteractive 

This example is similar to the client in operation, but the UDP control buttons must be used, and 
interactive controls are colored green. 

 

The operation is very similar to the client, but the ‘C’ (config), ‘B’ (begin) and ‘E’ (end) characters 
must be sent to initiate actions – use the buttons for UDP.  Analog Data is plotted on channels 4 and 
5 by sending comma-separated values with first 4 analog positions blank: 
   Udp.beginPacket(Udp.remoteIP(), Udp.remotePort()); 
  Udp.print(",,,,");         // use plot analog plot positions 4 and 5 
  Udp.print(sensorValue);   // send 1st value       
  Udp.print(",");           // send comma delimiter 
  Udp.println(setPoint);    // send 2nd value with carriage return 
  Udp.endPacket(); 
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As we couldn’t find a simple way to covert the returning data into values, we wrote our own routine: 
  if (packetSize > 0)     // if data arrived, process it, otherwise return -9999 

  { 
    // read the packet into packetBuffer 
    Udp.read(packetBuffer, UDP_TX_PACKET_MAX_SIZE); 
     
    if (packetBuffer[0] == 'E')  // if End character 
    { 
      Serial.print("\rEnding communicatons"); 
      sendOn = 0;      
      return -9999; 
    }   
    while (packetBuffer[i])  // convert data into value 
    { 
           thisChar = packetBuffer[i]; 
           Serial.print(packetBuffer[i]); 
           if (thisChar == '-') valueNeg = 1; 
           if (thisChar >= '0' && thisChar <= '9') 
           { value = value * 10; 
             value = value + (thisChar - 0x30); 
           } 
           i++; 
        } 
  if (valueNeg == 1) value = value * -1;   
  return value; 
  } 
  else 
    return -9999; 
 

There appears to be one glitch in the operation – a return of a single character is not converted well. 
When requesting values, pad with a space, such as after ((SW3). 
  Udp.println("!READ (SW3) ");      // request sw3 control value from MakerPlot 
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Updating the firmware on the WiFi Shield 

 

The Arduino WiFi Shield, shown above, is used to create a node on a wireless network. Information 
about the shield and the reference library may be found here: 
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoWiFiShield 

Those pages highly recommend updating the firmware on the Shield, and as we found out, it would not 
‘talk’ to MakerPlot until it was updated. Unfortunately, the instructions on the site 
(http://arduino.cc/en/Hacking/WiFiShieldFirmwareUpgrading) leave a lot to be desired in accomplishing 
this task. This section will discuss the problems and steps we used. 

Problems: 

a. The firmware code on the site they link to seems very outdated from what was actually used. 
More recent updates can be found in the Arduino installed files. 

b. The command line instructions for the Atmel Flip programmer are wrong in path structure. 
c. They don’t mention that you need to reset the board first to be seen by Windows®. 

Steps: 

a. Download and install the Flip software as they recommend from: 
http://www.atmel.com/tools/FLIP.aspx 
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b. Ensure you have the latest Arduino software installed. The firmware files you need are already 
on your computer. Find the .elf and .hex files: 

 
c. Copy the files to the root C:\ folder to make it easier to locate. 
d. Connect a mini-USB cable between the WiFi Field (spot 1 on board image) and the computer. 
e. Power up your Arduino (to which the shield is connected). 
f. Move the jumper so it spans both pins (spot 2 on board image). 
g. Press the reset button on the board (spot 3). At this time your computer may notify you a new 

device is connected and want to install drivers.  You may need to manually locate the drivers in 
the c:\Program Files (x86)\Atmel\Flip 3.4.5\USB directory (or similar depending on installation) 
for the drive installer. 

h. Open a command prompt (Run “cmd”) and enter the following (note that it may be slightly 
different depending on your actual installation): 
cd C:\Program Files (x86)\Atmel\Flip 3.4.5\bin 
 

i. Enter the following (copy & paste), which should run multiple steps and update the downloader: 
batchisp.exe -device AT32UC3A1256 -hardware usb -operation erase f memory flash blankcheck 
loadbuffer c:\wifi_dnld.elf program verify start reset 0 

 
j. Press reset once again as your device may have disconnected. 
k. Enter the following (copy & paste), which should run multiple steps and update the firmware: 

batchisp.exe -device AT32UC3A1256 -hardware usb -operation erase f memory flash blankcheck 
loadbuffer c:\wifiHD.elf program verify start reset 0 

 

All done and ready for an Arduino sketch for TCP-IP operations! 
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6. Data Processing Reference 
 

MakerPlot can receive and process data from a variety of sources.  In most cases the processing is done 
without regard of the source of the data.  MakerPlot can receive data from: 

• A microcontroller or other device sending serial data to be processed. 

• A remote computer via a TCP connection allowing serial data to passes to and from MakerPlot 
transparently.  Typically this is done with the use of the MakerPlot Serial/TCP gateway 
application, though other links may be used. 

• From the Log (Debug/Immediate) Window with it acting as a CLI (Command Line Interface) for 
direct data entry. 

• From Event Code ran by controls and other objects used in MakerPlot. 

• Text files, called Macros which are ‘ran’ or called. 
 
Received data, no matter the source, is placed in the Queue for processing.  Based on the structure of 
the data, it is treated differently, such as analog or digital data.  Data may be manually stored and strings 
manually parsed.  Incoming data may be binary instead of ASCII.  Many values in MakerPlot may be 
accessed for use in instructions or testing.  The types of structures, instructions and methods of 
processing data are discussed in this section. 

A. Accessing MakerPlot Values 
This subject is first because accessing values is used in a lot of examples to illustrate code and 
operations.  MakerPlot has many values that may be accessed by other instructions.  The values are 
those maintained by MakerPlot, the current values of controls, and other control properties.  Values are 
almost always referenced by enclosing them in parenthesis.  In code development or for testing 
purposes the user can access current values using the Log (Debug/Immediate) Window and the !DBUG 
(value) instruction. 

Some examples of MakerPlot values are: 
(PTIME)  The current number of seconds into the plot. 
(RTIME)  The current real time of your system. 
(TMAX)  The maximum time of the plot in seconds. 
(AMAX)  The maximum analog scale (Y-axis). 
(AIN0)  The current value of analog channel 0. 
(BIT0)  The value of bit 0 of digital (binary) data. 
(txtName) The contents/value of a control named txtName 
(metTemp.Max)   The maximum scale value of a meter named metTemp 
(ME)  When used in control event code, returns the name of the control. 
                             When used in !DEFM, returns the file name of the macro. 
((ME))  When used in control event code, returns the default value of the control. 
((ME).Max) When used in control event code, return the MAX property of the control. 
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Please see the MakerPlot Values Summary for a full listing of accessible values. 

B. Types of Data Processed – Analog, Digital, Instructions, Drawing, Messages 
Depending on the structure of the incoming data, it is processed as analog data, digital (binary) data, 
control instructions, object/control configurations or updates, drawing instructions or messages. Keep in 
mind that all text strings must end in a carriage return, ASCII 13, to be processed. 

• Data strings beginning with a numeric value will be processed as analog data for plotting and 
other uses. 

• Data strings beginning with % will be processed as binary digital data for plotting. 

• Data strings beginning with ! will be processed as control or drawing instructions. 

• Data strings beginning with @,^,~ will be processed as drawing instructions or instructions to be 
saved in some cases for reprocessing, such as ^POBJ. 

• Data strings not matching any other types will be processed as Messages and displayed in the 
Message Window. 
 

Analog Data 
When data is received as a numeric value, or multiple values separated (delimited) by commas with the 
first being numeric, it is processed as analog data, such as: 
10 
10,20,30 
50,20,90,100 

Each subsequent value in the string is stored as an analog value in memory as (AIN0) up to (AIN99). If 
plotting is enabled, the first 10 channels (AIN0) to (AIN9) are automatically plotted as analog channels 0 
to 9.  Additionally, for all values, the minimum value (AINMIN0), the maximum (AINMAX0) and the 
average (AINAVE0) are stored as MakerPlot values for each of the analog values, as well as the times the 
minimum and maximum occurred (AINMINTIME0) and (AINMAXTIME0).  If the Clear min/max on reset is 
on, these values will be cleared when a reset occurs.  This feature may be set through the Value 
Window or by using !CMMR ON.  Values having no data contain a question mark - ?. 

MakerPlot uses the comma (,) as the default delimiter.   This may be changed to another character 
either manually by setting the Special Parse Delimiter character using the PlotAdvanced menu 
options or by the MakerPlot command, !PCHR (character).  The menu also allows you to enable this 
feature by checking “Use Special Parse Delimiter” in the menu or with the command !PARS ON. 

Analog data does not have to be plotted automatically when received in the event you want to plot it 
manually or for other uses within your macro.  Through the Macro menu, MakerPlot can be informed to 
use Analog Data for Macro only (accessed solely as a value) and not plotted.  It is also on the Object 
Editor screen, and can be set using !USEA ON.   

With Version 1.5, the comma-string may contain nulls (blank values). Positions with no values will not be 
plotted nor updated for the average, minimum, etc. 
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The following would cause only channels 4 and 6 to plot values of 10 and 40 respectively and update 
their values (min, max, avg, etc.). 
,,,,10,,40 

Analog data may be manually plotted using the !ACHN instruction. For channels 0-9, the data is plotted. 
Channel 10 to 99 may be used for storage of data and for use with the channel’s minimum, maximum 
and average values – A color is required for these channels even though not plotted. 
!ACHN channel,value,color 
!ACHN 1,(AIN5),(BLUE) 

Note that when the prior code is ran, (AIN1) will have the value of (AIN5).  Of course, it doesn’t need to 
be an analog value, we could plot the value of a slider, or any other value or literal: 
!ACHN 1,(slider),(RED) 

Note that when using multiple comma-separated values, even though the first part of the data must be 
a numeric value or null to be processed as analog, subsequent values may contain text to be processed 
as you see fit.  

100, Alarm 
,Alarm,10 
!ACHN 0,(AIN0),(BLACK) 
!STAT (AIN1) 

When analog data (single or multiple comma separated values) or text messages are received, the raw 
data may be accessed as a (DATA) for the entire string or (DATA0), (DATA1), etc, for individual values 
based on comma separation or the parse character delimiter defined in the Options Window or using 
!PCHR instruction. Unused values return nulls. 
10,20,30,40 
? (DATA) 
Would return “10,20,30,40” 
? (DATA0), (DATA3) 
Would return “10,40” 
 
‘ Set parse character to space instead of comma 
!PCHR   
Hello world! My data is 1 2 3 4 5 
? (DATA) 
Would return entire string 
? (DATA2) 
Would return “My” 
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Digital Data 
Digital data is text beginning with % and containing ASCII 1’s and 0’s to be plotted as digital traces on the 
plot: 
%1001011 

Note that since we are plotting top-down digital data, it plots with the LSB at the top of the plot to MSB 
at the bottom.  Traces follow the grid lines, so to increase the number of digital traces, increase the 
number of grid lines for the Y-axis.   You may do this manually through the Plot tab in the Configuration 
Window or by using the MakerPlot configuration command, i.e.: !GRID 10,50 

The entire binary string may be accessed as the value (DIN).  Each bit may be accessed as (BIT0) to 
(BIT31).  Up to 32 binary digits can be in a string.  The (DIN) value may be converted to decimal using the 
DAC math operator: 
[(DIN) DAC] 

Disabling of the digital traces may be done under oDigital section of the Object Editor or by using the 
View drop-down menu and un-checking Display Digital.  The actual instruction is part of the !DISP 
instruction which defines what to display and in what colors. See the Instruction Summary for more 
information. 

It is important to send the same number of bits each time for clean digital traces.  This issue and a 
possible solution was discussed in Section I-A of this manual.   

Control Instructions 
Control instructions begin with ! and configure or control nearly all aspects of MakerPlot.  Multiple 
instructions (control and otherwise) may be sent by separating them with a (CR), a carriage return value. 
!RSET(CR)!SPAN 0,2000(CR)!TMAX 60(CR)!PLOT ON 

The !POBJ instruction is used to create and/or update controls and objects in MakerPlot. 

Please see the Control Instruction Summary for a full listing.  These references also show the 
instructions used for various tasks as they are discussed. 

Drawing Instructions 
Drawing instructions are used to draw text, lines, circles, etc.  They can also be used to place images on 
the plot, on an oPlot control, or on the background (where controls go).  Depending on the prefix used, 
they act in one of four ways: 

• Begin with ! – The drawing, based on the coordinates, is restricted to the grid area of the plot, 
and is saved as a data point for redrawing. 

• Begin with ^ - Drawing is not restricted to the plotting grid, and is saved as a data point for 
redrawing. 

• Begin with ~ - Temporary, drawn but not stored for redrawing. 
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• Begin with @ - Constant, survives a reset, such as text you always want on the plot.  They are 
stored as constant drawings and become part of the macro file.  Constant drawings can be 
cleared with !CLRC and on a new plot, !NEWP. 

Note that other instructions can use these prefixes as well to store data so that they are reprocessed 
when the data is redrawn or ‘played’, such as ^POBJ LED=0 

Please see the Drawing Summary for details on drawing instructions. 

Messages 
Messages are strings that do not meet any of the above requirements.  They are displayed in the 
Message Window.  This window may be minimized if you do not wish it to keep popping open.  The last 
message may be accessed as a value – (MESSAGE).   

Messages may use MakerPlot values, such as: 
Alarm with a value of (AIN0). 

Messages are time stamped (and analog and digital data as well) and may be stored to a log file using 
the Logging menu.  See the Logging Summary for more detail. 

A Message may be used for processing a macro.  This can be configured through the Macro menu or by 
using !USEM ON.  In this case, the Message is not sent through the Message Window. The message 
window may be prevented from opening automatically using !MOFF ON.      

When analog data (single or multiple comma separated values) or text messages are received, the raw 
data may be accessed as a (DATA) for the entire string or (DATA0), (DATA1), etc, for individual values 
based on comma separation or the parse character delimiter defined in Options or using !PCHR 
instruction. Unused values return nulls. 
10,20,30,40 
? (DATA) 
Would return “10,20,30,40” 
? (DATA2) 
Would return “30” 
 
‘ Set parse character to space instead of comma 
!PCHR   
Hello world! My data is 1 2 3 4 5 
? (DATA) 
Would return entire string 
? (DATA2) and (DATA6) 
Would return “My and 1” 
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C. The Data Processing Queue 
The Data Processing Queue is where data is held awaiting processing.  Its ‘fullness’ is monitored in the 
lower left-hand corner of MakerPlot with the bottom bar.  

 

This bar will normally appear empty, indicating the processing is keeping up with the incoming data. 
During heavy data loads or delays in processing this bar may begin to increase.  It is important not to 
send data faster than it can be processed.  Incoming data is normally placed at the end of the queue. 
Some things that can cause the queue to increase momentarily or continually are: 

• A shift of the plot causing data to be redrawn or reprocessed delaying processing.  The greater 
the number data points (see the next subject) to be redrawn or reprocessed, the greater the lag 
in processing data in the queue. 

• Running of macro text code or object event code which places its data at the beginning of the 
queue. 

• Incoming data arriving too quickly to be processed based on computer speed, or control object 
updates that have to be performed with each piece of incoming data.  Some control updates act 
similar to event code, placing the update instructions at the front of the queue, delaying 
execution of new data. 

• MakerPlot Math operations which delay processing and may add new data to the front of the 
queue. 
 

Should the queue exceed twice its configured size, MakerPlot will disconnect automatically with a 
message being displayed. 

Instructions using the Queue 

The queue is normally sized at 3000 bytes, but when opening a macro, the queue will automatically 
resize to hold the entire contents of the macro text file. 

!QSIZ value Sets the size of the queue. 

!QADD string Adds data to beginning of a string, such as !CLRQ to clear the queue. 

!ADDQ string Adds data to the end of the queue, though normally this is done naturally. 

!CLRQ  Clears the contents of the queue. This can be done if your data causes heavy processing, 
but it is more important to process the current data than to process all data.  The remaining data in the 
queue will be flushed and not processed. 

!CONN ON This instruction opens the serial connection, but also clears the queue.  A quick way to 
empty the queue manually is to cycle the connection closed and open through the interface. 
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MakerPlot Values using the Queue 

(QUEUE)  Returns the current number of characters in the Queue. 

D. Data Points – Data held for re-processing 
Data Points are data held in memory for reprocessing, such as redrawing the plot when the plot shifts. 
The greater the current number of data points, the greater the time required to reprocess or redraw the 
data.  The ‘fullness’ of the total number of data points allowed can be viewed in the lower left-hand 
corner, top bar. 

 

The number of data points to be held in memory can be changed through the Configuration Window, 
Data tab, or through code.  When the data points are full, one of the following must occur: 

• The plot resets to empty the data point buffer. 

• The data point buffer flushes, causing the oldest percent of the data to be flushed from the 
buffer allowing room for new and recent data.  Flushing can be enabled/disabled through the 
Plot menu or the Configuration Window, or through code, !FLSH ON/OFF. 

• The plot stops, causing new data to not be processed for plotting or other actions which store 
data in the data point buffer.  

The Plot menu allows resetting to be based on the data points buffer 
filling, !MAXP, or based on the maximum time of the plot, !MAXT.  
Upon reaching maximum, you can also choose to flush old data 
points and what percentage to flush.  Keep in mind that these all of 
these things may be programmed as instructions and embedded as 
Event Code within MakerPlot controls or sent by the controller 
program.   

By default on a new plot, !NEWP, the number of data points is set to 
1500 with flushing of 25%.  Resets are based on maximum time of the 
plot unless shifting the plot automatically. 

The following list discusses what is stored as a Data Point. 

• Each analog data plotted, either as individual channels, or as multiple channels.  The following 
data requires 3 data points, one for each analog channel: 
10,30,50 

• A single set of binary data, such as: 
%10001011 
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• The use of the !ACHN instruction to manually plot a channel of data, such as plotting the value 
of 10 in red on channel 0: 
!ACHN 0, 10,(RED) 

• The use of a drawing instruction prefixed with ^ (stored drawing) or ! (stored drawing, within 
the confines of the plotting area): 
!TEXT (PTIME),(AIN0),Mark!,(RED) 
Place red text of “Mark!” on the plot at the current x-value of plot time, y-value of analog 
channel 0. 

• The use of POBJ instructions (and some other instructions) beginning with ^.  This will cause 
controls to change when redrawing (reprocessing), or ‘played’ using the Player Window.  They 
will be changed as data is being plotted.  This generally is just done for desired effects when 
playing back data.  An example would be to update a meter with the value of analog channel 0.  
Note that automatic updating does not store its data as a data point; the control must be 
manually updated in MakerPlot or controller code for this playback effect. 
^POBJ met0=(50) 

Instructions affecting Data Points 

!PNTS value  Sets the total number of data points to be held. 

!FAMT percent Sets the percentage (amount) of old data to flush when full. 

!FLSH ON/OFF Enables or disables data point flushing. 

!RSET  Resets the plot, emptying the data points 

!MAXP 
!MAXT  Sets whether the plot uses maximum points or time for resets.  If flushing is 
enabled, the plot will never reset when using !MAXP. 

!MAXS  Sets to stop when maximum points are reached – if based on points and 
flushing not enabled. 

MakerPlot value using Data Points 

(DPOINT)  Returns the current number of data points held. 
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E. Data Processing Sequence 
As data is brought into the queue buffer, a sequence of events occurs which may help you in 
understanding what is going on “under the hood”. 

• As data is added to the end of the queue through any of the methods discussed, all line feed 
characters (ASCII 10) are converted to ASCII 13.  Some controllers and editors use an ASCII 10 as 
well as ASCII 13 (or only ASCII 10) to indicate the end of a line. 

• MakerPlot looks for a carriage return (ASCII 13) to determine where the end of an instruction is 
and pulls this data in for processing, leaving the remainder in the queue. 

• For the instruction being processed, all MakerPlot values, such as (AIN0), are replaced with their 
values. 

• Any MakerPlot math, indicated by brackets, [], is processed and the data is replaced with their 
results. 

• Finally, the line of code is processed. 
 

This processing scheme of replacement adds great flexibility to MakerPlot’s use of instructions.  Take for 
example if a control had a name of SW0 and was controlling a virtual LED control named LED0, but 
backward, so that up is off and down is on for the LED. But there is also SW1, SW2, etc. to control LED1, 
LED2, etc. Because of this replacement, we can write generic code that would work with each switch 
control to affect the respective LEDs. 

!POBJ LED[(ME) RIGHT 1] = [((ME))’] 

When processed as event code of the switches, (ME) is replaced with the name of control, so we have 
(for switch 2): 
!POBJ LED[SW2 RIGHT 1]=[(SW2)’] 

Next, (SW2) is replaced with its value of 1 (turned on), for: 
!POBJ LED[SW2 RIGHT 1]=[1’] 

Next, the math is performed, where SW2 RIGHT 1 will return the right most character of SW2, or 2, for: 
!POBJ LED2=[1’] 

Then the math of 1’ is performed to return the NOT value or 0 
!POBJ LED2=0 

And finally, the line of instruction is processed to turn LED2 to 0 or off.  This code could have been 
placed in every switch’s Event Code to affect its respective LED. 

Speaking of Event Code, when data is processed for SETTING the event code of a control, such as: 
!POBJ SW0.C=!POBJ LED[(ME) RIGHT 1] = [((ME))’] 

The event code is not processed during configuration, but is stored whole.  When the event occurs, such 
as clicking the switch, the code is placed in the queue and processed as above at that time.  The same is 
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true when assigning Update values to controls, as well as certain instructions such as the IF-THEN, !IFTH, 
and FOR-Pointer, !FORP.  These have their code stored without replacement. 

Processing of Update Values 

Depending on the type of control, values are updated in one of two ways: 

• Using the Update Value text entry in the Object Editor a line of text is entered.  When the 
instruction !POBJ Update is ran, all objects with Update values will have their text placed at the 
beginning of the queue to be processed.  This is text to update the default property of the 
control, such as (AIN) to update a control with that value.  See the Controls and Objects section 
for more detail.  The !POBJ Update instruction is commonly placed in oAnalog event code to 
cause an updating of all objects when analog data arrives.  This instruction can be used 
elsewhere when needed, such as in a timer or directly from your controller’s code.  Data 
processed from Updates can be viewed in the LOG Window by selecting ‘POBJ’. 

• The controls in Control 2, the meters, gauges and image buttons, have an option to 
automatically update their values, such as with analog channel 0 (entered as 0), or the time into 
the plot, PTIME.  These updates are NOT passed through the queue, but instead make direct 
calls to MakerPlot to access the current MakerPlot values requested, and as such, cause much 
less delay in MakerPlot processing.  See the Controls and Objects section for more detail.  These 
updates are not viewable in the Log Window as they are not processed through the queue. 

F. Data Values /Variables 
Data Values are a means for the developer of an interface to store data and retrieve it as a value – 
similar to a variable.  There are 100 locations that can hold numeric values or text. 

Data is stored by setting a value in one of the 100 locations, numbered 0 to 99, using 
the !SETD instruction.  To store the value of 50 in location 2: 
!SETD 2,50 

The contents of that location may be used in instructions using the (GETDxx) value. 
!DBUG (GETD2) 
Should return 50 

A location may be named by using the !LBLD instruction: 
!LBLD 2,Setpoint 

Using the name, we can now change the data at that location: 
!SETD Setpoint,100 

Using the name, we can access the same data: 
!DBUG (Setpoint) 
Should return 100. 
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Additionally, we can request the position of a label if we wish it to act as a pointer for other instructions 
by using the @ symbol: 
!DBUG (@Setpoint) 
Should return 2 for the address location. 

In this fashion, we can use Setpoint as a base location and index off it: 
!SETD [(@Setpoint ) + 1],Hello 
Get address of Setpoint, add 1, and store there the data of  ‘Hello‘ at location 3.  

Opening the Values Window, Data tab, we can see and directly interact with data values 0 to 9 – 
(GETD0) to (GETD9), changing their labels and setting values for quick interactive control.  Now you can 
manually change the Setpoint and have that value used in the operation MakerPlot. 

Calling and Passing Values to Macros 
Data values are also used in passing data to macro routines to be processed.  A macro is a text file (with 
an .spm extension) containing MakerPlot “code” or instructions to be performed.  Macros are discussed 
more fully in their respective section.  When calling a macro routine we can pass data to it to use. 

For example, if the macro file myRoutines.spm has a routine named ScaleSpan is stored in your 
documentsMakerPlot Macros directory which looks like the following: 

 

We can call the macro routine by the file_name.routine, and send it the values we want it to use for the 
maximum on the X-Axis (Analog Axis), minimum on X-Axis, and time maximum (Y-Axis) 
 !MACR (MACPATH)myRoutines.ScaleSpan,500,-500,360 

This file will be opened, (GETD99) will be 500, (GETD98) will be -500, and (GETD97) will be 360 to 
configure the plot.  Note the (MACPATH) is the directory path to your MakerPlot Macros directory in 
your documents. 

As a side note, if the macro you ran for your interface used !DEFM (ME), a routine within that macro 
may be called with an abbreviated version, such as when we call the Objects: routine in our interface 
macros (and may be passed data in the same fashion): 
!MACR .Objects 
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Say for example your macro has 2 routines, INIT and PROCESS, and INIT has !DEM (ME) in it, the 2nd 
routine may be called using !MACR .PROCESS 

INIT: 
!DEFM (ME) 
!PNTS 5000 
… 
!MACR .PROCESS 
ENDMAC 

PROCESS 
!ACHN … 
… 
ENDMAC 

G. Manually Parsing Data in a String 
Data in a string may be manually parsed, or broken down into parts.  The !SPLT instruction will break up 
a string and parse it into pieces based on commas in the string, or the parse character 
(delimiter)defined.  The parsed data is stored in (PARSE0) to (PARSE99).   

For example, data from a unit comes in as VOLTS 5.2 AMPS 1.2.  MakerPlot will treat this string as a 
message.  Once received, we can parse out the data, by first setting the delimiter or parse character to a 
space. 

!PCHR    (with a space after it) 

Then using the !SPLT instruction on the last message received: 
!SPLT (Message) 

Once parsed, we can access the parts of it:   
!DBUG (PARSE0) 
Should show VOLTS 

!DBUG (PARSE1) 
Should show 5.2 

And so on. Now that we have analog data, we can use it to change meter values, such as: 
!POBJ MetVolts=(PARSE1) 

Or to simply dump the values in the queue for processing as analog data: 
(PARSE1),(PARSE3) would return the values of 5.2 and 1.2 from the text string in this example.   
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H. Using Binary Data 
MakerPlot can accept data as binary data (where a byte of 65 means the value 65 and not a capital A).  It 
can be configured through the Configuration Window, Data Tab, or the Plot menu, Advanced choices, 
or using instructions. 

In order for MakerPlot to use the data properly, it needs to know how many bytes will be in a ‘packet’ 
and, optionally, if the last byte will be a checksum – the mathematical sum of the data bytes (rolled over 
at 256 for a byte’s contents). This helps ensure the bytes received and processed belong to the same 
transmission.  If a bad checksum is made, the first byte will be discarded and the checksum will be 
attempted again until a proper packet is found. 

For example, set the number of data bytes in a transmission to four: 
!NUMB 4 

Enable using checksum as the 5th byte: 
!CSUM ON 

Enable use of binary data: 
!USEB ON 

Now, when 4 bytes are received, they are broken down, stored and used as analog values.  These 4 
bytes will be stored in (AIN0) to (AIN3) and plotted.  If 2 bytes made up one value, sent as high byte then 
low byte, they can be converted and used as a 16-bit value.  Ensure you are using analog data for macros 
only or it will try to plot each value as well: 
! USEA ON 

!ACHN 0,[(AIN0) * 256 + (AIN1)],(BLACK) 
Will convert the value to a 16-bit value (2 bytes, high byte 1st) and plot it on channel 0.  Note: AIN0 will 
now hold the resultant value since we plotted on channel 0. 

Note that in binary mode, only values may be sent by the controller.  Sending an ASCII string of !RSET 
will not compute!  It will fail the checksum or plot erroneous data. The Log Window may be used 
normally though for commands.
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7. Control Placement, Configuration & Updating 
 

Controls are the building blocks of a MakerPlot interface.  They allow an interactive means of displaying 
information and responding to user and data events.  As we have seen, a typical MakerPlot interface is 
comprised of multiple controls, such as buttons, drop-down boxes, text boxes and virtual instruments 
and devices such as meters, switches, LEDs.   There is also a group of controls that are not visible as 
user-interactive controls but can be configured “behind the scene” to respond to certain events.  The 
oTimer, oAnalog and oDBLclick are a few examples of non-visible MakerPlot controls.    

This section provides a short overview of controls and objects and a more in-depth discussion of 
creating and configuring controls from both the user interface and through code.  We will also look at 
the multiple ways of updating a control’s properties.  Macros are text files which contain configuration 
and control instructions and therefore will also be discussed.  Specific information on each control may 
be found in the Objects & Controls Summary. 

I. Notes and Tips on Controls 
MakerPlot has two main categories (Controls 1 and Controls 2) of visible controls and a variety of 
configurable non-visible objects.   

• The Controls 1 tab in the Object Editor displays the available “Intrinsic” controls.  These controls 
are designed as an integral part of MakerPlot.  An advantage of these controls is that they are 
created on the interface much more quickly (it takes less time for MakerPlot to place one on the 
interface).  But due to the coding and operations required in MakerPlot they are not as fully 
featured as those in the Controls 2 category.  

• The Controls 2 tab displays the available “Extrinsic” controls. They are Active-X controls 
developed specifically to work with MakerPlot.  During interface creation, they take longer to 
process, but are generally more fully featured and process data independently from MakerPlot.  
While MakerPlot is processing data, the controls can be doing other tasks and make process 
calls to MakerPlot as needed. Some Controls 2 objects also have an Auto Update feature 
allowing them to update outside of MakerPlot’s queue execution. 

• There is a group of controls which are not visible objects placed on the interface screen but do 
respond to certain events, such as analog & digital data arriving or a mouse-click on the plot or 
the background.  These non-visible controls are configurable and can be very useful in your 
MakerPlot applications.   
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Shown below are screenshots from the Object Editor’s Controls 1, Controls 2 tabs and the list of non-
visible control objects. 

                  

 

In general, keep in mind that: 

• Controls are created through drag-and-drop using MakerPlot’s Object Editor or with code. 

• Configuring a control’s properties determines how it appears and/or reacts in the application.  

• Control properties are updated to reflect current data or information in a variety of ways. 

• A control’s properties may be read by other controls and code in instructions as MakerPlot 
values, either the default value, using (controlName) or a specific property using 
(controlName.property). 

• A control may contain event code to respond to user interactions or other events. 

While a full discussion of each control can be found in the Control and Object Summary, it is worth 
noting a few points here concerning the controls that may not be obvious.  You may find these 
techniques and tricks interesting and useful in your MakerPlot applications.   

Label Controls – making cool 
dividing lines on an interface.  

The label control (oLabel) will have a 
transparent background if a back 
color of 7 is assigned to it (default 
value).  We use labels with yellow 
backgrounds, a boarder, and no text 
(a space is used for blank text) as 
dividers in the installed interfaces.
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Image Holder Controls – making a simple “hotspot” on the background. 

Image Holders (called oImage in code or simply image control), with no image assigned and the border 
turned off will be invisible on the background.  This allows placing a “hotspot” over an area of the 
background. If a background image has graphics on it, placing a blank image control on top of those 
graphics can make the background “clickable” and respond to events. 

Image Holder Controls – using a controlled sequence of images to create action. 

In the Image Holders section, the LED bars and 7-segment controls are not unique controls.  They are 
simply the oImage controls with predefined graphics and parameters.  With an image control, when 
setting the default property, it is assigned an image to show, such as with the horizontal red bar: 
!POBJ myImage= dev\bars\bar_hor_red_0.gif 

In code, either controller or MakerPlot code, based on some value the image can be changed to reflect 
one image in a defined sequence of images. Such as to show 2 bars lit, the image file would be changed: 
!POBJ myImage=dev\bars\bar_hor_red_2.gif 

In MakerPlot code, it could be as simple as using another control’s value to assign the image sequence 
number: 
!POBJ myImage=dev\bars\bar_hor_red_(lblValue).gif 

In Arduino code (or other controllers’ code), this image may be assigned as well: 
Serial.print(“!!POBJ myImage=dev\\bars\\bar_hor_red_”); 
Serial.print(i);                   // sequence number 
Serial.println(“.gif”); 

Note: In C code 2-slashes are required to produce one slash in text. 

An interface developer is more than welcome to create their own image sequences to represent some 
process going on, such as images of a tank filled to certain levels.  Please see the macros discussion on 
best practices of using unique images for controls. 

Image Buttons (Controls 1 & Controls 2) – On/off status is simply switching between two images.   

The image buttons of switches and LEDs are also simply predefined Image Buttons of 2 images and other 
properties or event code, such as size and assigned sounds.  The image buttons are assigned properties 
for Image0 and Image1.  When the control’s default property is set, it accepts a 0 or 1 to control which 
image is displayed. 
!POBJ myImageButton=0 
!POBJ myImageButton=1 
 
By clicking the image, the state is changed automatically.  The current state of the control can be read as 
a MakerPlot value, such as to show the value in the User Status Box above the plot: 
!STAT image state is a value of (myImageButton) 
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Like all controls, in event code we can access the control’s name and value using the generic values of 
(ME) and ((ME)) respectively.  To display the name and value in the User Status box, we can generically 
use the following in the event code so that when clicked, the code runs: 
!STAT (ME) has a value of ((ME)) 

This principle is also used heavily in interface development to control some aspect of MakerPlot, such as 
whether to use real time on the X-axis or not.  Clicking the image button will return a 0 or 1 with code in 
its event code, depending on its state, to issue either !RTIM 0 or !RTIM 1. 
!RTIM ((ME)) 

Of course we can read the value to set another control object, such as turning a virtual LED image 
button on or off: 
!POBJ myLED=((ME)) 

A specific property beyond the control’s default may be accessed using ((ME).propertyName). 

Or, using interactive control discussed in Section 4, the controller can read the state of the control to 
control a real LED on your controller’s board: 
Serial.println(“READ (myImageButton)”); 
LEDState =Serial.parseInt(); 
etc… 

Differences between Controls 1 & Controls 2 Image Buttons 

The Image Buttons in Controls 1 are intrinsic and load faster.  They also allow use of GIF image formats 
that use transparent areas.  The controls normally support an on-off style switch, that is to say one is 
simply clicked-on and clicked-off.  But by adding event code, the controls may be configured to be 
momentary style switches, such as using an image button to reset the plot (note that a sound is 
controlled in the event code as well for these image buttons): 
' Play click sound 
~IWAV sw_slide2.wav 
‘ Reset the plot 
!RSET 
‘ Wait for 250 mSec 
!WAIT 0.25 
‘ Set control’s state to 0 
!POBJ (ME)=0 
 
The Image Buttons in Controls 2 are separate Active-X controls, which load a bit slower, cannot use 
transparent areas (must be rectangular in appearance), and have properties to set the type of button 
(On-Off, Momentary or Static) and to set the sound.  These controls can also be configured via a pop-up 
menu when right-clicked. 
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The Controls 2 Image Buttons support using images or colors for the Image0 and Image1 properties by 
either using a value or dragging and dropping to the property entry line from the Media/Color tab.  
 A pop-up color window will open so  the user may select the color for Image0 by using event code of: 
!POBJ (ME).Image0=? 
 

J. Creating and Configuring Controls on the Interface 
The simplest means of placing controls on the interface background (once the plot is sized using the 
Object Editor, Config Tab or using !PPER 50,50 for example) is to drag & drop and control from the 
Object Editor, then set the position and individual properties to meet your needs. This technique was 
used extensively in Section 3 - Designing and Building Interfaces.  Please review this section for an 
overview of basic interface development.  In programming terminology, this is creating an instance of an 
object, such as a control.  

 

As we look deeper into creating and configuring controls, keep the following tips in mind: 

• To quickly open the properties for most controls, hold down the Shift-Key while Right-Clicking 
on a control.  The Object Editor will open with that control loaded.  Note however, when 
opening a text box the Object Editor does not stay ‘on-top’ and drop-down boxes and text boxes 
cannot be opened this way. 

• If changing text in a properties window, be sure to hit Enter on the keyboard to lock in the 
value.  The text box will be green until you do. 

• A tip of a property’s use is shown below the entry area. 
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The Macro Editor can be used to create a file having the code to reproduce 
this control once the macro is “built”. The use of this window is discussed in 
depth in Section 7, Using the Macro Builder to create Interface Files. But for 

the time being, you may simply open it by clicking the   button on the 
main window, pressing the same icon in the window to “Build” the macro, 
and view the contents of “Objects”. 

Looking at the code generated, we can copy the code for use in the Log 
Window or to be sent from our controller.   

 

Creating and configuring a control can be looked at generically.  Consider this generic format: 
!POBJ controlType.controlName=left,top[,width,height, initialization parameters] 

In creating (placing) a control, code is used to define the type of control, such as oLabel, followed by our 
name for the control.  It is initialized by defining the location, and optionally (shown with brackets) the 
size and other initialization parameters such as whether there is a border or not. 

We can use the Log Window to manually test a default label control defining the control’s name, by 
which we will reference it in other instruction – newLabel, and location with code such as: 
!POBJ oLabel.newLabel=70,45 

 
The optional initialization parameters provide information such as the text, color, border and other 
properties.  Please see the Control Specifics for initializations parameters for controls.  You can look at 
the generated code and determine their use through analysis or testing what action the values produce 
(if I make this 0 a 1 what changes?). 
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Once created, we can configure the control using the defined name generically with: 
!POBJ controlName.property=value 

Such as: 
!POBJ newLabel.Border =1 
!POBJ newLabel.Back Color=(RED) 

Note: You can copy a block of instructions, such as above, and paste into the Log Window.  In most cases 
it will replace an instruction carriage return with (CR) for a single entry line.  You can also hold down the 
Shift Key while hitting the Enter key to produce a (CR) in the Log Window manually. 

Nearly all controls have a default property which can be set without the use of the property.  It is 
normally the most obvious thing you would change about a control, such as the text for a label: 
!POBJ newLabel=Works! 

Any of the listed properties in the Object Editor (Controls 1 and 2) may be used in code to either set a 
control – myControl.Auto=1, or to read the property !STAT (myControl.Auto).  In addition, there are 
common properties to all (such as Visible or .V, and screen coordinates).  Please see the Controls and 
Objects Summary for details on each control. 

 

Of course these creation and configuration instructions can be sent from a controller, often using loops 
and variables to create a group of controls with similar properties.  For example, to create 4 switches 
named SW0 to SW3, each with the same event code the following code snippet could be used in setup(): 
 
  int i; 
  delay(2000); 
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  Serial.println(“\r!PPER 50,50”);  // CR and set plot percent 
  for (i=0;i<4;i++)     // count on i from 0 to 3 
  { 
    Serial.print("!POBJ oImgBut.SW"); // create control with name of SW + i value 
    Serial.print(i); 
    Serial.print("=");   // set position starting at 80 every 3 places for left coordinate 
    Serial.print(80 + i *3); 
    Serial.println(",65,2.5,5,dev\\slide-sw\\slider_red_v_0.gif,0,dev\\slide-sw\\slider_red_v_1.gif,0"); 
     
    Serial.print("!POBJ SW");  // set code based on SW + i value 
    Serial.print(i); 
    Serial.println(".C='Play click sound(ER)~IWAV sw_slide2.wav"); // (ER) is an event return 
  } 
 
Note the resulting data in the Arduino’s Serial Monitor and how it is structured compared to previously 
discussed control creation and the resultant switches on the interface.  
 

 

 
 

Note: In macro text code, Event Code uses a (;) followed by a new line (carriage return) for the block of 
text.  In configuring code for a control, we can use (ER) to separate lines in event code. 
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K. Reading Control Properties 
We can read a control’s value or properties as any other MakerPlot value, by using parenthesis as we 
have shown.!STAT The state of the LED is (myLED). 
Which will return the value (default property) of a control named myLED. 

We can also read many properties of the control using .property.  Note that all listed properties can be 
read as values.  Please see Control and Objects Summary for a listing of additional properties beyond 
those listed in the Object Editor. 

For example, to see an alarm maximum value for a meter control called met0: 
!STAT The state of the meter’s alarm is (met0.Alarm) 
which will return a 1 or 0 depending on whether it is enabled or not. 

Of course, we’ve seen that (ME) returns the name of the control in code, so more generically in event 
code for that control, we could access the control’s property as follows:  
!STAT The meter is alarming above ((ME).Alarm) 

L. Updating Controls and the Interface 
Updating a control’s properties is critical to effective Makerplot interfaces.  For instance, continually 
updating a meter to reflect the current analog value gives real-time action to the meter’s needle. Or, 
updating the value of an LED Image Button controls the On or Off image being displayed.   There are 
multiple ways to update a control’s properties including; updating from code received from the 
controller or from another object’s event code, setting a control’s Update value, or through the auto 
channel feature available on some controls. 

Updating with Controller Code 
Controls and objects may be updated from the controller’s code by setting the default property or 
specific properties of the control.  For example, an LED control called myLED may be updated from the 
controller with code: 
Serial.println(“!O myLED=0”); 

Or, using a variable: 
Serial.print(“!O myLED=”); 
Serial.println(alarmBit); 

Note that the last line uses println to add a carriage return at the end of the instruction. 

Other properties besides the default one may be modified as well, such as changing the alarm setpoint 
of a meter: 
Serial.print(“!O myMeter.AMax=”); 
Serial.println(SetPoint); 

Beyond affecting controls on the interface, nearly all aspects of MakerPlot may be configured though 
code, such as setting the maximum value of the Y-Axis: 
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Serial.println(“!YMAX=2000”); 

Updating with Event Code 
Event Code is MakerPlot instructions that are written to be ran when a control’s or object’s activation 
event occurs. Some typical events include changing the text of a text box (and hitting enter), changing a 
drop-down value, clicking an image, or a meter exceeding an alarm limit. The event code is then placed 
in the front of the queue for processing. 

A control can be updated from its own event code or by event code of other controls.  For example, if 
there is a text box named txtAlarm and a meter named myMeter, the maximum alarm setpoint of the 
meter may be changed by event code for txtAlarm to use the entered value. 

txtAlarm Event Code: 
‘ Update meter alarm max with my value 
!POBJ myMeter.AMax=((ME)) 

Note that in these examples comments are added to help clarify what is being done.  Comments need to 
be on a unique line and the first character must be an apostrophe.  Recall the (ME) when used in event 
code returns a controls name, and ((ME)) return the value of a control. So in this example it is setting the 
maximum (high) alarm setpoint to the contents of the txtAlarm’s text box. 

Another example may be enabling/disabling the alarm of the myMeter when a checkbox named 
chkAlarm (which returns a 1 or 0 when accessed as a value) is clicked by the user: 

chkAlarm’s Event Code: 
‘ Turn alarm on or off based on my value 
!POBJ myMeter.Alarm=((ME)) 

We can add additional code to spice things up a little bit, such as playing a sound file when the control is 
clicked and adding a message to the message box. 

‘ Turn alarm on or off based on my value 
!POBJ myMeter.Alarm=((ME)) 
‘ Play WAV file of switch sound 
~PWAV sw_tick.wav 
‘ Add a message to message box based on my value 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,1,Alarm was Enabled. 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,0,Alarm was Disabled. 

The !IFTH is an IF-THEN conditional, if true, the code is ran: 
!IFTH value1,comparator,value2,code(CR)code(CR) 

If, after being clicked, the check box was checked, having a ((ME)) value of 1, the Alarm was Enabled 
message would be added.  If 0, the Alarm was Disabled message is added to the message box.  Multiple 
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lines of code may be separated by (CR). Please see the Instruction Summary, Conditionals for more 
information on the !IFTH instruction. 

Of course, various configurations of MakerPlot itself may be modified in code as well, such as an image 
button of a switch named swShift (which returns a 1 or 0 as a value) controlling if the plot will shift at 
maximum or not: 

Event Code of swShift: 
‘ Enable/disable shifting based on my value 
!SHFT ((ME)) 

Other properties of a control may be used as well, such as setting a plotting color to the color of Image 
Button (control 2 style), named imgbutColor: 

Event code of imgbutColor: 
‘ Open color selector box for the control 
!POBJ (ME).Image0=? 
‘ Set analog channel 0 to color based on selection: 
!ACLR 0,((ME).Image0) 

Event code may be modified from your controller using the .C property, such as when a switch is clicked 
we want it to play a sound, reset the plot, and set the Y-axis span to 0 to 100: 
Serial.println(“mySW.C=~PWAV sw_tick.wav(ER)!RSET(ER)!SPAN 0,100”); 

Note that (ER) is an event return and used in event code as the instruction-line separator. 

Updating with Update Values 
The Update Value on the Object Editor window, is used to modify the default or other properties of an 
object when the code of !POBJ Update is issued.  This allows updating numerous controls based on 
current values with a single instruction. 

For example, if we had 2 label controls, named lblCH0 and lblCH1, and wanted them to display the 
current values of analog channels 0 and 1 respectively, we would assign to them Update Values of 
(AIN0) and (AIN1) respectively. 

 

When the !POBJ Update is issued, the code of !POBJ lblCH=(AIN0) and !POBJ lblCH=(AIN1) will 
automatically be placed in the front of the queue for processing.  For this example, a good place to put 
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the !POBJ Update code would be in the oAnalog object event code. When analog data arrives, oAnalog 
event code is triggered, the code of !POBJ Update is issued, and all controls with Update Values are 
updated.  The Update instruction may be sent from the controller, in a timer object, or anywhere else it 
makes sense. 

Try not to have the update triggered by a variety of events, such as both oTimer and oAnalog.  Each 
update may have significant processing required. 

Other properties of the control may be updated by adding .propertyName= in the update value text 
box, such as: 

.Back Color=(AIN0) 

This will cause the current value for analog Channel to change the back color of the text box on an 
update. 

MakerPlot Math may also be performed in the Update Value, such as converting the incoming binary 
value, such as when %1001001 is sent, to decimal: 
[(DIN) DAC] 

Or using a value of 0 to 16.7 million (24-bit value) to change the color based on the RGB color in hex, 
such as &HFFCC22: 
.Back Color = &H[(AIN0) DEC2HEX 6] 

The Update Value may be modified by controller code using the .U property: 
Serial.println(“!O lblCH1.U=(AIN1)”); 

Or, when ready, the update may be issued from the controller: 
Serial.println(“!O Update”); 

Beyond incoming data, any MakerPlot values may be used for updates, with or without math, such as 
time into the plot (PTIME), or the value of another control, (myMeter.Alarm). 

Updating a Control’s Value using Auto Channel (where applicable) 
Meters/Gauges and Image Buttons of the Controls 2 group have properties of Channel and Auto.  For 
meters /gauges, the channel refers to the analog channel of incoming data, so 0 refers to AIN0.  Other 
MakerPlot values may also be used without parenthesis, such as PTIME.  Math cannot be used in these 
values. 
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The Auto property defines whether to automatically update from the channel value or not.  The updates 
are done asynchronously of other actions of MakerPlot.  At intervals of 100mS, the control polls 
MakerPlot for the current value of the defined channel value.  These updates greatly reduce overhead 
processing on MakerPlot as they are not processed through the queue, though having numerous 
controls all requesting updates can slow MakerPlot plot processing of data. 

With Controls 2 Image Buttons, Channel refers to the digital channel, or bit 0 to bit 31. So, a channel 
value of 0 would be MakerPlot value (BIT0).  When updated, the control will be image0 for a 0 bit value 
or image1 for a 1 bit value.  Other MakerPlot values and control values may be used without 
parenthesis, and math cannot be used. 

M. Non-Control Objects 
As shown earlier, there are objects that the user does not interact with, but are triggered by other 
events, such as data arriving. Please see Non-Control Objects for a full discussion on these.  

• oTimer0 and oTimer1 which can be used to run code at set intervals. 

• oAnalog which can run code when analog data arrives. 

• oDigital which can run code when digital data arrives. 

• oMessage which can run code when messages arrive. 

• oBack which can be used to draw on the background or return the coordinates of where the 
user clicked the background. 

• oReset which can be used to run code when the plot resets. 

• oDblClick which can be used to run code if the plot is double-clicked. 
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8. Macro Development Reference 
A macro is a text file with the extension of .spm which contains MakerPlot instructions for configuring 
MakerPlot, creating and configuring controls, processing data, and pretty much any tasks supported by 
MakerPlot.  The following is a list of macro features. 

• Macros are text files with a .spm extension. 

• Macros may contain specific routines to be ran. 

• Macros contain MakerPlot code for configuration and processing. 

• A Startup macro may be assigned to run automatically each time MakerPlot is opened. 

• Macros may call (run) other macros. 

• Macros may pass data for specific use in a routine. 

• Macros may contain comments for code explanation. 

• Macros may be written manually in NotePad® or other text editors or built from the current 
interface configuration in MakerPlot using the Macro Builder. 

• MakerPlot Built macros may be edited in NotePad or other text editors (Note: Do NOT use a 
word processor or WordPad® as they embed unseen formatting characters.) 

A. Macro Menu & Paths 
The Macro Menu in MakerPlot allows the user to perform multiple tasks concerning macros.  Referring 
to the menu option in the figure below: 

• A macro may be selected to be ran.  The installed macros 
are in the MakerPlot Program Files in the Macro directory.  
These should never be changed by the user.  User Macros 
are typically saved to the MakerPlot Documents in the 
Macros directory. The instruction !MACR path\fileName 
may also be used. 

• The Start-Up Macro is the macro automatically loaded and 
ran when MakerPlot opens.  Select Start-Up Macro allows 
you to choose which macro file will be used at start-up.  A 
checkbox selects whether or not the macro should automatically run after MakerPlot loads.  
And, a menu option allows running the Start-Up Macro directly.  Note that the startup macro 
may be ran using the instruction !MACS. 

• Should the Start-Up macro be changed, the user may select  Run installed interface select Macro 
to select one of its interface options. Macros may be selected to be opened with either the 
Macro Builder or in NotePad for editing. 

• If you do not wish analog and message data to be used automatically by MakerPlot, but instead 
processed by a macro for use, the option exists to allow that.  Digital traces may be disabled by 
turning off Display Digital in the View Menu. 
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When a macro is ran, the file is opened, read, and the text is placed in the front of the queue for 
processing. 

When using the !MACR instruction to run a specified macro, the location of the macro is important. 
MakerPlot assists in locating the macro under several different situations. 

• If a macro existed in the Program Files, MakerPlot Macro directory, such as startup.spm, it may 
be ran with !MACR startup.   
The extension is not needed, and this is the default path for macros. 

• If it is in a sub-folder of the Macro directory, the folder needs to be specified, such as: 
!MACR interfaces\mp_digital 

• If it is in the folder of the MakerPlot Documents, Macros, it may be ran by using the MakerPlot 
value of (MACPATH) to specify the macros document directory: 
!MACR (MACPATH)myMacro 
Again, a sub-folder may be used: 
!MACR (MACPATH)Mine\myMacro 

• If the macro is called by another macro in the same directory, as long as the calling macro used 
!DEFM (ME) to make itself the default, the 2nd macro may be called using (PATH), which is the 
path of the current default macro: 
!MACR (PATH)myOtherMacro 

• The full path to the macro may be used: 
!MACR c:\myStuff\myMacro 

• Individual routines in a macro may be called. See Part C of this section. 

• Values may be passed to a called macro, see Part D of this section. 

While all these paths may be confusing, the Macro Builder will assist in helping to ensure the correct 
paths are used as we will discuss shortly. 

B. Basic Macro Creation & Calling 
A basic macro is simply a text file of MakerPlot instructions that may contain comments.  They are 
typically written in NotePad and stored in the Macros directory of MakerPlot Documents.  Comments 
may be used to clarify code, but they MUST be on their own line and the first character on the line must 
be an apostrophe. 

Note: Do not use WordPad or other rich-text or word processing editors.  These add special control 
characters, formatters and hidden information that MakerPlot will not understand. 

For example, this code will perform some configurations on the plot. 

'Set time axis to minutes – Time divisor of 60 (60 seconds to a minute) 
!TDIV 60 
' Set X-axis units to Minutes 
!XLBL Minutes 
' Set maximum time to 5 minutes 
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!TMAX 5 
' Set Y-Axis span to -100,200 
!SPAN -100,200 
' Label Y Axis for degrees 
!YLBL Degrees 

Place this code in NotePad and save as myConfig.spm  in your MakerPlot Documents, Macros folder. 

 

Note: If Windows is hiding file extension, sometimes NotePad will append a .txt even if you specify .spm 
(becomes myConfig.spm.txt).  You may want to disable “hiding extensions of known file types” in the 
folder view. 

This code may be run in a number of ways: 

• Using the Macro Menu and selecting this file to run. 

• Entering the macro run instruction in the Log Window or using the instruction in a control’s 
event code: 
!MACR (MACPATH)myConfig 

• Having your controller send the instruction to run the macro: 
Serial.println(“!MACR (MACPATH)myConfig”); 

• Double-Clicking the file; this will load MakerPlot and then run the macro. 

C. Coding Macros with Individual Routines 
Macros may contain individual routines that may be called by the macro itself, from other macros, or by 
you or your code. 

A macro routine is established by naming the routine (name must end with a colon), entering the 
routine’s instructions, and finally, declaring the end of the macro routine with the instruction ENDMAC.   
RoutineName: 
'Instructions goes here 
ENDMAC 
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For an example, let’s use routines to expand the functionality of the myConfig macro.  Assume we would 
like set the X-axis for either 5 minutes or 2 hours and both options use the same routine for analog 
scaling.  Look at the code for the two routines below.  

 

Each macro routine can be called using the Log Window or through code using: 
!MACR (MACPATH)myConfig.Minutes 
and 
!MACR (MACPATH)myConfig.Hours 

Note that each routine starts out with !DEFM (ME).  This sets the macro to be the current default macro.  
Now we can call any routine within it with shorthand, such as that used for the Yaxis routine in each: 
!MACR .Yaxis 

If a routine is not named, the first routing in the macro will be ran, but should be named INIT: to prevent 
the name from showing up in the message window. 

 

D. Data Values, Calling a Macro and Passing Values 
There are 100 Data Values to which data may be stored and read.  To store data, the !SETD instruction is 
used specifying the location and the value. 
!SETD 0,value  
to  
!SETD 99,value  
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These locations may be read using (GETD0) to (GETD99).  Their contents may be numeric or alpha-
numeric. 

Furthermore, these locations may be named with labels.  For example, we can name data value 10 as 
myData using: 
!LBLD 10,myData 

In code, the data in that location may be set using !SETD myData, value, and accessed using (myData). 
Additionally, the location address may be accessed using (@myData), which will not return its contents 
but instead return its location value of 10.   

The first 10 values and their labels may be viewed and directly changed using MakerPlot’s Values 
Window, Data Tab.  Another discussion on the use of Data Values may be found in Data 
Values/Variables 

A macro may be passed values to use when called.  This is done by adding comma-separated values to 
the call.  When passed, they are stored in data values 99 and down, with the first value at 99.  They can 
be accessed by your macro using (GETD99), then (GETD98) and so on. 

For example, myConfig has been modified once again to use passed data for either the number of 
minutes or hours, and the span of the Y-Axis: 

 

To call hours and to tell it to configure for 0.5 hours with Y-Axis values of -500 and 500, we could use: 
!MACR (MACPATH)myConfig.Hours,0.5,-500,500. 
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The routines access the data from left to right using values of (GETD99) to (GETD97) in configuring the 
plot.  This results in the value of 0.5 in data value 99 and the lower and upper X-axis values in 98 and 97 
respectively.  Note that a routine does not need to be named when passing values. 

E. Returning Data from a Called Routine & Data Values 
When a macro (with no routines) or macro routine is called, the entire code block is placed in the queue 
at that time.  It is placed in the front of the queue.  When a ‘subroutine’ is called from within that macro, 
its code block is placed at the front of the queue.  But because MakerPlot value replacement is not done 
until the instruction is processed, it is possible to “return” a value. 

For example, if a routine calls a sub-routine, it can access a changed value: 
Main: 
!DEF (ME) 
!MACR .Sub 
!STAT (GETD20) 
ENDMAC 

Sub: 
!SPAN 0,100 
!SETD 20,200 
ENDMAC 

When .Sub is called, the routine of Sub places a value in Data Value 20 - !SETD 20,200. The calling 
routine can now access that value using (GETD20).  But, both routines must agree on the data value 
being used.  To allow more flexibility, the calling routine could pass the location to store the data, such 
as in the following macro: 

Main: 
!DEFM (ME) 
!MACR .Sub,20 
!STAT (GETD20) 
ENDMAC 
 
Sub: 
!SPAN 0,100 
!SETD (GETD99),200 
ENDMAC 

In calling the routine, Sub, the value of 20 is passed.  Sub uses this in determining where to store data, 
into location 20 based on the value in (GETD99).  The main routine can then access location 20 for data, 
(GETD20).  In this example, the 20 passed did not refer to the value of the data, but could be looked at 
as a pointer as to where to store data. 

Using named data values, we could do similar: 
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Main: 
!DEFM (ME) 
!LBLD 20,myData 
!MACR .Sub,(@myData) 
!STAT (myData) 
ENDMAC 
 
Sub: 
!SPAN 0,100 
!SETD (GETD99),200 
ENDMAC 
 
Where !LBLD 20,myData is used to name location 20 as myData.  The value of (@myData) passes the 
location and not the contents to Sub, which uses the passed value stored in (GETD99), the location of 
20, to which it will store the value of 200.  Then the main routine uses !STAT (myData) to display the 
value which was stored there, 200. 

F. Using the Macro Builder to create Interface Files 
Once you have configured an Interface, the Macro Builder is 
used to generate the code and create a .spm macro file.  This 
file can then be opened as a macro to configure MakerPlot to 
your specifications.  Open the Macro Builder using the toolbar 

button . 

Now, within the Builder, click the same looking button -  to 
“build” the code for the interface.  We loaded the Standard 
Interface from the interface selection screen for these 
examples. 

NOTE:  When a macro is ran, it is automatically loaded into 
the Macro Builder.  The screen shown is starting from a new 
macro. 

At this point you are ready to save your file with the save icon 
and run it using the stop-light icon. But first we’ll discuss the 
ins-and-outs and options. 

NOTE:  A macro opened from the installed Program Files for MakerPlot will request that you save to 
your MakerPlot documents instead.  DO NOT change your installed files. 

The code it constructs is broken down by tasks that the code performs.  The listbox Code Section allows 
you to view and manually edit each of the sections. 
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Initialize Section (Init:)  
The Initialize section shows the code that is run to initialize the 
macro and configure the plot, with comments optionally added.  
You can scroll through and see the code required to perform the 
various operations to configure MakerPlot, such as scales, file 
names, colors, etc.  The bottom text box is actually a CLI entry like 
the Log Window’s where you can enter codes manually.  The aqua 
box above it is the last entry in the Log Window.  

Two instructions of note are worth discussing here.  !MACR 
.OBJECTS – This informs MakerPlot to load and run the .OBJECTS 
section of the defined macro, it’s like calling a subroutine.  A full 
instruction would be !MACR Interfaces\mp_standard.Objects – In 
mp_standard.spm, run the routine of Objects.  By default, when the 
macro file name is excluded it normally assumes the current macro 
is intended instead of another macro file having that section.  To 
ensure the current macro is used for all routines, the DEFM (ME) 
instruction is used – this sets the default macro to be this file. 

The button Update from Current rebuilds the Initialize section with 
any changes or options used.  The Test Code button takes the 
initialize code and places it in the processing queue to test it (excluding any subroutine calls) – to make 
sure everything configures the way you expect it to.  You can make manual changes to the code and test 
it. 

NOTE:   If you make manual changes, updating or rebuilding may change your manual changes, unless 
you test first and MakerPlot locks in those settings. 

The lower checkboxes are options when you build the file: 

• Generate Comments Code – Places comments at each of the instructions or blocks of code. 
Comments must be on their own line – they cannot be after instructions.  They perform no 
action when processed, but they do increase the size of the file and how much data must be 
processed.  In the Log Window, you may select Cmnts to view them as they are processed. 

• Start New Plot on Initialization – Adds code to initiate a new plot when ran, !NEWP. 

• Save Data Values (labels always saved) – If you use !SETD instructions to store data, selecting 
this option will add code to this section to reload those values.  If you label data values using 
!LBLD, code is always saved for labels. 
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• Save User Menu  – If you’ve redefined the User menu/pop-up selections though the 
Configuration Window, this allows saving them to the file. 

•  Save Object Editor Custom Colors – If you’ve defined custom colors for use in code, such as 
(CCLR0), this saves the colors to the macro. 

• Save Port Configuration to Macro – Saves the COM port information such as port number, 
baud, and other line settings defined by the !PORT instruction.  If you don’t know the exact port 
number a user will have, use of this option is not recommended. 

• Connect and Plot on Initializations – Add code to automatically connect and plot when the 
macro finishes building the interface.  Note that no code should go after the instruction of 
!CONN ON.  On connect, the queue is emptied of all data and any further instructions would be 
lost.  

• Hide Building Interface on Screen - Release 1.5 introduces the !HIDE and !SHOW instructions. 
These hide the background of the interface while being configured and controls added (see red 
ovals in prior image).  Near the end of INIT, the !SHOW instruction is issued to show the built 
background. Should a loading issue prevent !SHOW from being processed, the hide will last only 
30 seconds. 

The upper-right text box, Code Header, is code that is not processed.  It can contain authoring and 
revision information for the file. 

This code section is stored in the macro as the INIT: routine. 
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Objects Section 
The code to resize the plot, handle the background image or 
color, and create all the controls and configure the objects is 
generated here.  As you look at this section, you can see the code 
to create a control, configure it and add update values and event 
code for it.  Please see the Control/Objects Summary for detailed 
information on coding objects by hand. 

In this code section you may Update from any recent changes, or 
Test Code just in this section of the macro. 

Let’s look at the Macro Code generated for creating and 
configuring the Comm Port selection Drop Box control.  This is 
what’s happening line-by-line:   

- Type & Name of control 
controlName -- controlType 

- Control creation, naming, and configuration 
!POBJ controlType.controlName= 
left,top,width,height,additional parameters 

- Additional property configurations where  default values 
are to be changed 
!POBJ controlName.property=value(s) 

- Control Tip if configured. 
!POBJ controlName.Tip=string 

- Update code if configured. 
!POBJ controlName.U=string 

- Event Code for the control if any. 
!POBJ controlName=code(;) 
code(;) 
code 

Note: While Event Code in the Object Editor is entered with separate lines, for MakerPlot to understand 
that these multiple lines comprise the entire event code, a (;) is used at the end of each event code line.  
A line proceeded by no (;) indicates the end of the event code. 

 

User Defined Section 
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In this section you can write your own macro routines to be 
called and run.  For example, a routine called ‘Test’ has 
been written to show the real time in the user status box 
and to sound the computer’s bell.  This code may be called 
with the code of: !MACR .Test 

Note: User defined routines are not actually stored in 
MakerPlot when the macro is loaded.  When the macro 
routine is called, the file is accessed, the routine found and 
placed in the queue for processing.  If you edit a macro 
having user defined routines, doing a ‘build’ will not reload 
them.  Open the file manually first in the Macro Builder, 
then update sections individually. 

Each routine is labeled with a colon, and ends with 
ENDMAC 
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Constant Drawing Section 
This section shows any constant drawings that have been 
used with your plot.  This allows constant drawings to carry 
forward into the build, such as placing a name on your plot 
or other things you desire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Menu Buttons Section 
If Save User Menu is selected in the Initialization section, the 
Menu Buttons will be populated with code to configure the 
User Menu/pop-up menu.  Code is also added to the INIT 
section to call this routine: !MACR .Menu. 

Menu choices may be configured with the Configuration 
Window. 

The general format for configuring a menu button is: 
!BUTC Number,Label,code(CR)code… 

See User/Pop-Up Menu for configuring the menus. 
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Saving and Running Your Built Macro 

Once your macro is built, save it using the button (or drop it down for ‘Save As’):  .  Note that if 
using a pre-installed macro to edit, you cannot change the installed files or save in that area.  MakerPlot 
will ask you to save to your MakerPlot documents directory. 

If the file name or location is changed, MakerPlot will ask the following: 

 

This updates any paths to images and files that may have changed.  We will discuss this more shortly. 

Once saved, you can ‘run’ the new macro and test it using the button: .  Once tested, you can 
modify the macro manually or by making changes and updating sections.  Save and run again.  The file is 

saved with a .spm extension.  You may also start a new macro, or open an existing one: .   

Macros may be saved from the Object Editor as well.  When using this option, it essentially builds and 
saves your file through the Macro Builder. 
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G. Using Lookup Table Files 
Files tables (*.spt) are text files which can be used for a cross-reference lookup or to populate list and 
dropdown boxes. Using separate files allows ease of updating by the end user. 

• The file MUST reside in the same directory as the macro.  

• The file MUST have the same root name as the macro (i.e. Data_Miner.spm has a table named  
Data_Miner.spt)  

• The best way to create a table is to:   
1. Develop an initial interface . 
2. Use the Macro Editor to build and save.  Ensure that !DEFM (ME) is part of the Init 

section.  
3. Run the macro.  
4. Using the Log Window, enter !ESPT to edit the table files. If it is new, it will be created. 
5. Use section headers, tabs to separate columns, and ENDLIST to define a table. 
6. Edit as needed and save.  

        Sample File 

 

 In the example, there are 2 tables: Speed: and Parts:. Each table has 2 columns separated by TABs. Each 
table ends with ENDLIST.  

Cross-Referencing Values Using :: 
 An example use for list cross referencing is: 
!DBUG (Speed::Medium) 
Would return  “100”. 
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Conversely: 
!DBUG (Speed::100) 
Would put “Medium” in the log Window. 

Using the Parts table: 
!DBUG (Parts::1050) 
Would return “hub Cap”. 

Meets or Exceeds using :> 
The :> operator may also be used to return the result that equals or exceeds a value, but does not 
exceed the next value. For example, using the Speed table and a value of 120, “Medium” would be 
returned since it is in the range of 100 to 200 – the range of entries in the table. 
!DBUG (Speed:>120) 

Populating a List Box or DropDown Box using :Table 
Another use is to populate a list box or dropdown list. 
Given a list box named lstSpeeds, to populate it with 
the value in the Speed table, right column: 
!POBJ  lstSpeeds.Add=(Speed:Table_R) 

This will place all values on the right side of the Speed 
table in the list box.  Using code you can then cross 
reference to a value, such as showing the value for a 
speed using the cross referenced list when a speed is 
clicked on (Code for the list box): 
!POBJ lblSpeedValue=(Speed::((ME))) 

To populate using the left column, use (Speed:Table). 

Note: List boxes and drop-down boxes may also be used for simple cross-reference of user selections. 
Please see Section 15, Tip – Using List Box to Cross-Reference a Value. 
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H. Making a Distributable Macro with Unique Media & Files 
Macros using the standard media and other files are easy to distribute since all of the files needed reside 
in the MakerPlot program files.  If you use specialized files and wish to distribute your macro and 
specialized files, it’s important that they are distributed together and that MakerPlot can find the 
additional files even if the path changes. 

For this example, we found some images we’ve used previously for specialized distributions and placed 
them in a folder named myFiles in the C: drive. 

 

We then created a new interface, using the background file and a couple of .gif image buttons from the 
C:\myfiles directory. 
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Using the Macro Builder the Object code section 
was the following: 

Note that all the media had the full path to the 
folder, such as C:\myFiles\gauges_amps-off.gif, 
etc.  If this macro and files were distributed and 
saved in a different location, MakerPlot would not 
be able to find the files where specified. 

 

 

 

 

 

When the Macro is saved to the same directory as the images, we are asked if we wish to update paths. 
Clicking Yes, the object code now looks like the following: 

All file paths have been updated to (PATH).  When 
the initialization section of the code runs !DEFM 
(ME), this macro becomes the default macro and 
(PATH) returns the path to this macro.  Note that 
sub directories may be used, such as if we had a 
media folder, the path would be: 
(PATH)media\gauges_amps-off.gif. 

Now when the macro is ran, it defines its location 
and the path to all files distributed with the macro. 
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Other paths that you can manually use in code: 

- (DOCPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents directory. 
- (MACPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents Macros directory. 
- (DPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents Data Directory. 
- (SPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents SnapShot directory. 
- (TPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents Templates directory. 
- (RPATH) – The results of using a template (see next section). 
- (PPATH) – The path to the MakerPlot documents Plots directory. 
- (SNAP) – The path and file name of the last snapshot. To open with associated program: 

  !APPA (SNAP) 
 

Now that your macro file and all associated specialized files reside in the same folder, you may 
distribute your creation to others by sending them a zip of the folder (they will need to extract) or 
placing it on their thumb-drive… And of course have MakerPlot on their computers! 
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9. Logging Reference 
 

MakerPlot has multiple means of logging or recording your data or plot for reference, review or analysis. 
These logging methods include: 

• Saving the plotted data as a .plt file, with or without interface controls. 

• Saving plots through manual, automatic or coded controls. 

• Saving images of the plot or the entire interface as .jpg files. 

• Saving images though manual, automatic or coded controls. 

• Automatic saving of incoming analog and digital data to a log file. 

• Manual saving of data and MakerPlot values through code. 

• Manual and automatic printing of plots. 

• Ability to save multiple plots per page. 

A. Manual and Automatic Saving of Plots 
Manually Saving Plots 
Manual saving of plots can be performed through the File menu 
by selecting Save Plot, and the File Save Icon on the button bar.  
Files are saved as a .plt file.  Only current data in the data points 
will be saved.  Any data that has been “flushed” will not be saved. 

When Save/Print/Snap entire form, !FORM ON, is selected the 
entire form, including any controls on the interface, is saved.  
While it does save the control configuration information, similar 
to creating a macro, all required data is not saved that may be 
necessary for accepting and using new data properly.  A saved plot 
is NOT recommended for use as in accepting and working with 
incoming data. 

When the Save/Print/Snap entire form option is not selected (this is the default, though enabled in all 
our installed interfaces), only the plot data will be saved.  This plot data may be opened in a blank 
interface or in another interface. 

The default directory for plots is the MakerPlot documents, Plot folder. 

Manually Saving Plots with Commands 
A plot may also be saved using the !SAVP instruction: 

• If appending date & time is enabled (Configuration Window, File tab), the plots will be saved 
with the date and time appended to the file name.  This may be changed in code with !APDT ON 
and !APDT OFF (or 1/0 for on/off as with all instructions).  
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• If !SAVP is used by itself, the filename will be the title of the plot. 

• You may specify a filename, such as: !SAVP myPlot 

• The plot may be saved to your plot’s default directory using !SAVP (PATH)myPlot 
This allows saving to distributed plot folders (See Making a Distributable Macro with Unique 
Media). 

• You may save to other directories as well, such as the template directory, (TPATH), if desired. 

Note: MakerPlot does not allow saving of any data outside of the MakerPlot directories or the plot’s 
directory with commands. 

Automatic Saving of Plots 
Plots may be saved automatically when the maximum points are 
reached or the maximum time is reached.  If you wish to save plots 
when the maximum time on the plot is reached, enable Auto-Time, 
!AUTT.  If you wish to save the plot when the maximum number of 
data points is reached, enable Auto-Points, !AUTP.  These maybe 
selected in the Logging Menu as well.  This option works 
independently of plot resets.  That is, you may be resetting based 
on points, but wish the plot to be saved every time the maximum 
time is reached before the plot shift.  Or, if reset is based on time, it 
will save prior to the plot resetting.  In code, enabling automatic 
plot saves is done using the !ASAV ON instruction. 

Note that if reset is based on the number of points, and flushing is 
enabled, the plot will be saved prior to each flush of old data when the maximum number is reached. 

When auto-saving, the name of the plot will be ASAVE (with appended date/time if enabled).  This may 
be changed through the Configuration Window, Files tab or with !NAMA filename. 

B. Manual and Automatic Snapshots 
Snapshots are .jpg images created of the plot or the entire interface if using form is enabled.  Rules for 
snapshots are very similar to the ones for plots discussed previously. 

NOTE: If using the entire form/interface, a screen capture is actually performed of the MakerPlot 
window.  The interface must not be minimized, and any windows open on top of it will be captured in 
the image as well. 

Taking Snapshots Manually 
Snapshots by default are stored to the MakerPlot documents, Snapshots.  A snapshot may be taken 
manually using the File Menu, Take Snapshot or using the Camera Icon on the button bar.  The name of 
the file will be the plot title with the date & time appended if appending date & time is on (on by 
default, !APDT OFF to turn off). 
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Taking Snapshots Manually With Code 
Snapshots may be taken with code, using the !SNAP instruction. 

• If appending date & time is enabled (Configuration Window, File tab), the images will be saved 
with the date and time appended to the file name.  This may be changed in code with !APDT ON 
and !APDT OFF (or 1/0 for on/off).  

• If !SNAP is used by itself, the filename will be the title of the plot. 

• You may specify a filename, such as: !SNAP myPlot 

• The plot may be saved to your plot’s default directory using !SNAP (PATH)myPlot 
This allows saving to distributed plot folders (See Making a Distributable Macro with Unique 
Media). 

• You may save to other directories as well, such as the template directory, (TPATH), if desired. 

Using MakerPlot values, the name of the file (SNAPNAME), or the entire path & file name (SNAP) may be 
retrieved for the last snapshot. The path to the snapshot directory in the MakerPlot documents is 
(SPATH).  Once a snapshot is taken, it may be opened with the !APPA instruction for the associated 
application, such as !APPA (SNAP). 

Taking Snapshots Automatically 
Similar to saving plots, !ASNP ON may be used in code to automatically save plots.  The default 
automatic snapshot name is ASAV and may be changed through the Configuration Window, Files Tab, 
or using !NAMS fileName.  Snapshots are taken automatically when the maximum time is reached, 
!AUTT, or the number of data points is full, !AUTP. 

C. Automatic and Manual Logging of Data & Messages 
Automatic Logging of Data 
MakerPlot will automatically store incoming analog & digital data to 
a data log file, and messages to a message file.  Logging of data and 
messages are enabled with the Logging Menu or with the 
instruction !SAVD ON. 

The file resides by default in the MakerPlot Data directory.  The 
name of the file is SDat.txt by default, and may be changed through 
the Configuration Window, Files tab.  The name may be changed 
with the instruction !NAMD filename.ext.  Common extensions to 
use are txt for text files and .csv for comma-separated data files that 
may be opened by Excel.  An extension is highly recommended. 

The file may be opened with the menu option, or using the !OPND 
instruction, or !APPA (DPATH)(NAMD) to open by association.   

The format of the file is:   
Date Time, seconds in plot, digital data, analog data 0, analog value 1, analog value 2, etc… 
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If logging of the date/time stamp is not desired, it may be disabled with !TSMP OFF.  

The log file may be deleted through the menu, or through text with !DELD.  If using this in an interface, it 
may be good to double check with the user before deleting.  The !MRYN (macro request, yes-no) may be 
used to ask a question using a YES-NO prompt.  If the answer is yes, the code will be ran. 
!MRYN question,code(CR)code 

Event code for a button to delete data log: 
!MRYN Delete Data Log (NAMD)?, !DELD 
Note that (NAMD) is used in the query to provide the name of the file. 

An information box may also be shown using !INFO message. 
!MRYN Delete Data Log (NAMD)?, !DELD(CR)!INFO File Deleted. 

Manually Logging Data in Code 
Data may be manually logged into the data file, whether or not logging is enabled, using the !LOGD 
instruction.  This allows you to manually construct what and how you wish to save data to the file.  It can 
be as simple as saving various values (If date/time stamping, the line will begin with date & time – 
disable using !TSMP OFF): 
!LOGD (tempSetpoint), (AIN0), (met1.AMAX) 

Or, you can mix your text with values – state time of the event and log the value: try  
!LOGD The meter alarmed at (RTIME) at a value of (AIN0). 

Specialized files may be created as well, such as making a page with information instead of line-by-line, 
even a .htm page for viewing in a browser: 

Start a new log called mylog.htm (this may be tested in the Log Window) 
!NAMD mylog.htm 
!TSMP OFF 
!PLOT ON 

Enable plotting and enter a few values in the Log Window, such as 87,93. 

Use code to add the following (you may copy/paste entire block into Log Window): 
!LOGD <B><Center>My Log Record</Center></B> 
!LOGD At (RTIME), the following conditions exist: <BR> 
!LOGD The Temperature at position 1 is:   (AIN0) <BR> 
!LOGD The Temperature at position 2 is :    (AIN1) <BR> 
!LOGD The Average Temperature is [(AIN0) + (AIN1) / 2 FORMAT 0.00] <BR> 

Then open the file by association with: 
!APPA (DPATH)(NAMD) 
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A browser window should open looking similar to the 
following:

 

Shortly, we will explore an easier means to accomplish this task using Templates (discussed next) and it 
may be done using Messages as well. 

Messages 
Messages are any strings that are not data or instructions.  They are displayed in the message window 
and  may be logged to a file with means similar to data messages.  A quick rundown: 

• Enabled using Logging Menu or !SAVM ON. 

• Deleted using the menu or !DELM. 

• Opened using the menu or !OPNM. 

• Name changed using !NAMM fileName.ext 

• Are saved to the MakerPlot Data directory. 

• Are time stamped by default unless !TSMP OFF. 

• Your code can have text to manually store messages: At (RTIME) the alarm sounded. 
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D. Working with Folders and Other Means of Manually Writing to Files 
MakerPlot allows you to create a new folder in the MakerPlot documents directory, check if a file/folder 
exists, delete a folder. It also has an instruction to name and write to a file at once. Note that since this 
file is opened, written to and closed upon each access, it is slower than automatic logging or using the 
!LOGD instruction. 

!MDIR folderName Creates a folder in the MakerPlot Documents root 
directory. No other location can be used. Creating a 
folder that already exists does not cause issues. 

(FILE.fileName)  
(FILE.folderName)  
(FILE.folderName\FileName) 
‘ place headers in file on first create 
!IFTH (FILE.(DPATH)test.txt),==,0,!LOGF (DPATH)test.txt,TIME, VALUE 

Return 1 if either the file exists 
or, for a folder, the folder exists 
and has at least one file in it. If no 
file or populated folder, 0 is 
returned. 

!LOGF Path\Filename,Data,Data 
!LOGF 
myData.txt,(RTIME),(AIN0),(AIN1) 
!LOGF (DOCPATH)myData2.csv,1,2,3 

 

 

Creates and appends to the named file in the defined 
path, such as (DPATH) for data directory. This 
instruction creates (if needed), opens, writes and 
closes the named file. 
 
This operation does not automatically use time data 
as first value. Also, as the file is opened/closed each 
use, it is slower then logging normally using !NAMD 
and automatically logging or using !LOGD for manual 
logging to the standard data file. 

Use is restricted to the MakerPlot documents folder. 

!DELF Path\Filename 
!DELF (DPATH)Test.txt 

Deletes the named file.  Use is restricted to the 
MakerPlot documents folders. 

 

 

E. Using File Templates 
File Templates allow a pre-made file to be used in developing a file which will have MakerPlot values 
and other information inserted into it.  This may be a text file, such as a .txt, or other ASCII based files 
such as rich-text, rtf, or an html file. Word and other binary file types should NOT be used. 
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The original is placed in the Templates directory of MakerPlot documents.  When ready, the instruction 
is issued to copy and replace the values & math operations defined in it with MakerPlot information. 
The resulting file is stored in the Template Result sub-folder. 

For example: 

 Using NotePad, copy the following into it: 
 
 <B><Center>My Log Record</Center></B> 
At (RTIME), the following conditions exist: <BR> 
The Temperature at position 1 is:   (AIN0) <BR> 
The Temperature at position 2 is :    (AIN1) <BR> 
 The Average Temperature is [(AIN0) + (AIN1) / 2 FORMAT 0.00] <BR> 
 

 Save the file as myfile.htm into the MakerPlot documents, Templates directory. 
 In MakerPlot, enable logging and enter a few values, such as 87 and 93. 
 In the Log Window, issue: !TMPL myfile.htm 
 In the MakerPlot documents, Templates\Results folder, there should be a copy of myFile.htm. 

When opened, the values and math should be replaced with actual values. 
 The file may be opened with code as well: 

!APPA (RPATH)myfile.htm 

The Template instruction may create a resultant file with a different name: 
!TMPL filename1.ext,filename2.ext 

Images may also be used on an html page.  An easy way to test this without creating a new folder and 
macro is by using the Result directory and (RPATH) as in the following example. 

 Modify myfile.htm to have the following at the end and save: 
<img src="(SNAPNAME)" border="2" height="300" width="500">  
 

 Disable snapshots of the entire window:  
!FORM OFF 

 Enable plotting and enter some data or plot data. 
 Take a snapshot to be stored in the Result Directory:  

!SNAP (RPATH)myplot 
 Template and view: 

!TMPL myfile.htm 
!APPA (RPATH)myfile.htm 
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The following is our result opened in a browser: 

 

At the end of Section 7, Making a Distributable Macro with Unique Media, we discussed how to 
make portable folders for your macros with specialized images and such.  This can be used to hold 
your templates, images, and snapshots taken using the (PATH) value. 

To create a new file from a template in your distributed folder you may use (while ensuring a file 
name change): 
!TMakerPlotL (PATH)myfile.htm,(PATH)home.htm 

Save snapshots to the same folder: 
!SNAP (PATH)mplot.htm 

Note that (SNAPNAME) is used to retrieve only the file name of the snapshot, and not (SNAP) which 
would have the entire directory path. 
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F. Plotting Controller Logged Data (Historical Data) 
There are times when data is logged to the controller system to be downloaded (dumped) at a later time 
to collection and analysis. MakerPlot allows this logged data to be downloaded and plotted based on 
specific data/time or time intervals. 

The first step is to start historical data collection using the instruction !HISS. When used alone, the 
current date/time will be used as a starting point for data collected.  The date & time may be provided 
as well, such as: 
!HISS 12/1/2012 13:00 

The next step is to acquire historical or logged data using the !HISD instruction, which has a format of: 
!HISD Interval in seconds,analog value 1, analog value 2, etc. 
or 
!HISD Date/Time, Analog value 1, analog value 2, etc 

Using the interval, each successive HISD instruction will increase or decrease by the time shown, such as 
!HISD 5,100,200 
Will plot 5 seconds after the start historical plotting or the last historical data point. 

!HISD -10,200,300 
Will plot 3 seconds before the start of historical plotting or the last historical data point. 

Using date/time, the data will be plotted at the date/time provide, such as: 
!HISD 12/2/2012 13:00,300,400 

Sending the instructions and the time base along with the data can be pre-programmed in the controller 
system. If you device will simply be dumping data, such as dumping data from the current time to start 
of collection in reverse order at 60 second intervals starting with the current time, the following may be 
used for plotting: 

• Use a button on the interface to start historical plotting at the current time with the code of 
!HISS. 

• Use Analog data for macro only, through menu options or use !USEA ON. 

• Use oAnalog code to plot incoming analog data as historical with an interval of -60 seconds: 
!HISD -60,(AIN0), (AIN1) 

• Adjust the plot as needed to see data being plotted “backwards”. 

An interesting effect of plotting data can be gained using positive and negative values of intervals to plot 
forwards and backwards in respect to time. 
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10. MakerPlot Windows/Forms Reference 
 

This section provides a summary of the MakerPlot Windows, their functions, and instruction 
equivalents. 

A. Main Interface/Plot Form 

 

Note: As with all controls, all instructions listed in this section that are listed as ON/OFF may use 1/0 
instead for control, or the value of a 2-state control, such as !PLOT (chkPlot). 

Zooming on a Plot Area 
An area of the plot may be zoomed into by holding down the shift-key, and using the left-mouse button 
(click and hold, draw to box, release) to box in an area of the plot. Some common hot-keys for the main 
plot area: 

Some common keyboard hotkey for control: 
F1  Open Guide  
F5   Refresh Plot  
F7    Plot Data  
F12  Reset Plot 

CTRL-R   Toggle Real-Time on X-Axis  
CTRL-L  Log Scale on Y-Axis 
CTRL-A Auto Scale Y-Axis 
CTRL-N  Take Snapshot 
CTRL-P   Print Plot 
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Tool Bar Buttons 

 - Open 
 

Mainly used to open a saved plot file, may be used to open Macros, logs and 
snapshots as well. 

 - Save Plot 
 !SAVP  (alone uses the plot 
title) 
!SAVP fileName 

Saves the current plot data to a .plt file.  If the Save entire form option is enabled, 
File Menu, or !FORM ON, the controls will be saved as well. 

If Appending date/time is on, !APDT ON, (default), date and time will be appended 
to filename when using instructions for saving. 

Files are saved to the MP Documents directory, Plots. 

 - Print Plot 
!PRNT 

Prints an image of the plot.  If the entire form option is enabled, File Menu, or 
!FORM ON, the plot window must be visible on the screen and free of other 
windows on top of it.  

If the multi-plot option is enabled using the file menu or !MPRN ON, 3 ‘prints’ will 
fit on one printed page.  

 - Snapshot 
!SNAP (alone uses plot title) 
!SNAP fileName 
 

Saves an image of the plot to a .jpg file.  If the entire form option is enabled, File 
Menu, or !FORM ON, controls will be saved as well.  

 If  the entire form is enabled, File Menu, or !FORM ON, the plot window must be 
visible on the screen and free of other windows on top of it.  

If Appending date/time is on, !APDT ON, (default), date and time will be appended 
to filename when using instructions for saving. 

Files are saved to the MP Documents directory, Snapshots. 

 - Reset Plot 
!RSET 

Resets the plot to time 0, clearing all plotted data.  Clears the 
minimum/maximum/average values for each channel if enabled, !CMMR ON. 

 - Connect to Port 
!CONN ON/OFF  

Controls the connection state to the selected COM port or USB virtual COM port at 
the selected Baud rate.  When connecting, the data queue is cleared of all data. 

 - Plot Data 
!PLOT ON/OFF 

Controls the plotting of incoming analog, digital and drawing instructions starting 
with ! or ^.  

 - Maximum Stop 
Plotting 
!MAXS ON/OFF 

Enabling this will stop new data from being plotted when the maximum is reached 
if: 
- Maximum is based on Time (See Plot menu), or !MAXT. 

- Maximum is based on Points (See Plot menu), !MAXP, if flushing is not  
enabled, !FLSH OFF.   
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 - Shift Plot 
!SHFT ON/OFF 

Shifts the plot when the maximum time is reached.  The amount of shift may be set 
using !SAMT percent, such as !SAMT 20 or in the Plot menu. Plotting must be 
enabled. 

 
Left set of controls 
Y-Axis Controls 
- Double Y Axis  !DBLY 
- Halve Y Axis     !HLVY 
- Shift Y-Axis Up       !SFTU 
- Shift Y-Axis Down !SFTD 

Controls the Y-Axis of the plot.  The amount of shifting is 20% by default, may be 
changed with !PAMT percent or in the axis menu. 

 
Right set of controls 
X-Axis Controls 
- Double X Axis  !DBLX 
- Halve X Axis     !HLVX 
- Shift X-Axis Right  !SFTR 
- Shift X-Axis Left    !SFTL 

Controls the X-Axis of the plot.  The amount of shifting Is 20% by default, may be 
changed with !PAMT percent or in the axis menu. 

 

 

Opens/Closes the respective Windows: 
- Configuration 
- Values 
- Message 
- Log/Debug/Immediate 
- Player 
- Macro Editor 
- Macro Builder 
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Selection Controls/Status 

 
These controls set COM port and Baud rate.  The ? is used to query and load available COM ports into 
the COM port listing.  
!PORT port,baud 
!PORT ,baud 

 (Left side) 
Manually sets the span of the Y-Axis. 
!SPAN min,max 
!YMAX value or AMAX value 
!YMIN value or AMIN value 

 (Right side) 
Manually sets the span of the X-Axis. 
!XMAX value or TMAX value 
!XMIN value or TMIN value 
Set the maximum before the minimum. 

 
User Status text box – Allows user to post a status message. 
!STAT message 
!STAT Alarm on at (RTIME) 

Indicators 

 

C – Displays connection state. Red = Disconnected. Yellow = Connecting (TCP). Green = Connected. 
R – Data Received (Red) 
T – Data Transmitted (Red)  

 

Top Bar – Data Point Status:  Shows the number of defined data points used, !DPNT number, and may 
be accessed with (DPOINT). 
Bottom Bar – Data Queue:  Amount of data waiting to be processed. The size may be set with !QSIZ 
value. 
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B. Configuration Window 
This window is used to configure multiple aspects of MakerPlot. 

Port Tab 
Configures the Serial or TCP Connection.  

For Serial, the various aspects of the COM port can be controlled.  

- The ? will load the available COM ports found. 
- Set as Default will save the settings for next use. 
- Queue Size sets the number of character bytes for the data 

queue.  The queue may be expanded automatically to 
accommodate the size of a macro. 

- DTR Enabled may be set.  On many controllers, such as the 
Arduino, this may reset your controller. 

- Use RTS/CTS to control flow is available when using those lines. 
- RTS Always On will provide a voltage output on the pin to 

potentially power the connected system – Please see information 
on your adapter for this possible use. 
!PORT port,Baud,bits,parity,stop bits, Queue Size, DTR,RTS/CTS,RTS ON 
Ex: !PORT  5,9600,8,N,1,3000, 1, 0, 0 
Note: Unchanged values may be left blank, such as !PORT 5,9600 

- Micro Echoes Data,!ECHO ON, is used when data sent to the controller echoes data back to 
MakerPlot.  This could cause sent data to be plotted or used.  When this is selected, data from 
MakerPlot will have !Q! appended at the end, which MakerPlot will look for and ignore data with 
this in it. 

Changes to the configuration take effect next time the connection is opened. 

When TCP is selected, allows setting the IP address, port number and 
optional password of the MakerPlot TCP/Serial Gateway software.  

This is a TCP client and works very similar to the TCP Client Control, 
but acts as the primary source of data instead of serial. Please see 
Section 5, Essential Internet Network Principles. as well.
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Data Tab 
Configuration of incoming data may be performed through this tab. 

Max Data Points defines how many points of data are stored in 
memory for the current plot on a shift or refresh.  A single point of 
data is one analog channel, a digital value (all bits), or drawing 
instructions that use ! or ^ as the prefix. !PNTS value. 

Standard comma-delimited (comma-separated) ASCII data is the 
default for analog values. 

Flush Old Data,!FLSH ON/OFF, allows the oldest percentage of data 
to be erased from the data points to make room for new data 
instead of resetting when the maximum data point value is reached. 

Use Binary Data, USEB ON/OFF, allows MakerPlot to accept data as 
binary data instead of ASCII data, so that a byte of 41 is the value 41 
and not the ASCII character ‘1’.  All packets sent must be fixed size. 
Optionally, a checksum value may be used to error check the packet, 
!CSUM ON/OFF.  The check sum is the sum of all individual byte 
values with modulus of 255 – a byte size.  Note that ONLY data can 
be sent when in binary mode. 

Unless using analog for macro only is on, !USEA ON/OFF, each byte 
will be another analog channel of data.  When using analog for 
macro only, the oAnalog event can be used to perform operations, 
such as 16-bit conversion from 2 bytes and plot them: 
!ACHN 0,[(AIN1) * 256 + (AIN0)],(BLACK) 

Using Special Parse Delimiter allows a character other than a comma 
to be used in separating analog values, such as a space (you must 
enter an actual space). 
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User/Pop-Up Menu 
This tab allows the configuration of the User menu on the main plot 
window & Pop-Up menu when you right-click the plot or the 
background.  Each menu item may be configured by right-clicking the 
button.  A box opens to enter the caption for menu item, and the 
MakerPlot instruction that runs when the menu option is chosen.  You 
may also click the configure button on this tab.  Note that multiple 
instructions may be ran by separating with (CR). 
!BUTC number, caption, code(CR)code 

The buttons are numbered 0 to 12. 

The menu configuration may be set as the default for MakerPlot, or 
you may load the installed default configuration back into the menu buttons. 

The menu configurations may be saved to built macros as well. 

 Axis Tab 
The Axis Tab is used to configure the plot title (window caption) and configure the axis of the plot.  The 
following is a list of the equivalent instructions. 

• Window Title:  !TITL name 

• Analog Max:  !AMAX value or !YMAX value 

• Analog Min:  !AMIN value or !YMIN value 

• Time Min:  !TMIN value or !XMIN value 

• Time Max:  !TMAX value or !XMAX value 

• Use Log Axis: !LOGY ON/OFF 

• Real Time:  !RTIM ON/OFF 

• Grid Lines:  !GRID x,y 

• Y-Axis Label: !YLBL label 

• X-Axis Label: !XLBL label 

The time base of the plot can be set in code by setting the Time Divisor.  For seconds, !TDIV 1; for 
minutes, !TDIV 60; for hours, !TDIV 3600.  If configured for hours, setting the time maximum, such as 
!TMAX 2, will configure for 2 hours. But when reading the time, (TMAX), will read 120 as it is in seconds. 
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Colors + Scale Tab 
This tab allows setting the colors of the plotting area, background 
image, individual analog channel colors and scaling, and plotting widths. 

Functions: 

• Set the width of the grid lines, !GWTH value; 
Digital Traces, !DWTH value; Analog channels, !AWTH value. 

• Set the color of the analog channels, !ACLR channel, color 

• Control which analog channels are visible,  
!ASHW channel,1/0 
A refresh is needed if you wish to hide/show already plotted 
data, !REFR. 

• Span and offset analog channels before using for plotting or 
data. 
!AMTH channel,span,offset 
The plotted channel value will be received data * span + offset. (y=mx+b) 

•  Set a plot image for the plot area: 
!PIMG path\imageFile 

• Set the color of the Digital traces, Grid Color, Analog Channel 0, Scale color, Background color. 
The instruction used is !DISP where each value starts with a letter and is followed by a color.  If a 
letter& value is omitted, that feature will not be drawn.  R defines whether or not drawings 
(using drawing instructions) are shown. 
!DISP Dcolor Gcolor Acolor Scolor Bcolor R 
For example, the following settings: 

 
would be set by code of: 
!DISP D12 G&H804000 A0 S5 B&HDFDFDF R 
Where Digital is basic Red (12), the grid is set by the RGB value for that shade of blue, Analog is 
black (0), the scale 5 for violet, the background is an RGD defined shade of grey, and R, drawing 
are shown.  
 

Note that for defining colors in code, a color may be the standard colors of 0 to 15, value names 
of (BLACK) to (WHITE), or a hexadecimal RBG color. See Section 12 on Colors used with 
Instructions. 
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Files Tab 
The files tab can be used to set the names of files for various 
purposes. 

• Data Log File Name, !NAMD filename 

• Message Log File Name: !NAMM filename 

Data and message files should be appended with .txt, .csv or other 
common extensions for easier opening.  Files may be deleted with 
!DELD and !DELM, logging enabled with !SAVD ON/OFF,  
!SAVM ON/OFF, and opened with !OPND and !OPNM. 

For snapshots and plot saves, this is the name when auto-saving is 
on, !ASAV ON/OFF and !ASNP ON/OFF.  

Selecting Use Entire Form causes saving the entire interface, including controls.  Otherwise only the plot 
area is saved, !FORM ON/OFF. 

Checking Append Date and Time causes the data and time to be appended to the filename, !APDT 
ON/OFF. 

Please see Section 8 for more information on logging data. 

 

C. Values Window 
The Values Window may be used to monitor values in MakerPlot.  These  include the 
data values for a selected  analog channel and the pointer position on the plot. 

Chan Tab 
The Chan Tab shows the monitored and tracked data for any selected analog 
channel, from 0 to 99. The values may be accessed in code as well through the 
MakerPlot values for all channels. 

• Last Analog Data shows the last value and time received for the selected 
channel.  If real time plotting is enabled, !RTIME ON, the time will be in 
hh:mm:ss, as will all the times.  In code, the last value can be accessed with 
(AINchan), such as (AIN2).  The time of last value with (AINTIMEchan) or 
(AINPTIMEchan) for time into the plot. 

• Maximum shows the maximum value received (AINMAXchan), and the time 
the maximum occurred either as the real data and time (AINTIMEMAXchan) 
or the time into the plot (AINPTIMEMAXchan). 

• Minimum shows the minimum value received (AINMINchan), and the time this minimum value 
occurred.  The time can be selected as either the real time the data occurred (AINTIMEMINchan) 
or the time into the plot (AINPTIMEMINchan). 
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• Average shows the computed average of channel data received since cleared, (AINAVEchan). 

• Clear Min/Max/Ave will clear the current values and time for the maximum, minimum and 
average, !CLMM. 

• Clear min/max on reset will clear the minimum, maximum and average if a reset occurs, !CMMR 
ON/OFF. 

• The Plot Pointer will display the current value of the mouse pointer on the plotting area. 

Data Tab 
The Data Tab is used to monitor or set the MakerPlot data values for values 0 to 9 of 
the total range of 0 to 99.  Through this tab, the values may be monitored in the right 
hand column or be accessed in code with (GETDnum) such as (GETD1).  The values 
may also be directly changed (they will turn red while changing, and not actually set 
until Enter is pressed on the keyboard).  In code, they may be changed with !SETD 
number, value, such as 
 !SETD 1,50. 

The data values may be labeled as well, directly, or in code, !LBLD number, string, 
such as !LBLD 1,Setpoint. Once labeled the values of the associated data may be read 
using the label as a value, such as (Setpoint). 

The number, or index, of the data label may be accessed using a @. (@Setpoint) will 
return 1 for this example. 

 

Pointer Tab 
The pointer tab displays the current position of the cursor on the plot or interface. 
These can be useful with some drawing instructions to determine positions. 

• Relative shows the position on the plot relative to the current axis. 

• Absolute shows the position on the plot in regard to absolute coordinates 
that may be used with drawing instructions where the plot is always 0,0 to 
100,100 regardless of the scales.  Areas outside the grid exceed this range 
accordingly. 

• A mouse-click on the background may be read as relative or absolute 
coordinates with: (XR) , (YR) or (XA), (YA). 

• Object Background is the area where controls may be placed.  By selecting 
Show Grid, a 10x10 grid is shown for assisting in placing controls with code. 
The background is always 0,0 (lower-left) to 100,100 (in upper-right). 

• A mouse-click on the background may be read with (oBack.X) and (oBack.Y). 
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D. Messages Window 
Data received that are not instructions are sent to the message window.  Messages are time stamped 
with Date, Time, and Seconds into Plot.  This may be disabled with !TSMP OFF.  The controller may send 
a string, such as: 
 Serial.println(“The setpoint has been exceeded.”); 
Or it may contain MakerPlot values (including control names) such as: 
Serial.println(“The setpoint has been exceed by a value of (AIN0) at (AINTIME0)”); 

 

The window may be cleared manually or in code with !CLRM.  Messages may be disabled from going to 
this window by using messages for macro only: !USEM ON.  The most recent message may be accessed 
with (Message).  Section 8, Automatic and Manual Logging of Data & Messages, has information on 
logging of messages to a text file. 

E. Logs (Debug/Immediate) Window 
Commonly called the Log Window, this window is used for: 

• Displaying error messages generated by MakerPlot. 

• A Command Line Interface (CLI) to enter data and code for immediate execution. 

• Displaying data, values and control properties for debugging purposed. 

• Viewing data and instructions as they are processed. 

• Monitoring data from and sending data directly to the controller for debugging. 
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Instruction Testing and Monitoring 
Instructions may be used by entering them directly into the text area, such as !TMAX 360 to change the 
maximum time of the X-axis.  Multiple instructions may be entered by using a (CR) between them or by 
holding the Shift key and hitting the Enter key. 
!TMAX 360(CR)!YMAX 500 

Multiple lines of code copy and pasted into the text area will normally have any carriage returns 
converted to (CR) for multiple line operation. 

The checkboxes allow specific types of information to be monitored as they are processed. 

• Anlg –Monitors incoming analog data. 

• Dig – Monitors incoming digital data. 

• Cntl – Monitors operations of controls instructions (starting with !), and math operations. 

• POBJ – Monitors operations involving objects and controls, starting with !POBJ. 

• Draw – Monitors drawing instructions, those starting with @,~ or ^. 

• Cmnts – Monitors comments as they are processed. 

• Raw – Monitors all data currently in the queue as it is processed. 

• Scroll – Controls scrolling of the log list. 

The log list may be cleared with the Clear Log button or by using !CLRL. 

Monitoring Data, Values and Controls 
Manually 
Analog and Digital data may be manually monitor from the CLI (text entry area) or from code using the 
Debug instruction, !DBUG.  MakerPlot values and control values may be monitored as well.  Some 
generic examples: 
!DBUG channel 1 is (AIN1) 
!DBUG digital value is (DIN) 
!DBUG control value is (txtValue) 
!DBUG control color is (txtValue.Text Color) 

Dumping Data 
Data, values and default control properties may be dumped by using the Dump Data/Obj button on the 
window. 
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The !DUMP instruction may be used to dump all data or selected data using: !DUMP Data,  
!DUMP Values or !DUMP Controls. 

When manually entering text in the Debug/Immediate Window, ? may be used in place of !DBUG to 
show information in window. 
? the value of channel 0 is (AIN0) 
? (RTIME) 

If the Filter text box is not empty (indicated by being green), only data containing the filter string will be 
displayed. Errors messages are not filtered; data from the device in Terminal Mode is filtered. 

 

Plot/Terminal  Modes 
In Plot Mode, interactions with MakerPlot are enabled as is normally the case.  In Terminal Mode, the 
window acts as a terminal connected directly to the controller allowing viewing of incoming data directly 
and use of the CLI sends data directly to the controller.  MakerPlot does not process any data when in 
Terminal Mode. 
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F. Player 
The Player allows playing back any data and instructions 
currently stored as data points.  This includes any analog data, 
digital data and drawing instructions using ^prefix that have not 
been flushed.  The data may be recently received data or data 
from an opened plot.  Note that the data connection must be 
closed to play data. 

As data is played, the upper slider will move indicating the 
position of data currently being played.  It may be manually 
moved as well when not playing to view data up to a certain 
point. 

The Play button is used to play or pause data plotting.  Reset 
returns the data position to the start.  Checking Loop allows the data to be plotted and repeated 
continuously. 

The bottom slider, Delay (mSec), allows controlling the speed at which data is played back. 

Note that when opened, no other interactions with MakerPlot may be performed. 

G. Objected Editor and Macro Builder 
The use and operation of these windows are covered in detail in Sections 3, Designing & Building 
Interfaces and Section 7, Using the Macro Builder to create Interface Files . 
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11. Menu Reference 

A. File Menu 
File - New Plot 

• Start a new plot of analog and digital data and reset all 
settings to default. 

• Click Yes to start a new plot. 
• Click No to preserve the objects on the interface. 
• !NEWP to start a new plot with default settings, !POBJ Clear 

to clear controls. 
 
 

 

 

File – Save Plot 

• Save a plot to a filename. 
• Enter filename for saved plot. 
• Plot duration dependent on data points value. 
• Ctrl-S (hotkey) 
• !SAVP to use the default title of the plot, or !SAVP filename. 

Files are saved to the MakerPlot Documents, Plots. 
• Only data currently in memory is saved – Analog, Digital, 

Drawings using ^ and @. Data that has been flushed is not 
saved. 

 

 

File – Open Plot 

• Open a saved plot for viewing. 
• Ctrl –O (hotkey) 
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File – Save/Print/Snap entire form 

• Unchecked – only plot area will be saved, printed or captured in a 
snapshot. 

• Checked – entire form will be saved, printed or snapped. 
• When checked – entire form must be visible on desktop for 

snapshots. 
• !FORM ON/OFF 
 

File – Take Snapshot 

• Take snapshot of entire form or just plot area depending on above condition being checked or not. 
• Snapshot file is stored in Documents  Snapshots as interface name + date + time of snap (if 

selected). 
• Ctrl-N (hotkey). 
• !SNAP to use default plot title or !SNAP filename. 
 

File – Snapshot to Clipboard  

• Places snapshot onto clipboard 
• Ctrl-C (hotkey) 
 

File – Print 

• Print entire form or just plot area depending on above condition being checked or not, 
• Ctrl-P (hotkey) 
• !PRNT 
 

File – Print Options  

• Select standard print options. 
• Check “Multiple plots per page” to print more than one 

plot. 
!MPRN ON/OFF 

• Print now will force printing of plots currently in printer 
buffer. 

  

File – Exit  

• Exit MakerPlot. 
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B. Macro Menu 
Macro – Run Macro 

• Select macro to run from list. 
• Installed Macros are stored in  

c:\Program Files\MakerPlot\Macros\Interfaces  
Saved Macro will be in your documents, Macros 
directory, Macros. 

• Ctrl-M (hotkey) 
• !MACR path\filename 

The default path is the program files Macro directory. 
!MACR interfaces\mp_xy_interface 
For macros in the MakerPlot documents,  
!MACR (MACPATH)myMacro  

 
Note:  
New or modified macros CANNOT be stored in Program 
Files for later versions of Windows OS.  Instead, create a folder under Documents to store macros that 
you create or modify 

Macro – Select Startup Macro  

• Choose macro to load when MakerPlot is started. 
• Answer Yes to request to run this macro now. 
• Run Start-UP Macro on load must be selected to run 

when loading. 
 

Macro – Run Startup Macro on Load  

• When checked the selected macro is run when MakerPlot 
is launched. 

 

Macro – Run Startup Macro 

• When clicked selected macro will run 
• Ctrl-F1 (hotkey) 
• !MACS 
 

Macro – Run installed interface select Macro 

• In the event you have modified the startup macro on load, this choice will run the installed startup 
macro for interface selection. 
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Macro – Edit Macros with Macro Builder  

• Bring up Macro Builder in order to build, edit and update 
current macro 

• Ctrl-E (hotkey) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Macro – Edit Macros with Notepad  

• Bring up Notepad in order to edit current macro. 
• Choose macro from the list then edit with Notepad. 
• Ctrl-E (hotkey) 
 

Macro – Use analog for macro only 

• When checked, all analog data are used by the macro for 
purposes other than direct plotting. 

• Analog data can be plotted but only if the macro 
instructions permit, see the !ACHN instruction. 

• Ctrl-U (hotkey) 
• !USEA ON/OFF 
Macro – Use messages for macro only  

• When checked, no messages will pop up or be sent to the 
Message Window. 

• All messages are used by the macro for its own purposes, 
may be accessed by (MESSAGE). 

• !USEM ON/OFF 
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C. Logging Menu 
Logging – Open Data File 

• Current log file will open in Notepad if one exists, a prompt will ask to 
create a log file if one does not exist for this macro but has no effect of 
logging or log naming. 
Log names may be changed in the Configuration Window, Files Tab, or 
using the name data file instruction: !NAMD myfile.txt 

• An extension of .txt, .csv or other text files may be used when naming the 
log file. 

• Log file can be imported into Excel ® if it has a .csv extension.   
• Log file can be renamed with .csv extension if desired. 
• !OPND to open the log file in code. 
 

Logging – Open Message File  

• Current message file will open in Notepad if one exists.  Please see Open Data file for similar 
restrictions and choices. 
• !OPNM 
 

Logging – Plot from Data Log 

• Data from the selected log data file will be plotted on the interface. 
• The X & Y scales can be adjusted to view the plotted data in more 
detail. 
• Will process raw data from file if the first field is not a date (non-
standard MakerPlot file). Data must be in a format using MakerPlot 
syntax, such as % for binary, ending with ASCII 13 or 10 for line, etc. 
 
Logging – Plot from Data Log Using Time 

• Same as Plot from Data Log but displays real-time when data was 
actually logged. 
• Uses standard MakerPlot log format for date/time extraction. 
 
Logging – Time Stamp data and messages 

• When checked all data and message will be time-stamped with their entry times and time into plot 
in seconds. 
• !TSMP ON/OFF 
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Logging – Save Data to File 

• When checked, will “continuously” log data to the Data File. 
• Be sure to un-check when done logging data. 
• Ctrl-F5 (hotkey) 
• !SAVD ON/OFF 
 

Logging – Delete Data File 

• Deletes current log data file after prompt to acknowledge. 
• Shift-Ctrl-F5 (hotkey) 
• !DELD 
 
Logging – Save Message to File  

• When checked will “continuously” log data to the Message File. 
• Be sure to un-check when done saving messages. 
• Ctrl-F6 (hotkey). 
• !SAVM ON/OFF 
 

Logging – Delete Message File 

• Deletes current message file after prompt to acknowledge. 
• Shift-Ctrl-F6 (hotkey). 
• !DELM 

 

Logging – Auto Save Plot File at Max 

• When checked, will save the plot file when plot reaches either maximum time (end of X-axis) or 
maximum data points. The name of the plot for auto-saves can be configured in Configuration 
Window, Files Tab, or using the !NAMA filename instruction. 

• Choose either Base Auto action on Points, !AUTP, or Base Auto action on Time, !AUTT – see choices 
below – only one or the other can be selected. 

• Ctrl+F7 (hotkey) 
• To control, use AUTP ON/OFF 
 

Logging – Auto Snapshot at Max  

• When checked, will save snapshot to file when plot reaches either maximum time (end of X-axis) or 
maximum data points. The name of the plot for auto-saves can be configured in Configuration 
Window, Files Tab, or using the !NAMS filename instruction. 
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• Choose either Base Auto action on Points, !AUTP, or Base Auto action on Time, !AUTP – see choices 
below – only one or the other can be selected. 

• Ctrl+F8 (hotkey). 
• To control, use !AUTS ON/OFF 
 

Logging – Auto Print at Max     

• When checked, will print plot when it reaches either maximum time (end of X-axis) or maximum 
data points 

• Choose either “Base Auto action on Points” or “Base Auto action on Time” – see choices below – 
only one or the other can be selected. 

• Ctrl+F9 (hotkey) 
• AUTP ON/OFF 
 

Logging – Base Auto action on Points if not Flushing 

• When checked, auto save plot, snapshot or print is executed (if selected) based on the receipt of 
maximum data points set elsewhere.  

• Either points or time can be selected – not both. 
• Auto actions will take place before flushing if enabled. 
• Ctrl-F11 (hotkey). 
• !AUTP for points. 
 

Logging – Base Auto action on Time 

• When checked, auto save plot, snapshot or print is executed (if selected) based on maximum time 
(X-axis).   

• Either points or time can be selected – not both 
• Auto actions will take place before the plot shifts if enabled. 
• Ctrl-F12 (hotkey). 
• !AUTT for time. 
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D. Plot Menu 
Plot – Title/Caption Window 

• Title or caption plot by entering name in the textbox. 
• Title or caption appears at the top-left. 
• !TITL name 
 

Plot – Configure Port  

• Brings up Port Tab of Configuration. 
• Please see Section IX for a discussion of this tab. 
 
 
Plot – Connected 
 
• When checked, connect to selected Comm port. 
• Hands icon indicates connection. 
• F6 (hotkey) 
• !CONN ON/OFF. Note: !CONN ON will clear the current queue of all data & instructions. 
 

Plot – Plot Data 

• When checked, allows analog, digital and plotted drawings to be processed & plotted. 
• Screen icon indicates plotting. 
• Connected (above) must also be checked for data to plot. 
• F7 (hotkey) 
• PLOT ON/OFF 
 

Plot – Reset Plot 

• Clears plot area and restarts plot at time zero. 
• F12 (hotkey) 
• !RSET 
 
Plot – Refresh Plot 

• Refresh plot to remove any inconsistencies. 
• Plotting continues. 
• F5 (hotkey) 
• !REFR 
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Plot – Reset based on max time    

• When checked plot resets when maximum time on the plot is reached. 
• F8 (hotkey) 
• !MAXT 
 

Plot – Reset based on max data points when not Flushing 

• When checked plot resets when maximum data points are reached. 
• Flushing must be OFF, !FLSH OFF. 
• F9 (hotkey) 
• !MAXP 

 
Plot – Stop at max 

• When checked plotting stops at either max time or max data points based on what is checked 
above. 

• !MAXS ON/OFF 
 

Plot – Shift Left at Max 

• When checked shifts plot left by amount below. 
• !SHFT ON/OFF 
 
Plot – Automatic Shift plot amount 
 
• Set percentage of shift when maximum time if reached (if shifting is enabled above). 
• !SAMT percent 
 

Plot – Flush old Data Points 

• When checked a percentage of the oldest data points (below) are removed from the data points to 
make room for new data points. 

• The combination of new and older data points is plotted. 
• F11 (hotkey) 
• !FLSH ON/OFF 
 

Plot – Flush Amount  

• Set flush percent of older data. 
• FAMT percent 
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Plot – Advanced Choices 

• Clear Constant Drawings 
o Clears any drawings using @. 
o !CLRC 

 

• Clear Queue 
o Clears the processing queue of all data. 
o !CLRQ 

 

• Binary and Special Parse Delimiter Operations 
o These are covered in detail Section 9, Port Tab. 

 

E. Axis Menu 
Axis – Auto Scale Channel (All) 

• Enter individual analog channel(s) to automatically scale Y-
axis. 

• Enter “All” to automatically scale all analog channels. 
• Enter “PLOT” or “VIEW” to automatically plot currently 

viewed channels. 
• Y-axis will adjust its max and min values to accommodate 

selected analog channels. 
• !ASCL channel 

!ASCL ALL 
!ASCL PLOT or !ASCL VIEW 
These instructions will change the menu setting. !ASCL by 
itself will use whichever setting was used last and is set in 
the menu. 

 

 

Axis – Auto Scale  

• Clicking or typing Ctrl-A will rescale Y-axis to selected analog channels from above. 
• Y-axis will adjust its max and min values to accommodate selected analog channels. 
• Ctrl-A (hotkey) 
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Axis – Grid Lines 

• Sets number of X & Y grid lines. 

• !GRID x-number,y-number 
!GRID 20,40 

 

Axis – Manual Shift Plot Amount 

• Sets percent of X-axis shift when using toolbar Up, 
Down, Left, Right arrows. 

• !PAMT percent 
 

 

 

Axis – Y (Analog) Min & Max Values 

• Sets Y-axis minimum & maximum values.  
• !AMIN value or !YMIN value 
• !AMAX value or !AMAX value 
• !SPAN minValue,maxValue 
 
Axis – Y (Analog) Label 

• Sets Y-label for plot. 

• !YLBL string 
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Axis – Logarithmic Y Scale 

• Toggles Y scale from scalar to log and vice versa. 
•  Ctrl-L (hotkey). 
• !LOGY ON/OFF 
 
 

 

Axis – Decimal Mask 

• Sets number of characters to left & right of decimal for analog 
data scales on the plot. 

• !ASCL 0.00 
 

Axis – Time Base 

• Select Hours, Minutes, Seconds or 
Real Time. 
In code, use !TDIV to set the time 
divisor, such as 1 for seconds, 60 
for minutes and 3600 for hours. 
Then, set the label. 
!TDIV 3600 
!XLBL Minutes 

• Ctrl-R toggles real time ON and 
OFF. 
!RTIM ON/OFF 

 

Axis – X (Time) Min, Max & Label 

• Enter min & max time span & label (Hours, Minutes, Seconds). 
• !XMAX value or !TMAX value 
• !XMIN value or !TMIN value 
• !YLBL string 
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View – Windows 
• Click to open MakerPlot Windows. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

View – Display Choices 

 

• Select-deselect display 
alternatives. 

• In code, controlled using the 
!DISP instruction.  See Section IX 
on the Configuration Window, 
Colors/Scale Tab. 
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View – Advanced Choices 

Plotting can actually be done on one of 2 “pages” of drawings.  This allows drawing complex images to 
be performed on the non-visible page of plot, and copied over to the visible one for “instantaneous” 
updates. Additionally, drawing on the non-visible page can lead to an increase in speed. 
 
• Page 0 is the default plotting page. 
• Page 1 is the alternate plotting page. 
• Macros can plot and draw in either page in the 

background and swap when ready to display. 
• View Page – !VPG0 or !VPG1 
• Draw Page - !DPG0 or !DPG1 
• Copy Page 0 to 1 - !CPY0 
• Copy Page 1 to 0 - !CPY1 
• Clear Page - !CPG0 or !CPG1 
These instructions can use drawing indicators as well, 
such as, to be able to replay the events. 

• Toolbars and menus can be hidden. 
• Toolbar - !TBAR ON/OFF 
• Menu – !MENU ON/OFF 
• Status Bar - !SBAR ON/OFF 
• Hotkeys available for viewing, drawing and clearing Page 0 & Page 1. 
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F. User Menu 
The user menu is also the pop-up menu when right-click the plot or the 
background area.  This menu is user definable by setting captions and 
MakerPlot instructions to be ran when clicked.  Multiple commands may be 
run for a single option by separating with a (CR). 

The Configuration Window, User Pop-up/Menu Tab is used to set these. 
They may be set to be the default for MakerPlot or saved to your macro 
using the Macro Builder. 
!BUTC number,caption, Code(CR)Code 
!BUTC 1,Connect/Plot, !PLOT ON(CR)!CONN ON 
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12. Control & Object Summary 
 

This section provides a summary of the MakerPlot controls & other objects.  It focuses on general 
control information, access and properties and covers the different types of controls, their use and 
special features.   The details of each control’s properties will not be covered, but you may refer to the 
information contained in the Object Editor instead.  The Object 
Editor provides sufficient information for each control’s listed 
properties in the property tips area.   

A control and its properties of interest may be seen in the Object 
Editor by opening the editor window and selecting the control, or 
by holding down the shift-key and right-clicking most controls to 
open and load the Object Editor.  When a property is selected from 
the list, the text area below this list provides information on the 
use of the selected property.   

This section of the manual may clarify some of these property 
choices, but will not provide a detailed listing of all control 
properties and their use. 

A. General Control Information 

Control Creation 
Control objects may be created through dragging and dropping them on the interface.  This is actually 
called creating an instance of a control.  The Object Editor may then be used to configure the control.  
Finally, the instructions for use in a file may be generated using the Macro Builder.  The Object Editor 
and Macro Builder greatly simplify the process of developing your interface.  MakerPlot also allows 
controls to be hand-coded.  The general format is: 

!POBJ ControlType.ControlName=Left,Top,[Width,Height,additional settings] 
Note: Values in brackets are optional. 

For example, to create a meter named met0: 
!POBJ MP_METER_OBJ.met0=82.,94.,16.,24.,0,250,Channel 0,Blue-Gray,0,1 

Controls typically should have unique names.  In some cases however identical names can be beneficial. 
Using identical names allows control to update simultaneously with default properties or other 
properties common to both.   For instance, if a meter and a label both display the analog value of Ain0, 
naming them both Channel0 would result in each updating at once with the same value: 
!POBJ Channel0=value 

It is good programming practice to suffix the controls name with the type of control.  For instance, 
naming a group of meter controls in an interface with suffixes to imply their use:   
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metChannel0 
metTemperature 
met Pressure 

Or, a group of controls may be suffixed to relate them to a common purpose on the interface.  Such as 
all controls related to Channel 1 monitoring: 
ch1_Meter 
ch1_Reading 
ch1_bar 

Through the use of wildcards, multiple controls may have their properties set at once using the wildcard, 
*, such as making all the controls belonging to the channel 1 group invisible: 
!POBJ ch1*.v=0 

There will be more discussion of using wildcards later in this section.   

Setting Properties  
Once created, a control may have additional properties set.  In general, a property is used to change the 
characteristics of a control.  The Object Editor Properties/Functions/Values box lists and allows setting 
of control-specific properties as well the general properties available to all controls.  General properties 
include position and size, Tip, Update Value and Visibility.  Some objects have functions that cause an 
action to take place on the property, such as clearing it.  All control-specific properties in the Object 
Editor List may be read as a MakerPlot value. 

You may use the Object Editor or use code to change a control’s property.  The general code format is 
!POBJ objectName.Property=value 

For example setting those to modify the default properties of the meter: 
!POBJ met0.Tip=Meter for Channel 0 
!POBJ met0.AMax= 150 
!POBJ met0.Sound=nralarm.wav 

The default property of a control may be set by omitting the property name.  For instance: 
!POBJ met0=100 

Reading Control properties 
A control’s default property may be read by through the use of parenthesis, such as: 
(ControlName) 

Specific properties may be read by appending the property name: 
(ControlName.property) 

When written into a control’s Event Code, the control’s name may be read with (ME), the control’s 
default property with ((ME)) and a specific property with ((ME).property). 
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Using Update Values 
A control’s default properties may be automatically updated when the !POBJ Update instruction is 
issued by setting its Update Value in the Object Editor or in code: 
!POBJ ControlName.U=Value 

When the Value is a MakerPlot value (such as (AIN0) – the last analog value for channel 0), MakerPlot 
math may be part of the update value, such as: 
!POBJ myControl.U=[(AIN0) * 5  / 255] 

Non-default values may be updated as well by entering .propertyName=value in the Update Value box 
of the Object Editor, such as .Amax=(AIN1), or in code: 
!POBJ ControlName.U=.propertyName=value 
 

Event Code 
Event code is MakerPlot code that is ran when the object is 
“activated”.  What activates the running of a control’s event code 
depends on the type of control.  A mouse click on a Button switch; 
a selection from a List Box; or the detection of a meter alarm are 
a few examples.  Event code is written in the control’s Event Code 
section of the Object Editor and may contain comment lines 
(unique lines beginning with an apostrophe). 

Event Code may be hand-coded as well.  Each line in which there 
is a continuation to the next line of event code must end in (;), or 
if coded in your microcontroller’s code, may used (ER) to separate lines. !POBJ ControlName.C= code(;) 
Code(;) 
Code 

For example, the code for the Shift Max. Button on the standard interface area: 
!POBJ butShiftMax.C=' set plot shift to button's value(;) 
!SHFT ((ME))(;) 
' if on, maximum based on points(;) 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,1,!MAXP(CR)!MAXR(CR)!POBJ butStop.V=0(CR)!POBJ butStop=0(CR)!Plot On(;) 
' if off, max based on time(;) 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,0,!MAXT(CR)!POBJ butStop.V=1 

If the Object Editor is used for coding events, the (;)’s are omitted – simply use the Enter key for new 
lines.  The Macro Builder will structure the code for you. 

Event code for a control may also be ran using the .RUN function. 
!POBJ controlName.Run 
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Duplicating, Deleting, Visibility 
In the Objected Editor controls may be duplicated while being appended with the next highest control 
number, deleted (be sure the desired control is selected first), or made to be invisible on the interface. 
The .v propery may be used to set the visibility property in code: 
‘ make the run switch invisible 
!POBJ swRun.V=0 

 

B. General Control Access and Properties 
All controls have the following structures for accessing control properties.   

!POBJ ControlType.ControlName= 
Left, Top,[Width, Height, add’l 
properties] 

Creates an instance of a control of the named type with the 
provided name. Properties in brackets may be excluded for 
default values. 

!POBJ ControlName=value Sets a control’s default property. 

(ControlName) Returns the control’s default property value 

(ControlName.Property) Returns the control’s specific property, one listed in the 
properties/function/values listbox. 

(ME) Returns a control’s name when used in its event code. 

((ME)) Returns a control’s default property when used in its event code. 

((ME).property) Returns the control’s specific property, one listed in the 
properties/function/values listbox when used in its event code. 

 

All controls have the following properties. 

.Tip=string Sets a control’s Text Tip for a mouse-over. 

.Update=value or .U=value 
or .Update=.Property=value 

Sets the Update Value to change a control’s default property 
when !POBJ Update is issued. MakerPlot math may be used in 
the value. 

.Code = code or .C= code Sets the control’s event code. See Part A of this section for 
more information on format of code. 

. Visible = 1/0 or .V= 1/0 Sets the visibility of a control. 1=visible, 0=invisible 

 
.T 

Returns one of the following coordinates of the control: 
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.T 

.L 

.W 

.H 

.B 

.R 

Top  
Left 
Width 
Height 
Bottom 
Right 

.Move or .M=Left,Top,Width, Height Changes the position or size of a control. Un-changed values 
may be omitted. 

 

Note: !O may be used in place of !POBJ as shorthand. 

Using Wildcards Properties 
When changing a property common to many controls on your interface, you may use the wildcard 
character, *, to specify a group of controls. 

Using * will modify all controls, such as !POBJ *.V=0 will make all control invisible. 

Leading with characters will allow only controls with matching names up to the wildcard to be modified, 
such as controlling a group of controls with a specific function, such a plot control, and all starting with 
plt in the name: 
!POBJ plt*.v=0 
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C. Control Specifics – Controls 1 
This section covers each control or control group.  Please see the Objected Editor window for each 
control’s full list of specific properties and their uses.  In code for creating the controls, all values after 
Left (L) and Top (T) are optional – Default settings will be used. Other abbreviations used for settings are 
Width (W) and Height (H).  Commas should NOT be used in text strings for the control except where 
noted. 

For controls with Font Properties, the font may be changed using the .Font or .F: 
!POBJ controlName.F=Font Name, Font Size, Font Bold (0/1), Font Italic (0/1), Character Set number (usually 0) 

Colors specified may use the basic color value of 0 to 15, MakerPlot values such as (RED), or RGB 
hexadecimal colors in the format of &HBBGGRR such as &HFF0000 for full blue in the color, no green, no 
red. 

Label Control - oLabel 
Description 
The Label Control, oLabel, is used to display text 
information the user cannot interact with. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the text of the label is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
A mouse click on the control triggers the control’s event 
code. 

Control Notes 

• Properties include the ability to change the font, 
including bold/italic, the back color, the font 
color and whether a border is shown or not. 

• A back color value of 7 will make the background of the label transparent. 

• The text in the control will normally be centered unless it is created with a height of 10 or 
greater, at which point it will be aligned to the left side. 

• A new line may be inserted by using \n in the text string. 

• Transparent (back color of 7) labels with no borders may be used as clickable hotspots. 

Creating 
!POBJ oLabel.ControlName=L, T, W, H, Text, Back Color, Text Color, Font Size, Border 1/0 
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Text Box Control - oText 
Description 
The Text Control, oText, is used to display information 
that may be updated by the user.  

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the text of the control is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
Entering new text and hitting the Enter key or losing 
focus, such as tabbing off the control, triggers the 
control’s event code. 

Control Notes 

• When new information is typed into the control, 
the actual value of it is not changed until Enter is 
pressed or the control loses focus (such as 
tabbing off of it). 

Creating 
!POBJ oText.ControlName=L, T, W, H, Text, Back Color, Text Color, Text Size 
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Scrolling Text  Control - oSText 
Description 
The Scrolling Text Control is used for multi-line text 
that may have new text added at anytime for user 
information. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the text of the 
control is replaced or read.  May use \n in the text 
string for a new line. 

Event Code Trigger 
None. 

Control Notes 

• Multi-line entries may be added at creation 
using \n in the text string. 

• New text may be added using .Add function.  Use \n in the text for a new line. 
!POBJ ControlName.Add=\nAdded a new line. 

• The contents may be cleared using the .Clear function. 
!POBJ ControlName.Clear 

Creating 
!POBJ oSText.ControName=L,T,W H,text,Back Color, Text Color, Font Size 
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Button Control - oButton 
Description 
The Button Control, oButton, is a standard Windows® 
button to be clicked for interaction.  When clicked or the 
hotkey for the button is pressed. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the text of the button is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
The following can trigger the Event Code: 

• A mouse click. 

• Pressing the space bar when it has focus (highlighted). 

• Using the hotkey (if assigned). 

• If it is the last button placed on the interface, it will be the “default button” when the Enter key 
is pressed. 

Control Notes 

• A hotkey for the control may be assigned by placing an & before the letter you whis to press for 
it, such as text of &Run. Typing Alt-R will activate that button.  The hotkey character will be 
under-scored in the control. 

• The color of this button type cannot be changed.  See the Controls 2 Image Buttons for other 
types. 

• This is momentary button only and returns no state values.  Please see Controls 2 Image Buttons 
for other options. 

Creating 
!POBJ oButton.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Text,Font Size 
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Checkbox Control - oCheck 
Description 
The Checkbox control returns a 1 (checked) or 0 
(unchecked) as a value. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the value or state of 
control is changed or read – value is 1 or 0. 

Event Code Trigger 
The following can trigger the Event Code: 

• A mouse click. 

• Pressing the space bar when it has focus 
(highlighted). 

• Using the hotkey (if assigned). 

Control Notes 

• A hotkey for the control may be assigned by 
placing an & before the letter you whis to press for it, such as text of O&n/Off.  Typing Alt-n will 
activate that checkbox.  The hotkey character will be underscored in the control text. 

• May use \n in text for multiple lines. 

• Very useful in changing the on/off configuration in Event Code.  For instance a Checkbox could 
easily be used to change between real-time or seconds in that it returns 0 or 1 based on its 
state.  Placing the code !RTIM ((ME)) in the Event Code will a toggle the plots time-base with 
alternate clicking of the Checkbox.  

Creating 
!POBJ oCheck.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Text,State 0/1,Back Color, Font Color,Font Size 
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Dropbox Control - oDrop 
Description 
A dropdown box, oDrop, with a predefined list 
value or allows the user to enter a new value. 

Default Property 
If the exact text already exists in the list, that entry 
will be selected.  If not, it will be added.  Reading 
the control will return the current text selected. 

Event Code Trigger 
Changing or entering a new value. 

Control Notes 

• The value returned is the current selected text. 

• A newly entered value will not be updated as the control’s value until Enter is pressed or it loses 
focus, such as tabbing off. 

• Entering or setting to text that exists,!POBJ drpTest=Test, will select the already existing entry. 
Using a unique value will add to the list. 

• Using the .Add property will always add to the list. 

• The list may be cleared with property .Clear. 

• The .Index property will return the numeric index for the selected item starting from 1 for the 1st 
entry. 

• A single item in the list may be removed using the index number, such as: 
!POBJ ControlName.Remove=2 

• The total number of items may be accessed with .Count property. 

• The control height, while in the configuration string, is automatic and controlled by the font size 
used. 

• The last entry will be the one shown on load. 

• If the control is named drpComm, it will be automatically populated with available COM ports 
once the macro is built and ran. 

• For clarification on using drop and list boxes: 
!POBJ lst_1=1,2,3,4  Will set the control to the 1st value (add it if necessary first) 
!POBJ.lst_1.Add=1,2,3,4  Will set the control to the entire string including commas 
!POBJ.lst_1.List=1,2,3,4  Add each comma-separated value as individual list entries 
 
Having comma separated values can be beneficial at times.  For example,  different data  could 
be pulled out of the user selected entry, such as if a list called drp_Speed contains “Speed slow                    
,50”. If the user only sees and selects “Slow Speed”, the other value (50) can be pulled using: 
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‘ Manually parse the values 
!SPLT (drp_speed) 
‘ Send the 2nd value to the controller (0 based list) 
!SEND (PARSE1) 

Creating 
!POBJ oDrop.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Font Size, Item 1, Item 2, Item 3…. 

 

List Control - oList 
Description 
Used for a list of user selectable choices or display 
information which can be added to. 

Identical to the dropbox, except new values can only be 
entered in code using .Add property, not manually. 

Creating 
!POBJ oDrop.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Font Size, Item 1, 
Item 2, Item 3…. 

 

 

Banner Control - oBanner 
Description 
Displays a left-shifting (scrolling) banner text message. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the text of the label is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
None. 

Control Notes 

• Speed may be controlled, the higher the value, the 
quicker the message scrolls. 

Creating 
!POBJ oBanner.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Message,Back Color,Text Color,Font Size,Speed (1-10) 
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Vertical and Horizontal Sliders –  
oVSlider and oHslider 

Description 
User adjustable slider for interactive control within the 
range of the minimum to the maximum value set in 
integer increments only. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the value of the slider is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
A left-mouse hold-and-drag or using arrow keys when 
selected to move the slider triggers the control’s event 
code. 

Control Notes 

• Most useful as an input for the user within a range of values, such as setpoints or drive. 

• As with all controls, the value may be read with (controlName). 

Creating 
!POBJ oVSlider.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Min,Max, Initial Value 
and 
!POBJ oHSlider.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Min,Max, Initial Value 

Vertical and Horizontal Progress Bars – 
oHBar and oVBar 

Description 
Displays the current value as bar between 0 and 
the defined maximum. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the value of the 
control is changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
None 

Creating 
!POBJ oVBar.controlName=L,T,W,H,Maximum, 
Initial Value 
and 
!POBJ oHBar.controlName=L,T,W,H,Maximum, Initial Value 
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Image Holder Controls - oImage 
Description 
These are used to hold an image (.JPG, .GIF, .BMP or .WMF).  
They may be left blank (transparent) for creating invisible 
hotspots on the display.  Images are resized automatically. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the image file of the label is 
changed or read. 

Event Code Trigger 
A mouse click on the control will trigger the control’s event 
code. 

Control Notes 

• May have a border. 

• May be left empty (transparent for a clickable hotspot). 

• May be cleared with .Clear. 

• The default path for images is the MakerPlot Media directory. 

• The 7-Segment LED and bars are predefined image controls. 

• By using an index value with a series of images, animation or changing controls can be done 
through code, such as bar_0.gif, bar_1.gif, etc.  See Coding for Interactive Control. 

• Transparent GIFs are supported, but animated GIFs are not. 

• A control name containing $, such as img_logo$, will not be resized to prevent loss of image 
resolution. The developer should keep in mind how this may impact other controls below and to 
the right of it if resized. 

Creating 
!POBJ oImage.ControlName=L,T,W,H,image path, Border (0/1). 
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Image Button Controls - oImgbut 
Description 
These are used to hold two images (.JPG, .GIF, .BMP or 
.WMF).  Based on the value or state of the control (1 
or 0), the appropriate image is shown – Image0 or 
Image1.  The two images allow on/off state to be 
controlled by the user like that of a checkbox, or to be 
updated from a code or a value.  Images are resized 
automatically.  

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the state or value of 
the control is set or read: 0 or 1. 

Event Code Trigger 
A mouse click on the control triggers the control’s 
event code. 

Control Notes 

• May have a border. 

• One image may be left blank to be transparent. 

• May be cleared with .Clear. 

• The default path for images is the MakerPlot Media directory. 

• The various buttons and switches are predefined images.  Event code can be added for the 
sound to be played. 

• Control may be made momentary instead of on/off by adding event code to be ran when 
clicked: 
‘ Short delay 
!WAIT 0.2 
‘ Return to 0 state 
!POBJ (ME)=0 

• Properties for images ( .image0 and .image1) may be changed at any time. 

• Transparent GIFs are supported, but animated GIFs are not. 

• To make non-clickable by user, such as using as an indicator only, place a transparent image 
holder over the control. 

Creating 
!POBJ oImage.ControlName=L,T,W,H,image0 path,state (0/1), image1 path, Border (0/1) 
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Plot Control - oPlot 

 

Description 
The oPlot control is used to add additional plotting areas to the interface.  While they have some good 
features, they are not as fully-featured as the main plot.  They allow plotting of 1 channel easily and 
more channels with some coding.  The axis can be locked to the main plot or manually configured.  The 
grid may be turned off and used as a general drawing area.  This plot can be redrawn separately from 
the main plot on shifts and such.  

The plot control can act as a general-use drawing area as well, with or without the grid showing. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, one channel of data is plotted on the channel defined by .Channel.  A 
different channel value, 0-9, needs to be assigned than those being plotted elsewhere.  No value of 
significance is returned. 

Event Code Trigger 
A mouse click on the control and moving the mouse with the left mouse button held down will trigger 
the event code. 
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Control Notes 

Coordinates 
The coordinates of the plot control can be automatic by setting YMax, YMin, XMin and XMax to the 
letter A, individually or all, which ties them to the values of the main plot, or they may be manually set. 

In actuality, setting a value to A actually saves the value of -123456 or +123456 in those positions, which 
MakerPlot sees as meaning automatic. 

If the .XMax value is set manually, to prevent plotting oddities when the main plot shifts, the .XMin 
property should be set as well, such as to 0. 

Channel 
The .Channel property defines which of the 10 plotting channels to use, 0 to 9.  Values should NOT be 
plotted in 2 different locations using the same channel numbers. 

Redraw (0/1) 
The plot can be redrawn when the main plot is using .Redraw=1 (default), or it can redrawn with data 
manually when the !REFR instruction is issued (or using the F5 key).  This allows the main plot to shift 
without affecting the plot control.  A plot reset will clear the plot control regardless of the state of 
redraw. 

Clear 
The plot can be cleared and a fresh grid placed using .Clear.  Any data that would be redrawn on the plot 
is available but will not be plotted until a MakerPlot refresh is done, such as using !REFR or F5. 

Grid (0/1) 
The plot may have the grid and scales hidden.  This allows a blank slate for drawing. 

Plotting Data 
Plotting one channel of data is done by assigning a value to it, such as: 
!POBJ myPlot=25 

More channels may be plotted using the !ACHN instruction for the plot in drawing mode: 
!POBJ myPlot.DRAW=ACHN 6,100,(RED) 

Ensure a unique plotting channel is selected that is not being used elsewhere for plotting for single and 
multiple plotting channels. The Update Value may be used as well, such as (AIN1).  MakerPlot math may 
be used in coded plotting instructions or in the Update Value.   Determine where you should place a 
!POBJ Update instruction in the code.  Typically placing this instruction in the oAnalog Object Event Code 
allows continuous plotting of new data values.   

Plot Click Coordinates  & . X and .Y 
Clicking the plot control activates the event code for the plot.  A plot click also stores the relative 
coordinates of the click position in .X and .Y properties, such as ((ME).x) and ((ME).y). 
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Code may be selectively ran based on the click position using the !IFXY instruction where the rectangular 
coordinates are provided.  Clicks or moves within these coordinates will run the provided code. 
!IFXY (ME),x1,y1,x2,y2,code(CR)code 

Drawing on the Plot 
The plot control acts the same as main plot for using drawing instructions, including absolute 
coordinates. 

The format for drawing on the control is (prefix’s !,@,^ or ~ may be used): 
!POBJ controlName.Draw=Drawing instruction, value1, value2, etc 
!POBJ myPlot.Draw=CIRC 50,50,3,(RED) 

Please see the Drawing Summary for more information on drawing instructions. 

Creating 
!POBJ oPlot.controlName=L,T,W,H,YMin,YMax,XMin,XMax,Channel,Grid (0/1),Redraw (0/1),X-Label 
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D. Control Specifics – Controls 2 
Controls 2 are extrinsic (not inherent) to MakerPlot, but are additional controls that have been 
developed to work with MakerPlot.  In most cases, they offer the user more flexibility in property 
configuration.  Being extrinsic also allows the MakerPlot developers to create and integrate new 
controls without requiring a source code change to MakerPlot itself!    

Meters/Gauge Controls 

 

The meters and gauges are identical in use, but come in different styles.  Some of their features include 
automatic updating, high and low alarms & in-control sounds.  Most features may be configured from 
the pop-up menu or through the Object Editor. 

Default Property 
When no property is provided, the value of the meter is updated and returned. 

Event Code Trigger 
Alarm setpoint exceeded, high (alarm max) or low (alarm min) and Alarm enabled.  Both setpoints 
trigger the same event.  Your code may test which alarm was set off with a conditional in the Event 
Code: 
' Test low setpoint and play one sound and update status box 
!IFTH ((ME)),<,((ME).Amin),~IWAV balarm.wav(CR)!STAT Value Low! 
' Test high alarm and play a different sound and update status box 
!IFTH ((ME)),>,((ME).Amax),~IWAV nralarm.wav(CR)!STAT Value High! 
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Control Notes  

Channel 
Allows automatic updating of an analog channel or other values.  .Auto must be enabled (1).  Channel 
can be used one of two ways: 

• A value of 0 to 99 is used to define which analog channel to meter. 

• A macro value may be used such as AINMAX0 to meter the maximum value reached on channel 
0.  It may also be control values or pretty much any numeric value MakerPlot returns.    
NOTE: Do not use parenthesis for these values. 

Using Auto, the meter is updated with values asynchronously with MakerPlot queue processing.  Meters 
may also be updated manually in code or using the Update Value and !POBJ Update.  Math can be 
performed in the Update Value but not when using Auto Channel updates. 

Sound 
A sound may be assigned for alarm warnings.  These are .WAV files that, by default, reside in the 
MakerPlot Media directory, though you may use your own .WAV files as well. 

Menu 
The pop-up menu may be disabled.  This would prevent a general user from right-clicking and changing 
the settings. 

Creating 
!POBJ type.ControlName=L,T,W,H,Min,Max,Label,color-string,channel, auto-update (0/1) 

Image Buttons 
Description  

The Controls 2 Image Buttons, similar to their Controls 1 
counter parts, allow graphics to be used for 2 button state, and 
the value set or read is 1 or 0.  But, these Image Buttons have 
greater diversity in their operations and features.  The biggest 
drawback of using this style of Image buttons is that 
transparent GIFs cannot be used. 

Colors may also be assigned to these buttons instead of images 
allowing them to be used for color information or selection. 

Automatic channel updating may use either a digital bit value 
for state control, or MakerPlot values for text updating of the 
control’s label.  

These Image Buttons may be defined as being momentary, On-Off, or static in operation.  Sounds may 
be assigned as well.  The Object Editor or the right-click pop-up menu may be used for configuration.  
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Default Property 
When no property is provided, the state (value) of the control is set or returned :  1 or 0. 

Event Code Trigger 
A mouse-click is used for activation of this control’s event code. 

Control Notes 
Image0/Image1 
The image to be used for the 0 state/value (.Image0) and for the 1 state/value (.Image1) may be 
configured using a JPG, GIF (non-transparent, non-animated), BMP or WMF file.  The images may also be 
assigned as being a color instead, such as standard colors 0 to 15 or a hexadecimal RGB color in format 
of &HBBGGRR, such as &HFF00FF for full blue and red and no green (creates purple).  MakerPlot color 
values, such as (RED) cannot be used directly in the Object Editor, but may be used in code: 
!POBJ myButton.Image0=(RED) 

Channel 
.Channel sets the value to use for auto-updating, which is done asynchronously with MakerPlot queue 
processing in the background.  The property .Auto must be enabled. 

Channel can be a value of 0 to 31 to define which digital data bit value to use for controlling the state of 
the control, such as automatically updating a virtual LED based on the value of BIT0. 

Channel may also be a MakerPlot value (including other control properties) to display the text of the 
value automatically, such as entering AIN0 to display the current value of analog channel 0.  Do not use 
parenthesis when defining the values. 

User Color Selection 
This control may also be used as a pop-up color selector, such as for a channel color, with event code 
similar to: 
!POBJ (ME).Image0=? 

The user selects a color, and the following code may be used to assign the color to an analog channel: 
!ACLR 0,((ME).Image0) 

Type 
The .Type property allows setting the control action of the button as being MOMENTARY, ON-OFF, or 
STATIC for no action. 

Menu 
The pop-up menu option may be turned off to prevent a user from right-clicking and changing settings 
of the control. 
Creating 
!POBJ MP_IMGBTN_OBJ.controlName=L,T,W,H,Label,value (0/1),Image0,Image1,Type,Menu (0/1) 
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Joystick/GamePad Control – JOY_STICK_OBJ 
Description 
The joystick/gamepad control allows interactions with MakerPlot 
or your controller code with these devices.  The control allows 
monitoring of the buttons and sticks on the device.  Two devices 
may be used using 2 separate controls. 

The trigger for the event code may be any button or all buttons.  
The trigger may be set to repeat such that holding a button will 
retrigger the event code. 

All labels on the control are the property names for easier coding. 

Default Property 
None 

Event Code Trigger 
Triggering may be initiated by any selected button number or all buttons.  The property .Repeat may be 
set (1) to allow retriggering of the event code. 

Control Notes 

• The current value of all buttons may be read with the .Buttons property, which returns the 
decimal value of the 15-bit buttons. Individual buttons may be read with .BtnX property, such as 
(js_1.btn5). 

• Sticks may be read with their related property names shown on the control. 

• Two controls may be used if 2 joysticks are being used by setting the Number of the control.  
The indicator will be green when connected.  Interestingly, multiple controls may be used to 
read the same joystick/gamepad. 

• Of course the control may be read by your microcontroller through MakerPlot by requesting and 
capturing the property values, such as: 
Serial.print ln(“!READ (js_1.buttons)”);   ‘ Request joystick buttons property 
I = Serial.parseInt;   ‘ Accept return value 
Please see Interactive Interface Discussion for more information on interactive control with 
your microcontroller. 

Creating 
!POBJ JOY_STICK_OBJ.controlName=L,T,W,H 
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Timer Control 
Description 
The timer controls were released in version 1.6.0 and may be used as a recurring 
timer or a one shot timer to supplement the built in timer objects of oTimer0 and 
oTimer1. When .Enable is set, upon the timer reaching the Preset value the 
following occurs: 

• The event code is triggered. 

• The Tripped property is set to 1 (the center of 
the green indicator will go red) . 

• The timer time resets to 0 and counts up again if 
Repeat is enabled. 
 

Reset will reset the timer to time 0 and clear the 
Tripped condition. Clear will clear the Tripped condition 
only. 

The Preset time for the maximum count may be from 
0.1 to around 2 billion seconds. 

The current time of the timer may be read with the 
Time property. 

Title may be used to change the text on the control for description or other information purposes 
controlled by the code. The control may be reduced in height to show only a portion or made non-
visible. 

Default Property 

Reading the control, such as (tmr_4), returns the tripped condition state – 0 or 1. Setting the control, 
such as !O tmr_4=1 sets the enable property,  0  or 1, to control the timer running. 
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Internet TCP Server Control 
Please see Internet Communications with MakerPlot for general information on Internet 
communications and examples. 

This control supports ASCII comma delimited data only, not binary. 

Description 
The Internet Server Control may be used to act as a TCP-IP Internet server. 
The Server controls listens on the specified LocalPort for an incoming 
connection from a remote TCP client when Enable is set or the control’s 
switch is on. Once connected, data may flow in both directions. RemoteIP 
and RemotePort may be used to read the address information of the client. 

Multiple Server Controls may be configured on 
the same interface. A single Server control will 
accept only a single client connection at a time. In 
fact, MakerPlot can accept data serially and from 
multiple Internet (server, client, UDP) controls at 
the same time. 

State returns the connection state of the control: 
0 = Closed 
2= Listening 
7 = Connected 

The R and T indicators, receive and transmit, for 
the control are grey when closed, yellow when 
listening, green when connect but idle, red when 
actively receiving or transmitting. 

Title may be used to set the text for display name 
or other information you may wish to show or update based on your code and needs. 

The control’s switch may be used to enable listening. It will also enable plotting – using code and the 
.Enable property in code will not enable plotting. 

The control may be resized to show only as much as desired. 

Data Processing 
When data is received, it may be dumped directly in the MakerPlot processing queue or specially 
processed. When data arrives, the Event Code is triggered. 

• If the Event Code is blank, the data is sent directly to the queue for processing normally. 

• If the Event code is NOT blank, the event code must control how data is processed. 
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o In the Event Code, (DATA) will add all incoming data directly to the queue for 
processing. For analog data, (AIN0), etc, may be used normally following (DATA). 

o Data is also parsed based on commas and each piece of data may be individually read 
using (DATA0) to (DATA99). For example, receiving data of 10,20,30 the value of 
(DATA1) will return the value of 30. This allows incoming data to be specially processed 
instead of being sent directly to the queue. This is only recommended if only comma 
separated values are sent. MakerPlot will try to parse control instructions. 

Incoming data should end with a carriage return, (CR or ASCII 13). If data in the buffer and no new data 
arrives within ½ second and the data does not end in a carriage return, one will be added automatically. 

If a client sends data for a Read instruction, !READ (SW1), to return the value of SW1 to the client, the 
Control will convert the !READ to a control send:  !POBJ tcpS_1.Send=(SW1). This ensures that !READs 
for bidirectional data from various sources are sent to the correct devices. 

Default Properties 
When set, such as !POBJ tcpS_1=120, the default property is Send, which If connected, will send the 
data to a remote client with a carriage return terminator. 

When reading, such as (tcpS_1), the State is the returned value. 

Security 
There is no built in security for incoming connections. One suggestion may be to use a timer control to 
monitor the state. When a connection occurs start another timer – if the client does not set a certain 
text box to a prescribed value in a defined amount of time, or (DATA) in the event code is not a certain 
value in time, close the connection. 

A timer may also be used to check the RemoteIP address to ensure a known client is connecting. 

All data is sent in plain text, there is no encryption! 
 
Using an Internet TCP Server Control with Other Interfaces 
It’s quite easy to use the control with an existing interface: 

• Open the desired interface 

• Pick an open spot or move controls a bit, drag the TCP control into place. 

• Set the Local Port number. 

• If you wish, build a new interface macro file (spm) using the Macro Builder. 

• Turn on the control to start listening. 

• Have a remote client make a connection to that IP and Port and send MakerPlot formatted data. 
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Internet TCP Client Control 
Please see Internet Communications with MakerPlot for general information on Internet 
communications and examples. 

This control supports ASCII comma delimited data only, not binary. 

Description 
The Internet Client Control may be used to act as a TCP-IP Internet Client to 
connect to a remote server. It is similar in use to the built-in client under 
the port settings, but may be used at the same time serial data is being 
communicated.  

The Client control attempts to connect to a remote server, defined by the 
RemoteIP and RemotePort when Enable is set or the control’s switch is on, 
or when data is sent using Send. Once 
connected, data may flow in both directions.  

Multiple Client Controls may be configured on 
the same interface. MakerPlot can accept data 
serially and from multiple Internet (server, client, 
UDP) controls at the same time.  

State returns the connection state of the control: 
0 = Closed 
3= Connecting 
7 = Connected 

The R and T indicators represent  receive and 
transmit status  for the control. They are grey 
when closed, yellow when listening, green when 
connected but idle, and red when actively 
receiving or transmitting. 

Title may be used to set the text for display name or other information you may wish to show or update 
based on your code and needs. 

The control’s switch may be used to enable connecting to the remote server, and it will also enable 
plotting – using code and the .Enable property in code will not enable plotting. If a connection cannot be 
made within 10 seconds, the control turns the control’s switch and Enable off. 

The control may be resized to show only as much as desired. 

Data Processing 
When data is received it may be dumped directly in the MakerPlot processing queue or specially 
processed. When data arrives, the Event Code is triggered. 
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• If the Event Code is blank, the data is sent directly to the queue for processing normally. 

• If the Event code is NOT blank, the event code must control how data is processed. 

o In the Event Code, (DATA) will add all incoming data directly to the queue for 
processing. For analog data, (AIN0), etc, may be used normally following (DATA). 

o Data is also parsed based on commas and each piece of data may be individually read 
using (DATA0) to (DATA99). For example, receiving data of 10,20,30 the value of 
(DATA1) will return the value of 30. This allows incoming data to be specially processed 
instead of being sent directly to the queue. This is only recommended if only comma 
separated values are sent. MakerPlot will try to parse control instructions. 

Incoming data should end with a carriage return, (CR or ASCII 13). If data is in the buffer and no new 
data arrives within ½ second and the data does not end in a carriage return, one will be added 
automatically. 

If a client sends data for a Read instruction, !READ (SW1), to return the value of SW1 to the server, the 
Control will convert the !READ to a control send:  !POBJ tcpC_1.Send=(SW1). This ensures that !READs 
for bidirectional data from various sources are sent to the correct devices. 

Default Properties 
When set, such as !POBJ tcpC_1=Hello, the default property is Send, which If connected, will send the 
data to remote client with a carriage return terminator. 

When reading, such as (tcpC_1), the State is the returned value. 

Using with Other Interfaces 
It’s quite easy to use the control with an existing interface: 

• Open the desired interface. 

• Pick an open spot or move controls a bit, drag the TCP control into place. 

• Set the RemoteIP and RemotePort of the Server. 

• If you wish, build a new interface macro file (spm) using the Macro Builder. 

• Turn on the control to connect to the Server to send and receive MakerPlot formatted data. 
 
Security 
For security, your remote server could read a defined text box on the control to ensure a proper value, 
and if not correct, close the connection. Or it could read the IP address of the client (MakerPlot) and 
ensure it is an allowed client IP. 
 
All data is sent in plain text, there is no encryption! 
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Internet UDP Control 
 Please see Internet Communications with MakerPlot for general information on Internet 
communications and examples. 

This control supports ASCII comma delimited data only, not binary. 

Description 
The Internet UDP Control may be used to act as a UDP Internet node to 
send and receive data from UDP peer nodes. Unlike the TCP server and 
client, no connection is made between local and remote nodes 
(connectionless protocol) – data is simply sent without establishing a 
connection. While simple to use, the connection is defined as being 
‘unreliable’ as there is no check of data delivery or error checking. That 
said, data will typically arrive safely, especially in a LAN setting, with high success.   

When Enable, or the switch, is on, the UDP 
control is open. Send will send a unigram 
data packet of data to a remote UDP node at 
the defined RemoteIP and RemotePort. It 
will accept packets sent to it’s LocalIP and 
LocalPort.  

Multiple UDP Controls may be configured on 
the same interface. MakerPlot can accept 
data serially and from multiple Internet 
(server, client, UDP) controls at the same 
time. 

State returns the connection state of the 
control: 
0 = Closed 
1= Open/Available 

The R and T indicators represent receive and 
transmit status for the control. They are grey when closed, green when open but idle and red when 
actively receiving or transmitting. 

Title may be used to set the text for the display name or other information you may wish to show or 
update based on your code and needs. 

The control’s switch may be used to open the port for listening (called Binding). It will also enable 
plotting – using code and the .Enable property in code will NOT enable plotting. 

When data is received, the IP and Port of the sending node can be read with SourceIP and SourcePort. 
To return data back the source, such as for a !READ, use Return in the Event code: 
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!O udp_1.Return 
(DATA) 

The control may be resized to show only as much as desired. 

Data Processing 
When data is received, it may be dumped directly in the MakerPlot processing queue or specially 
processed. When data arrives, the Event Code is triggered. 

• If the Event Code is blank, the data is sent directly to the queue for processing normally. 

• If the Event code is NOT blank, the event code must control how data is processed. 

o In the Event Code, (DATA) will add all incoming data directly to the queue for 
processing. For analog data, (AIN0), etc, may be used normally following (DATA). 

o Data is also parsed based on commas and each piece of data may be individually read 
using (DATA0) to (DATA99). For example, receiving data of 10,20,30 the value of 
(DATA1) will return the value of 30. This allows incoming data to be specially processed 
instead of being sent directly to the queue. This is only recommended if only comma 
separated values are sent. MakerPlot will try to parse control instructions. 

Incoming data should end with a carriage return, (CR or ASCII 13). If data is in the buffer and no new 
data arrives within ½ second and the data does not end in a carriage return, one will be added 
automatically. 

If a client sends data for a Read instruction, !READ (SW1), to return the value of SW1 to the server, the 
Control will convert the !READ to a control send: !POBJ tcpC_1.Send=(SW1). This ensures that !READs 
for bidirectional data from various sources are sent to the correct devices. 

Default Properties 
When set, such as !POBJ upd_1=Hello, the default property is Send, which if connected, will send the 
data to remote client(s) with a carriage return terminator. When reading, such as (tcpC_1), the State is 
the returned value. 

Using with Other Interfaces 
It’s quite easy to use the control with an existing interface: 

• Open the desired interface. 

• Pick an open spot or move controls a bit, drag the TCP control into place. 

• Set the RemoteIP and RemotePort of the other UDP node. 

• If you wish, build a new interface macro file (spm) using the Macro Builder. 

• Turn on the control to send or receive MakerPlot data. 
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Security 
For security, your remote server could read a defined text box on the control to ensure a proper value, 
and if not correct, close the connection. Or it could read the IP address of the remote node and ensure it 
is an allowed client IP. All data is sent as plain text, there is no encryption! 
 
UDP may also send data to all other UDP nodes in the same LAN by using the broadcast address – this is 
a little deeper then we will go, but if your subnet is 255.255.255.0, and on a 192.168.0.0 network, the 
broadcast address is 192.168.0.255. 
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E. Non-Control Objects 
These objects are used to trigger event code and perform some other actions, but are not controls 
placed on the interface.  The shorthand (ME) cannot be used with these controls. 

Timers – oTimer0 & oTimer1 
The Timers are used to perform periodic event code operations, 
such as setting an action to be performed every 1 second.  It may 
also be used as an interval timer, such as setting it for 5 seconds 
when some other event occurs.  Once it times out, the code runs, 
and in the event code sets time to 0 to stop the timer from 
repeating. 

There are 2 timer objects, oTimer0 and oTimer1 which may be set 
from 0.01 to 60 seconds. 

Time is set using: 
!POBJ oTimer0=value 
!POBJ oTimer1=value 

Code is set like all controls in the code section or handwritten: 
!POBJ oTimer0.C=code(;) 
code(;) 
code 

To stop a timer, set the time to 0. 
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Background – oBack 
The background of the interface has many features, 
including the ability to draw on it, place an image on it, or 
to respond to mouse clicks on it.   Please note that very 
sharp but simple interactive control interfaces have been 
designed through the use of a pictorial background image, 
such as an actual control panel image.  Labels and clickable 
areas using invisible image holders allow the creation of a 
very realistic operator interface.  

 

Default Property 
Setting the default property sets the background image 
that will be used.  Image types may be JPG, GIF (non-transparent, non-animated) and BMP. 
!POBJ oBack=imagefile 

An image file may be dragged from the Media/Color tab and dropped into the Back Color or Image box, 
or a color may be entered such as (RED), 0-15, or hexadecimal RGB color. 

Event Trigger 
Clicking on the background will trigger the event code.  Holding the left-mouse button and moving the 
mouse will also retrigger the event code. 

Mouse Position 
On a mouse click or move with left-button down, the position of the mouse may be read with: 
(oBack.x) and (oBack.y) 

Code may be selectively ran based on the click position using the !IFXY instruction where the rectangular 
coordinates are provided.  Clicks or moves within these coordinated will run the provided code. 
!IFXY oBack,x1,y1,x2,y2,code(CR)code 

Drawing 
Drawing on the background may be performed with the drawing instructions, including use of types of !, 
@, ^ and ~ in the format of: 
~POBJ oBack.Draw=instruction & data 
~POBJ oBack.Draw=FCIR 80,80,3,(RED) 

The drawing coordinates are 0,0 from lower left to 100,100 upper right. 

The background may be cleared with: 
!POBJ oBack.Clear 
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Analog Data Arrival – oAnalog 
This object triggers on the arrival of analog data – single or 
comma separated data.  Code may be written to manually 
manipulate or use the data, often to trigger object updates 
using !POBJ Update, or to manually log data using !LOGD 
instruction. 

The automatic use of analog data for plotting may be 
disabled by turning on Use Analog data for macro only, 
!USEA ON.  Data may be manually plotted using the !ACHN 
instruction, such as (with math thrown in): 
!ACHN 1,[(AIN1) * 10],(BLUE) 

Code is written manually with: 
!POBJ oAnalog.C= code(;) 
code(;) 
code 

Digital Data Arrival – oDigital 
This object triggers on the arrival of digital code, starting with 
%.  Code may be written to manually manipulate or use the 
data, often to trigger object updates using !POBJ Update, or 
to manually log data using !LOGD instruction. 

The viewing of digital plotted data may be disabled by 
turning off View Digital Plot.  Data may be retrieved as bits 
with (BIT0) to (BIT31) or the entire value with (DIN). 

Code is written manually with: 
!POBJ oDigital.C= code(;) 
code(;) 
code 
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Message Arrival – oMessage 
This object triggers on the arrival of messages (data that is 
text and not instructions).  Code may be written to 
manually manipulate or use the data or to manually log 
data using !LOGD instruction. 

The automatic use of message data for plotting may be 
disabled by turning on Use Message for macro only, 
!USEM ON.  The value of the message can be retrieved 
with (MESSAGE). 

Code is written manually with: 
!POBJ oMessage.C= code(;) 
code(;) 
code 

Plot Reset – oReset 
This object triggers when the plot resets- manually or 
automatically.  Code may be written to manually 
reconfigure or redraw settings on a reset. 

Code is written manually with: 
!POBJ oReset.C= code(;) 
code(;) 
code 
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Plot Double-Click – oDblClick 
This object triggers when the main plot is double-clicked.   
Code may be written to use the mouse positions for 
placing information on the plot or use the click values in 
settings. 

The position of a click (single click will set) can be 
retrieved with (XR) and (YR) for relative positions based on 
plot scales, or (XA) and (YA) for absolute positions which is 
always 0.0 to 100,100 for the grid area. 

For example, when double-clicked, data in a text box may 
be placed on the plot as a plotted drawing using: 
~TEXT (XR),(YR),size,color,text string 
~TEXT (XR),(YR),3,(BLUE),(txtData) 

The !IFXY instruction can be used to run code if double-
clicked inside of a selective range of relative coordinates 
(note the unused value at start of comma shown with a lone comma): 
!IFTH ,40,40,50,50,!BELL 

Code is written manually with: 
!POBJ oDblClick.C= code(;) 
code(;) 
code 
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F. Auxiliary Serial Port Objects 
 
Three auxiliary Serial Port Objects allow collecting data from 
multiple sources at once. Each port has its own event code for 
when data arrives or if the port has an error.  

These ports do not automatically add any data to the processing 
queue nor do they indicate any errors beyond setting the AR and 
AT indicators on the main plot window to yellow momentarily and 
the Aux Serial Ports respective switches to yellow.  

Indicators have been added to the main plot window, Aux Receive 
(AR) and Aux Transmit (AT). These will be gray=none connected, 
green=at least 1 connected, red = receiving data, Yellow = Error. 
Connections can be configured using the Aux Serial Port window 
or using the object control instructions. 

Use standard MakerPlot instructions to define what occurs.  

The arriving data may be accessed with (DATA) for the entire string 
or (DATA0) to (DATA99) for each comma-separated value or the 
defined parse delimiter using the !PCHR instruction or the Options 
Window. Each port has its own set of (DATA) and (DATAxx), as does 
the main plot serial connection. (DATA) only references data 
arriving on that serial connection. Once placed in the queue 
processing is performed normally based on the structure of data – 
Analog, digital, messages, control, etc. 

If the event code is blank, the data will be placed directly into the queue. If you see no plotting or 
other actions, please ensure the box is truly empty of characters by highlighting and deleting. 

Example Arrival Code (any or all at once may be used in the arrival code): 

(DATA) Place all data in queue, this may appropriately structured analog data, 
digital data, messages, control instruction, etc. 

,,,(DATA) Use arriving comma-separated values for channel 3 and up. 

!ACHN 1,(DATA0),(RED) 
!STAT (DATA1) 

Use first value for Plotting on channel 1, 2nd value for status box 
 

!DBUG (DATA) Debug the values as they arrive: 
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!POBJ (txtStatus)=(DATA1) A text box is set to the contents of 2nd data value 

 

Additionally, the current serial port number (1-3) my be accessed in the event code or by the controller 
using (SERNUM). For example, if Serial Port number 2 using COM 5 is used, (SERNUM) would return 2. If 
event code, logging to a particular file could be done using: 
!LOGF serial_(SERNUM)_data.txt,(DATA) 

This value is also beneficial in use with controller code that needs to access objects unique to the serial 
port on which is connected. For example, if an interface has a slider for each auxiliary connection for 
interactive control of each device, and the sliders are named: sld_1, sld_2 and sld_3, the controller can 
read the it’s unique slider with generic code using code to identify which serial connection is in use: 
!READ (sld_(SERNUM)) 

This is done for the 3-Serial Interactive Plot example. See Interface Tips & Tricks for more information 
on how this interface works. 

NOTE: (SERNUM) returns a value of 0 when used with the normal serial connection instead of the 
auxiliary connections. 

The Error Code operates in much the same fashion, placing the code in the processing queue, but in this 
case (ERR) returns information on the error, such as framing error or port not available. Data errors, as 
opposed to connection errors, will not close the connection. Execution will attempt to continue while 
blinking the indicators and switches yellow. Example code to use for communications errors: 

!ERRR Error On Serial1, COM Port (oSerial1.Port) is (ERR) 
!BELL 

In the Debug & bottom status bar window, 
show a message indicating the port and  

!POBJ swConn=(Serial1.Conn) 
!INFO Error, (ERR) on COM (Serial1.Port) 

Set a control switch to the actual connection 
status and open an information box with 
error message. 
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The Aux Serial Port Window may be opened through the View menu, or by 
clicking the AT or AR indicators on the bottom right, or using the !SSER 
instruction. A locked interface (using !LOCK ON), will prevent the window 
from opening. 

When building a Macro, the Objects section has a selection to save Serial 
Port Configuration to the macro. The value of the Serial Port may be saved 
as well – not recommended unless same PC/hardware are always used. 

The ports are not as configurable as the main serial connection. Currently 
the ports are locked at 8-data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit (8-N-1). DTR may be 
enabled through the window or in code. 

 
 

 

Serial Port Object Instructions  
(For Serial 2 and 3 use Serial2 and Serial3 respectively below) 

!POBJ oSerial1=value 
!POBJ oSerial1.Send=value 

Sends the value as serial data. 

!POBJ oSerial1.Port=Value Sets the COM Port of the serial connection. 

!POBJ oSerial1.Baud=Value Sets the Baud rate of the control. 9600 is the 
default value. 

!POBJ oSerial1.Conn=ON/OFF or 1/0 Sets the connection state of the serial port. 

!POBJ oSerial.DTR=ON/OFF or 1/0 Sets the state of the serial DTR line. Cycling or 
enabling this line will cause many controllers to 
reset. 

!POBJ oSerial1.Code=event code Sets the Data Arrival Event Code of the port. Note: 
(ME) for the port is not supported. 

!POBJ oSerial1.ECode=error event code Sets the Error Event Code of the port. Note: (ME) 
for the port is not supported. 

!POBJ oSerial1.Read=(MP value) Serially sends the data, such as !POBJ 
oSerial.Read= (txtValue) would send the value in 
that textbox. Equivalent to .Send. 

Note: If a !READ (value) instruction comes in 
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through the serial port, it is automatically 
converted to !POBJ oSerial1.Read=(value) to 
ensure it is sent out the correct serial connection. 

An ASCII 13 is appended at the end of the data. 

!POBJ oSerial1.SRAW=(MP value) Same as .READ, but no ASCII 13 appended, nor is a 
substitution for !SRAW done. 

 

MakerPlot Serial Port Values 

These values may be accessed by code in normal processing (outside of the serial port events). Use 
Serial2 or Serial3 when working with those ports. 

oSerial1 Returns the full data string the serial port last 
received. 
!DBUG (oSerial1) 

oSerial1.Port Returns the port value of the serial connection. 
!DBUG (oSerial1.Port) 

oSerial1.Conn Returns the connection status of the port. 
!POBJ swOn=(oSerial1.Conn) 
!DBUG (oSeria1.Conn) 
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13. Drawing Summary 
 
MakerPlot provides a wide variety of drawing instructions that may be used on the main plot, the 
interface background, or on plot controls.  

A. Drawing Modes 
MakerPlot drawing instructions are treated one of four ways when plotted or the plot is refreshed. A 
prefix used with the instruction indicates which one of these four modes will be used with the 
instruction.  The drawing examples used in previous sections have been constrained to the plotting area.  
Some of the drawing modes available are not constrained to the grid and therefore can appear on the 
background or on a plotting control.  The prefix used will also determine whether or not a drawing stays 
on the screen after a reset or refresh.  The prefixes and the characteristics indicated of  each mode  are 
listed below.     

• ! indicates drawings are treated as plotted data.  The drawing is constrained to the grid. 

• ^ indicates drawings are not treated as plotted data, but still saved for refreshing and erased on 
reset.  The drawings is not constrained. 

• ~ indicates drawings are performed, but are not redrawn on a refresh and are not constrained. 

• @ indicates drawings are constant and survive a reset of the plot and are not constrained. 

For example, issuing the instruction to draw a filled circle on the plot using plotted drawing: 
!FCIR 50,50,3,(RED) 

When using the prefixes of ! or ^, plotting must be enabled.  This data is stored as normal data.  That 
means when the plot is refreshed or ‘played’, the instruction will be redrawn in the sequence it was 
issued with any plotting that was performed.  Plotting must be enabled for these modes to have effect.  
If the plot is reset, the data is deleted with all other plotted data.   Similarly, a flush of old data will 
remove these data from the data points. 

If the instruction was issued using the prefix of ~the data is not stored.  The drawing is temporary.   
When the plot is redrawn the drawing will not be repeated.  

When drawing using the @ prefix, the drawing persists through any resets.  It is “constant” but can be 
removed with any of the following instructions.  The !DELL instruction will  delete the last constant 
drawing saved (the plot must be refreshed or redrawn to remove it from the plot, !REFR).  The !CLRC 
instruction  clears all constant drawings.  Finally, the !NEWP instruction calls a new plot.  Also keep in 
mind that constant drawings are saved as part of macros built from the current interface. 

B. Coordinate Modes 
When plotting on the main plot or plot controls, there exists different coordinate modes that may be 
used in defining the coordinates.  Various modes may be combined in a single instruction. 
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Relative Coordinates 

Relative coordinates are the standard mode, in that they require no special indicators.  A coordinate 
value such as 50,100 uses the X and Y axis values of the plot for the coordinates.  Plotting may also be 
performed outside the plot grid based coordinates that exceed the range of the plot scales.   When 
plotting outside of the grid, one of the unconstrained prefix modes must be used.  The ! prefix for the 
mode drawing is constrained to the plot. 

Absolute Coordinates 

With absolute coordinates, the plot grid is always treated as a being 0,0 to 100,100 regardless of the 
actual scales on the plot.  This allows for plotting to be performed in a certain location that is not 
dependent on plot scales.  To use absolute coordinates, suffix the coordinate values with A, such as 50A, 
100A. 

Timed Coordinates 

Plotting based on the current value of the time into the plot may be used with a T-value, the current 
time, and an L-value, the value the last time the T-Value was called.  There are 10 sets of timed 
coordinates, T0 and L0 to T9 and to L9 that are used as a match set.  For example, to plot a filled 
rectangle with x-coordinates based on the current time, and the last time the current time was 
accessed, and analog channel 0 for the Y-axis: 
!FREC T1,(AIN0),L1,(AIN0),(RED) 

Digital Coordinates 

The location for the trace of digital coordinates 
may be access using the D-prefix and the number 
of the digital channel (bit number).  For example, 
D0 will use a Y-axis coordinated corresponding to 
the digital trace at which bit 0 is plotted, D1 for bit 
bit 1, and so on: 
@TEXT 2A,D0,1,(BLUE),Alarm 
@TEXT 2A,D1,1,(BLUE),Decrease 
@TEXT 2A,D2,1,(BLUE),Increase 

C. Drawing on Main Plot, Plot Controls and Background 
Drawing may be performed on the main plot, plot controls and the background.  The structure is a little 
different based on where the drawing is performed.  All uses allow the use of !, ^, ~ and @. 

Drawing on the main plot is done by simply using the drawing instruction, such as: 
^LINE 0,0,50,50,(GREEN) 
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Drawing on a plot control requires the POBJ instruction with the .DRAW property (and appropriate 
drawing prefix) to indicate which control and takes the form of: 
^POBJ myPlot.Draw=LINE 0,0,50,50,(GREEN) 

Similarly, the same can be done when drawing on the interface background using oBack for the 
object/control: 
^POBJ 0Back.Draw=Line 0,0,50,50,(GREEN) 

D. Accessing Click-Coordinates on Drawing Areas. 
When the mouse is clicked or the left-mouse button is held down and moved, the coordinates of the 
mouse can be access as MakerPlot Values.  

• On the main plot, the values are accessed as (XR) and (YR) for the relative position of the mouse 
pointer, and (XA) and (YA) for the absolute position. 

• On the background, (oBack.X) and (oBack.Y) are used for coordinates. 

• On a plotting control, (controlName.X) and (controlName.Y) are used. 

To demonstrate accessing these coordinates, in the oBack Event Code, place this code: 
!POBJ Oback.Draw=FCIR (oBack.X),(oBack.Y),0.2A,(RED) 

As you hold down the mouse button and move it around the interface background, the event code will 
be triggered continuously causing a red-dot to be placed as you move the mouse allowing you to ‘draw’. 

E. Instructions Operating as Drawing Instructions 
There are control instructions that can use the prefixes of ^, ~ and @ depending how you wish these 
instructions to be saved and processed when redrawn.  The drawing instruction table below lists the 
instructions that may be used. 

  As an example the POBJ instruction may use the drawing prefixes to store the data so that when the 
plot is ‘played’, these controls will updated.  This requires explicit instructions, such as to provide 
playback and not control updates.  For example, the following would update the meter and store it for 
playback when performed (typically in oAnalog code): 
^POBJ meter1=(AIN0) 

F. Colors used with Instructions 
Instructions, drawing or otherwise, that accept color as a parameter can accept the color data in one of 
4 formats. 

• Value of 0 to 15 which correspond to the basic colors, from black being 0 and dark blue 1 to 
yellow being 14 and white being 15. 

 
• MakerPlot values which correspond to the colors above, such as (BLACK), (RED) and (WHITE). 
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• Custom color values of 0 to 15 corresponding the manually (or saved colors in the macro using 
the !CCLR index,color instruction).  These colors are accessed in code using (CCLR0) to (CCLR15). 

 
• As a hexadecimal RGB value in the format of &HBBGGRR where BB = Amount of Blue, GG = 

Amount of Green, RR  = Amount of Green.  For example, &H118080FF would have a little blue, 
middle amount of green and full red.  Ensure all leading 0’s are shown, for example only red 
would be: &H0000FF 

G. Drawing Instruction List 
A drawing instruction must start with one of the following prefixes to define its drawing mode.  Review 
the prefixes for the four modes and their characteristics in the table below: 

Prefix Drawing Mode Characteristics 

! Plot Drawing Drawing is stored as data, constrained to plot grid where applicable.  
Plotting must be enabled. 

^ Saved Drawing Drawing is stored as data, not constrained to plot grid.  Plotting must 
be enabled. 

~ Temporary Drawing Drawing is not stored upon reset. 

@ Constant Drawing Drawing survives a reset.  Cleared last with !DELL, clear all with !CLRC. 

 
Drawing & Sound Operations 

Drawing operations may be performed on: 

• The main plot: ~CIRC 50,50,3,(RED) 

• The interface background: ~!POBJ oBack.Draw=CIRC 50,50,3,(RED) 

• A plot control: ^POBJ controlName.Draw=CIRC 50,50,3,(RED) 

CIRC center x,center y,radius,color Draws an unfilled circle. 
^CIRC 50a, 50a, 5, (RED) 

DARC center x,center y,radius, start angle, 
end angle,color 

Draws an arc. 
^DARC 20,20,5a, 45,135,(YELLOW) 

DPIE center x,center y,radius, start angle, 
end angle,color 

Draws an unfilled pie. 
^DPIE 50a, 60, 5a, 90,180,(GREEN) 

DPNT x,y,color Plots a single point 
^DPNT T0, 20, (RED) 

FCIR x,y, radius, color Draws a filled circle 
^FCIR 60, 125, 5, (BROWN) 
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FPIE x,y,radius, start angle, end angle, color Draws a filled pie.  Angles are in degrees.  Angles starting with 
0 tend to produce errors in the image. Try to avoid when 
possible. See DPIE. 

FREC x1,y1,x2,y2,color Draws a filled rectangle. 
@FREC 80a,20a,120,120,(D_BLUE) 

IMGP x1,y1,x2,y2,imagename Plots an image on the screen at coordinates provided. 
~IMGP 0a,0a,30a,40a,\comp\meter.jpg 

IMGO x1,y1,x2,y2,imagename Plots an image on the screen at coordinates provided.  Logically 
OR-ing the colors with current colors. 
~IMGO 50p,0a,80p,50a,\wood\cedar\rect.jpg 

IMGA x1,y1,x2,y2,imagename Plots an image on the screen at coordinates provided. Logically 
AND-ing the colors with current colors 
~IMGA 50p,0a,80p,50a,\wood\cedar\rect.jpg 

IMGI x1,y1,x2,y2,imagename Plots an image on the screen at coordinates provided inverting 
the colors. 
~IMGI 50p,0a,80p,50a,\wood\cedar\rect.jpg 

IMGX x1,y1,x2,y2,imagename Plots an image on the screen at coordinates provided.  Logically 
XOR-ing the colors present. 
~IMGX 50p,0a,80p,50a,\wood\cedar\rect.jpg 

LINE x1,y1,x2,y2,color Draws a line. 
@LINE 50a,0a,50a,100a,(RED) 

RECT x1,y1,x2,y2,color Draws an unfilled rectangle.  Angles starting with 0 tend to 
produce errors in the image. Try to avoid when possible. 
@RECT 60,80,50,90,(VIOLET) 

TEXT x,y, size, color, text Writes text starting at given point.  Size is in relation to scale 
value size (1 = same). 
\n may be used in text for a line feed. 
\t may be used in text for tab. 
^TEXT 100a,15a,1.5,(Blue),Plotting\nis fun! 

 

Sound Operations 
IWAV wavename .wav Immediately Play WAV file, DO interrupt in-progress wavs. 

~IWAV boing.wav 

PWAV wavename .wav Play WAV file, don't interrupt in-progress wavs. 
~PWAV boing.wav 
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Drawing Control 
FONT font name Sets the drawing font to any legal true type system font name. 

~FONT Arial 

DWTH value Sets the drawing width of drawn graphic objects (1 is default). 
^DWTH 5 

AWTH value Sets the width of the analog traces. 
^AWTH 3 

DMOD value 0-16 Draw Mode 
Hmmmm, what to say about DMOD... Draw mode is a number from 0 to 16 
defining how a newly drawn image colors will combine with previous colors 
on the plot. They can produce some great effects, but without getting into a 
lengthy discussion, 13 is default. 3 is quite interesting. Test out various 
modes! 
^DMOD 3 

 

Paged Drawing 
There are actually 2 main plots, one viewed, one not. Using the instructions below you may define which 
is visible or being drawn on. When drawing requires many operations, set drawing to page 1, the non-
viewed one, !DPG1.  Then when finished with all drawing instructions, copy to page 0, the viewed one, 
!CPG1, for a ‘flicker’ free update. 

CPY0 Copy page 0 to page 1 
Copies the image of page 0 to page 1 as an image (picture). 
Can be cleared with CPG1 

CPY1 Copy page 1 to page 0 
Copies the image of page 0 to page 1 as an image (picture). 
Can be cleared with CPG1 

CPG0 Clears a copied image from page 0 

CPG1 Clears a copied image from page 1 
 

DPG0 Draw on page 0. Sets the plot to draw/plot on page 0 

DPG1 Draw on page 1. Sets the plot to draw/plot on page 1 

VPG0 View page 0 of plotted data. 
 

VPG1 View page 1 of plotted data. 
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Miscellaneous 
PIMG filename Sets a background image for the main plot. Is not saved as data.  May be 

saved as data. 
^PIMG = backs\background.jpg 
 
Clear with !PIMG alone. 

POBJ oBack=filename Sets the background of the interface.  May be saved as data. 
^POBJ oback=backs\background.jpg 

POBJ oBack.clear Clear the interface background of image and drawing.  May be saved as 
data. 

 

Operations which are saved using drawing rules: 
ACHN channel,value,color Plots value on the defined channel in the color specified.  Color may be 0-

15, macro value (RED), or RGB value: &HFF00FF 
!ACHN 2,(RED) 

ACLR channel,color Sets the color of the channel.  May be value (RED) or 12, or RGB (BGR) 
&H00FF00 
!ACLR 2,(RED). 

BELL Rings the computers bell (beeps) 
CLRC Clears Constant drawings from the plot. 
COLR Letters and color values B = Background, G = Grid (major), A = Analog, S = Scales value,  

D = Digital 
Allows setting of one or more color.  May use colors 0-15, macro names - 
(RED), or RGB (BRG) values - &H00FFF 
!COLR B(YELLOW) G12 S&H00FFFF 

DISP Letters and color values  G = Grid (major), A = Analog, S = Scales value, D = Digital, R = Drawing 
Like COLR, but any unlisted components will not be shown. 

MACR name.routine Call the named macro in a file (fileName.macroName) or the macro 
routine in the current macro (.macroName). 
!MACR .CalcValue 
!MACR Math.FindMax 

POBJ Used in control interface objects.  May use ^,@,~ for storing changes as 
data for replay. 

STAT message Displays message in the status box above the plot.  May use macro 
values. 
!STAT The heater is on at (RTIME) 

TITL title Displays the title on the plot window form caption area. 
!TITL My first window! 
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14. Math & Values Summary 

A. General Use 
MakerPlot allows math operations to be performed on data being processed.  It is indicated by the use 
of brackets, [ ].  Terms in the math operations must either be separated by spaces or by commas.  If data 
in the operation contains spaces, the terms must be separated by commas.  Several operations require 
the use of commas between parameters. 

Math is performed from left to right, from inner brackets to outer, generally with operators following 
values plus additional parameters needed.  There is no precedence of operations.   

Operations may be performed on numeric values, strings and date/time.  

Some examples and results: (While we are showing use with debug operations, these operations may be 
performed in any code) 
Numeric 
!DBUG [3 * 2 + 1] results in 7 

!DBUG [1 + 3 * 2] results in 8 

!DBUG [1 + [3 * 2]] results in 7 

!DBUG [15 * 3 SIN] results in 0.707106781186547 

!DBUG [15 * 3 SIN FORMAT 0.00] results in 0.71 

Strings: 
!DBUG [Hello +SPC There] results in Hello There 

!DBUG [This is a test,RIGHT,5,TRIM] results in test – note that commas are used since data, This is a test, 
contains spaces. 

!DBUG [Hello World!,-,Hello,TRIM] results in World! – Note comma use. 

Date/Time 
!DBUG [12:30:00 + 1:00] results in 13:30:00 

!DBUG [11/4/2012 11:30,-,12:00] results in 11/3/2012 23:30 – Note comma use. 

MakerPlot values and Control Names 
Of course, MakerPlot values and control names and properties may be used in the operations.  Actual 
use depends on data and controls currently in use. 

!DBUG [(AIN) * 5 + 2] 

!DBUG [(controlName) + 2] 
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!DBUG [(listControl.Index) * 10] 

B. Bit Logic Operations 
Bit operators may be used to logically AND, OR, NOT or XOR two bit values.  These DO NOT contain 
spaces and must be alone in brackets.  For example: 

!DBUG [1+0] results in 1, 1 OR 0. 

!DBUG [1*0] results in 0, 1 AND 0. 

!DBUG [1^1] results in 0, 1 XOR 1. 

!DEBUG [1’] results in 0, 1 NOT. 

In code this can be used to set the state of an image control to the logical results, such as: 
!POBJ imgBut=[(BIT1)*(BIT0)] – buttons is Bit0 AND Bit0. 

!POBJ imgBut=[(imgBut)’]    - inverts the current state of  an image button. 

C. Equality Operators 
Conditional operators allow testing two values for equality and return a 1 or a 0 based on the result.  
They may be used to test numeric decimal values, date/times and strings.  The following operators may 
be used: 

== Equal to (case sensitive for strings) 
! or <> Not equal to 
> Greater than 
< Less than 
>= Greater than or equal to 
<= Less than or equal to 
~ Similar to.  For strings only, case insensitive compare 
@ Contains. For strings only, case sensitive 

Examples (be sure to have spaces between terms unless a term contains spaces – such as a text string.  
When this is the case, separate the terms from the operators with commas): 

!DBUG [1 < 2] returns 1 

!DBUG [1 > 1] returns 0 

!DBUG [Hello ~ HELLO]  returns 1 

!DBUG [Hello== HELLO]  returns 0 

!DBUG [Hello World!,@,Hello] returns 1 
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In code, an example would be setting an image button based on the value on analog channel 0 to a 
control named Setpoint. 
!POBJ imgBut=[(AIN0) > (Setpoint)] 

 

D. MakerPlot Values 
MakerPlot values are values in MakerPlot that can be accessed in code instructions.  They may be values 
that are stored in MakerPlot’s normal operations or control properties.  They are accessed in code 
through the use of parenthesis. 

Some examples of MakerPlot Values. 
!DBUG (PTIME)  Time into the plot 

!DBUG (RTIME)  Real time (hh:mm:ss) into the plot 

!DBUG (DPOINT) Current number of data points stored (data for redrawing) 

!DBUG (NAMD)  Name of the data file 

!DBUG (AINMIN2) Minimum value plotted by channel 2 

!DBUG (BIT2)  Value of digital data bit 2 

(ME)   When used in event code, returns the name of the control running the code. 

((ME))   When used in event code, returns the value of the control running the code. 

((ME).L)   When used in event code, returns the left position of the control running the 
code. 

When using controls, the value of the default or specific properties may be access in the same manner: 
!DBUG (txtSetpoint) 

!DBUG (txtSetpoint.Font Color) 
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E. Math Operators List 

Numeric Operators 
-  
[value1 - value2] 

Subtract numbers: 
!DBUG [10 - 20] 
!DBUG [(AIN1) - 10] 

- - 
[value --] 

Subtracts one from the value before use.  Does not change the actual value 
contents unless newly assigned: 
!DEBUG [100 --] 

* 
[value1 * value2] 

Multiply 
!DBUG [5 * 2] 
!DBUG [(AIN0) * 2] 

/ 
[value1 / value2] 

Divide 
!DBUG [5 * 2] 
!DBUG [(AIN0) / 2] 

+  
[value1 + value2] 

 
Add numbers: 
!DBUG [10 + 20] 
!DBUG [(AIN1) + 10] 

++ 
[value ++] 

Adds one to the value before use.  Does not change the actual value contents 
unless newly assigned, such as with !SETD or changing a control value. 
!DEBUG[100 ++] 

ATN 
[value ATN] 

Returns the inverse-tangent in degrees 
!DBUG [.5 ATN] 

ATNR 
[value ATNR] 

Returns the inverse-tangent in radians 
!DBUG [.5 ATNR] 

COS 
[value COS] 

Returns the cosine in degrees. 
!DBUG [30 COS] 

COSR 
[value COSR] 

Returns the cosine in radians. 
!DBUG [30 COSR] 

FORMAT 
[value FORMAT mask] 

Formats value to a provided mask: 
!DBUG [1.2345 FORMAT 0.00] 
!DBUG [1.2345 FORMAT $0.00] 

LN 
[value LN] 

Returns the natural log of a value 
!DBUG [100 LN] 

LOG  
[value LOG] 
[value LOG base] 

Returns the base 10 log of the value, unless base is given, then returns the  log of 
that base. 
!DBUG [100 LOG] 
!DBUG [65 LOG 2] 

MAX 
[value1 MAX value2] 

Returns value1 with a maximum of value2. 
!DBUG [10 MAX 2] 

MIN 
[value1 MIN value2] 

Returns value1 with a minimum of value2. 
!DBUG [1 MIN 5] 

MOD 
[value1 MOD value2] 

Modulus - returns value 1 modulus of value 2, or the remainder. 
!DBUG [18 MOD 5] 
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POW 
[value1 POW value2] 

Power-raise value1 to the power of value2. 
!DBUG [4 POW 3] 

SIN 
[value SIN] 

Returns the sine in degrees. 
!DBUG [30 SIN] 

SINR 
[value SINR] 

Returns the sine in radians. 
!DBUG [30 SINR] 

TAN 
[value TAN] 

Returns the tangent in degrees. 
!DBUG [30 TAN] 

TANR 
[value TANR] 

Returns the tangent in radians. 
!DBUG [30 TANR] 

 

Bit-Logic Operators 
' 
[bit1'] 

Compliment the bit value.  Do NOT use spaces. 
!DBUG [0'] 
!DBUG [(BIT0)'] 

* 
[bit1*bit2] 

Logically AND's bit1 and bit2.  Do NOT use spaces. 
!DBUG [0*1] 
!DBUG [(BIT0)*(BIT3)] 

^ 
[bit1^bit2] 

Logically XOR's bit1 and bit2.  Do NOT use spaces. 
!DBUG [0^1] 
!DBUG [(BIT0)^(BIT3)] 

+ 
[bit1+bit2] 

Logically OR's bit1 and bit2.  Do NOT use spaces. 
!DBUG [0+1] 
!DBUG [(BIT0)+(BIT3)] 

 

Conversion 
ADC 
[value ADC] 
[value ADC bits] 

Converts analog value to binary string. 
!DBUG [192 ADC] 
!DBUG [500 ADC 16] 

ASC 
[char/string ASC] 

Math instruction ASC: Returns a value for the ASCII value of a character, or first 
character in a string. 
!DBUG [Hi ASC] 

BIN2DEC see DAC 
CHR 
[value CHR] 

Returns a character for a given ASCII value. 
[65 CHR] 

DAC 
[binString DAC] 

Converts a binary string (0's and 1's) to analog value. 
!DBUG [01000111 DAC] 

DEC2BIN see ADC 
DEC2HEX 
[value DEC2HEX places] 

Converts a decimal value to hex to the number of places given. Good for 
converting BCD value to Decimal or values to RGB colors. 
!DBUG [79 DEC2HEX 4] 

HEX2DEC 
[value HEX2DEC] 

Converts a hexadecimal value to decimal. 
!DBUG [1FFF HEX2DEC] 

FORMAT 
[value FORMAT mask] 

Formats value to a provided mask: 
!DBUG [1.2345 FORMAT 0.00] 
!DBUG [1.2345 FORMAT $0.00] 
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Logic Operators 
AND 
[value1 AND value2] 

Returns results of logically bit-ANDing value1 and value2 (decimal values) 
!DBUG [63 AND 15] 

BIT 
[value1 BIT position]  

Returns bit value of value1 (decimal number) in bit position (zero based). 
!DBUG [64 BIT 6] 

OR Returns the OR'd value.  
!DBUG [64 OR 15] 

XOR 
[value XOR value2] 

Returns the Exclusive OR value. 
!DBUG [255 XOR 15] 

String Operators 
-  
[string1 - string2] 
[string1,-,string2] 

Subtract Strings: 
Note commas are used since string contains spaces 
!DBUG [Hello World of Mine!,-,of] 

+  
[string1 + string2] 
[string1,+,string2] 

Add Strings: 
!DBUG [Hello +  World!]  

+SPC Used to insert a space when combining strings. 
!DBUG [Hello +SPC World] 

INSTR 
[string1 INSTR string2] 

Returns the position value of string2 in string1. 
!DBUG [Hello World!!,INSTR,World] 

LEFT 
[string LEFT length] 

Returns the left-most characters for the length given. 
!DBUG [Hello LEFT 2] 

LEN 
[string LEN] 

Returns the length of a string 
!DBUG [Hello World!,LEN] 

MID 
[string MID start length] 
[string,MID,start,length] 

Returns a portion of a string starting from the LEFT position at start for the length 
of characters defined. 
!DBUG [Hello MID 3 2] 
!DBUG [Hello World!,MID,5,4] 

POS 
[string POS position] 
[string,POS,position] 

Returns the character at the given position (starting from right) 
!DBUG [Hello POS 4] 

RIGHT 
[string RIGHT length] 

Returns the right-most characters for the length given. 
!DBUG [Hello RIGHT 2] 

TRIM 
[  string TRIM] 

Returns the string with leading or trailing spaces stripped off (note use of comma 
since data has a spaces). 
!DBUG [   hello!   ,TRIM] 

TRIM 
[string LCASE] 

Returns the string as lower case. 
!DBUG [Hi! LCASE] 

UCASE 
[string UCASE] 

Returns the upper case value of the string. 
!DBUG [hello! UCASE] 
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Time/Date Operators 
-  
[time1 - time2] 
[time1,-,time2] 

Subtract Dates/Times 
Current time - 1 min and 10 seconds: 
!DBUG [(RTIME) - 00:01:10] 
A date & time - 1 hour - note that commas are used since there is a space in a 
value. 
!DBUG [1/5/12 13:00,-,1:00] 

+  
[time1 + time2] 
[time1,+,time2] 

Add Dates/Times 
Current time + 1 min and 10 seconds: 
!DBUG [(RTIME) + 00:01:10] 
A date & time + 1 hour - note that commas are used since there is a space in a 
value. 
!DBUG [1/5/12 13:00,+,1:00] 
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F. MakerPlot Value Listing 
All values may be read using (VALUE), such as: 
!POBJ myText=(DATE) 
!DBUG (AIN0) 
!IFTH (AIN0),<,10,!BELL 
etc. 

Control 
CD Returns the value of the serial CD line. 
CTS Returns the value of the serial CTS line. 
DSR Returns the value of the serial DSR line. 
DTR Returns the value of the serial DTR line (Settable using !SDTR On/Off). 
PORTS Returns available COM ports comma deliminated.  Allows populating a drop 

box for COM ports. 
!POBJ objComm=(PORTS) 

RTS Returns the value of the serial RTS line (Settable using !SRTS on/off). 

 

Data 
AIN0-99 Returns the value of analog channels 0-99. Only channels 0 to 9 are plotted, 

but there are 99 to hold additional data for use. On a new plot the value is 
set to '?'. 
!DBUG (AIN5) 

AINACCUM0-99 Returns the accumulated value of analog channels 0-99. 
 

AINAVE0-99 Returns the average value of analog channels 0-99. 
AINCOUNT0-99 Returns the count of accumulated values of analog channels 0-99. 

AINMAX0-99 Returns the maximum or minimum values of analog channels 0-99. These 
values are INDEPENDENT of using the default routine in macro. These 
values are cleared to "?" on New Plots, and Resets if clear min/max on reset 
is set. 

AINMIN0-99 Returns the maximum or minimum values of analog channels 0-99. These 
values are cleared to "?" on New Plots, and Resets if clear min/max on reset 
is set, and clear min/max,!CLMM 

AINPTIMEMAX0-99 Similar to AINTIMEMAX, but returns the time into the plot in seconds. 

AINPTIMEMIN0-99 Similar to AINTIMEMIN, but returns the time into the plot in seconds. 

AINTIME Returns the time of the last analog data. 
AINPTIME Returns the time of the last analog data in plot seconds. 
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AINTIMEMAX0-99 Returns the Date and Time of the maximum or minimum values of analog 
channels 0-99. These values are cleared on New Plots, and Resets if clear 
min/max on reset is set. 

AINTIMEMIN0-99 Returns the Date and Time of the maximum or minimum values of analog 
channels 0-99. These values are cleared on New Plots, and Resets if clear 
min/max on reset is set. 

BIT0-31 Returns 1 or 0 of the bit position of DIGITAL, 0 is LSB 
DATA Returns the entire incoming serial string for analog and messages. 

!DBUG (DATA) 
DATAxx Returns the parsed incoming analog or message string based on the comma 

delimiter or the defined parse delimiter using !PCHR instruction or the 
Options Window settings. 
If the string is:  10,20,30,40 
!DBUG (DATA) would return entire string 
!DBUG (DATA1) would return the 2nd value, 20. 
 

DIGITAL or DIN Returns the last digital string received without the % or value set using 
!SETD. 

DPOINT Current number of data points stored for redrawing when refreshing the plot. 

GRAB Returns string "grabbed' using !GRAB time from the serial port. 

MESSAGE Returns the last message data type received. 
PARSE0-99 Returns the value of data manually parsed using the !PARS instruction in 

(PARSE0) to (PARSE99) 
QUEUE Returns the number of bytes in the queue waiting processing. 

STATUS Returns the current status message in the user status box. 

 

Interactive 
GETD0 - 99 Returns data value in the Values Window, Data boxes.  Can be used for 

simple interactive control or storage of temporary data.  !SETD 0,200 
!DBUG (GETD0) 

GREG.name,Default Returns the value stored in registry with the given name and optionally a 
default value if no entry exists. 
!SREG myData,200 
!DBUG (GREG.myData,500) 

oBack.X 
oBack.Y 

Returns the X and Y coordinates of where the user clicked on the 
background, 0,0 to 100,100. 
!DBUG Last background click at (oBack.X),(oBack.Y) 

XA Returns the absolute X coordinates of the last click on the plot itself in 
absolute terms, 0,0 to 100,100 (upper left). 
!DBUG Last absolute plot click = (XA),(YA) 

XR Returns the relative X coordinates of the last click on the plot itself in 
absolute terms of plot scales.. 
!DBUG Last relative plot click = (XR),(YR) 
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YA Returns the absolute Y coordinates of the last click on the plot itself in 
absolute terms, 0,0 to 100,100 (upper left). 
!DBUG Last absolute plot click = (XA),(YA) 

YR Returns the relative Y coordinates of the last click on the plot itself in 
absolute terms of plot scales.. 
!DBUG Last relative plot click = (XR),(YR) 

 

File Paths 
APATH Returns the full path to the Application root directory. 

!DBUG (APATH) 
DOCPATH Returns the path to MakerPlot document folder in My Documents. 

FILE.fileName  
FILE.folderName  
FILE.folderName\FileName 
 

Return 1 if either the file exists or, for a folder, the folder exists and 
has at least one file in it. If there is no file or populated folder, 0 is 
returned.  

‘ place headers in file on first create 
!IFTH (FILE.(DPATH)test.txt),==,0,!LOGF (DPATH)test.txt,TIME, VALUE 

DPATH Returns the full path of "Data" directory for MakerPlot  
FPATH Returns the full path to the current Macro directory from the root drive.  

This allows the macro to use the full path to a file in the same directory. 

MACPATH Returns the full path of "Macro" directory for MakerPlot in documents. 

MPATH Path to media directory of MakerPlot. 
PATH Returns the path to the current macro directory using MakerPlot program 

directory as the root. 
PPATH Returns the full path of "Plots" directory for MakerPlot documents.  

SPATH Returns the full path of "Snap" directory for MakerPlot documents.  

TPATH Returns the full path of "Template" directory for MakerPlot documents.  

RPATH Returns the full path of template’s Results directory for MakerPlot 
documents. 

 

Date & Time 
DATE Returns the date as month/day/year 

 
MO 
DD 
YY 
 
HH 
MM 
SS 
 

These return the individual data/time values 
Month 
Day of Month 
Year 
 
Hour 
Minutes 
Seconds 
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WDAY 
AWDAY 
NWDAY 

Day of the week values 
Day of the week, such as “Saturday” 
Abbreviated week day, such as “Sat” 
Number for the week day, such as “7” for Saturday 
 

PRDATE Returns the real date of the plot (useful when plotting historical data). 

PRDT Returns the real Date & Time of the plot (useful when plotting historical data). 

PRTIME Returns the real Time of the plot (useful when plotting historical data). 

PTIME Current Plot time in seconds 
RTIME Real time (system clock) 
TDIV Returns the current value of the time divisor. 

 

Plot 
AMAX or YMAX Returns the plot maximum analog range (Y). 
AMIN or YMIN Returns the plot minimum analog range (Y). 
TMAX or XMAX Returns the maximum time of the plot (X). 
TMIN or XMIN Returns the minimum time of the plot (X). 

 

Miscellaneous 
CR Returns a carriage return for separating instructions on as single line.  Can be 

used in normal code and in !IFTH for multiple instructions. 
!DBUG Time is (RTIME)(CR)!BELL 

ER Acts as a return in event code when used in event code for a control when 
configured from control or manually.. 
!POBJ oTime0.C=!BELL(ER)STAT (RTIME) 

BACKGROUND Returns the color of the interface background. 

TITLE Returns the current user-set value of the plot Title. 

VER Returns the current version number of the application. 

PI Returns the value of PI. 

RND 
RNDx 

Returns a random number in range of 0 to 99.  Any additional characters such 
as numbers may be appended to create multiple random values in a single 
instruction. 
!DBUG (RND1),(RND2),(RND3) 

ME Returns the path and filename to the macro currently being executed.  This 
allows a macro to set itself to be the default start-up macro without needing to 
know the entire path. 
INIT: 
!DEFS (ME) 
ENDMAC 
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When used in an object’s event code, returns the name of the object (ME) or 
the value of the object ((ME)).  This allows setting a value to the value of an 
object easier and other uses. 
!SHFT ((ME)) 
!STAT The value of (ME) is ((ME)) 

 

Colors 
Value of 0 to 15 which correspond to the basic colors, from black being 0 and dark blue 1 to yellow being 
14 and white being 15. Hexadecimal RGB values may also be used – see Colors used with Instructions. 

 

Or the MakerPlot Value may be used: 

(BLACK) = 0 
(D_BLUE) = 1 
(D_GREEN) =2 
(BROWN) = 3 
(TEAL) = 4 
(PURPLE) = 5 
(OLIVE)=6 
(GREY) = 7 

(D_GREY) = 8 
(BLUE) = 9 
(GREEN) = 10 
(AQUA) = 11 
(RED) = 12 
(MAGENTA) = 13 
(YELLOW) = 14 
(WHITE) = 15 
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15. Control Instruction Summary 
 

Control instructions can be used to configure and control nearly all aspects of MakerPlot.  They may be 
sent from the controller, used in macros, in event code or manually entered in the Log Window 
Command Line Interface (CLI).  All instructions which use ON or OFF may use 1 or 0 instead. 

A. Conditionals 
IFTH value1,op, value2,code If-Then. If the comparison is true, the statement will be performed. 

The statement may be a macro call, another IFTH, or any other 
operation besides a MATH operation.  Note that the conditional 
code can contain (CR) to separate instructions.  Commas MUST be 
used. 
 
!IFTH (AIN0),>,200,!BELL 
!IFTH (BIT0),==,1,!RSET(CR)!BELL 
 
Available comparisons are: 
= or ==, >=, <=, >, <, ! or <>, ~, @ 
~ compares strings without case sensitivity 
@ sees if value1 (string) contains value2 (string) 

IFXY ,x1,y1,x2,y2,code 
IFXY oback,x1,y1,x2,y2,code 
IFXY contName,x1,y1,x2,y2,code 

IF-XY. Tests to see if click-coordinates are within the specified 
rectangular range defined.  If it is, code will be ran.  First parameter 
is blank for the main plot, it is oBack for the interface background, 
and the control name for plotting controls. 
!IFXY oBack,10,10,50,20,!BELL(CR)!STAT Clicked! 

 

B. Connection Control 
CONN ON/OFF Controls Connected state of the plot.  Of course, in most cases from 

the micro, this will only cause a disconnect.  Connecting clears the 
queue. 

PORT port, baud, bits, parity, 
stopbits, Queue Size, DTR 
Enabled, RTS Enabled, RTS 
Always on 

Configures the COM port for connection.  The Queue is the amount 
of data (bytes) that can be held prior to being processed. 
Parameters in brackets may be omitted. Brackets show optional 
data. 
!PORT 2[,19200,0,7,E,1,2000,0] 

PORT TCP,IP address, port 
number, password. 

Configure a connection using TCP/IP via the gateway.  Parameters 
in brackets may be omitted. Brackets show optional data. 
PORT TCP,192.168.0.1[,9001,pass] 

SDTR ON/OFF Manually Set the DTR line.  Set after !CONN, ensure DTR enable is 
NOT selected in configuration or it will reset to on. 

SRTS ON/OFF Manually set the RTS Line.  Set after !CONN. 
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C. Data Control 
ADDQ string Adds the defined string to the end of the queue for processing.  

ASET channel,value Manually sets AIN0-99 to value given.  May use text as well. 
!ASET 10,-100 

BSND data Sends the BINARY value of the data.  If the data is numeric (0-255) 
the binary value will be sent.  If the value is non-numeric (A-Z, etc), 
the ASCII value will be sent.  Useful for controllers that can't accept 
ASCII string values easily. 
!BSND 120 
!BSND A 

CLMM Clears the min/max/avg analog values recorded. 
CLRQ Clear Queue: Clears all data presently in the Queue waiting 

processing. 
CMMR ON/OFF Defines whether to clear the min/max/avg values on a reset. 

CSUM ON/OFF Defines whether a checksum value will be sent when using binary 
data. 

DSET value in binary Sets the DIN (digital in) value to the binary value given. 
!DSET 0100010 
Convert to 8-bit digital and use: 
!DSET [192 DAC 8] 

ECHO ON/OFF  When echo is enabled (default), data sent to the micro will have 
appended a |Q|.  If the micro echoes the data back to MakerPlot, 
this will indicate to MakerPlot to not process the data. 

ERRT ON/OFF ASCII Error Trap (default is on). Normally, a string with ASCII 
values <13 (except 10) and > 127 are disregarded as bad data. 
Disabling this option will disable the error trapping. 

FAMT %value Flush Amount.  Determines the percent of old data to be remove 
from the stored data points when flushing is enabled. 
!FAMT 25 

FLSH ON/OFF Flush old data.  Enables/disables flushing of data from data point 
buffer. 

FORP start,end,code/string Loops from start to end, replaces & with incremental value. May 
count backwards. 
!FORP 0,10,!DBUG count=& 

NEWP New Plot. Returns plot values to default, resets the plot. Plot 
Objects are NOT cleared. Use !POBJ Clear to clear objects. 
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NUMB value Defines the number of bytes per packet or data sent when using 
binary mode.  This value DOES NOT include a checksum byte.  
See CSUM. 
!NUMB 3 

PARS ON/OFF Allow analog data to be parsed by the character defined in PCHR. 

PCHR char Defines the character to use for parsing special data as analog 
values. 
!PCHR ; 

PNTS value Sets the number of maximum data points to collect before resetting, 
flushing (FLSH) old data or stopping (MAXP) based on 
configuration.  The default is 500.  The greater the number of points, 
the longer it requires to redraw.  Any data stored for redrawing  - 
values, drawings, binary, etc, are stored. 
!PNTS 2000 

QADD String Adds the defined string to the front of the queue for processing.  
!QADD !CLRQ 

RSET Resets the plot clearing all stored data and returning to time 0. 

SPLT val1,val2,val3 Manually parses data in (PARSE0) to (PARSE99) based on Parse 
Character (comma by default), See PCHR. 
!SPLT (Message) 

SRAW data Sends raw data with no CR. 
USEA ON/OFF Defines whether analog data should be used for the oAnalog routine 

only if on, or both if off. 
USEB ON/OFF Defines that data arriving will be in binary and not ASCII format.  

When in binary, see NUMB and CSUM. 

USEM ON/OFF Enabling this option allows data received that does NOT begin with 
an analog value to be accepted by the oMessage routine of the 
macro. 

 

D. Main Plot Grid Control 
AMAX value 
YMAX value 

Sets the maximum analog scale value. (250) 
!AMAX 1000 

AMIN value 
YMIN value 

Sets the minimum analog scale value. (0) 
!AMIN -200 

AMSK mask Provides a mask for displaying values for the analog Scale. (0.0) 
0.00 - Two decimals 
$0.00 - Two decimals with leading $ 
0.0mA - One decimal with mA suffix 
!AMSK 0.0mA 
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AMUL value Sets the analog multiplier.  This sets the AMTH 0 span value to the 
value given - SEE AMTH. 
!AMUL 0.1 

ASCL 
ASCL All/View or plot/channel 

Auto-scales the Y axis based on min/max since reset on channels 
plotted. 
!ASCL ALL to auto-scale all channels of data. 
User 
!ASCL VIEW or !ASCL PLOT to auto-scale only shown plotted 
channels. 
!ASCL 1 to auto-scale only channel 1 (or any provided channel 
number) 

COLR Letters and color values B = Background, G = Grid (major), A = Analog, S = Scales value, D 
= Digital 
Allows setting of one or more color.  May use colors 0-15, macro 
names - (RED), or RGB (BRG) values - &H00FFF.  Requires 
refreshing after setting, !REFR. 
!COLR B(YELLOW) G12 S&H00FFFF 

DBLA or DBLY Double the span of plot analog values. 
DBLT or DBLX Double the span of plot time. 
DISP Letters and color values  G = Grid (major), A = Analog, S = Scales value, D = Digital, R = 

Drawing 
Like COLR, but any unlisted components will not be shown. 

GRID X-amount,Y-amount Defines the number of grid lines on the X and Y axis. (10,10) 
!GRID 20,20 

HLVA or HLVY Halves the span of plot analog values. 
HLVT or HLVX Halves the span of plot time. 
LOGY ON/OFF Enables/Disables Logarithmic Y-coordinate values. 

PAMT value in % Position Plot Amount: Determines the amount a plot will shift on up, 
down, Left, Right. 25 is default. 
!PAMT 10 

PIMG X1,Y1,X2,Y2,image name Set background image.  Coordinates may be omitted for full plot 
background. 
!BIMG 0a,0a,100a,100a,plotback.jpg 

RTIM ON/OFF Real Time 
SAMT value in % Shift Amount:  Selects the amount of plot to shift when data reaches 

max time. Shifting must be on. (50) 

SFTD Shift Plot down by PAMT amount. 
SFTL Shift Plot left by PAMT amount. 
SFTR Shift Plot right by PAMT amount. 
SFTU Shift Plot Up by PAMT amount. 
SHFT ON/OFF Defines whether to shift the plot when the maximum time value is 

reached for analog and digital data. 
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SPAN min val, max val Sets the span of the plot and adds the values to the drop-down. 
!SPAN -100,200 

SQRD ON/OFF Default-ON:  Defines whether squaring of digital plot lines is on or 
off. 

TDIV value Divides time shown by value, 60 for seconds. 
TMAX time 
XMAX value 

Sets the maximum time of the plot scale in seconds, adds to drop 
down. (120) 
!TMAX 360 

TMIN time 
XMIN value 

Sets minimum plot time 

XLBL units Labels the X axis with the units provided. 
YLBL units Labels the Y axis vertically with the units provided. 

E. Interactive Control 
APPA filename Open filename by Application Association: Opens a specified file 

using its associated Windows program.  The full path needs to be 
provided. 
!APPA (SPATH)myPlot.jpg 

CLRD Clears the data values and labels, 0-99. 
FLDR Opens the specified Windows Folder. 

!FLDR (SPATH) 
GRAB time Waits number of seconds (time) and stores any incoming serial data 

in (GRAB). 
GSET title Recalls and reloads many plot and object settings from the registry. 

!GSET myInterface 

INFO Message Displays message only in the Message information box. 

LBLD data number, string Labels the data values on the values window for 0 to 9,and creates 
a name that may be accessed as values. Values may be read using 
(DATVAL0-99). 
!LBLD 5,MyData 
May be read as (GETD5) or (MyData). 
Index of label, 0 to 99, may be obtained with (@myData). 

MREQ default value, time to 
display in seconds, request string, 
data marker number 

Similar to REQD, but used to accept a value and assign to it a data 
marker.  Requests data from the user for use in a macro. Stores 
value in the AIN(number) values. 
!MREQ 100,30,Please enter the maximum value,99 
!AMAX (GETD99) 

MRYN message,code !MRYN message,code.   Displays y/n box, if yes, code ran 
!MRYN Reset plot?,!RSET 
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READ data Sends the specified ASCII string to the micro. If binary mode is 
enabled, the ASCII Character will be sent for values from 0-255.  
Typically used by controller to request a value from MakerPlot.  A 
Carriage return (ASCII 13) is appended to all strings. 
!READ (sldBar) 
Note that math may be used to scale data - ensure spaces around 
operators. 
!READ [(sldBar) / 100] 

REQD Default value, Time to 
display in seconds, Request String 

Request the user to enter a value via a timed pop-up msg box.  
Sends data back to the controller. 
!REQD 120,5,High Temp set point  

SEND data Same as READ instruction, but SEND sounds better when the 
macro sends a value to the controller. 

SETD number,value Sets the data values for (GETD0) to (GETD99). For 0-10, sets the 
values in the Values Window. 
!SETD 1,100 
May also use label name if assigned with !LBLD: 
!LBLD 1,myData 
!SETD myData,100 

SREG name, value Saves the value to the registry under the name defined.  Can be 
recalled using (GREG.name). 

SSET title Saves many interface and object setting to the windows registry. 
!SSET myInterface 

TMPL source_file[,dest_file] Creates a new file from a template file.  All MakerPlot and control 
values are replaced when the destination file is created.  Useful for 
creating a report or webpage from a template.  Unless specified, the 
source file resides in the MakerPlot Templates directory and the 
destination file goes to the MakerPlot Results directory. If the 
destination name is omitted, the source file’s name will be used. 
!TMPL source.htm,index.htm 

 

F. Interface Control 
BELL Rings the computers bell (beeps) 
CCLR 0-15,color Sets the custom color in the object editor color tab. 

CLRC Clears Constant drawings from the plot. 
CLRL Clears the log/immediate window. 
CLRM Clears the messages in the message text box. 
DBUG string DEBUGs values to the Imm/debug window. 
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DELL Deletes the last constant (@) instruction from the constant's bin. 

DUMP 
DUMP DATA 
DUMP VALUES 
DUMP CONTROLS 

Dumps data to the log window. DUMP by itself dumps all data. 
What to dump may be specified: 
DATA - for analog/digital data 
VALUES - for data values, (GETD0) to (GETD99) 
CONTROLS - default property values of controls 

ERRR Places an error message in the bottom status box and the DEBUG 
window. 
!ERRR Value exceeded! 

LOCK ON/OFF Locks the plot from being edited through preventing the Object 
Editor or Macro Editor from being opened. 

MENU ON/OFF Enable/disable the menu choice (except the macro-defined menu 
buttons) from being shown. 

MOFF ON/OFF Prevents the message window from opening automatically when on. 
!MOFF ON 

POBJ Used in control interface objects.  May use ^,@,~ for storing 
changes as data for replay. 

PPER X%,Y% Sets the percentage of the overall interface that the main plot (grid) 
area should use in the application.  Remainder of the screen allows 
room for objects. 
!PPER 80,70 

REGS Shows the registration menu if hidden. 
SBAR ON/OFF Enables/disables the status bar (where status is). 

STAT message Displays message in the status box above the plot.  May use macro 
values. 
!STAT The heater is on at (RTIME) 

TBAR ON/OFF Enable/disable the toolbar from being shown. 
TITL title Displays the title on the plot window form’s caption area. 

!TITL My first window! 

UMSG Time in seconds, message 
string 

Displays a message to the user for the time given. 
!UMSG 10, This Heater is ON 

USRS message See STAT 
WAIT seconds Waits the number of seconds specified before continuing.  Note: If 

used at midnight it can cause lockup. 
WAVS ON/OFF Enables/displays playing WAV files. 

 

G. Logging Control 
APDT ON/OFF Normally ON and will add time-stamp to file name.  Off disables 

appending date & time to snapshots and plot names. 
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ASAV ON/OFF Defines whether auto-saving of plot at maximum is on or off. 

ASNP ON/OFF Defines whether auto-saving snap shots at maximum is on or off. 

AUTP Defines that auto-saves/prints should occur when the maximum 
data points are reached.  If data flushing is enabled, the actions will 
be performed prior to each data flush. 

AUTT Defines that auto-saves/prints should occur when maximum plot 
time is reached.  If max points is reached first, and flushing is NOT 
enabled, points will trigger the event. 

DELD Deletes the data file.  If saving is enabled, the file will be re-created. 

DELF Path\Filename 
 

Deletes the named file.  Use is  restricted to the MakerPlot 
documents folders.  
!DELF (DPATH)Test.txt 

DELM Deletes the message file.  If saving is enabled, the file will be re-
created. 

FORM ON/OFF Enables/Disables the entire application being used for snapshots, 
prints and saves.  For prints and snapshots the application must be 
visible on the desktop. 

HISD date and time or interval, 
data,data,... 

When Historical data is enabled (See HISS), data will be plotted at 
the specified data time, or at the specified interval in seconds.  May 
use negative seconds. 
!HISD 01/01/07 16:00.10,10,20,30 
HISD 30,10,20,30 

HISS date time Enables historical or logged data plotting.  If the date and/or time is 
omitted, the current date time will be used. 
!HISS 01/01/07 15:00 
!HISS 

JPGQ value Sets the quality of the jpg snapshot.  Higher value results in better 
quality, but less compression.  80 is the default. 

LIMD K Limits data file size to number of K bytes given. 
!LIMD 2 

LIMM K Limits message file size to number of K bytes given. 
!LIMM 2 

MDIR folderName Creates a folder in the MakerPlot Documents root directory. No 
other location can be used. Creating a folder that already exists 
does not cause issues. 
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LOGF Path\Filename,Data,Data 
 

 

 

Creates and appends to the named file in the defined path, such as 
(DPATH) for data directory. This instruction creates (if needed), 
opens, writes and closes the named file. 
 
This operation does not automatically use time data as first value. 
Also, as the file is opened/closed each use, it is slower then logging 
normally using !NAMD and automatic logging or using !LOGD for 
manual logging to the standard data file. 

Use is restricted to the MakerPlot documents folder. 

!LOGF myData.txt,(RTIME),(AIN0),(AIN1) 
!LOGF (DOCPATH)myData2.csv,1,2,3 

NAMM filename Provides a filename saving messages to the file.  

NAMS filename Provides a filename for Auto Snapshots.  Filename will be 
appended with date & time & .jpg – See ASAV. 
!NAMS HeaterControl 

OPND Opens the current data file. 
OPNM Opens the current message file. 
SAVD ON/OFF Enables/disables saving analog and digital data to a file. 

SAVM ON/OFF Enables/disables saving of messages to a file. 
SAVP filename Save Plot File 
SNAP filename Takes a snapshot of the plot (JPG).  If the filename is not omitted, 

the plot title will be used.  If there is no plot title, the NAMS value will 
be used (ASav).  Date/Time and .jpg are appended. 

TSMP ON/OFF Enables/Disables time stamping of data and messages to files and 
in message window. 

 

H. Macro Control 
DEFM fileName Defines the macro to be set as the default macro for routine calls, 

such as !MACR .object.  (ME) returns the current macro's file name. 
!DEFM (ME). 

MACR name.routine Call the named macro in a file (fileName.macroName) or the macro 
routine in the current macro (.macroName). 
!MACR Math 
!MACR .CalcValue 
!MACR Math.FindMax 

MACS Run the Start-up Macro. 
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I. Plot Control 
ACHN channel,value,color Plots value on the defined channel in the color specified.  Color may 

be specified one of three ways: 0-15, macro value (i.e. RED), or 
RGB hex value (i.e. &HFF00FF). 
!ACHN 2,(RED) 

ACLR channel,color Sets the color of the channel.  May be value (RED) or 12, or RGB 
(BGR) &H00FF00. 
!ACLR 2,(RED). 

AMTH channel,span,offset Conveniently applies span (gain) and offset to the defined channel 
(y value = Ain * gain + offset). 
To set channel 1 for x 10 + 5 
!AMTH 1,10,5 

ASHW channel, ON/OFF or 1/0 Enables plotting of an analog channel. 
To disable plotting of channel 2: 
!ASHW 2,0 

GWTH value Sets the width of the grid lines. 
MAXP Defines the maximum for MAXS  (max stop) and MAXR (max reset) 

to be based on maximum plot points.  See MAXT. 

MAXR Sets the plot to reset at maximum points or time depending on 
configuration. 

MAXS Sets the plot up to stop at maximum points or time depending on 
configuration. 

MAXT Defines the maximum for MAXS and MAXR to be based on 
maximum plot time (if max points is reached first, it will trigger the 
event).  See MAXP. 

PLOT ON/OFF Enables/Disables plotting and use of incoming data for many 
operations. 

REFR Refreshes (redraws) the plot and background. 
 

J. Print Control 
APRN ON/OFF Enables/disables auto printing at Maximum time or data points. 
MPRN ON/OFF Selects multiple plots per printer page. DO NOT change this once a 

multi-plot page is begun. 

PRNT Prints the current plot to the default printer. 
PSIZ %Value Scales the size of the printed plot from 100%.  Default is 100. Once 

a multiple plot is started, changing PSIZ is NOT recommended. 
!PSIZ 20 
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16. Interface Tips & Tricks 
 

This section outlines some of the ‘tricks’ used in the development of the installed interfaces and some 
other tips as well.  Many of the actions of the interfaces can be understood by opening the various 
controls’ event code and analyzing the code (some commenting was done to help understandability). 
But some tricks performed may benefit from closer analysis. A good knowledge of prior sections of this 
guide are recommended prior to utilizing tricks in this section. 

A. Blinking “Click a Plot Style to Begin” 

 

The blinking prompt to select a plot style is created by using a oTimer event code to change the visibility 
of a label at set intervals. 

!SETD 1,[(GETD1)'] 
!POBJ lblClick.v=(GETD1) 

Data Value 1 is set to the inverted value of itself using the Boolean NOT operation. The current value of 
Data Value 1 is then used to set visibility of the control, lblClick, causing the label to blink every 2 
seconds. 

B. Hours/Minutes/Seconds Interface Selection 

 

The buttons to select between time bases is one of the most complex code events in the interfaces. 

' Stay on if clicked again 
!POBJ (ME)=1 
' Release other buttons 
!POBJ butHr=0 
!POBJ butMin=0 
'  1 second / second 
!TDIV 1 
' Turn off Real Time 
!POBJ butRealTime = 0 
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!RTIM OFF 
' Label Axis and turn off real time 
!XLBL Seconds 
' Calculate max time and save TDIV for next change 
!POBJ txtXMax=[(GETD22) * (GETD21) / (TDIV)] 
!SETD 22,(txtXMax) 
!POBJ txtXMax = [(txtXMax) FORMAT 0.00] 
!SETD 21,(TDIV) 
 
On/Off buttons were used, so we want to ensure if the button is pressed again, it stays on, so the code 
of !POBJ (ME)=1 is used to ensure it is always on or stays on when clicked. When a button is clicked, we 
want the other buttons in the group go off. This functionality is formally known as “Radio Buttons” – 
allowing only one choice to be selected out of several.  While MakerPlot does not natively provide radio 
buttons, we can use code to simulate that effect. The next sub-section shows simplified and concise 
radio button use. 
 
In changing the time based, the !TDIV, Time Divisor, instruction is used to control what time division is 
used. If the value of TDIV is 1 it means the time used for plotting on the X-Axis is the seconds into the 
plot divided by 1. So an X-Axis value of 1 would reach the maximum after 1 second. A TDIV of 60 means 
the plot time is divided by 60, such if the X-axis value maximum is 1, it would take 60 seconds of time to 
reach it. For hours, a TDIV of 3600 is used. So, by changing TDIV, the time it takes to reach the maximum 
changes. 
 
When TDIV changes, the values on the axis do not change automatically, so If originally 60 seconds, 
changing to !TDIV 60 for minutes would mean 60 minutes. To cause the axis to change when the user 
changes the time base requires knowing what the last time base was, calculating current time out to 
seconds, applying the new time base, and updating the X-Axis value such that 60 would change to 1 
when going to minutes.  
 
Data Value 21 is used to store the last time base used and Data Value 22 to store the last time set to be 
used next time the scale changes and times and scales are recalculated. Through calculations, the 
maximum time on the plot and in the user choice box are updated. 
 

C. Tip – Simple Radio Buttons 
Simple Radio Buttons, where only one choice from a group can be selected at 
any time, can be created with a few lines of code and proper naming. Consider 
the following where the user can select Off/Slow/Fast, but only one choice at a 
time. 
 
By using a common prefix for all buttons, such as rad_1 (radio group 1), each 
button could be named rad_1_Off, rad_1_Slow & rad_1_Fast. The code for 
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EACH button can have the following to turn off all buttons in the group using wildcards, then turn back 
on the selected button: 
!POBJ Rad_1*=0 
!POBJ (ME)=1 
And finally, each can have unique code based on which selection was made. 

D. Alarming Meters Interface - Adding Text to Plot 
The alarming meters interface allows adding text to a plot, such as to annotate the plot while collecting 
data.  Note that plotting must be enabled to allow the text to be added. This is done by using the 
oDblClick event code of: 
^TEXT (XR),(YR),0.8,(VIOLET),(txtMark) 

The values of (XR) and (YR) are the relative coordinates of where the plot was clicked, and the text 
instruction is used to place the text of control txtMark at those coordinates. 

E. Channel Monitor Interface – Channel Selections with Generic String 
Manipulations 

The Channel Monitor Interface uses generic code and some string 
manipulation tricks to allow identical code in all similar controls to 
manage whether a trace is plotted, select the color of a trace, and 
select whether to show the current, maximum, minimum or average 
of a channel. This allows a control’s code to be written once, and the 
control duplicated for use. 

Through proper naming and string manipulations, the following code is used in each of the color 
selections.  
' Request color palette 
!POBJ (ME).Image0=? 
' Set channel color based on number at end of control name 
!ACLR [(ME) RIGHT 1],((ME).Image0) 

In !POBJ (ME).Image0=?, the current control requests the color palette to be shown for color selection. 

In setting the channel’s color, the math of [(ME) RIGHT 1] returned the right most character of the 
control name. For channel 0, the control is named ibCol0, for channel 1, the control is named ibCon1, 
and so on. This allows the math to return 0,1,2, etc, based on which control is running the code. 

The instruction !ACLR channel, color can then use the channel number taken from the control name to 
set the color to the control’s selected color. 

This is done with the Channel On/Off selection by using the instruction !ASHW channel, 1 or 0 to control 
whether the channel is shown or not by again getting the channel number from the control name and 
the state from the value of the on/off button control: 
!ASHW [(ME) RIGHT 1],((ME)) 
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In selecting whether to show the current, min, max or average, the code uses a conditional to see which 
was selected and setting the correct image button’s auto channel value to the appropriate value and 
channel 
' get last digit of name, store in data value 0 
!SETD 0,[(ME) RIGHT 1] 
' use last digit to change the control channel's channel to desired channel value 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,Max,!POBJ ibutChVal(GETD0).Channel=AINMAX(GETD0) 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,Min,!POBJ ibutChVal(GETD0).Channel=AINMIN(GETD0) 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,Average,!POBJ ibutChVal(GETD0).Channel=AINAVE(GETD0) 
!IFTH ((ME)),==,Current,!POBJ ibutChVal(GETD0).Channel=AIN(GETD0) 

First, the channel number is extracted from the name and stored in Data Value 1 for use. Then, based on 
the value in the dropdown box (also indexed 0 to 9 such as ibutChVal0 to ibutChVal9) the control name 
and extracted channel value are combined to set the proper control. 

The appropriate stored value for current (AINx), maximum (AINMAXx) and so on is set for the auto 
channel value based on the selected channel number once again. See the next sub-section for another 
simplified method for allowing a dropdown box to use another ‘value’. 

F. Tip – Using List Box to Cross-Reference a Value 
At times you may want a list box to show one value for ease of understanding by the user, but actually 
use another value when selected, similar to showing Min/Max/Average/Current in the prior example, 
but using AIN as the actual value. In our example, a bunch of IF-THENs were used, but a more simple 
method would be to embed both in a list box entry and extracting the information needed for cross-
referencing. 

For example, in the list box shown, the user has choices of Off, Slow, 
Fast and Very Fast. When selected, we want these selections to be 
represented by the data of 0, 50, 100 and 200. By putting what you want 
the user to select, and the actual value your code represents on the 
same entry, separated by spaces, we can meet both needs. 

When the user selects an entry, the following event code for the list box 
is as follows: 
!POBJ txtSpeed=[((ME)),RIGHT,5,TRIM] 

The label box of txtSpeed is set to the right 5 characters of the entry, 
and trimmed to remove spaces. The value of the label box may be hidden and read by 
your controller for a numerical control value. And of course the width of the list box is 
reduced so that the user only sees the Off/Slow/Fast/Very Fast choices. 

Another more powerful option is discussed in Using Lookup Table Files. 
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G. Bars Interface – Using Pointers & Page Switching for Clean Drawing 
In the Bars Interface, incoming data is drawn as vertical bars with values labeled at the top of the bars. 
With multiple drawing instructions being used to create the plot image, it requires time to perform and 
normally the user might see each drawn in turn making the action seem choppy. 

To make this interface look smooth and more professional requires the user only see the end result. For 
this example paged drawing is being used. There exist 2 plotting areas called page 0 and page 1. 
Normally we draw on and view page 0. But we can also set the software to draw on page 1 and copy the 
final results over to page 0 to be viewed only when all drawing instructions are complete. Or vice-versa. 

In this example, analog data is used for the macro only, and the oAnalog event code is used when data 
arrives, shown below: 

!CLRC 
' View Page 1 of plotting 
~VPG1 
' Loop to go through channels 0=9 drawing bars and placing text 
!FORP 0,9,!IFTH (AIN&),<>,?,@FREC &,0,[& + .8],(AIN&),(col&.Image0)(CR)@TEXT [& + .2],105A,1A,(col&.Image0),(AIN&) 

'copy page 1 to page 0 
~CPY0 
' Clear queue of remaining data 
!CLRQ 

First, the constant drawings are cleared using !CLRC. Drawing is set to view page 1, ~VPG1, but drawing 
is performed on page 0 by default. As data arrives, a FORP, For-Pointer, loop from 0 to 9 is used to 
evaluate the channel values of (AIN0) to (AIN9). In the line, the pointer symbol, &, will first be 0, then 1, 
then 2, etc up to 9. The structure of the for-pointer loop is: 
!FORP start,end,instruction(CR)instruction(CR).. 

• The analog channel, AIN0 to AIN9, are evaluated to ensure it is not “?” (no data). 

• If not, a filled rectangle is drawn using the pointer value as the X1 coordinate and pointer + .8 as 
the X2 value, and the analog channel for Y1, with a color set by col0 to col9 buttons. 

• The text is placed based on the pointer value again and the proper analog channel value. 

Once all bars and text have been drawn, ~CPY0 is used to copy what was drawn on page 0 to be viewed 
on page 1 for the user to see the “instantaneous” change. 

Note these drawings use temporary drawing, ~, so that it may not be played back or saved. Also, this is 
fairly slow process and to ensure that buffered data is not being shown and lagging real time, another 
measure is taken in clearing the queue of all data using !CLRQ to ensure only new data is processed. 
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H. Digital Interface – Labeling Digital Traces & Animation using a Multi-Image 
Bar Graph 

The digital interface is the only one which has a feature to label the digital traces on the plot. This is 
done by using the digital coordinates of D0 to D8 in the text instruction for the Y-axis coordinate. 
@TEXT X,Y,Size,Color,Text 

D0 aligns with the first trace position on the 2nd grid line from the top, D1 with the 3rd grid line and so 
on. When the Update Traces button is clicked on the interface, the text in the LED positions above will 
be used to label the digital traces. A FORP, for-pointer, loop from 0 to 7 is used, where the pointer, &, 
will be replaced consecutively with 0 to 7 and used in the instructions. The structure of the for-pointer 
loop is: 
!FORP start,end,instruction(CR)instruction(CR).. 

' Clear constant drawings 
!CLRC 
!FORP 0,7,@TEXT 1A,D&, 1A,(Violet),(txtDig&) 

On the first loop though the instruction executed place the text of 
txtDig0 at position D0: 
@TEXT 1A,D0, 1A,(Violet),(txtDig0) 

The 2nd iteration will use 1 for position and txtDig1 and so on. 

For updating the analog bar graphs, there are 11 bars of sequential images, BAR_Hor_Grn_0.gif to 
Bar_Hor_grn_10.gif. 

 

By setting an image control to the selected image, an animated image can be created to show the 
current level of an analog channel. In oAnalog event code, when analog data arrives, the following code 
is ran to select a value of 0 to 10 based on the incoming data and the maximum range of the bar graph 
the user may modify. 
!POBJ ledBar0=dev\bars\bar_hor_grn_[(AIN0) * 10 / (txtBarMax0) + 0.5 INT MIN 0 MAX 10].gif 
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The incoming value is multiplied by 10 for the full range of 0 to 10, divided by the maximum actual 
range, converted to an integer with the minimum and maximum values set to 0 and 10 respectively. This 
math resolves down to a value of 0 to 10 which is used to update the image control with proper image 
representing the data. 

I. XY Plot Interface Tricks 
The XY Interface simply plots 3 sets of coordinates as X-Y values using filled circle drawing, FCIR, and 
connecting using line drawing, LINE. A sample section of code to plot channels 2 & 3 as X-Y coordinates 
is as follows from the oAnalog event code: 

!IFTH (AIN2),<>,?,!FCIR (AIN2),(AIN3),0.7A,(col1.image0) 
!IFTH (GETD2),=,?,!SETD 2,(AIN2)(CR)!SETD 3,(AIN3) 
!IFTH (butLine),=,1,!LINE (AIN2),(AIN3),(GETD2),(GETD3),(col1.image0) 
!SETD 2,(AIN2) 
!SETD 3,(AIN3) 

The first line simply plots a filled circle at the incoming coordinates. If AIN2 is ?, it means no data for 
those coordinates was received and the circle will not be plotted. 

In plotting lines connecting the circles, the code must know the coordinates of the last position. If no 
data has been plotted for those, the initial values will be “?”, and no line will be plotted. If not 0, the last 
position is recalled from data values 2 and 3 to be used as X2 and Y2 in line drawing. The data values of 2 
and 3 are then updated with new “last” coordinates. 

When the plot resets, the oReset event code is ran and the data values of 0 to 5 are set back to “?” so 
that a line is not drawn on for the first plotted circle.  

!SETD 0,? 
!SETD 1,? 
!SETD 2,? 
!SETD 3,? 
!SETD 4,? 
!SETD 5,? 

J. Dual Plot Interface – Plotting multiple Values on a Plot Control 
Normally a plot control accepts 1 value for plotting, such as !POBJ myPlot=5. In this interface multiple 
values are plotting by using the ACHN instruction to manually plot channels of analog data. 

In oAnalog event code the ACHN instruction is used for both the main plot and the plot control. 
!ACHN channel,value,color 

On the main plot, the channels are based on what the user selects for the channel value of AIN using 
txtPlot1Ch1 as well as the user selected color using clrPlot1Ch1. For the plot control, the drawing 
instruction is used to draw using the ACHN instruction. Finally, if the time of the plot, PTIME, exceeds 
the maximum value of the plot stored in txtXmax2, the plot resets. 
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!ACHN 6,(AIN(txtPlot1Ch1)),(clrPlot1Ch1.Image0) 
!ACHN 7,(AIN(txtPlot1Ch2)),(clrPlot1Ch2.Image0) 
!POBJ Plot2.Draw=ACHN 8,(AIN(txtPlot2Ch1)),(clrPlot2Ch1.image0) 
!POBJ Plot2.Draw=ACHN 9,(AIN(txtPlot2Ch2)),(clrPlot2Ch2.image0) 
!IFTH (PTIME),>,(txtXmax2),!RSET 

K. Interactive Interface 
This interface is fully explored in Section 4, Interactive Control. 
 

L. 3-Serial Interface With Monitoring 
 

This interface allows using up to 3 
different serial connections to collect 
data for up to 3 analog values each. 

Tips on the channel monitoring is 
explored earlier for the channel 
monitoring interface. 

An interesting aspect is the ability to 
change the COM port numbers while 
actively plotting. 

After ports are loaded and baud rates 
set, turning on “Power” perform the 
following to set the port numbers, 

baud rate, and make decisions to connect or not. 
' Enable plotting 
!PLOT ((ME)) 
 
' Set the BAUD rate for each aux serial 
!POBJ oSerial1.Baud=(drpBaud_1) 
!POBJ oSerial2.Baud=(drpBaud_2) 
!POBJ oSerial3.Baud=(drpBaud_3) 
 
' If not turned OFF in drop box, set the port number 
!IFTH (PORT_1),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial1.PORT=(PORT_1) 
!IFTH (PORT_2),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial2.PORT=(PORT_2) 
!IFTH (PORT_3),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial3.PORT=(PORT_3) 
 
' If port not off, connect based on state of power switch 
!IFTH (PORT_1),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial1.CONN=((ME)) 
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!IFTH (PORT_2),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial2.CONN=((ME)) 
!IFTH (PORT_3),<>,OFF,!POBJ oSerial3.CONN=((ME)) 
 
' If off, make sure connection closed 
!IFTH (PORT_1),=,OFF,!POBJ oSerial1.CONN=0 
!IFTH (PORT_2),=,OFF,!POBJ oSerial2.CONN=0 
!IFTH (PORT_3),=,OFF,!POBJ oSerial3.CONN=0 
 
' Enable timer to monitor port states 
!POBJ oTimer0=0.25 
 
The timer is used to monitor the state of the connection by making visible the green/yellow momentary 
button to act as a data state indicator. If a connection closes, the green/yellow indicator will go invisible 
again showing red. 

!POBJ Comm_1_Data.V=(oSerial1.Conn) 
!POBJ Comm_2_Data.V=(oSerial2.Conn) 
!POBJ Comm_3_Data.V=(oSerial3.Conn) 
 
When data arrives on the respective serial port for indication, such as on oSerial1, the following event 
cose is ran turning ‘on’ the green/yellow indicator to yellow. Being a momentary switch, it automatically 
goes back green (state 0) after 100 mS. 

' Light Yellow indicator 
!POBJ comm_1_data=1 
' Log if Enabled 
!IFTH (butLog),==,1,!LOGF Ser1_(txtDat),(DATE) (RTIME),(DATA0),(DATA1),(DATA2) 
' plot analog data on channels 0- 
(DATA) 
 
The code also checks to see if logging is enabled. If it is, a log unique to that serial port is written to 
saving the 3 analog channels (first 3 sets of data in the data string). 

The incoming data is sent to the queue for processing by using (DATA), it is plotting on channels 0 to 2 
assuming 3 sets of analog data. oSerial2 uses ,,,(DATA) to plot to channels 3-5 and oSerial3 uses 
,,,,,,(DATA) to plot on channels 6-8. 

When the COM port or BAUD is changed for any channel, the following code is ran to close the 
connection, then run the “Power” button code to re-establish communications. 

!POBJ oSerial1.CONN=0 
!POBJ butOn.Run 
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M. 3-Serial Extended Interactive Interface 
This interface allows interactive control 
from 3 different controllers running the 
exact same code – though of course it 
doesn’t need to be exactly the same.  

The Ardiuno sketch of 
MP_3Ser_ExtInteractiveControl is the 
example code written for this interface. 

 

 

 

 

The key trick in allowing the same code to perform by directional control relies on 4 key principles: 

• Returning data to the correct serial port 

• Identifying which port data is arriving by serial port number 

• Naming controls to use serial port numbering. 

• Writing controller code to access correct controls. 

 
Returning Data from the Correct Serial Port 
When data from the controller arrives one of the auxiliary serial ports, any !READ (value) instructions 
(which are used to have MakerPlot return data out the serial port to the controller) is replaced by 
(assuming aux serial 1): 
!POBJ oSerial1.Read=(value) 
This allows any code to use the !READ, but have the data returned from the correct port. 

Identifying Which Port Data Arrives On 
Code sent from the controller can use the value of (SERNUM) to be replaced by the aux ports serial 
number 1-3. So when used on Aux Serial 2, the value of (SERNUM) is converted to 2. Note that this is 
NOT the COM port number which may not be consistent. 

Naming Controls to Utilize Serial Port Numbers 
All unique interactive controls are named using 1,2 or 3 depending on which group they belong to (the 
tool tip for each is set to show their control names for ease of programming). For example, on Serial 1, 
the switches are named sw_1A through sw_1D. On Serial group 2, sw_2A through sw_2D, and so on. 
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Coding to Correctly Access correct Controls 
Now that controls are uniquely named for their group and the use of (SERNUM) provides the correct 
serial number, object access is written to correctly access the desired controls. 

Some examples from the code to access the correct serial group controls: 

Setting up the slider range and set to the controller’s setpoint: 

  Serial.println("!O Sld_(serNum).max=1000");          // maximimum value of slider 
  Serial.print("!O Sld_(SerNum)=");                    // Set slider to setpoint value 
  Serial.println(setPoint); 
Setting the LEDs and switches to 0 (off), note the use of the wildcard to set all in a group: 

  Serial.println("!O led_(serNum)*=0");                // set all controls starting with led to 0 
  Serial.println("!O sw_(serNum)*=0");                 // set all controls starting with sw to 0   
Labeling text for buttons: 

  Serial.println("!O txtLED_(SerNum)A=LED");           // Label LEDA for LED state on board 
  Serial.println("!O txtLED_(serNum)B=Btn 1");         // Label LED B for button 1 on board 
  Serial.println("!O txtLED_(SerNum)C=Btn 2");         // Label LED C for button 2 on board 
  Serial.println("!O txtLED_(SerNum)D=Alarm");         // Label LED D for Alarm 
Updating the correct LEDs for the group: 

  Serial.print("!O LED_(SerNum)A=");            // Update virual LEDs with states 
  Serial.println(swA); 
Reading the correct slider! Note how the generic !READ is used accessing the slider control for the 
correct group.. 

  flushBuffer(); 
  Serial.println("!READ (sld_(serNum))");    // request slider control values from MakerPlot 
  setPoint = Serial.parseInt();              // Accept values as integer (has about 1 second timeout) 
 
And, finally, plotting on a unique channel for the plot objects. Not that the (SERNUM) value, 1,2,3, is 
used in macro math to determine the channels used for the value and the setpoint plotting. 

For the sensorValue, depending on the serial port, 1,2 or 3, the channel used will be the serial number – 
1 for channels of 0,1,2 for the respective serial connection. 

For the setpoint, the channel used will be the serial number + 2 for channels of 3,4,5 for each respective 
serial connection. 

void plotData() 
{ 
  // Manually plot data on plot controls using the ACHN instruction drawing 
  // uses the serNum minus 1 for channels 0,1,2 
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  Serial.print("!O plt_(serNum).Draw=ACHN [(serNum) - 1],");  // plot actual in black 
  Serial.print(sensorValue);        
  Serial.println(",(BLACK)"); 
 
 // used serNum + 2 for channels 3,4,5  
  Serial.print("!O plt_(serNum).Draw=ACHN [(serNum) + 2],");  // plot setpoint in red 
  Serial.print(setPoint);  
  Serial.println(",(RED)");   
} 
Also, if logging is enabled, the (SERNUM) value is used to log that serial ports data to a unique file. 

  if (butLog==1)                         // if on, log data to file using serial number as part of file name 
  { 
    Serial.print("!LOGF Serial_(serNum)_(txtDat),(DATE) (RTIME),Pot,"); 
    Serial.print(sensorValue); 
    Serial.print(","); 
    Serial.println(setPoint); 
  } 
 
Of note also is the arriving data code each aux serial port is also identical placing the incoming data, of 
any type – analog, serial, etc – directly into the queue. Also, the correct indicator is lit based on the serial 
number. 

' place incoming data into queue 
(DATA) 
' Turn indicator yellow 
!POBJ Comm_(serNum)_Data=1 
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